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To my parents, Dragutin and Mira 
Preface 

All the attempts to trace the origins of this book take me back into the foggy 
regions of my earliest childhood memories. I was born while my father was a 
student of theology, and I grew up in a parsonage in the city of Novi Sad 
(Yugoslavia) at the time when Marshall Tito and his communists exercised their 
uncontested rule. It would not be quite accurate to say that my parents worked 
for the church; they lived for that small community of believers entrusted to 
their care. As children, my sister and I were, so to speak, sucked into the orbit 
of that community's life. Our home was in the church, and the church had 
insinuated itself into our home. We were part of it because it had become part 
of us. 

As a child, I resented both the expectations of sainthood placed on me by 
the church folk (for whom I was the pastor's mischievous son who ought to 
know better) and the blatant discrimination I encountered in school (where I 
was a gifted but despised son of "the enemy of the people"). Though such 
resentments were at one time so real that I vowed never to follow in my father's 
footsteps, I have since cheerfully broken that vow and the resentments have 
faded away. What remains indelibly inscribed not so much in my memory as 
in my very soul is the deep and unwavering commitment — love, I think, is the 
right word — that my parents had for that community. It was a strange group 
of people living in difficult times. So many bizarre characters, whose petty 
battles had much more to do with their own personal frustrations than with 
the Gospel of Jesus Christ! And then the repeated visits to our home by ap
paratchiks who, I suppose, wanted to underline in person what the inconspicu
ous presence of informers in the church communicated clearly enough, namely, 
that the state had drawn lines that could not be transgressed with impunity. Yet 
despite the petty conflicts within and persistent pressures from without, for 
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AFTER OUR LIKENESS 

over thirty years my parents kept giving that community much of their time 
and energy and a good deal of their very selves. Now as I look back from a 
distance I see what I failed to recognize clearly at the time but what nevertheless 
shaped me profoundly: their commitments mirrored the commitment of 
Christ, who "loved the church and gave himself up for her" (Eph. 5:25). Without 
that love — a love which was both Christ's and theirs — I would never have 
become a Christian and never gone to be a student of theology. And I would 
certainly never have written a book in which I join the chorus of the tradition 
that in all seriousness claims that in some real sense these fragile and frustrating 
communities called churches are images of the triune God. It is therefore 
appropriate that I dedicate this book to them. 

Life in the small Christian community in Novi Sad taught me two basic 
ecclesiological lessons even before I possessed theological language to express 
them. The first lesson: no church without the reign of God. The church lives from 
something and toward something that is greater than the church itself. When 
the windows facing toward the reign of God get closed, darkness descends upon 
the churches and the air becomes heavy. When the windows facing toward the 
reign of God are opened, the life-giving breath and light of God give the 
churches fresh hope. The second lesson: no reign of God without the church. Just 
as the life of the churches depends on the reign of God, so also does the vitality 
of the hope for the reign of God depend on the communities of faith. We come 
to recognize the fresh breath of God and the light of God that renew the creation 
only because there are communities called churches — communities that keep 
alive the memory of the crucified Messiah and the hope for the Coming One. 
Without communities born and sustained by the Spirit, the hope for the reign 
of God would die out. Would the Christian community in Novi Sad have 
survived let alone thrived if it had not directed its gaze beyond itself to that city 
whose architect and builder is God? Would the hope for that city have survived 
in a hostile and indifferent environment without this community and many 
other communities who witnessed to it in word and deed? The same holds true 
for the churches in Berlin and Los Angeles, in Madras and Nairobi, and for the 
hope in the reign of God in Africa, the Americas, Asia, Australia, and Europe. 
These two lessons about the relation between the reign of God and the church 
form the theological framework of the book. 

My interest in the topic and the theological framework of the book stem 
from my early ecclesial experiences. The content of the book — its themes, 
accents, perspectives, and arguments — stem mainly from my ecumenical en
gagement. When I entered the world of ecumenism in the mid eighties, com-
munio was just emerging as the central ecumenical idea. From the outset, and 
above all under the influence of Catholic and Orthodox theologians, the ec
clesiological use of communio was placed in the larger framework of trinitarian 
communio. The present volume, whose theme is the relation between the Trinity 
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and community, is both the fruit of ecumenical dialogues and my own con
tribution to them. In the most general way, I am trying to show that the typically 
Protestant — above all "Free Church" — form of ecclesial individualism and 
the classical Catholic and Orthodox forms of ecclesiological holism are not the 
only adequate ecclesiological alternatives, but that an appropriate understand
ing of the Trinity suggests a more nuanced and promising model of the rela
tionship between person and community in the church. The goal of my efforts 
is an ecumenical ecclesiology — not in the sense of a construct that draws on 
all traditions but is rooted in none, but in the sense that all the great themes 
of this unmistakably Protestant ecclesiological melody are enriched by Catholic 
and Orthodox voices. 

In the process of writing the book, I have incurred many debts, most of 
them so large that I can repay them only with a word of sincere thanks. 
Originally, the manuscript was submitted as a Habilitationsschrift — a disser
tation required for a postdoctoral degree — at the Evangelical Theological 
Faculty of the University of Tubingen. I have revised it for publication and 
made it a bit more user friendly. Professor Jurgen Moltmann, who served as 
the supervisor, not only was a ready source of theological wisdom but gave 
me as much space as I needed in my research. Professor Oswald Bayer was a 
careful second reader. In the context of official ecumenical dialogues and in 
private conversations Professor Herve-Marie Legrand of the Institut Catho-
lique, Paris, made extraordinarily informed and nuanced comments. He was 
also my host during the memorable month and a half that my wife and I spent 
in Paris — researching, writing, and enjoying a Parisian spring. The library 
Saulchoir provided the workspace, and Marie-Therese Denzer kindly let us 
use her apartment. My colleague at Fuller Theological Seminary, Professor 
Robert Banks, read a good deal of the manuscript with the competent eye of 
both a New Testament scholar and a practical theologian. My students at Fuller 
Theological Seminary, Pasadena, California, and at Evangelical Theological 
Faculty, Osijek, Croatia, heard most of the material as lectures; their frowns, 
yawns, wide-open eyes, and smiles, and not just their many good comments, 
shaped its contents. 

An earlier version of the last chapter was delivered as a lecture at the 
University of Salamanca (Spain) in April 1991 at a conference on the catholicity 
of the local church and then published in Spanish and English.1 Portions of an 
earlier version of the third chapter were delivered as a lecture at the Institute 

1. "Aportaciones ecumenicas al tema del coloquio: causa nostra agitur? Iglesias liberes," 
in Iglesias Locales y Catolicidad: Actas del Coloquio International celebrado en Salamanca, 2-7 
de abril de 1991, ed. H. Legrand et al., 701-731 (Salamanca: Universidad Pontificia de 
Salamanca, 1992); "Catholicity of 'Two and Three': A Free Church Reflection on the Catho
licity of the Local Church," The Jurist 52 (1992): 525-546. 
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for Ecumenical Research in Strasbourg (France). Discussions at both institu
tions sharpened my understanding of the issues and contributed to the clarity 
of my thinking. 

Most of the book was written during a year and a half that I was a fellow 
of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (1989-1991), which also supported 
its publication with a generous grant. Fuller Theological Seminary awarded me 
a sabbatical to work on the project. Bruno Kern of Matthias Grunewald Press 
showed enough interest in the manuscript to help make a book out of it. 
Neiikirchener Press agreed to function as a copublisher, thereby making the 
book more accessible to a Protestant public. Marianne Brockel, who does such 
a marvelous job of being my German mother, spent many hours pondering 
difficult sentences in order to help me, a nonnative speaker, express my thoughts 
in proper German. She also did the tedious work of correcting the proofs and 
making the indexes. Finally, Judy, my wife, knows best how grateful I am for all 
she does and, above all, for the wonderful human being that she is. She also 
knows that without her advice and support I would never even have started, let 
alone finished, the book. 

Tubingen, May 1996 
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Introduction to the 
American Edition 

A book is always written for a given context — for a linguistic community living 
at a particular time and place with particular shared beliefs, institutions, and 
practices.1 From an author's perspective, it is unfortunate that a translator can 
translate only the book but not its context. But then, an author can often help 
the imagination of the readers by situating the book in its context. That is what 
I propose to do here: I will indicate how this book relates to some of the 
important American ecclesiological developments. 

I will begin by briefly stating what I am after and conclude by naming 
some issues that I consider of immense importance but could not address within 
the confines of the book. In the middle sections I will first place my argument 
in the context of some developments in feminist and "believers' church" ecclesi-
ologies. Though the two are by no means all that is happening on the North 
American academic scene with regard to ecclesiology, in many respects they 
represent the most significant trends (most significant, that is, if one excepts 
Catholic, Orthodox, and ecumenical ecclesiological efforts with which the book 
deals directly). Second, I will touch briefly on my background interest in what 
Andrew F. Walls calls "the transmission of faith"2 and on how it relates to recent 
sociological studies of American congregations and to some practical experi
ments with alternative forms of ecclesiality. 

Put most broadly, my topic is the relation between persons and commu
nity in Christian theology. The focus is the community of grace, the Christian 

1. Maclntyre, Whose Justice? 373-88. 
2. Walls, Missionary Movement. 
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church. The point of departure is the thought of the first Baptist, John Smyth, 
and the notion of church as "gathered community" that he shared with Radical 
Reformers. The purpose of the book is to counter the tendencies toward in
dividualism in Protestant ecclesiology and to suggest a viable understanding of 
the church in which both person and community are given their proper due. 
The ultimate goal is to spell out a vision of the church as an image of the triune 
God. The road I have taken is that of a sustained and critical ecumenical dialogue 
with Catholic and Orthodox ecclesiology in the persons of their more or less 
official representatives. 

Though feminist theology is complex and multifaceted, the major thrust 
of feminist ecclesiology can be fairly summarized by naming titles by two of 
feminist theology's most prominent proponents, Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza's 
Discipleship of Equals and Letty M. Russell's Church in the Round. In Russell's 
terminology, the main task of a feminist ecclesiology is to dismantle the model 
of the church as a "household ruled by a patriarch" and replace it with the 
model of "a household where everyone gathers around the common table to 
break bread and share table talk and hospitality."3 

A major strand of my argument stands in close affinity with this egalitar
ian agenda of feminist ecclesiology. I argue that the presence of Christ, which 
constitutes the church, is mediated not simply through the ordained ministers 
but through the whole congregation, that the whole congregation functions as 
mater ecclesia to the children engendered by the Holy Spirit, and that the whole 
congregation is called to engage in ministry and make decisions about leader
ship roles. I do not specifically address the ordination of women; I simply 
assume it. Everything in my ecclesiology speaks in its favor, and I find none of 
the biblical, anthropological, christological, and theological arguments against 
it persuasive — neither those propounded by fundamentalist Protestant groups 
nor those proffered by the teaching office of the Roman Catholic Church. 

Another strand of my argument is closely related to a widely shared feminist 
critique of individualism. A rejection of the "separative self" and a conceptualiza
tion of a self situated in a web of relationships, so prominent both in feminist 
philosophy and theological anthropology,4 has so far, however, not been a major 
theme in feminist ecclesiology. But it is prominent in recent developments in 
"believers' church" ecclesiology.5 Traditionally, believers' church ecclesiology has 
championed both voluntarism and egalitarianism — voluntarism in the sense 
that the incorporative act is "deliberate on the part of the candidate and the 
community alike"6 and egalitarianism in the sense that the responsibility for the 

3. Russell, Church in the Round, 42. 
4. See Keller, Broken Web; Weir, Sacrificial Logics. 
5. For the term, see Williams, "Believer's Church." 
6. McClendon, "Believer's Church," 5. 
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corporate life of the church ultimately rests on the broad shoulders of the whole 
local community. Especially under the conditions of advanced modernity (or 
postmodernity), the two emphases have often conspired to lead down the paths 
either of rugged individualism or of its obverse, coercive authoritarianism. 

An important and widespread movement has emerged, however, seeking 
to reclaim the communal dimensions of the believers' church heritage. It is 
associated with names such as John Howard Yoder, James W. McClendon Jr., 
and others. In "Re-Envisioning Baptist Identity," for instance, a group of 
Baptist theologians seeks to find a way between two well-trodden paths, the 
one taken by those "who would shackle God's freedom to a narrow biblical 
interpretation and a coercive hierarchy of authority" and the other followed 
by those "who would, in the name of freedom, sever freedom from our 
membership in the body of Christ and the community's legitimate authority, 
confusing the gift of God with notions of autonomy or libertarian theories."7 

A critique of ecclesial individualism and a proposal of an alternative that 
avoids a retreat into old-style hierarchical holism are at the very center of my 
interest here. Voluntarism and egalitarianism are goods that must be preserved, 
but they must be redeemed from their own dark shadows — from the false 
autonomy of self-enclosed individuals whose relationships are at bottom con
tractual and whose attachment lasts only "until better return is available else
where."8 For such redemption to take place, we must learn to think of free and 
equal persons as communal beings from the outset, rather than construing their 
belonging as a result simply of their "free" decisions. Hence a dual emphasis in 
the book on community and on persons, on belonging and on choice (which 
itself must be properly understood as a response to a divine summons). The 
two are separable only for analytic and strategic purposes. When we examine 
the nature of ecclesial sociality, we look at it either from the angle of community 
or from the angle of persons; when we seek to correct the ills of individualism 
and authoritarianism, we emphasize either belonging or choice. But whatever 
we do, we must hold in view both together. 

The consequences of the dual emphasis on person and community for 
the construction of the ecclesial self are significant: it is a self that is always 
"inhabited" or "indwelled" by others. In suggesting this complex notion of the 
self as inhabited by others toward the end of the book — "catholic personality" 
is the term I use — I go a step beyond both feminist and believers' church 
ecclesiologies. Newer feminist reflection on the doctrine of God and anthro
pology has already moved in this direction.9 Except for process thought10, 

7. "Re-Envisioning Baptist Identity" 8. 
8. Luntley, Reason, Truth and Self, 190. 
9. See Jones, "This God." 
10. See Suchocki, God, Christ, Church, 129-98. 
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however, ecclesiology remains so far innocent of these developments. On this 
matter, as on many others in this book, I take my lead from the notion of 
identity inscribed in the doctrine of the Trinity and, in dialogue with a Catholic 
notion of an anima ecclesiastica (Ratzinger) and an Orthodox notion of a 
"catholic person" (Zizioulas), try to make fruitful the idea of the internality of 
others in the self for Protestant ecclesiology.11 

On the whole, neither feminist nor believers' church ecclesiological 
thought seeks to root itself in the doctrine of the Trinity. The believers' church 
ecclesiology echoes in this respect a long tradition in Protestant theology in 
general.12 Only recently, in The Trinity and the Kingdom of God, Jiirgen Molt-
mann has led the way in connecting the divine and ecclesial communities. He 
has, however, offered no more than a brief sketch of a trinitarian ecclesiology, 
sharply focused on the issue of "hierarchy" vs. "equality."13 In God for Us, 
feminist theologian Catherine LaCugna has made significant programmatic 
remarks about the relation between the Trinity and the church.14 It is no 
accident that LaCugna is a Catholic theologian, and that Moltmann's trinitarian 
reflections owe much to impulses from Orthodox theology. For a consistent 
connecting of ecclesial community with the divine community we need to turn 
toward mainstream Catholic and Orthodox thought. Except for the more recent 
theologians, however, even there the relation is more affirmed than carefully 
reflected on. Moreover, as I have tried to show, in Catholic and Orthodox 
thought earthly hierarchies tend to mirror the heavenly one. Given the conflic-
tual nature of all social realities, the church not excepted, a hierarchical notion 
of the Trinity ends up underwriting an authoritarian practice in the church. In 
contrast, I have tried to develop a nonhierarchical but truly communal ecclesi
ology based on a nonhierarchical doctrine of the Trinity.15 

More than either of the two traditions of ecclesiological thought men
tioned, I am interested in the transmission of faith. Feminist theologians fear 
that if one concentrates too much on the transmission, what will end up passed 
on is oppressive faith — beliefs and practices that perpetuate sexist ideology 
and systematically exclude more than half of their members from even the 
possibility of holding an office. Some believers' church theologians, on the other 
hand, fear that concern for transmission entails acculturation, which in turn 
spells betrayal in the very act of transmission — churches stripped of crosses 
and of anything else that offends shallow suburban sensibilities. I share both 
concerns. Yet if the Christian faith is worth believing, it must be worth passing 

11. See Volf, Exclusion and Embrace. 
12. See Gunton, "Church on Earth." 
13. Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 200-202. 
14. LaCugna, God for Us, 401-403. 
15. See also Volf, "Trinity Is Social Program." 
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on. And if it is worth passing on, then it is mandatory to reflect on how this is 
most responsibly and effectively done, above all, to forestall passing on a faith 
that is either loaded with oppressive baggage or emptied of its proper content. 
My concern is, however, not that of a pragmatic missiologist, who tends to 
concentrate on the technique because the primary goal is to increase either the 
number of converts or the utility of social effects. My concern is rather that of 
a constructive theologian, who seeks to develop an ecclesiology that will facilitate 
culturally appropriate — which is to say, both culturally sensitive and culturally 
critical — social embodiments of the Gospel. 

Combined interest in the relation between person and community and 
social embodiment of the Gospel has led me to enter occasionally the world of 
sociology. Not that I am joining sociologists as they spread their wings at dusk and, 
like Hegel's philosophers, with an eye of an owl gaze upon life grown old. I am a 
theologian, and my task is not mainly to gaze upon withering life, but to help 
infuse it with new vibrancy and vision. It would be presumptuous and wrong-
headed, however, to imagine that a theologian can, by a few strokes of the pen, 
undo history and return the church to its youth. To put it differently, a theologian 
comes to the subject neither at the end nor at the beginning, but in the middle — 
to a pilgrim church in the midst of its own history that is lived in a culture with 
its own past and its own future. A theologian must always start with what is already 
there. And this is where sociology, together with other related disciplines, comes 
in. Theology needs help in understanding the social shapes of a pilgrim church in 
changing cultural contexts. 

Help, I said, not orders. A theologian should be ready to learn, even to be 
told what to learn, but should never give up the prerogative of ultimately 
deciding when and from whom help is needed and how best to use it. So I make 
no apologies for a piecemeal and occasional appeal to social scientists — Max 
Weber, Ferdinand Tonnies, Talcott Parsons, Niklas Luhmann, Peter L. Berger, 
and Robert Wuthnow, to name just a few. From my perspective, this is what I 
ought to be doing. Had I written the book in the United States, I would have 
paid closer attention, among other things, to recent studies of American con
gregations16 — and treated them in the same ad hoc fashion as I treat the 
thinkers mentioned earlier. Had I done so, my sense is that I would have found 
many of my assumptions confirmed. 

An interest in the transmission of faith has led me to write with a side 
glance at today's thriving churches — thriving at least on the surface and if one 
is to judge by the level of commitment and enthusiasm of their members. Most 
of them are in the Third World, and their vibrancy has transformed Christian 
faith from a predominantly Western to a "predominantly non-Western reli-

16. See Ammerman, Congregation and Community; Wind and Lewis, American Con
gregations. 
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gion."!7 Constructive theologians in the West, and not just missiologists, are 
well advised to attend to the practice of these churches in order to learn from 
their explicit and implicit ecclesiologies and theologies. 

It is also high time for constructive theologians, and not just practical 
theologians, to take seriously the vast experiment in ecclesial practice taking 
place in this country. Had I written the book here, I would have attended 
carefully to this experiment, including the so-called megachurches. True, some 
of these churches are best described with a term meant as a compliment but 
that in fact comes dangerously close to being an insult — successfully "marketed 
churches."18 To the extent that the description fits, these churches are a case in 
point of how pervasive in American culture is the transformation of everything 
and everyone into "manageable objects and marketable commodities."19 When 
the Big Three supplant the Holy Three as the model of the church, prophetic 
rage is in order, not congratulation — sackcloth and ashes, not celebration. 

Others will have to judge how widespread is the selling out of the church 
in the marketplace of desire.20 At least some megachurches are, however, making 
a good effort to resist the seduction of the market — at least as good an effort 
as most other churches. Take the most celebrated of the megachurches, Willow 
Creek Community Church. It can be faulted for many things, including its 
inability to reach beyond its own suburban cultural boundaries. But if one is 
to judge by what Gilbert Bilezikian, its "resident theologian," writes about the 
church and by what John Ortberg, its teaching pastor, endorses enthusiastically, 
Willow Creek's vision of church as community is in many respects impressive. 
In Community 101, a text clearly written for lay people and at points theologi
cally deficient, Bilezikian grounds the identity of the church firmly in the Trinity, 
combines a strong emphasis on community with an equally strong emphasis 
on the nonhierarchical character of the church; he passionately argues in favor 
of the ministry of women and resists strenuously dividing the church into 
interest groups along lines of race and gender. He is as concerned about social 
involvement as he is about evangelism, and is committed to the pattern of life 
modeled on the crucified Messiah.21 All this is exactly right. Even more, all this 
is extraordinary for the simple reason that it is a vision for a church that is 
extraordinarily successful in passing on the Christian faith. When it comes to 
such communities, before theologians critique — and critique we must! — we 
should observe the vision, consider the practice, and learn from both — unless 

17. Walls, Missionary Movement, xix. 
18. Barna, Marketing the Church. 
19. Kenneson, "Selling [Out] the Church," 319. 
20. For a pessimistic reading, see Guinness, Dining with the Devil; Wells, God in the 

Wasteland. 
21. Bilezikian, Community 101. 
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we want to be guilty of that sophisticated kind of obtuseness so characteristic 
of second-rate intellectuals. 

Finally, some of my readers will miss important ecclesiological themes in the 
book. I look mainly inside, at the inner nature of the church; the outside world 
and the church's mission are only in my peripheral vision. Moreover, even as I look 
inside, I concentrate on the formal features of the relation between persons and 
community, rather than on their material character. What does it mean for the 
church to embody and pass on the love of Christ and "the righteousness and peace 
and joy in the Holy Spirit" (Rom. 14:17)? How should it fulfill its most proper 
calling to participate in God's mission in the world? What is the nature of the 
relation between the churches and the societies they inhabit? How is participation 
in the life of the church — how is being a church — related to the plausibility of 
the Christian way of life? I do not address these questions directly, not, however, 
because I find them unimportant, but because one cannot say everything at once; 
working through the issues takes time and space, and requires patience of both 
the writer and the reader. The best I can do here is to point the reader to some of 
my articles22 and especially to my book Exclusion and Embrace: A Theological 
Exploration of Identity, Otherness, and Reconciliation^ I consider this book a 
necessary companion to the present volume. The vision of the triune God 
provides the foundation there as here. But there I pursue a different question; 
instead of asking what the doctrine of the Trinity implies for the formal relations 
between person and community, I ask how the vision of the triune God's coming 
into the world of sin ought to inform the way in which we live in a world suffused 
with deception, injustice, and violence.24 

Alan Padgett and the editorial board of Sacra Doctrina do their work in 
style. Double thanks are in order if you first get the world's best barbecued 
shrimp served in New Orleans and are then invited to submit your manuscript. 
Jon Pott of Eerdmans, whose inimitable dry humor more than matched all 
the delicacies to which he treated me in New Orleans and elsewhere, is an 
editor extraordinaire. It is above all to his generosity that I owe the translation 
of the book. Doug Stott, who translated the book (except for the Preface and 
this Introduction), and Daniel Harlow, who edited it, both deserve my grati
tude. Finally, John Ortberg and Telford Work have read a version of this 
Introduction and offered valuable comments, and in the process of its writing 
Medi Sorterup, my research assistant, has been her usual self— perceptive and 
helpful. 

22. See Volf, "Church as Prophetic Community"; "Worship as Adoration and Action"; 
"Soft Difference"; "Christliche Identitat und Differenz"; "When Gospel and Culture Inter
sect." 

23. Nashville: Abingdon, 1996. 
24. See also Volf, "Trinity Is Social Program." 
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Introduction 

1. A Cry of Protest and Its Fate 

"We are the people!" was the cry with which the wall between East and West 
was stormed in November 1989, the people's cry of protest against patroni-
zation by the Communist Party and by its appointed government; it was a 
resounding "no" to the self-appointed avant-garde of the people that was 
repressing this very people. Although hardly anyone will argue the necessity 
of the Eastern European velvet revolution, its ultimate success will likely 
depend on just what becomes of this "we" in its cry of protest. Will this "we" 
split up into individuals and individual groups concerned only with their 
own interests? Will it melt into a mass, relinquishing its autonomy to new 
(nationalistic?) "Fiihrer" who manipulate through old memories and new 
insecurities?1 

To my knowledge, no one has tried to storm the ecclesial walls with the 
cry "We are the church!" (though a broad movement has indeed tried with this 
slogan to change certain things in the German-speaking Catholic Church). This 
particular slogan does nonetheless express the protest out of which the Free 
Churches emerged historically.2 Although it would doubtless be an oversimpli
fication to understand the early English Separatist movement with Peter Lake 

1. In this regard, cf. Volf, "Unclean Spirit," 88f. 
2. The expression "Free Churches" involves two primary meanings: It designates first 

those churches with a congregationalist church constitution, and second those churches 
affirming a consistent separation of church and state (see Mead, Experiment, 103). I use the 
term primarily in the first sense, though this meaning also implies the second and is insep
arable from it. 
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merely as a "populist revolt against any sort of ministerial elite,"3 the dominance 
of the problem of power in the polemical writings of its main representatives 
clearly attests the populist protest against the hierarchical structure of the 
church. The ecclesiological principle of the first Baptist, John Smyth, was: "We 
say the Church or two or three faithful people Separated from the world & 
joyned together in a true covenant, have both Christ, the covenant, & promises, 
& the ministerial powre of Christ given to them. . . ."4 It is the "faithful people" 
who have Christ and his power; it is they who have the covenant and the 
promises. As Henry Ainsworth formulated it, the Separatists' criticism of the 
church of their time was not directed "against any personal, or accidentary 
profanation of the temple, but against the faulty frame of it."5 The structures 
of that particular ecclesial power would have to be changed in which "two or 
three faithful people" remain powerless against the powerful hierarchy. The 
positive background to this criticism was the idea that the church is actually 
the people of God itself assembling in various places. "We are the church, and 
for that reason, it is also we who are the subjects of the government of Christ 
in the church" — this is the red thread running through all their writings. The 
antimonarchical and generally antihierarchical political implications of this 
basic, anticlerical ecclesiological decision are unmistakable.6 The expression 
"We are the people!" could clearly be heard in the "We are the church!" of the 
Free Churches. 

In the meantime, the cry of protest "We are the church!" seems to have 
become redundant. No one contests it today, and it thus shares the fate of many 
cries of protest that not only derive from empty discontent, but rather denounce 
genuine social grievances: They are often incorporated into the self-understanding 
of the group against which they are directed, and thereby domesticated. Thus, for 
example, the notion "We are the church!" is integrated into "The church is a 'we.'" 
Although this formulation is unobjectionable in and of itself, concern arises 
whenever the singularization of the plural ("are" being transformed to "is") signals 
a reduction of the complexity of that "we" to the simplicity of a quasi-'T"; a populist 
cry of protest becomes an integralistic formula of palliation! By contrast, the slogan 
"We are the church!" quite correctly expresses the notion that "church" is a collective 
noun. The church is not a "we"; the church are we. On the other hand, this plural 
does not express merely a relationless multiplicity. The ecclesial plural is not to be 
confused with the grammatical plural. While several "I's" together do constitute a 
grammatical plural, they do not yet constitute an ecclesial "we." "We are the 

3. So Lake, Puritans, 89. For a critical view, see Brachlow, Communion, 175. 
4. Smyth, Works, 403. 
5. Cited in Collinson, "Early Dissenting Tradition," 544. 
6. Historical scholarship seems to agree on this point. See, e.g., Forster, Thomas Hobbes, 

116, 174; Zaret, Contract, 94; Collinson, "Early Dissenting Tradition," 548. 
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church!" does not mean "We meet occasionally," nor "We cooperate in a common 
project"; rather, it means basically, "Each of us in his or her own being is qualified 
by others." Whoever says less than this in saying "We are the church!" is saying too 
little, and the cry of protest "We are the church!" has degenerated into an ideological 
slogan. 

The following study is concerned with placing this cry of protest of the Free 
Churches— "We are the church" — into a trinitarian framework and with ele
vating it to the status of an ecclesiological program, and with doing so in dialogue 
with Catholic and Orthodox ecclesiologies. I am hopeful that this will also in
directly provide a modest theological contribution to clarifying the problem the 
political protest "We are the people!" presents to social philosophy. My primary 
objective, however, is to contribute to the rediscovery of the church. 

As a cry of protest, "We are the church!" presupposes that someone does 
want together to be the church. In many churches, especially those of the 
non-Western world, this desire is quite robust. I would like to provide these 
churches with the ecclesiological categories through which they might better 
understand themselves as and live better as a community.7 In modern societies, 
however, the worm of modernity is slowly eating away at the root of this will 
to ecclesial community; faith lived ecclesially is being replaced by faith lived 
individualistically, a diffuse faith that includes within itself the elements of 
multiple forms of religiosity and is continually changing.8 Those whose yearning 
for community is undiminished must first learn to say "We are the church!"; 
the church must first awaken in their souls, as Romano Guardini put it in a 
well-known expression.9 The ecclesiological dispute concerning the church as 
community is therefore simultaneously a missiological dispute concerning the 
correct way in which the communal form of Christian faith today is to be lived 
authentically and transmitted effectively. 

2. Free Churches: The Churches of the Future? 

1. A global ecclesial transformation has been under way during the second half of 
this century; from the religion of the so-called First World, Christianity has 
become a religion of the so-called "Two-Thirds World." In the process, it is slowly 

7. In this study, I do not use the term "community" in the sense of Ferdinand Tonnies' 
distinction between "community" and "society" (see Tonnies, Gemeinschaft). The term "com
munity" for me refers quite generally to the concrete relationships within the social edifice 
that is the church. I do admittedly inquire theologically concerning just how the relationships 
within the church as a community ought to look if they are to correspond to the community 
or fellowship of the triune God. 

8. See Marty, Church, 45ff. 
9. See Guardini, Kirche, 19. 
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(and laboriously) shedding its European forms of enculturation and is becoming 
a genuine global religion with its own varied forms of enculturation. Despite the 
culturally determined pluriformity of the churches emerging thus worldwide, 
however, a general ecclesiological shift is discernible. The understanding of the 
church seems to be moving away from the traditional hierarchical model to the 
(no longer quite so new) participative models of church configuration.10 

The various Free Churches are growing most rapidly among Protestants, 
particularly among the Pentecostals and the charismatic groups, who are char
acterized not only by the notion of religious immediacy, but also by a high 
degree of participation and flexibility with respect to filling leadership roles (but 
which at the same time are often populist-authoritarian).11 Just as significant 
as the rapid growth of these Free Churches, however, are the incipient structural 
transformations within the traditional Protestant and Catholic churches, which 
are undergoing a process of growing "congregationalization," even where this 
process has not yet been accommodated ecclesiologically. The life of the church 
is becoming increasingly less the exclusive prerogative of pastors and priests. 
The increasing professionalization of church activities in the Western world 
only seemingly contradicts this trend.12 This "process of congregationalization" 
is clearly evident even in the Catholic Church, which is (still?) committed to a 
hierarchical structure.13 The well-known interview of Joseph Cardinal 
Ratzinger, Zur Lage des Glaubens, confirms that this observation is not merely 
an outsider's misinterpretation of the situation. There we read: 

My impression is that the authentically Catholic meaning of the reality 
"Church" is tacitly disappearing, without being expressly rejected In other 
words, in many ways a conception of Church is spreading in Catholic thought, 
and even in Catholic theology, that cannot even be called Protestant in a 
"classic" sense. Many current ecclesiological ideas, rather, correspond more 
to the model of certain North American "Free Churches."14 

It seems Ratzinger does not sufficiently consider the fact that those Catholic 
theologians representing an ecclesiology moving toward Congregationalism15 

10. Regarding Latin America, see the statistics in Stoll, Latin America, 333ff. 
11. In this regard, see Martin, Tongues; Wilson, "Evangelization"; Hocken, "The Chal

lenge." 
12. See the discussions concerning "inclusion" below in section 2.2 of the present 

chapter. 
13. In an essay written within the framework of the "Congregational History Projects," 

the sociologist R. Stephen Warner emphasizes that one can observe a "convergence across 
religious traditions toward de facto Congregationalism" in the U.S.A. ("The Place," 54). 

14. Ratzinger, Report, 45f. 
15. Cf., e.g., Boff, Die Neuentdeckung, and idem, Kirche. 
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axe less the actual motor driving these transformations than the seismograph 
registering and expressing theologically the grassroots movements prompted 
by social developments. 

Today's global developments seem to imply that Protestant Christendom of 
the future will exhibit largely a Free Christian form. Although the episcopal 
churches16 will probably not surrender their own hierarchical structures, they, too, 
will increasingly have to integrate these Free Church elements into the mainstream 
of their own lives both theologically and practically.17 Although restorative efforts 
will slow the appropriation of these elements, they will be unable to obstruct them 
entirely. It seems to me that we are standing in the middle of a clear and irreversible 
"process of congregationalization" of all Christianity.18 In his book The Silencing 
of Leonardo Boff, Harvey Cox correctly formulated one of the crucial ecclesiologi
cal and ecclesial-political questions as follows: "How will the church leaders deal 
with a restless spiritual energy splashing up from the underside of society and 
threatening to erode traditional modes of ecclesiastical governance?"19 

2. Various reactions are possible to the slow disappearance of the traditional 
form of church life, which was nourished in part by an extensive identification 
between church and society in a premodern social context. One might, for 
example, lament it as an evil temptation of the church by modernity itself, or greet 
it as an example of what Paul Tillich called "reverse prophetism," "an uncon
sciously prophetic criticism directed toward the church from outside."20 However 
one reacts to it, the continuing global expansion of the Free Church model is 
without a doubt being borne by irreversible social changes of global propor
tions.21 Modern societies have long ceased to be more or less self-enclosed social 
systems, and have become parts of an economic-technological world system. An 
in-depth analysis of this system is not necessary here; for our purposes, it will 
suffice to emphasize briefly those particular features promoting the expansion of 
the Free Church model. These include the differentiation of societies, the privati
zation of decision, the generalization of values, and inclusion.22 

16. By this I mean those churches in which the office of the episcopate is affirmed for 
strictly dogmatic rather than practical reasons. 

17. See Whitehead, Emerging. 
18. See Chandler, Racing 210ff. 
19. Cox, Silencing, 17. 
20. Concerning "reverse prophetism," see Tillich, Theology, 3.214. 
21. Admittedly, the same social changes pose a threat with the horrific vision of an 

electronic church in which the individual Christians are utterly isolated from one another 
and obey only the voice of the one shepherd delivered by the media. The actualization of 
this horrific vision would constitute the radical privatization of salvation and the dissolution 
of the church. 

22. My own presentation of these characteristics of modern societies follows especially 
Luhmann, Religion. 
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Modern societies are characterized by progressive differentiation into 
various interdependent and yet autodynamic subsystems. These subsystems 
then become specialized with regard to certain spheres of social life; altogether, 
they represent "the inner-societal environment for one another" and attain 
stability through complex interdependence.23 The position of the church in 
modern societies must be determined from the perspective of this particular 
social development. Whereas in premodern European societies the church still 
represented "a kind of basic element of security and limit to variation for all 
functional and media spheres,"24 today it has become a specialized institution 
for religious questions. "Today, religion survives as a functional subsystem of a 
functionally differentiated society."25 

As such a subsystem of society, the church itself is subject to the vortex 
of progressive differentiation. Accordingly, various Christian traditions and 
churches emerged in the differentiation following the Protestant Reformation. 
Even if from a theological perspective one cannot simply affirm sociological 
developments but must carefully evaluate them, it is clear that churches in 
modern societies represent sociologically the different religious institutions that 
have become specialized in satisfying the religious needs of various social and 
cultural groups, a situation applying both to the larger, more comprehensive 
ecclesial communities and to individual local churches within these communi
ties. It is no accident that sociological studies employ market terminology in 
describing the social position and function of the church.26 Just as a consumer 
is able to choose between the offerings of various merchants, so also can one 
choose between the religious offerings of the various churches (even when 
churches justifiably neither understand themselves nor want to be understood 
merely as "merchants"). In a culture resembling a warehouse, where a person 
can take whatever he or she wants, religion too must become a "commodity," 
"a social possibility one can use or not use."27 

That religion has become a "commodity" is not just a result of social 
differentiation; it is also connected with yet another important structural feature 
of modern societies: The latter are characterized by a low degree of social 
ascriptivism and by the corresponding privatization of decision. In traditional 
societies, people are directed toward certain subsystems largely by circumstances 
beyond their control (such as the class into which a person is born). By contrast, 
modern, differentiated societies must relinquish this ascriptive directing of 

23. Luhmann, Religion, 243. 
24. Ibid., 102. See also Kaufmann, "Kirche," 6. 
25. Luhmann, "Society," 14. 
26. Concerning such market terminology, cf. Berger, "Market," 77-93; Berger and 

Luckmann, "Secularization," 76ff. 
27. Kaufmann, Religion, 143, 223. 
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individuals into specific social roles and institutions.28 Individuals now largely 
determine their own social roles. These societies are thus characterized by a 
high degree of associationism; membership in institutions and organizations is 
determined by the private decisions of the affected individuals.29 For church 
life, the privatization of decision means 

that both participation in spiritual communication (church) and that part of 
faith involving the act of believing become a matter of individual decision; 
it means that religiosity is expected only on the basis of individual decision, 
and that this is now becoming consciously so. Whereas unbelief was a private 
matter earlier, now belief is such.30 

The self-evident nature of membership in a religious community is thus largely 
disappearing, and the question of truth and salvation is becoming a matter for 
the individual to decide. 

The privatization of decision goes hand in hand with a generalization of 
values. Freedom and equality are welcomed as universal values regulating social 
behavior without recourse to particularistic prohibitions.31 What follows from 
this is "the full inclusion of all persons as possible participants in all functional 
areas."32 The specific differences between people may not function as the basis 
on which to exclude anyone in principle from access to certain functions; every 
person must be able to get an education, vote, satisfy needs through work, and 
so on. The generalization of values implies not only that "access to religion is 
not restricted by other roles, nor may access to other roles be restricted by 
religion"; it simultaneously shatters "the distinction between clergy and laity, 
and requires a purely organizational (religiously irrelevant) reconstruction of 
this distinction."33 

3. Only a poor ecclesiology would simply chase after the developmental 
tendencies of modern societies. Although history does indeed teach that with 
regard to the development of its own order the church is to a large extent 
dependent on developments within society itself,34 the social form of the church 
must find its basis in its own faith rather than in its social environment. Only 
thus can churches function effectively as prophetic signs in their environment. 

28. Luhmann, Religion, 236. 
29. Concerning the implications of this social development for religion, see Berger, 

Imperative. 
30. Luhmann, Religion, 238f. Empirical research in Germany also confirms this; see 

Kaufmann, Religion, 142. 
31. Parsons, System, 13ff. 
32. Luhmann, Religion, 234. 
33. Ibid. 
34. See Kottje and Risse, Wahlrecht, 44. 
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The entire present study is concerned with finding a theologically appropriate 
ecclesiological response to the challenge of modern societies. Here I wish only 
to point out how the structural elements of modern societies affect ecclesial 
self-understanding and the success of the transmission of faith. 

Opinion polls in the United States (although the North American situa
tion cannot really be universalized, it does reveal some of the general tenden
cies within modern societies) clearly attest people's conviction that their faith 
should reflect the values of freedom and equality which they themselves 
presuppose as self-evident within their own social and political lives.35 They 
view their faith as something taking place between themselves and God. 
Church membership is important to them not so much for determining their 
faith as for supporting it. "They see religious institutions as serving the people, 
not the people serving the institutions."36 Americans quite clearly expect one 
thing from their churches, namely, more lay participation in church life. To 
the question, "Who do you think should have greater influence in determining 
the future of religion in America: the clergy, or the people who attend the 
services?" sixty-one percent responded: "Laity, the people who attend religious 
services, should have greater influence."37 Among young adults (ages 18-29), 
seventy percent gave this answer, while only nine percent favored greater 
influence on the part of the clergy. 

As for any religion, so for Christianity the transmission of faith is a 
question of survival. Such transmission, however, becomes a serious question 
only in a situation in which decisions have been privatized. In a pluralistic 
situation, several factors favor or hinder the transmission of faith. Here I will 
address only those particular factors involved with the social form of the church. 
Church historians, recently especially Nathan O. Hatch in his widely respected 
book The Democratization of American Christianity, have traced the rapid spread 
of various Christian movements back to their "populism."38 The religious soci
ologists Roger Finke and Rodney Stark confirm this; it was precisely the 
democratic-populist and congregationalist character of the Baptists and early 
Methodists that enabled them to "conquer" North America between 1776 and 
1850. They write: 

Perhaps "Congregationalism" was not a sufficient basis for meeting these 
[evangelistic] demands, but it appears to have been necessary. This suggestion 
is further supported by the fact that the "Methodist miracle" of growth which 
occurred during this period, when local congregations were pretty much 

35. See Gallup and Castelli, Religion, 90. 
36. Ibid., 252. 
37. Ibid., 252f. Similarly also Dudley and Laurens, "Alienation." 
38. See esp. Hatch, Democratization. 
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self-governing, was followed by the "Methodist collapse" which began after 
the clergy had assumed full control.39 

The experiences of various churches worldwide, especially of Baptist and Pente
costal-charismatic churches, confirm this sociological observation.40 

It is not my intention here to recommend certain methods of evangeli
zation, nor to affirm in an undifferentiated fashion ecclesial populism. On the 
other hand, given the experiences of the growing Free Churches, though also 
of the "mainline" Protestant churches, which are increasingly becoming "side
line" churches throughout the world,41 one must reflect on "the social factors 
affecting the possibility of transmitting Christianity" within modern societies.42 

Apart from the actual content of faith,43 it seems to me that the successful 
transmission of the Christian faith presupposes a twofold identification with 
the churches: that of outsiders and that of church members themselves. If it is 
through conscious decision that faith is taken up -— faith no longer belonging 
to the self-evident features of a given social milieu — then the mediation of 
faith can succeed only if those standing outside that faith are able to identify with 
the church communities embodying and transmitting it. Such identification pre
supposes a certain degree of sympathy. People in modern societies, however, 
have little sympathy for top-down organizations, including for churches struc
tured top-down. The search of contemporary human beings for community is 
a search for those particular forms of socialization in which they themselves are 
taken seriously with their various religious and social needs, in which their 
personal engagement is valued, and in which they can participate formatively. 
If, as Franz-Xaver Kaufmann has emphasized,44 the appropriation of values 
indeed can take place only in "sympathetically structured" circumstances, then 

39. Finke and Stark, "Upstart Sects," 34. 
40. See Martin, Tongues. 
41. See Roof and McKinney, Mainline Religion. 
42. Kaufmann, "Kirche," 7. 
43. Roger Finke and Rodney Stark suggest that "secularization" is one of the most 

important factors relating to the content of faith that affect the success of transmitting such 
faith. They define "secularization" as follows: "By 'secularize' we mean to move from other-
worldiness to worldliness, to present a more distant and indistinct conception of the super
natural, to relax the moral restrictions on members, and to surrender claims to an exclusive 
and superior truth" (Finke and Stark, "Upstart Sects," 28). With regard to the transmission 
of faith, they then draw the following conclusion: "As groups secularize they will proselytize 
less vigorously. It is hard to witness for a faith with nothing special to offer in the religious 
message" (ibid.). One might question whether this analysis draws sufficiently precise distinc
tions. One would have to conclude from it that only the fundamentalists are in a position 
to transmit their faith effectively. For a brief theological reflection concerning this problem, 
see Volf, "Herausforderung." 

44. Kaufmann, "Kirche," 7. See also Kaufmann, Religion, 268, 275. 
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in addition to the family, one will be able to transmit faith effectively today only 
in social groups with a participative structure. 

As the history of the early church, and indeed the entirety of church 
history, attests, faith is not transmitted primarily by priests or pastors and 
academics,45 but rather by the loyal and inspired people of God. The interest 
the people of God have in transmitting their faith, however, will not be much 
greater than their interest in the Christian congregation in which they actually 
live that faith. Thus the transmission of faith also presupposes the identification 
of a church's members with that church. Such identification, however, will take 
place only to the extent individual Christians are permitted to understand and 
affirm themselves as fully entitled, formative coparticipants in church life. Al
though the guarantee of inclusion does not yet suffice to create the "sympathetic 
social relationships" within the church, without such inclusion such relation
ships become increasingly more improbable, since "social dissonance" becomes 
too great between what one endorses in society at large and what one experi
ences in the church. 

This participative character of Christian communities, or the capacity for 
all believers to become subjects,46 to express the same thing from the perspective 
of the individual, is an important presupposition for both outsiders and mem
bers in identifying with the church. Without this twofold identification with 
the church, the transmission crisis experienced by the Christian faith, discern
ible especially in Europe, will be extremely difficult to overcome. 

Is then the salvation of worldwide Christendom to be expected from the 
Free Churches? By no means. Too often, the latter merely reflect the cultural 
worlds surrounding them along with the serious illnesses attaching to those 
worlds. Let me mention but one example. Whether they want to or not, Free 
Churches often function as "homogeneous units" specializing in the specific 
needs of specific social classes and cultural circles, and then in mutual competi
tion try to sell their commodity at dumping prices to the religious consumer 
in the supermarket of life projects; the customer is king and the one best suited 
to evaluate his or her own religious needs and from whom nothing more is 
required than a bit of loyalty and as much money as possible. If the Free 
Churches want to contribute to the salvation of Christendom, they themselves 
must first be healed. 

45. So, correctly, Kaufmann, Religion, 222; Kaufrnann, Zukunft, 19. 
46. So Metz, "Das Konzil," 250. 
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3. An Ecumenical Study 

1. Today, a reevaluation of the church is meaningful only as an ecumenical 
project. Four decades ago, Karl Barth wrote: 

If a man can acquiesce in divisions, if he can even take pleasure in them, if 
he can be complacent in relation to the obvious faults and errors of others 
and therefore his own responsibility for them, then that man may be a good 
and loyal confessor in the sense of his own particular denomination, he may 
be a good Roman Catholic or Reformed or Orthodox or Baptist, but he must 
not imagine that he is a good Christian.47 

Today Barth's warning seems almost superfluous. It has in the meantime become 
quite self-evident that all of us are poor Christians if we live divided, and that 
no ecclesiology can proceed in self-satisfied isolation. 

Although ecumenical values have generally prevailed, the ecumenical 
movement as such finds itself in a profound crisis today. A precise analysis of 
the causes of this crisis, particularly of the causes associated with inner-Catholic 
and inner-Orthodox developments, is not necessary in this context. Let me draw 
attention only to two complementary factors relevant for my purposes. The 
first is the current decline of rigid denominationalism. Although people do 
indeed still identify with a particular denomination, they feel free to attend the 
local church of a different denomination or even to change denominations.48 

A postconfessional Christianity is emerging.49 The great ecumenical project that 
was oriented toward relations among the various confessions is having a great 
deal of difficulty accommodating itself to these new developments.50 Old-style 
ecumenicists find the ecumenical idea itself endangered. The second factor in 
the ecumenical crisis of relevance for this study is the diminution of the societal 
and ecclesial significance of the old Protestant denominations (what are known 
as the "mainline denominations"). This is in part a result of the inner dynamic 
of modern societies at large, though no less of the inability of these denomi
nations themselves to transmit the Christian faith effectively. In any case, one 

47. Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/1.676. 
48. In this regard, see Wuthnow, Restructuring, 71-99; Barna and McKay, Vital Signs, 

124. 
49. So also Raiser, "Okumene," 413. 
50. George A. Lindbeck's remarks concerning the reconceptualization of the ecumeni

cal project are accurate: "Unitive ecumenism . . . needs to be reconceived. It can no longer 
be thought of, as I have done most of my life, as a matter of reconciling relatively intact and 
structurally still-Constantinian communions from the top down. Rather, it must be thought 
of as reconstituting Christian community and unity from, so to speak, the bottom up" 
(Lindbeck, "Confession," 496). 
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of the three pillars of the ecumenical movement, in addition to the Catholic 
and Orthodox churches, is supporting increasingly less weight. 

Parallel with these developments, Free Churches, which emphasize the 
relative independence of local churches, are acquiring ever greater significance 
through their rapid worldwide growth. They continue, however, to be the step
children of the ecumenical movement if they are reckoned as family at all. In 
many respects, this is no doubt their own fault. I do not, however, want to 
engage in the unfruitful business of appropriate assignment of blame. I merely 
note that many ecumenical discussions of recent decades have been conducted 
with the unspoken assumption that the Free Churches as well as congrega-
tionalist ecclesiology can be ignored with impunity. The report of the Lausanne 
Conference (1927) still viewed Free Churches as equal partners with the epis
copal and presbyterial churches. It demands that 

these several elements [i.e., episcopal, presbyterial and congregational systems 
— M.V.] must all, under conditions which require further study, have an 
appropriate place in the order of life of a reunited Church.. . . each separate 
communion . . . should gladly bring to the common life of the united Church 
its own spiritual treasures.51 

From the perspective of the Free Churches, the "Baptism, Eucharist, and 
Ministry" (BEM) Document (1982) did not fulfill this demand; Free Churches are 
wholly dissatisfied with the BEM Document because they feel left out.52 As a matter 
of fact, they were indeed expressly left out of the ecumenical proposal of Heinrich 
Fries and Karl Rahner, to mention another example, since "smaller church associa
tions or sects (!), even those basically expressing an interest in unity," are not 
considered for the union proposed by Fries and Rahner.53 People seem to forget in 
this context that for simple "numerical" reasons there can be no unity in the church 
that bypasses these Free Churches, since they represent worldwide the largest 
Protestant grouping. Furthermore, from the evangelical perspective and against 
this proposal one must question along with Eberhard Jiingel whether "the Lutheran 
and Reformed churches [can] unite with Rome if in return they have to renounce 
their previous proximity, for example, to the Baptists."54 

One of the intentions of this study is to contribute toward making the 
Free Churches and their ecclesiology (or ecclesiologies) presentable, Free 
Churches that are dogmatically fully orthodox (though too often simul
taneously expressly fundamentalist) and that are numerically becoming increas-

51. Faith, 469. 
52. See, e.g., "Evangelical." 
53. Fries and Rahner, Einigung, 64. 
54. Jiingel, "Einheit," 341. See also the criticism directed at Fries and Rahner's sugges

tion by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger (Church, 132f.). 
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ingly significant. (At the same time, however, I will try to teach them something 
in the way of good theological and ecumenical manners.) Insofar as the ecclesi
ology of the Free Churches becomes ecumenically plausible, it can perhaps also 
function as a catalyst in the search for a postconfessional ecumenical conceptual 
framework. 

2. Good manners do not include showing up at the party and then 
immediately beginning an argument. I will observe proper etiquette, and not 
merely for ceremonial purposes. Although this study is not concerned with 
controversial theology, I will not shy away from clearly delineating relevant 
differences and from inquiring concerning their consequences. This is ad
mittedly not the only legitimate form in which one can participate in ecumenical 
dialogue. Although one can very well engage in theological ecumenism without 
addressing ecclesiastical-confessional differences, one should not forget that 
these differences do nonetheless color the entire undertaking at least latendy.55 

If such differences are brought fully into the open, the possibility exists that 
they can contribute to mutual enlightenment; if they are avoided, the false 
impression can arise that one has already learned from them everything there 
is to learn. The informed reader will easily discern where I have learned from 
my dialogue partners and thereby enhanced (I hope) the Free Church model. 

In one point, however, I still remain unconvinced. Both the episcopal and 
the original Free Church ecclesiological models proceed on the assumption that 
there is but one correct ecclesiology; God has revealed a certain structure for the 
church, and this one structure must accordingly be maintained for all time. By 
contrast, exegetes speak of the several ecclesial models one can find in the New 
Testament. I proceed on the simple systematic assumption that what was legiti
mate during the New Testament period cannot be illegitimate today. Furthermore, 
I consider the plurality of models to be not only legitimate, but indeed desirable. 
The differentiation of various Christian traditions is not simply to be lamented as 
a scandal, but rather welcomed as a sign of the vitality of the Christian faith within 
multicultural, rapidly changing societies demanding diversification and flexibility. 
Franz-Xaver Kaufmann sees in this differentiation "the real chance for Chris
tianity on the threshold of the emerging world society." He goes on: 

In my opinion, one can show not only that the various traditions of Chris
tianity posit different emphases in their religious experience, but also that 
beyond this they have developed different social forms and different forms 
of community configuration, and that in the kind of situation in which we 
find ourselves today, namely, one difficult to assess as a whole, it is precisely 
these differences that offer the best chances of survival.56 

55. See Schillebeeckx, Menschen, 241. 
56. Kaufmann, Zukunft, 23. 
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One must admittedly also inquire concerning and grapple with the unity of 
these different traditions. 

One might reject the legitimacy of several ecclesial models with the fol
lowing argument: Anyone who does not wish to accept the one institutional 
church willed by Christ will necessarily create one's own church modeled ac
cording to one's own needs.57 Yet whoever argues in this way (contrary to the 
New Testament witness, I believe) will also have to face the question whether 
this appeal to the unchangeable will of God is not serving rather to veil ideo
logically one's own interest in maintaining certain ecclesial structures. I doubt, 
though, whether such an exchange of arguments concerning needs and interests 
would make us any wiser. The dispute concerning the plurality of ecclesial 
models would have to be carried on with somewhat better arguments. Within 
the framework of the present study, however, I do not need to address this 
dispute any further. Here I acknowledge my commitment to the plurality of 
ecclesial models merely for the sake of drawing attention to the limits of my 
own objectives. I do not intend to advocate the extreme thesis that one specific 
Free Church ecclesiology is the only correct one, nor that such an ecclesiology 
is the best one for all times and all places. I wish to demonstrate in a much 
more modest fashion that a Free Church ecclesiology can be dogmatically 
legitimate, can be commensurate with contemporary societies, and, for that 
reason and under certain conditions, can prove to be superior to other ecclesi-
ologies. This argument presupposes a rejection both of a "progressivist" under
standing of history ("what comes later is better than what is there now or what 
came earlier") and of a "primitivist" understanding of history ("what came 
earlier is better than what is there now or what will come later"). I am advocating 
what I have elsewhere called a "kaleidoscopic" understanding of history, namely, 
the view that "social arrangements shift in various ways under various influences 
. . . without necessarily following an evolutionist or involutionist pattern."58 I 
am not, however, suggesting that we accept an anarchy of ecclesial models. An 
ecclesial model acquires theological legitimacy through an appeal to the New 
Testament witness concerning the church, and through reflection on how faith 
in the triune God and in salvation in Jesus Christ is to intersect with the cultural 
locations in which churches live. 

3.1 will conduct my ecumenical dialogue here with the two great traditions 

57. So Ratzinger, who disqualifies ecclesiologically the North American Free Churches 
with the following argument: Those who fled to North America "took refuge from the 
oppressive model of the 'State Church' produced by the Reformation . . . created their own 
church, an organization structured according to their needs," since they "no longer believed 
in an institutional Church willed by Christ, and wanted at the same time to escape the State 
Church" (Report, 46). 

58. Volf, Work, 84. 
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of ecclesiological thinking, namely, the Catholic and the Orthodox. The two 
dialogue partners I have chosen are Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger59 and the 
Metropolitan John Zizioulas.60 These two have one thing in common: They are 
not prophets standing on the periphery of their own tradition (otherwise they 
would not have received the high episcopal honors of their churches). Although 
Ratzinger has already long been a figure of considerable dispute not only as the 
Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, but in part for that 
reason also as a theologian, these two are exceptional contemporary theologians 
consciously trying to give contemporary expression to their respective tradi
tions. Those among my readers who are prophetically inclined might think that 
for just this reason they do not qualify as dialogue partners, and that one ought 
simply to leave them to the business of stabilizing their own communities. I do 
not need to determine here whether as theologians they occupy merely a con
servative stabilizing function without making any constructive contributions. 
Because I am looking for the so-called postmodern forms of ecclesial relation
ships, however, it seems to me that dialogue with contemporary reformulations 
of premodern traditions is extraordinarily important. Moreover, the wisdom 
inhering in a long tradition should not be underestimated even if one feels 
compelled to reject that tradition. 

In the broad dialogue I carry on with Ratzinger and Zizioulas, I am often 
inclined to lend an ear to the voice of the first Baptist — "Se-Baptists" — John 
Smyth (1554-1612), "one of the most gifted, and, with all his faults, one of the 
best of the great company who have borne that name."61 He is the voice of the 
Free Church tradition to whose theological maturation and ecumenical present-
ability I hope to contribute here. I am, however, audacious enough not simply 

59. Relatively much has been published on Ratzinger's theology, especially since his 
controversial interview, The Ratzinger Report (see, e.g., Rollet, Le cardinal; Thils, En dialogue). 
There has, however, still been no thorough study of his ecclesiology, the area in which he 
probably has made his greatest theological contribution. Aidan Nichols's Theology of Joseph 
Ratzinger is a portrayal of Ratzinger's theological development, a portrayal with no claims 
to being a critical analysis. The penetrating study by Gerhard Nachtwei (Unsterblichkeii), 
though analytical, nevertheless seeks through dialogue with Ratzinger's own dialogue part
ners to present and defend his eschatology within the framework of his overall theology. 

60. Two dissertations have dealt with Zizioulas's thought. Gaetan Baillargeon (Com
munion) analyzes in particular Zizioulas's express ecclesiological proposals but does not deal 
in any detail with the ontology of person and community constituting the background to 
these proposals. Paul Gerard McPartlan's study, which pursues a critical comparison between 
the eucharistic ecclesiology of Henri de Lubac and Zizioulas (Eucharist), delves more deeply 
in investigating Zizioulas not only as an ecclesiologist, but also as a thinker who fathoms 
ecclesial existence as such. McPartlan, however, only touches peripherally on the themes of 
particular interest to me (e.g., the structure of the communion at the trinitarian and ecclesial 
levels). 

61. Dexter, Congregationalism, 323. 
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to repeat with new words and new arguments that which he whispers into my 
ear. John Smyth began a tradition; I would like to enrich that tradition in an 
ecumenical dialogue with other traditions. 

No great reflection is needed to discover that ecclesial life and ecclesial 
theory do not always or fully coincide. Recognition of this may be understood 
not only as an indictment of ecclesial reality, but also as a criticism of ecclesial 
theory. In this study, I am interested less in the misuse of the theory justifying 
the authoritarian structures of social unity than in the conscious or unconscious 
misuse of such theory for the sake of delimiting one's own social sphere from 
other social spheres; certain interpretations of ecclesial reality are advocated in 
order to maintain the wall between the churches. This is why I have attempted 
not only to discuss various ecclesial models, but also to pay attention to the 
ecclesial reality these bring to expression. Only thus can the models be effectively 
enriched. 

Admittedly, I will allow ecclesial reality to function as a corrective only 
for the Free Church model; my concern with Catholic and Orthodox ecclesi-
ology remains at the level of the models proposed by Ratzinger and Zizioulas. 
In so doing, I expose myself to the suspicion of wanting to present my own 
Protestant tradition in the best possible light. The schema according to which 
my thinking proceeds in several of the following discussions goes something 
like this: although traditional Free Church ecclesiology is individualistic, in 
reality the community plays an important role in the ecclesial life of the Free 
Church; in dialogue with other ecclesial models, I try theoretically to retrieve 
ecclesial life. This schema, however, evokes the impression that Free Church 
ecclesiology is flexible and capable of improvement, while the Catholic and 
Orthodox models are by contrast immobile. I am well aware that both these 
traditions have a history of ecclesiology; Ratzinger and Zizioulas are part of that 
history. It would be presumptuous, however, for a Protestant theologian to try 
to improve Catholic or Orthodox ecclesiology. Hence my own modus operandi 
is also intended as an offer to Catholic and Orthodox theologians through which 
they might, in dialogue with the Free Church model, examine ecclesiological 
reality at large and thereby keep their own models in motion. 

4. "Not only does the question of the church constitute the determinative 
background to any unresolved points pertaining to the question of office, it also 
basically constitutes the background to all questions."62 One can probably argue 
how strictly "all" is to be taken in Walter Rasper's assertion here. There is 
probably no disagreement, however, that all decisive theological questions are 
reflected more or less clearly in the question of the social form of the Christian 
faith. This is also why critical analysis of Ratzinger's and Zizioulas's theology of 
the communio in part I (chapters I and II) is not restricted merely to the strictly 

62. Kasper, "Grundkonsens," 178. 
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ecclesiological level; in the course of this analysis, I will also examine questions 
regarding the doctrine of the Trinity, anthropology, Christology, soteriology, 
and the theology of revelation. In this part, I inquire concerning the structure 
of the communio in Catholic and Orthodox theology. The criticism directed at 
Ratzinger and Zizioulas here remains focused on the system as such. Criticism 
involving considerations external to the systems then follows in the second part. 

The primary goal of the second part, however, is not criticism but rather 
construction. I inquire first of all concerning just what makes the church the 
church (chapter III). Since I localize this in the communal confession of faith, 
in the next chapter I address the question of the mediation of faith. A specific 
character of faith and of its mediation always presupposes a specific anthro
pology. Hence at the end of chapter IV, I attempt to sketch a communal view 
of personhood. This in turn leads to the ecclesiologically foundational study of 
the relationship between church and Trinity (chapter V). I then examine the 
problem of the structures of the church from the perspective of these ecclesio
logical, soteriological, anthropological, and trinitarian views (chapter VI). The 
final chapter then attempts to summarize the entirety from the perspective of 
the problem of catholicity. 

The central focus of my constructive interest is the local church, and 
only on the periphery do I address the theme of the relationships obtaining 
between various local churches63 and between these and their surrounding 
social reality.64 By focusing on the local church, however, I am by no means 
suggesting indirectly that one should simply settle for the many local churches 
that are concerned exclusively with their own affairs. I feel obligated to the 
great ecumenical task of witnessing to the one faith with contextual sensibility, 
of proclaiming publicly and living responsibly the one, world-altering gospel, 
and of building up the commwm'o-structures between the churches dispersed 
throughout the entire ecumene. This task cannot, however, be fulfilled without 
local churches; as a matter of fact, it must be addressed primarily by way of 
those local churches, for the people of God gathering at one place constitute 
the primary subject of ecclesiality. From the perspective of this basic ecclesi
ological conviction, one which although often forgotten does not represent a 
view specific to the Free Churches, I focus on the local church itself in this 
ecumenical study of the ecclesial community as an icon of the trinitarian 
community. 

EVANDEOSKI TEOLO§KI 
FAKULTET - OSIJEK 

BIBLIOTEKA 
63. See below III.3; VII.3.1.3. 
64. See below VII.3.2. 
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Chapter I 

Ratzinger: 
Communion and the Whole 

The church occupies the center of the theology of Joseph (Cardinal) Ratzinger.1 

What the young Ratzinger maintained about Cyprian applies with virtually no 
restrictions to Ratzinger himself: "Regardless of where one begins, one always 
gets back to the church."2 From his dissertation on Augustine's ecclesiology to 
his most recent theological publications as Prefect of the Congregation for the 
Doctrine of the Faith,3 he has always tried to uncover and elucidate the inner 
logic of the Catholic form of ecclesiality, albeit from the perspective of this 
ecclesiality itself rather than from any neutral perspective.4 Ratzinger's attempt 
to ground the requisite structure of the church from the inside, however, is not 
a purely ecclesiological undertaking; ultimately, he is concerned with the "com
munal shape of the Christian faith."5 This is anchored in his basic conviction 

1. For Ratzinger's theology in general, see Fahey, "Ratzinger"; Haring, "Nightmare 
Theology"; Nachtwei, Unsterblichkeit, Nichols, Theology. 

2. Ratzinger, Volk, 99; see Ratzinger, Eschatologie, 14. Concerning the centrality of the 
church in Ratzinger's thinking, see Eyt, "Uberlegungen," 40. 

3. See Ratzinger, Getneinschaft. 
4. See Ratzinger, Volk, 57. The young Ratzinger believed that Augustine's attempt to 

appeal to scripture as an impartial authority within ecclesiological disputes — i.e., to dem
onstrate the church outside the church itself— resembles the attempt to "demonstrate faith 
outside faith" (Ratzinger, Volk, 131). According to his view, both attempts are doomed to 
failure because — as he explains later — "all reason is determined by a historical location, 
and hence pure reason does not really exist" (Ratzinger, "Kirche in der Welt," 317). Concern
ing Ratzinger's theological method, see Nachtwei, Unsterblichkeit, 226ff. 

5. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 50. 
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that "only the whole sustains"6 — more precisely, the whole in the most com
prehensive sense of a great unity of "love" that overcomes not only the isolation 
of the individual self from the entirety of humankind, but also the isolation of 
humankind itself from God.7 Ratzinger locates the essence of the church in the 
arc between the self and the whole; it is the communion between the human 
"I" and the divine "Thou" in a universally communal "We." 

To protect the community of human beings with their fellow human 
beings and with God from the individualism of modern pluralistic societies, 
Ratzinger polemicizes against two mutually determinative aberrations of the 
Christian faith and of its ecclesial practice. The first is found in the formula of 
the early Augustine, deus et anima — nihil aliud, nihil, and its Reformational, 
liberal, personalistic, or existentialist variations. The second consists in delim
iting the local church from the larger church, and in reducing it to group-
dynamic interaction. These two aberrations allegedly coincide in Free Church 
ecclesial theory and practice. The impression is that Ratzinger considers Free 
Church ecclesiology to be the paradigmatic model of an individualistic view of 
what is Christian. Since the Christian faith obviously can be lived in a nonin-
dividualistic fashion only if ecclesial life is communal, from the very beginning 
of his theological work Ratzinger either explicitly or implicitly polemicizes 
against Free Church ecclesiology, albeit less in its classical Protestant form than 
in that of the increasingly widespread, postconciliar Catholic "flight to the 
'congregation.' "8 

Pierre Eyt has rightly emphasized that few Catholic theologians have 
explicated more urgently than Ratzinger the intertwining of human "I," divine 
"Thou," and ecclesial "We."9 Even fewer have debated with so much theological 
acumen the basic assumptions of Free Church ecclesiology by articulating the 
communal structure of the Christian faith that sustains Catholic ecclesiology. 
These are two important reasons why Ratzinger seems to be an appropriate 
primary Catholic dialogue partner in the search for a communal Free Church 
ecclesiology.10 My interest is in Ratzinger as theologian rather than as Prefect 
of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (though it would doubtless 
be instructive to examine how his understanding of communio is translated into 
ecclesiastical practice in his own function as bishop and prefect).11 And I will 

6. Ratzinger, "Buchstabe," 254. 
7. See Ratzinger, Introduction, 204; idem, Fest, 129. 
8. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 6. Cf., e.g., idem, Volk, 90, note 7; "Liturgie," 244; Church, 

9f. 
9. Eyt, "Oberlegungen," 45. 
10. For additional reasons why I have chosen Ratzinger as the Catholic dialogue 

partner, see section 3.3 of the Introduction above. 
11.1 do not intend to pursue the theologically, ecclesiastically, and politically charged 

question whether Ratzinger does indeed distinguish sufficiently "within himself between the 
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not enter the inner-Catholic dispute concerning whether Ratzinger does indeed 
authentically express the spirit and letter of the Second Vatican Council. Because 
my own investigation aims not immediately at establishing an ecumenical con
sensus or ecumenical convergence, but rather at reformulating Free Church 
ecclesiology, I need not deal with the definitive Catholic ecclesiology, if such 
exists in the first place even in the Catholic sphere; it will suffice to examine 
one incontestably "not un-Catholic" ecclesiology. The ecclesiology of a peritus 
at the Second Vatican Council and of a Prefect of the Congregation for the 
Doctrine of the Faith should fulfill this requirement.12 

Ratzinger has not published a comprehensive ecclesiology. Apart from his 
investigations into Augustine's doctrine of the church, his own ecclesiological 
explications are dispersed among various essays and lectures appearing within 
a span of forty years and quite often exhibiting the character of occasional 
writings; of occasional character is also the book Zur Gemeinschaft gerufen, 
which appeared in 1991 and tries to offer "an initial guide for Catholic ecclesi
ology."13 One is confronted with an ecclesiological puzzle whose various parts 
do, however, fit more easily into an overall picture than one might expect at 
first. Over the years, and from the very outset up to his most recent publications, 
Ratzinger's ecclesiological thinking has remained remarkably consistent.14 

theologian and the leader of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith," as Henri de 
Lubac asserts (de Lubac, Zwanzig Jahre, 113), or whether one is rather justified in charging 
him with a "confusion between the magisterial function and the theological function" (Pel-
chat, "Ratzinger," 323). It is hard to deny, however, that the theological content of his 
promulgations as Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith follow the line 
of his own theological convictions over many years. On the other hand, in his function as 
theologian as well, as Walter Kasper remarks in a review of Ratzinger's book, "It was not 
always clear just what constituted a sound thesis and what a mere hypothesis, what constituted 
common ecclesiastical and theological doctrine and what the author's own personal theology" 
(Kasper, "Einfuhrung," 184). 

12. At the end of his discussion of Ratzinger's controversial interview, The Ratzinger 
Report, J. K. S. Reid writes: "Without doubt this figure is representative of the Church of which 
he is so distinguished a servant. But it is not totally representative" (Reid, "Report," 132). 

13. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 9. 
14. See Fahey, "Ratzinger," 79. There is no question that Ratzinger's theological devel

opment took a significant turn a few years after the Second Vatican Council. Some of his 
colleagues from that period (such as Hans Kiing) claim hardly to know him any longer (see 
Cox, Silencing, 75). It seems to me, however, that this turn did not involve fundamental 
theological positions. Discounting the changes in emphases, his positions have not only 
remained constant, but were relatively unaffected by the great turn in the Catholic Church 
itself introduced by the Second Vatican Council. What Ratzinger as the Prefect of the Con
gregation for the Doctrine of the Faith so vigorously defends now largely coincides either 
with what he wrote as a young theologian or with what was already implied in his statements. 
But his theology, which before and during the Council gave the impression of being pro-
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By taking communio as the central concept of Ratzinger's ecclesiology, I 
am directing my interest to Ratzinger the systematician; I will try to get at the 
inner logic of his ecclesiology and to present it critically. I will address first the 
church's mediation of faith and thus also of Christian existence, and then the 
larger church's mediation of ecclesiality itself. In a further step, I will examine 
the ecclesiastical form of the word of God underlying the communality of the 
individual Christian and of the local church. This in turn will lead to an 
examination of the communal form of office, the presupposition of the com
munality of the sacraments and of the word. The critical reconstruction of the 
inner logic of Ratzinger's commwm'o-concept will conclude with an identifica
tion of the communally determined individual within the church. In a final step 
I will then question Ratzinger's understanding of the relationship between the 
trinitarian and ecclesial community. 

1. Faith, Sacrament, and Communion 

Providing an "inner grounding of the requisite disposition of the church" means 
showing that the church belongs not only to the necessary external presupposi
tions of the Christian initiation, but to its internal structure itself, since becom
ing a Christian, and quite generally the "fundamental form of the reception of 
the word in history," must be communal if Christian life itself is to be com
munal.15 I will first examine the communality of the act of faith and then deal 
with the sacramental structure accompanying this communality.16 

gressive, appeared conservative after the Council, particularly if one interprets the new 
elements in the conciliar texts as the as yet incomplete expression of the Council's actual 
intention. It was not Ratzinger's theology that changed, but rather his focus and function. 
From a balanced, albeit always personally engaged, thinker who was thoroughly capable of 
self-criticism, there emerged an apologete seemingly incapable of compromise, one on whom 
in addition the power of the highest church service was bestowed. Before the Council, he 
still wanted to trust the "victorious power of the truth .. . that lives in freedom" and had no 
need of sheltering through promulgation and normative decree (Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 
265); after the Council, he adopted the "call for a clear delineation of boundaries" and found 
it regrettable that the Pope and bishops "were as yet unable to decide in favor of this" 
(Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 241). 

15. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 204. 
16. In this chapter, I am not making any terminological distinction between church 

and community (as a translation of communio), and I am thus following Ratzinger's own 
practice, who uses the two terms synonymously. Later, when I distinguish between the 
ecclesial communion in a local and universal sense, I use the expressions "local church" 
(ecclesia localis) or "congregation" on the one hand, and "church" (ecclesia universalis/'uni-
versa) on the other. Concerning the (ambivalent) terminology of the Second Vatican Council, 
see Legrand, Realisation, 145f. 
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1.1. Faith and Communion 

According to Ratzinger, the goal and process of the act of faith are inextricably 
connected with the church community. On the one hand, the act of faith 
incorporates human beings into the community; on the other, it is simul
taneously sustained by that community. 

1. Because the "object" of faith itself is the triune God or Jesus Christ, 
faith always actually means co-faith; indeed, communion with other Christians 
is not merely an "external circumstance of salvation, but virtually enters into 
its metaphysical essence."17 The God in whom one believes is the triune God, 
and thus not a self-enclosed unity, but rather a community of the three divine 
persons. Believing in this God — surrendering one's existence to this God — 
necessarily means entering into the divine community. Because the triune God 
is not a private deity, one cannot create a private fellowship with this God. 
Fellowship with the triune God is therefore at once also fellowship with all other 
human beings who in faith have surrendered their existence to the same God. 
Trinitarian faith accordingly means becoming community.18 Hence the church 
community is a necessary consequence "of the counterpart who is confessed in 
faith, and who thereby ceases to be merely a counterpart."19 

One enters into the trinitarian community through communion with 
Jesus Christ in faith. One can construct a private relationship with Christ as 
littie as one can create a private relationship with the triune God. For Christ is 
not at all an individual, self-enclosed person. As the new "Adam," he is a 
corporate personality embodying within himself "the unity of the whole crea
ture 'man.' "20 To believe in Christ accordingly means to "enter" into this cor
porate personality and for that reason also into communion with others. 

Ratzinger explicates this christological grounding of the essential eccle
siality of salvation with a theological exegesis of Gal. 2:20. When Paul writes 
that "now it is no longer I who live, but it is Christ who lives in me," he means 
that the self of the believer ceases to be a "self-contained subject," and is "inserted 
into a new subject."21 Yet this new subject is not simply Christ, as one might 
expect at first on the basis of Gal. 2:20. Ratzinger interprets Gal. 2:20 from the 
perspective of his favorite ecclesiological passages, namely, Gal. 3:16 and 3:28, 
which speak of "the seed" and "the one," and from which he alleges that the 
"one" is "a new, single subject with Christ."22 This new subject into which one 

17. Ratzinger, Volk, 245, note 21. 
18. See Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 23, 51; cf. Ratzinger, Church, 29ff. 
19. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 23. 
20. Ratzinger, Introduction, 176; cf. Ratzinger, Dogma, 22If. 
21. Ratzinger, "Theologie," 519. 
22. Ibid. My emphasis. Cf. Ratzinger, Briiderlichkeit, 69f.; Ratzinger, Introduction, 179. 
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is "inserted" arises insofar as all who have united with Christ in faith become 
"one in Christ." The church itself acquires its character as a subject — in the 
sense of being an acting agent — in this unity with Christ. The head (Christ) 
and the body (church) constitute the "whole Christ," the only place where 
"human existence fully attains the goal of itself,"23 and does so in such a way 
that within the church human beings "coalesce indissolubly into a single exis
tence" with Christ, as Ratzinger believes he can conclude on the basis of Eph. 
5:32.24 "The deepest essence of the church" consists in being "together with 
Christ the Christus totus, caput et membra."25 

The Pauline statement that all Christians are "one in Christ," however, 
does not quite suffice to ascribe subjectivity to the church, that is, social sub
jectivity constituted through the subjectivity of Christ. A theological interpreta
tion going beyond Paul himself is needed to transform the Pauline "one in 
Christ" into Ratzinger's "a single subject with Christ," or certainly into "a single 
.. . Jesus Christ."26 The intention of such theological reinterpretation is clear. 
The subjectivity of the church implies an entire soteriology and ecclesiology; 
in fact, it implies a clearly Catholic soteriology and ecclesiology in which the 
church acts with Christ in bishops and priests. What remains unclear are the 
exegetical and theological grounds for this reinterpretation. In any event, 
Ratzinger does not provide any. 

It is also questionable just how the church can be a single subject with 
Christ and yet can be distinguished from Christ. Ratzinger expressly asserts that 
this identification of Christ and church is not to be understood as "distinction-
less identity," but rather as "dynamic union," as a "pneumatic-actual act of 
matrimonial love."27 Through the Holy Spirit, the Lord who "departed" on the 
cross has "returned" and is now engaged in affectionate dialogue with his 
"bride," the church.28 Yet even recourse to the representational work of the Holy 
Spirit cannot free the idea of dialogue within the one, single subject of the 
suspicion of being mere conversation with oneself. It does not seem possible to 
conceive the juxtaposition of church and Christ without giving up the notion 
of the one subject that includes both bridegroom and bride. 

2. Faith does not just lead into communion; according to Ratzinger, faith 

23. Ratzinger, "Identifikation," 28; cf. Ratzinger, Introduction, 178f. 
24. Ratzinger, Sakrament, 10. 
25. Ratzinger, "Kirche," 180. This perspective reveals why, according to Ratzinger, the 

expression "people of God" is an inadequate designation for the church. The corpus Christi 
provides "the differentia specified through which the communal being of the 'new people' is 
fundamentally different from that of the nations of the world and of Israel" (Ratzinger, 
"Kirche," 176; cf. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 25f.). 

26. Ratzinger, "Theologie," 519; Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 51. 
27. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 36; Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 239. 
28. Ratzinger, "Offenbarung," 522. 
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is also sustained by the church and is in actuality a gift of the church. This notion 
does not deny that faith is "a profoundly personal act anchored in the innermost 
depths of the human self"29 and that it is a gift of the Lord. As a personal act, 
however, faith does not take place in solitude between the individual and God. 
Believing in a personal fashion means essentially "coming to participate in the 
already existing decision of the believing community."30 

Such participation is first of all an individual appropriation of the collec
tive faith of the church. An individual does not invent faith in solitary reflection, 
but rather receives from the communion of faith itself the "language and form 
of the experience of faith."31 Since certain "language games" become meaningful 
only after one has entered into the language community sustaining such games, 
faith further presupposes that an individual has "become acclimatized to the 
community of the church," the "locus of the common experience of the Spirit."32 

It is this common life that first makes possible an individual understanding of 
the communal symbols of faith. 

Yet if this communally transpiring process of coming to understand the 
church's "language games" constituted the entire breadth of the community's 
own participation in the emergence of personal faith, then the act of faith itself, 
although indeed shaped by the community, would nonetheless remain a fun
damentally individual act. Every human being would, so to speak, control his 
or her own ecclesial socialization. For Ratzinger, however, faith is essentially 
communal, not only in its emergence, but in its very structure. By believing, one 
allows oneself to be taken up "into the decision already there [in the believing 
community]."33 This allowing oneself to be taken up, whose subject is the 
believer, corresponds to being taken up, whose subject is the church. Of decisive 
significance here is that being taken up is "not . . . a subsequent legal act" 
following faith, but rather "part of faith itself.'^ Hence at baptism, "that par
ticular faith" is given "which one receives from the church."35 Accordingly, faith 
— that faith "which is at once both hope and love" and which represents "the 
total form of the preparation for justification," as Ratzinger puts it in an un
equivocally un-Protestant formulation36 — is both a personal act of the believ
ing human being and a collective act of the church. 

29. Ratzinger, Auf Christus Schauen, 39; cf. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 116. 
30. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 38. 
31. Ratzinger, "Dogmatische Formeln," 37; cf. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 346. 
32. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 26, 130. Here Ratzinger is probably appropriating ele

ments of the philosophy of language of the later Ludwig Wittgenstein (Philosophische Unter-
suchungen), albeit without referring expressly to him. 

33. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 38. 
34. Ibid., 42 (my emphasis); cf. ibid., 346. 
35. Ibid., 109, note 8. 
36. Ibid., 108f. 
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The participation of the ecclesial community in the personal act of faith 
is grounded in the nature of conversion and of the church. According to 
Ratzinger, conversion is not simply a turn that a human being executes, but 
rather in an even more fundamental fashion a change of the self enabling the 
converted person to say "I now live, but it is no longer I who live" (see Gal. 
2:20). This change of the self presupposes complete passivity on the part of the 
self; activity would merely confirm the old self and in this way fail precisely in 
precipitating the change of the self.37 "Because Christian conversion sunders the 
boundary between self and non-self, it can be given to someone only from the 
perspective of the non-self," from which Ratzinger concludes that conversion 
can "never be realized fully in the mere inwardness of personal decision."38 One 
premise with which he consistently operates, however, remains unspoken in this 
line of argumentation, namely, that what occurs only in inwardness always 
derives from the human being rather than from God. Only this particular 
assumption (one implying far more than merely that genuine faith is always 
mediated socially) illuminates Ratzinger's peculiar grounding of the thesis that 
faith cannot be given directly from the Lord, and must essentially come simul
taneously from the church. His reasoning is that because no one can execute 
this change of the self alone, the church must participate in the process. The 
change of the self comes about when one is presented with the gift of faith from 
the church, albeit a church that must receive both this gift and itself from the 
Lord.39 

Although probably no one will deny that the experience of God is always 
mediated socially, the question arises whether one can correctly describe this as 
an ecclesial bestowal of faith, and just how one is to understand the church that 
participates in this mediation. Ratzinger's understanding of the mediation of 
faith and of its ecclesial bearer is sustained by the idea of the subjective unity 
of Christ and church. If the church is a single subject with Christ, then the faith 
coming from Christ must simultaneously be the gift of the church acting with 
Christ. When the church acts, Christ is acting; where Christ acts, the church is 
acting. And the church that as a single subject with Christ can give faith must 

37. See Ratzinger, Introduction, 201ff., where Ratzinger emphasizes the primacy of 
reception and then concludes from this the necessity of "Christian positivity" — not only 
historical positivity, but also ecclesial positivity. 

38. Ratzinger, "Theologie," 520. The same grounding of the essential ecclesial nature 
of faith, formulated now more from the horizontal perspective, is that one cannot give oneself 
faith because in its very nature such faith "is precisely the establishment of communication 
with all brethren of Jesus in the Holy Church" (Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 35). This com
munication must be established from both sides — from that of the believing individuals 
and from that of the community accepting them. 

39. From this perspective it would also be impossible for someone to decree on his 
or her own initiative to be a believer (see Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 42). 
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be the entire communio sanctorum (which does, however, acquire the capacity 
for action in specific human beings). From this it follows that the ecclesial 
character of the mediation of faith, which takes place through the sacramental 
reception of faith from the entire church, is the sign and guarantee of its divine 
origin and thus also of its quality of not being at our disposal. 

The church's participation in personal human faith does not, of course, 
end with initiation. After receiving the gift of faith from the one divine-human 
subject, one does not simply believe by oneself that which the church believes, 
but rather basically believes along with the entire church. The believing self is 
the self of the anima ecclesiastica, that is, "the T of the human being in whom 
the entire community of the Church expresses itself, with which he lives, which 
lives in him, and from which he lives."40 Accordingly, the self of the creed, 
according to studies of Henri de Lubac, whom Ratzinger follows, is a collective 
rather than an individual self, the self of the believing Mater Ecclesiae "to which 
the individual self belongs insofar as it believes."41 Ratzinger even elucidates 
this notion of cobelief with the church with the expression "surrender one's act 
[of faith] to it [the church]."42 

The exact character of this collective self, however, as well as its relation
ship to the individual self, remains obscure. Although the notion that a person 
lives "with" and "from " the church is comprehensible enough, how is one to 
understand the idea that the community lives in the self of the individual or 
"expresses" itself in that person? The implication is that a human community 
can inhere and act within an individual human being as subject:, when that 
individual believes, this community believes in that same individual. Further
more, how are we to understand the assertion that I can surrender my personal 
act of faith to the church? The implication here is that I as subject can inhere 
within the subject of the church, which is itself capable of action; when the 
church believes, then I believe in it. This accordingly insinuates a mutual "per
sonal interiority" between the individual human being and the church conceived 
as subject. Although the New Testament does indeed attest the phenomenon of 
personal interiority,43 it is no accident that only the divine persons dwell in 
human beings, or human beings in the divine persons (e.g., the Pauline "Christ 
in you" [see Rom. 8:10]; "we in Christ" [see Rom. 8:1]), never human beings 
— neither as individuals nor as community — in other human beings. 

The notion of the church as one subject with Christ makes it difficult for 
Ratzinger to conceive not only the relational juxtaposition of the church with 
Christ, but also that of the individual human being with the church and Christ. 

40. Ratzinger, Church, 127. 
41. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 23; cf. idem, "Dogmatische Formeln," 36. 
42. Ratzinger, "Dogmatische Formeln," 44. 
43. See IV.3.2.1 below. 
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He does assure us that the believing self is "not simply" submerged in the 
collective subject, but rather must allow itself to fall completely "in order then 
to receive itself anew in and together with a greater self."44 Similarly, the "per
sonal dialogue of love" between Christ and the individual remains possible.45 

What remains obscure is how the subjectivity of individuals, which is, after all, 
the presupposition of this dialogue of love, is to be conceived positively within 
the framework of a comprehensive subject that the church with Christ repre
sents. It is probably no accident that Ratzinger speaks of the "coalescence of 
existences," of "assimilation," and of an increasing sundering of dividing lines.46 

Even the notion of a collective subject, a notion underlying all of 
Ratzinger's soteriological and ecclesiological thinking, is simply postulated. 
With great leaps, Ratzinger draws a line from the Hebrew notion of Adam to 
the Greek idea that "the human existence of all human beings . . . is one"47 and 
then tries to express both ideas in the categories of modern personalism. He 
notes that the modern concept of subject is gradually loosening today, revealing 
"that no securely self-enclosed self really exists at all, but rather that many 
different kinds of forces go in and out of us."48 Although this reference certainly 
prompts us to reconsider the relationship between person and community, it 
does not suffice to render plausible the idea of a "comprehensive personality"49 

or of a (divine-human) "super-I," as Ratzinger formulates this elsewhere.50 

3. Although it would be appropriate at this point to query soteriologically 
the motives behind Ratzinger's notion of the mediation of faith, such inquiry 
would exceed the scope of the present internal critique to which I am limiting 
myself.51 Hence I will only briefly address the anthropological presuppositions 
of the mediation of faith, undertaking then only at the end of the chapter and 
within the framework of a discussion of trinitarian personhood a more precise 
analysis of Ratzinger's understanding of personhood. 

According to Ratzinger, the ecclesiality of the act of faith is grounded in 
the essential sociality of human beings.52 The identity of the individual cannot 
consist in a self-enclosed personality, however articulated. "For man is the more 
himself the more he is with 'the other.'... Only through 'the other' and through 

44. Ratzinger, "Theologie," 519. 
45. Ratzinger, "Kirche in der Welt," 351. 
46. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 34. 
47. Ratzinger, "Kirche in der Welt," 350. Cf. idem, "Wurzel" 223. 
48. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 33. 
49. Ibid. 
50. Ratzinger, Introduction, 178. 
51. SeeIV.1.1.1 below. 
52. Ratzinger repeatedly illustrates the essentially social nature of human beings by 

using the example of language (see Ratzinger, Introduction, 185f.; Die sakramentale Begrun-
dung, 23; Prinzipienlehre, 91f.). 
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'being' with 'the other' does he come to himself."53 Ratzinger understands "being 
with others" as being for others. The being of the paradigmatic human being, 
Christ, is "pure actualitas of 'from' and 'for.' "54 This double relation of human 
beings to others, namely, "being from" and "being toward," corresponds to the 
character of faith as a gift of the church incorporating believers into the church. 
The individual is integrated into the comprehensive ecclesial communion from 
and for which the individual lives. Like true human beings themselves, so also 
according to Ratzinger is faith essentially communal, coming as it does from 
and leading to others. It is both anthropologically and ecclesiologically con
sistent when Ratzinger defines sin as the "mystery of separation" and when, it 
seems, he interprets Genesis 3 from the perspective of Genesis 11. Babylon, the 
locus of language confusion, is a "mysterious sign" of the disintegration con
stituting the essence of sin.55 This "sign" functions as the negative foil for his 
ecclesiology and for his view of what is Christian. 

Our analysis of Ratzinger's theology of the local church and of the collegial-
ity of bishops will confirm that "being from" and "being toward" constitute the 
fundamental structure of communality. Moreover, as the figure of Christ shows, 
who "receives himself from the Father and perpetually gives himself back to the 
Father,"56 the basic structure of communality and fellowship is simultaneously the 
basic structure of what is Christian in the larger sense.57 This not only reveals 
clearly the identity between what is truly Christian and what is truly ecclesial, but 
at the same time underscores the notion that communal Christian existence must 
be conceived in correspondence to trinitarian communion.58 

1.2. Sacrament and Communion 

Humans are corporeal as well as communal beings. If a person's relation to God 
is to be a human relation to God, then it must also be a corporeal and, precisely 
in its corporeal quality, a social relation to God.59 It is here that the sacramental 
mediation of faith finds its anthropological grounding. The sacraments express 
and guarantee all three essential features of faith, namely, faith as personal act 
and as ecclesial and divine gift. 

The communality of Christian life is expressed in the appropriation and 
reception of faith in the sacraments. The sacraments, which one cannot give to 

53. Ratzinger, Introduction, 175. 
54. Ibid., 170. Cf. in this regard Nachtwei, Unsterblichkeit, 27-30. 
55. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 104. 
56. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 97. 
57. See Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 213. 
58. See 6.1 below; Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 23. 
59. See Ratzinger, Introduction, 184; Die sakramentale Begrundung, 23f. 
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oneself, but must receive exclusively from others, attest that a person does not 
believe as an isolated self, but rather receives faith from the community of those 
"who have believed before him and who bring to him God as a given reality of 
their history."60 As already emphasized, faith has in addition also an indis
pensable personal dimension. The simple act of dispensing the sacraments does 
not suffice, since conversion cannot simply "be decreed from above; one must 
appropriate it oneself."61 Hence without personal response, the sacraments are 
"meaningless."62 

Sacraments, however, at least according to Ratzinger and to general Cath
olic sacramental theology, are more than a sign of the communal mediation of 
personal faith. They simultaneously qualify this mediation in a certain way by 
making it possible to understand the gift of faith from the church as a divine 
gift. Precisely in the case of the decisive actions of the church grounding Chris
tian existence as such (actions from which the church also lives as the church), 
God does not simply use human actions without being bound to them.63 A 
person does not simply always come to faith through the witness of another 
person. Ratzinger distinguishes being led to faith by "private teachers" and the 
participation of the church in this same process64 (albeit without wanting 
thereby to exclude these "private teachers" from the concept of church, since 
"church" refers not only to an "institution" preceding the individual, but also 
to a "community consisting of individuals").65 If the witness of others were the 
only issue, then although the divine action would indeed be mediated through 
human beings, it would not be taking place in human action, and the sociality 
of the mediation of faith would be weakened. By contrast, sacramental media
tion of faith means that "divine action is always divine-human action." Just as 
in Christ as the origin of the church God has acted through the God-man, so 
also in the present does God link "his quality of not being at our disposal. . . 
with the body of Christ."66 Accordingly, the sacraments presuppose a commu
nity in which the historical continuity of divine action is realized;67 Christ acts 
concretely through his body. However, this very community presupposes the 
sacraments as the medium of historical divine action; the church as the body 

60. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 30. 
61. Ibid., 35. Ratzinger finds the personal and communal pole of conversion expressed 

in the interrogatory, dialogical form of baptismal administration in the early church 
(Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 34ff.). 

62. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 330. Ratzinger speaks in the same context about a 
"primacy of conviction, of faith before mere sacramentalism" (ibid., 330). 

63. This does not imply, of course, that God does not act outside the church. 
64. See Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 115. 
65. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 149. 
66. Ratzinger, Church, 126 (first emphasis mine). 
67. See Ratzinger, Sakrament, 17. 
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of Christ is constituted through the sacraments. Because the subject of the 
sacramental action is the Lord — the church is the subject only insofar as it 
constitutes the one subject with Christ — the church cannot produce the sacra
ments from within itself. It must receive the authority to administer the sacra
ments. The sacramentality of the mediation of faith accordingly also attests that 
the acceptance of the individual by the church, which is constitutive for the 
faith of the individual, "is in its own turn encompassed by its [the church's] 
own situation of both allowing itself to be accepted and actually being accepted." 
Thus do the sacraments clearly reveal not only the "ecclesial dimension" of faith, 
but also the "theological dimension of the ecclesial being."68 

The fundamentally communal nature of faith is the sign that faith is not 
at our arbitrary disposal. Both features, namely, faith's communal nature and 
its inaccessibility to arbitrary control, are secured by the sacraments. The char
acter of faith as a gift (or the primacy of reception) cannot be secured by simply 
understanding personal faith theologically as a gift of God; one must also 
liturgically "practice" this faith as a gift of the church in the dispensing of the 
sacraments. According to Ratzinger, faith not sacramentally mediated is "self-
invented faith."69 The sacraments show that a "double transcendence" inheres 
in the act of faith, namely, an ecclesiastical and a divine.70 The sacramentally 
anchored ecclesiastical transcendence of the act of faith both corresponds to 
and secures its divine transcendence. The sacramental mediation of faith 
guarantees that faith as a gift of God does not degenerate into a human product 
theologically stylized into a gift of God. 

Substantively, inclusion in the ecclesial communion is a result of inclusion 
in the trinitarian communion. Through faith in the triune God, one becomes 
a member of the church. From a temporal perspective, however, inclusion in 
the trinitarian communion proceeds by way of inclusion in the ecclesial com
munion, since faith presupposes a process of acclimation to the already extant 
life form of the church community, as well as acceptance into this community. 
Thus is ecclesial unity bound to the unity of human beings with the triune God 
and realized through it.71 Acceptance into the ecclesial communion and en
trance into the trinitarian communion coincide temporally in the sacrament of 
baptism. 

68. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 116. 
69. Ratzinger, "Warum," 70. 
70. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 42. 
71. Ibid., 51; cf. Volk, 210. 
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2. Eucharist and Communion 

Through baptism, human beings step out of isolation and into the trinitarian 
communion, and thus also into the communion of the church, thereby becom
ing ecclesial beings. As ecclesial beings, however, they live from the Eucharist. 
The church itself, which participates sacramentally in making individuals into 
Christians, realizes its own being as church in the Eucharist.72 This is the 
fundamental thesis of eucharistic ecclesiology. In what follows, I will examine 
the specific form of Ratzinger's eucharistic ecclesiology and in the process also 
address the question of how consistently he represents it. 

1. Although Ratzinger calls eucharistic ecclesiology "the real core of Vat
ican II's teaching on the church,"73 he did not have to wait until Vatican II to 
execute this turn to eucharistic ecclesiology. He was already advocating eucharis
tic ecclesiology in his first ecclesiological works (1954) and was doing so in 
express delimitation over against both a "hierarchical-institutional" ecclesiology 
(shaped partly by anti-Reformation polemic) and an "organic-mystical" ecclesi
ology.74 Both these ecclesiologies are one-sided, the first because it brackets out 
the decisive pneumatological dimension of the church, the second because it is 
unable to ground sufficiently the visibility of the church. According to Ratzinger, 
the strength of correctly understood eucharistic ecclesiology is that it eliminates 
both defects. 

The church emerged from Jesus' Passover meal with his disciples and 
found its "vital center" in the Lord's Supper. "The church is celebration of the 
Eucharist; the Eucharist is the church. These two do not stand next to one 
another, but rather are the same."75 Regular celebration of the Eucharist realizes 
ever anew the ecclesially mediated union with Christ that makes human beings 
into Christians through incorporation into the trinitarian and ecclesial com
munion; "through his sacramental body, Christ draws Christians into himself." 
They become the "whole Christ," head and body, and bear his existence through 
the ages.76 In this eucharistic view of the church, ecclesiology and soteriology 
move into intimate proximity, making comprehensible Ratzinger's reference to 
the "necessity of the Eucharist," which is nothing other than the necessity of 
the church itself.77 

72. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 82. 
73. Ratzinger, Church, 7. 
74. See Ratzinger, Volk, 211; Das neue Volk, 90ff. 
75. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 55; cf. Ratzinger, Volk, 93ff. Although in Gemeinschaft, 

70ff., Ratzinger does distinguish between Eucharist and assembly, he finds both concepts 
expressed in the designation of the church as communio. 

76. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 83. 
77. Ratzinger, Schauen, 79. "The necessity of the Eucharist is identical with the necessity 

of the church, and vice versa." 
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Union with Christ realized concretely through the sacramental body of 
Christ shows that referring to the church as the body of Christ is alluding not 
merely to the "mysterious interior" of the church, but rather to the visible 
"communion of those who celebrate the Lord's Supper together."78 Whoever 
participates in the celebration of the Eucharist not only stands through Christ 
in communion with the triune God and with all other participants, but is also 
visibly identified as such. Insofar as the church is conceived from the perspective 
of the Eucharist as the body of Christ, the body of Christ itself acquires "a 
concretely tangible, virtually legally identifiable point of departure."79 The Eu
charist makes the church into the church by making it into the visible commu
nion with the triune God. 

2. Eucharistic ecclesiology makes it possible to ascribe full ecclesiality to 
the local church rather than demoting it to the lowest degree or to an admin
istrative district of the larger church (as was the tendency in the theology of 
the Latin church, especially in the second millennium). Every local assembly in 
which the Eucharist is celebrated is an "immediate and actual realization of the 
church itself," for it has the Lord totally.80 Hence the ecclesiality of a eucharistic 
communion cannot be increased. "There is nothing more than the eucharistic 
communion. The unity of the larger church is in such a view a pleromatic 
enhancement, but not a completion or increase of ecclesiality."81 The one church 
of God exists in no other way than "in the various individual local congregations, 
and is realized there in the cultic assembly."82 

Wherever the Eucharist is celebrated, there, too, is a church in the full sense 
of the word. If this is the case, then the question concerning the ecclesiality of a 
congregation changes into the question concerning the conditions that congrega
tion must fulfill in order to celebrate the Eucharist. Ratzinger mentions two, 
deriving both from the character of Christ's presence in the Eucharist. First, the 
Lord does not emerge from the assembly itself, but rather is only able "to come to 
it from the outside, as the one who gives himself."83 This is why no community can 
celebrate the Eucharist and make itself into a church simply of its own accord. To 
become a church, it must receive itself, and must do so "from where it already is 
and where it really is: from the sacramental community of his [Christ's] body that 
progresses through history."84 Second, the Lord present in the Eucharist is "always 
only one, undivided not only at the particular place itself, but in the whole world."85 

78. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 98. 
79. Ibid., 84. 
80. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 315; cf. p. 308; also Church, 7. 
81. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 308. 
82. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 97; cf. pp. 107f. 
83. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 308. 
84. Ratzinger, Church, 10; cf. Pest, 59. 
85. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 308. 
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One can have the Lord in the Eucharist only if one stands in unity with other 
congregations celebrating the Eucharist. This is why there can be no church that 
separates itself from other churches of God. "The unity among themselves of the 
communities that celebrate the Eucharist is not an external accessory for eucharistic 
ecclesiology but its inmost condition."86 

Ratzinger sets this commum'o-ecclesiology up against congregationalist 
ecclesiology, whose basic idea is allegedly that "assembling in the name of Jesus 
itself produces the church."87 From the Free Church perspective, of course, this 
is certainly a caricature that ignores the work of the Holy Spirit to which Free 
Church ecclesiology refers in this context.88 From Ratzinger's perspective, how
ever, this is an adequate description, deriving as it does from one (not quite 
plausible) basic principle of his own ecclesiology, namely, that the Holy Spirit 
who makes Christ present can be had only with his whole body. Given this 
principle, one can understand why Ratzinger believes he must criticize the thesis, 
one explicitly rejected by Free Church ecclesiology itself, that the church is 
constituted through the interaction of its members. According to his own prin
ciple, the church can be constituted only by "receiving itself from the whole and 
giving itself back to the whole."89 Because Christ himself is only with the whole, 
so also must the local church derive from the whole and be for the whole. The 
correct "translation" of the expression "the church is the Eucharist" is accord
ingly "the church is communion, and is such with the whole body of Christ."90 

For in the Eucharist, which is only one just as the Lord is one,91 one enjoys 
communion with the whole body of Christ. 

Here we encounter the same basic structure of communion, which, as 
we have seen, underlies Ratzinger's understanding of faith. Just as a human 
being cannot make himself into a Christian, but rather must receive Christian 
existence from the church, so also a congregation cannot make itself into a 
church, but rather must receive its being as church from the whole church. 
Moreover, just as a Christian cannot isolate herself from the church if she is 
to live as a Christian, but rather must live for the church, so also can a 
congregation not isolate itself from the whole church, but rather derives its 
being as a church only through abiding "in the whole" and in life for the whole. 
In this double fashion — being from and being toward — the individual needs 
the church congregation in order to be a Christian just as a congregation needs 
the larger church in order to be a church. For both the individual Christian 

86. Ratzinger, Church, 11; cf. Prinzipienlehre, 308. 
87. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 76. 
88. See chapter III below. 
89. Ratzinger, Fest, 59; cf. p. 128; Prinzipienlehre, 309. 
90. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 77. 
91. See "Kirche," note 5. 
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and the local church can exist as such only within the comprehensive com
munion. 

What, however, does this thesis, implied in the notion of Christus totus, 
concerning the constitution of local churches and individual Christians mean 
for the ecclesiality of non-Catholic churches and for church membership of 
non-Catholic Christians? Shortly after Vatican II, Ratzinger wrote, doubtless 
not just as an interpretation of the Council, that the Council "with full con
sciousness designated as churches not only the churches of the East, but also 
communities deriving from the Reformation."92 A few years later, however, he 
suggested that using the term ecclesia for "the separated Oriental churches, 
that separation notwithstanding," represented an "as yet unresolved system
atic-theological situation."93 This statement is followed, however, only by 
reference to the replacement of est by subsistit in Lumen gentium 8 ("corpus 
Christi est ecclesia Romana" was replaced by "haec ecclesia . . . subsistit in 
ecclesia catholica"), though with no attempt to clarify theologically this deci
sion not to identify straightaway the Catholic Church with the church of 
Christ. Nor is this an accident. It seems that Ratzinger's ecclesiological premise 
offers no real possibilities for such theological clarification. One might have 
predicted his later insistence that certain life forms of universal church unity 
do not merely have the character of manifestation, but rather are constitutive 
for the being of individual churches as churches.94 A local church exists in 
communion with the entire church; that is, "it is Catholic, or it does not exist 
at all."95 

The inner logic of his ecclesiology must also lead to the assertion that 
whoever "does not take communion (or does so outside the one communio)... 
is not in the body of Christ, in the church," since the church as the body of 
Christ is the "communion of those who together receive the body of the Lord."96 

The ancient tradition according to which baptism "is the sacrament through 
which one becomes a Christian and thus is to be understood as constitutive for 
membership" functions as a disruptive factor in eucharistic ecclesiology. This 

92. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 319. 
93. Ibid., 235f. 
94. Ratzinger suggested as much in his polemic against the Anglican-Catholic Con

sensus Documents, according to which "a Church out of communion with the Roman See 
may lack nothing from the viewpoint of the Roman Catholic Church except that it does not 
belong to the visible manifestation of full Christian communion" (Ratzinger, Church 74). I 
do not wish to enter into the inner-Catholic, though ecumenically extremely significant, 
dispute concerning how Vatican II is to interpreted on this point. For an interpretation 
corresponding more to Ratzinger's own interpretation in Das neue Volk (p. 319) th'-
Church (p. 74, note 15), see Sullivan, Church, 63ff. 

95. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 77. 
96. Ratzinger, "Kirche," 179. 
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tradition can be accommodated only through the paradoxical assertion that 
"the excommunicatus belongs to the communion in the negative form of ex-
communkatior97 Insofar as Ratzinger's ecclesiological premise holds that those 
who do not commune in the one communion are excommunicated, his ecclesio
logical thought is exclusive. 

3. Notwithstanding the eucharistic basis of ecclesiology according to 
which the Eucharist is always celebrated in a local church,98 Ratzinger still 
believes that the priority of the larger church is implied in the two ways the 
local church is related to the larger church, namely, in its being "from the 
church" and "toward the church." Because the one Lord is present in all 
eucharistic communions, the one larger church comes about not through 
addition of these self-enclosed and fully developed eucharistic communions, 
but rather antecedes and sustains them; the church derives its unity "in 
correspondence to the singularity of the body of Jesus Christ."99 Furthermore, 
the congregation receives itself from the larger church together with the Lord, 
who comes to it from the larger church and precisely thereby "from outside." 
A "double transcendence" attaches to ecclesiality just as it does to faith, 
namely, a derivation from the larger church and from the divine, whereby 
the derivation from the larger church is not only an expression, but also the 
guarantee of the divine transcendence. For if a congregation lacks derivation 
from the larger church, then according to Ratzinger it becomes a human 
work, and is demoted from the communal locus of communion with the 
triune God to a mere framework for self-realization, however articulated, or 
for social engagement.100 

If one associates eucharistic ecclesiology with the notion of the universal 
unity of the church as a subject, then the priority of the church is unavoidable. 
Because the "whole Christ," caput et membra, is present in every Eucharist, the 
"church of Christ" is simultaneously present in every local church, as stated in 
Lumen gentium.101 Each local church is nothing other than a concrete realization 
of the universal church, which "is truly active and present" within it.102 The 
universal church can be understood here only in the sense of the entire com-
munio sanctorum transcending but also encompassing the overall earthly 
church; the whole Christ expressly includes the sojourning church. Under the 
— false, as I will try to show103 — assumption that the church is one subject 

97. Ibid. 
98. There can be no Eucharist of the universal church in the sense of a statio orbis (see 

Afanassief, "Statio orbis"; Legrand, Realisation, 166, note 23. 
99. Ratzinger, Schauen, 79. 
100. See Ratzinger, Church, 194f.; Fest, 128. 
101. Lumen Gentium 26. 
102. See Christus Dominus 11. Cf. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 41. 
103. See III.2.1.3 below. 
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with Christ, it is impossible to argue against the "temporal and ontological 
priority" of the universal church.104 It is doubtful, however, whether this can 
also be demonstrated in the actual development of the early church and of 
Lukan ecclesiology, as Ratzinger believes. Calling the first church in Jerusalem 
(Acts 2) an ecclesia universalis "speaking all languages," which then begets "a 
church at the most varied locales" as its own "realizations," corresponds more 
to universalistic Catholic ecclesiology than to the New Testament text. 

If one begins with a nonmetaphorical notion of the body of Christ, 
interprets this notion as implying the subjectivity of the whole church, and at 
the same time asserts the precedence of the universal church, then one must 
ask how every individual local church (even if it is standing in communion with 
the larger church) can also be conceived as the body of Christ. One possibility 
is to understand each local church as a concretization of the universal church, 
which does not exist visibly outside these local concretizations. As we will see, 
this is Zizioulas's proposal.105 In this case, however, the visible universal church 
enjoys no precedence over local churches and cannot be conceived as a subject; 
the subjects are the local churches alone. If, by contrast, one thinks of the one 
visible universal church as a subject, as does Ratzinger, and if this universal 
church is conceived in a primary sense as the body of Christ, then the local 
churches become organically connected parts of the universal church. The ques
tion then becomes whether the eucharistic character of Ratzinger's ecclesiology 
does not thereby crumble from the inside. In any case, in the context of 
Ratzinger's ecclesiology, it is unclear why the larger church should not represent 
an increase of ecclesiality over against the eucharistic assembly (something 
Ratzinger expressly denies).106 

The priority of the larger church, understood both diachronically and 
synchronically, over the local church is underscored yet again by Ratzinger's 
understanding of the relation between God's word and the communion, which 
I will examine in the next section. In the preceding discussion, we have moved 
from the ecclesiality of the act of faith to the priority of the larger church over 
the local church and a fortiori also over the individual Christian. Ratzinger's 
communal view of what is Christian is a view conceived from the perspective 
of the whole. This accommodates ecclesiologically the fact that biblical think
ing, so Ratzinger, "seeks first the whole, and then the individual within the 
whole."10? 

104. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 41. So also the document of the Congregation of Faith 
concerning the church as communio ("Kirche," note 9). 

105. See II.3.2.3 below. 
106. See 2.2 above. 
107. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 95. 
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3. The Word of God and Communion 

The sacrament of baptism makes the communality of the individual Christian 
visible, and the sacrament of the Eucharist makes the broader ecclesiastical 
communality of the local church visible. The communal form of Christian life 
and of ecclesiality presupposes communal mediation of the word of God, and 
the communality of all three — of both sacraments and of the word of God — 
is sustained by the universal church's sacramental role of constituting the office. 
In this section, I will analyze the relation between God's word and communion, 
and in the following section that between office and communion. 

1. The relation of the word of God and communion is directly connected 
with the understanding of faith as a fruit of the word of God. As we have already 
seen, faith is for Ratzinger essentially a gift of the church. Yet if the faith of a 
person is a gift of the church, then the content of faith must also be a gift of 
the church. The cognitive content of the Christian faith is constitutive for that 
faith, so that without this content, it is utterly incapable of transmission. From 
the character of faith as a gift, it follows that if one believes correctly, then in 
decisive matters one can basically only believe that which the church itself 
believes. The community through whose sacramentally mediated gift of faith a 
person becomes a Christian obviously also determines the content of that faith. 
This is why "given the inner disposition of faith, the church has a primary claim 
to understanding the word."108 

Here, the term "church" means first of all the whole church, including lay 
people. The knowledge of faith it has to give, which is subject to no higher 
interpretation but is rather "the measure of every interpretation," is nothing 
other than the "common knowledge coming from baptism."109 This already 
implies that the church cannot give this knowledge of faith to itself, but rather 
can only receive it "from the outside." According to Ratzinger, this can happen 
only through revelation. 

Yet how does the church come to such revelation, and how can it author
itatively transmit revelation today? Ratzinger's answer is: through tradition. He 
develops his initially quite general understanding of tradition from the perspec
tive of the Augustinian concept of memoria. Memory is the "context creating 
unity in a fashion transcending the limits of the moment,"110 thereby making 

108. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 347. 
109. Ibid., 347f.; cf. "Glaubensvermittlung," 23f.; "Theologie" 527, 531. Here it again 

becomes clear that Ratzinger, commensurate with the notion of Christus totus, does not wish 
to separate the ecclesia congregans from the ecclesia congregata, even though he by no means 
identifies the ecclesia congregans with the ecclesia congregata (see Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 
149; cf. also Eyt, "fjberlegungen," 40). 

110. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 90. 
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possible the mediation of the past into the present, mediation that can, however, 
take place only through communication, through "externalization," in language, 
"of memory to others."111 Next to transtemporality, communicability is the 
most important characteristic of tradition as collective memory. From this it 
follows, Ratzinger claims, that tradition cannot live without the bearer of tradi
tion; the latter can only be a certain community of discourse. 

Ratzinger is not satisfied, however, with merely establishing the connec
tion between tradition and community of discourse. His ecclesiology, whose 
foundation is the subjectivity of the church with Christ, requires that this 
community of discourse be understood in a particular way. Tradition is possible, 
Ratzinger writes, only "because many subjects become something like a single 
subject in the context of the common transmission of tradition."112 Ratzinger 
does not, however, derive the claim that the bearer of tradition is a subject from 
any consideration of the conditions of tradition, but rather insinuates an un
derstanding of the community of discourse as a feature of tradition, albeit an 
understanding shaped from the perspective of a certain ecclesiology. It seems 
obvious enough that a community of discourse is more than merely a sum of 
speaking human beings; it should be equally obvious, however, that from this 
it does not follow that a community of discourse is "one subject." (Of course, 
this is not to deny that social units do exhibit certain behavioral modes similar 
to those of a subject.) 

The church is the bearer of the tradition of Jesus Christ. It is not, however, 
an "amorphous mass," but rather a subject. That the communion is a subject 
is, according to Ratzinger, first of all an empirical reality; the church is the 
language bearer of the symbol of faith. Learning to understand the language of 
faith means learning to understand the church's language of faith. The fact that 
the church acts as a subject of the language of faith, however, is merely a sign 
that it is a subject and a medium through which it expresses itself as a subject.ui 

Without assuming that the church is ontologically a subject, it would also be 
impossible to interpret the empirical linguistic community of the church as a 
subject; "the experiential sphere transcending time" does not yet constitute a 
"subject unity."114 By speaking the common language of faith, however, the 
church stands in the Holy Spirit opposite Christ and is thereby constituted by 

111. Ibid., 91. 
112. Ibid., 92. 
113. Ratzinger has a tendency to search for something more profound or real behind 

the historical, and to view concrete reality merely as a sign for spiritual, transcendent content. 
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him as subject, that is, as a subject not separated from Christ or existing in and 
of itself, but rather as "a new, single subject with Christ."115 The process by 
which the church becomes a subject through the language of faith and through 
Christ's presence within it is not to be understood as two separate processes, 
but rather as two levels of the same process; the language of faith is the form 
of Christ's presence, and Christ's presence is the content of the language of faith. 

The church is a single subject with Christ not only synchronically, at every 
temporal point, but also in its totality diachronically through the entirety of 
history. According to Ratzinger, it has always remained a subject identical with 
itself, a statement which is, of course, theological rather than historical. This is 
why the church not only spiritually but also historically bridges the hermeneu-
tical chasm separating today from yesterday. In the church, the "pluralism of 
history is held together in the unity of a single memoria."116 This memoria 
Ecclesiae— of the whole church — is the key that opens the door to revelation 
for the present.117 The one transtemporal memoria Ecclesiae grounds with 
regard to the documents of the transmission of tradition the hermeneutics of 
unity, which itself consists in "reading the individual statements in the context 
of the whole tradition and with a deeper understanding of scripture."118 

That the church is one subject with Christ means that it has the authority 
to interpret "Christ yesterday with respect to Christ today."119 The subject of 
revelation is and remains the living Christ, though he is such in unity with the 
church as his body, a unity deriving from him.120 This is why the church is also 
able to mediate between the binding then and the now, and to proclaim in a 
binding fashion the Christ of then as one who is living now as well. Through 
the voice of the one and whole church, Christ himself speaks today. 

2. The ecclesial subject bridging time is for Ratzinger the fundamental 
solution to the hermeneutical question. Scripture, which the church received 
rather than invented and which it thus is to serve, can only be understood from 
within the faith of the church itself.121 In his commentary to Dei Verbum, 

115. Ratzinger, "Theologie," 519 (my emphasis). Cf. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 138; 
"Dogmatische Formeln," 37. 

116. Ratzinger, "Dogmatische Formeln," 34. 
117. In Ratzinger's own opinion, his hemeneutic differs from South American libera

tion theology only insofar as he prefers to understand the "entire people of God in its 
synchronic and diachronic extension," rather than merely a specific people, as the point of 
mediation between then and today (Ratzinger, "Vorwort," 9). 
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Ratzinger did indeed dare to say that the "Holy Scriptures stand at our disposal 
as a standard" for the "indispensable criticism of tradition."122 The critical 
function of scripture over against tradition presupposes hermeneutically that 
scripture "first must be seen, considered, and queried from within itself, and 
that only then can the development of the transmission of tradition and dog
matic analysis commence."123 Ratzinger quickly abandoned the sequence of 
scripture and transmission of tradition, which already seemed like a foreign 
body in his commentary to Dei Verbum, because it could not be reconciled with 
the notion of the one living "whole Christ" that remains self-identical through 
the ages. He now resolutely took as his point of departure a reciprocity between 
scripture and church within the framework of the priority of the church. "The 
last word belongs to the church," Ratzinger said at a conference on Bible and 
church, "but the church must give the last word to the Bible."124 He does not 
seem to consider the dangerous possibility that the church might not in fact 
give the last word to the Bible. The Antichrist, so Ratzinger in discussion, is 
lurking wherever "the Christonomy [!] of the totus Christus" is not taken seri
ously.125 

If receptivity is to be maintained as a basic feature of faith, if faith itself is 
not to degenerate into a human intellectual or religious construction, the only 
alternative to ecclesial understanding is that each individual come directly to 
God's word in scripture. For both hermeneutical and theological reasons, 
Ratzinger considers this alternative to be mistaken. Referring to the more recent 
history of exegesis, he maintains that all attempts at engaging directly in dialogue 
with God merely end in fruitless dialogue with oneself,126 or at best in hypotheses 
"about which one can certainly argue, but not on which one can depend with one's 
life."127 Moreover, such an undertaking misses the character of the biblical writ
ings themselves, since the unity and canonicity of scripture derive exclusively 
"from its historical bearer, the one people of God."128 Without the faith of the 
church, scripture dissociates into a multiplicity of unrelated voices from the past 
out of which each person must distill his or her own philosophy of life. If, however, 
one grants to the church, to the Christus totus, the last word in the interpretation 
of scripture, then scripture ceases to be "a dead witness of past things, and becomes 
instead the sustaining element of common life."129 

An analysis of the relation of unity obtaining between scripture and 

122. Ratzinger, "Offenbarung," 519. 
123. Ibid., 577 (my emphasis). 
124. Stallsworth, "Story," 118. Similarly already Ratzinger, Geschichtstheologie, 69, 83. 
125. Stallsworth, "Story," 167. 
126. See Ratzinger, "Buchstabe," 257. 
127. Ratzinger, "Theologie," 516; cf. "Schriftauslegung," 21. 
128. Ratzinger, "Schriftauslegung," 21. 
129. See Ratzinger, "Glaubensvermittlung," 31. 
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church would take us far beyond the goal of the present critical analysis of 
Ratzinger's ecclesiology. I will limit myself to a brief examination of his critique 
with regard to the hypothetical character of exegetical results. Now, every inter
pretation is hypothetical, even that of church documents (as the dispute sur
rounding Vatican II clearly shows). The temptation here is to take refuge in the 
doctrine of infallibility. From the fact "that God's revelatory word exists in no 
other fashion than through the living and witnessing mediation of the church, 
and that it does exist in this world in actuality through that mediation," 
Ratzinger concludes that "its fundamental infallibility emerges quite of itself"; 
that is, the conviction emerges that the church could not possibly "through that 
which it declares to be indispensable lead human beings away from Christ 
instead of to him."130 Different interpretations are possible, however, with re
gard to what the church declares to be indispensable. But to free ourselves from 
the hypothetical, the doctrine of infallibility would have to be conceived so 
broadly that it would affect not only the decisive truths of faith, but their 
concrete interpretation as well. This, however, would be an utterly fundamen
talist alternative to the Protestant notion of sola scriptura. 

3. The turn to faith is fundamentally an issue of turning to truth. Because 
one can come to faith only through the church, however, access to truth is 
necessarily ecclesial. Finding truth comes about through learning the language 
and life forms of ecclesial communion.131 As already explicated, this cannot be 
a separate community, but rather only the larger church. Christian truth dis
closes itself only to the whole church.132 

This does not, however, mean that truth is identical with that which is 
believed semper ubique ab omnibus understood in static terms. Commensurate 
with the basic ecclesiological conviction of the historically transpiring and living 
subjectivity of the church, the disclosure of truth from the perspective of the 
whole church introduces rather a historical dynamic into the understanding of 
truth. That is, at no one point in history does truth exist absolutely, nor will it 
be able to do so until the end of time.133 Every "today" is relativized both 
through the memory of the entirety of "yesterday" and through anticipation of 
the final "tomorrow." From this it follows that the sojourning church's under
standing of truth can never be perfect, even though it is better and deeper today 
than yesterday.134 But is this progressivist view of our access to truth plausible? 
J. K. S. Reid rightly asks, "Do 20th century Roman bishops really have a 'deeper' 

130. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 148. 
131. See Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 130. 
132. Ratzinger, "Dogmatische Formeln," 32f. 
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and 'better' understanding than St. Paul, than the Apostles? Or is the difference 
not better described as 'other'?"135 

Communal access to truth does not, according to Ratzinger, imply that 
truth is constituted by the church. Rather, truth precedes the church. Christ as 
the abiding origin of the church is truth, which is why one cannot invent truth; 
one can only find it, and can do so only in the church as the body of Christ.136 

As in the case of Christian existence in the larger sense, one can have Christian 
truth only by becoming an anima ecclesiastica. Like faith, Christian truth is 
characterized by "double transcendence"; divine truth can be received only as 
the truth proclaimed by the larger church. Here again, the sacramentally an
chored transcendence of the church is the sign and guarantee of divine tran
scendence. 

4. Office and Communion 

1. It is only here, in the middle of my analysis of Ratzinger's ecclesiology, that 
I come to his understanding of office. This may surprise those who know him 
only as the Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith who insists 
that the hierarchical order of the church is willed by God. His own ecclesiology, 
however, is so little a case of hierarchology that one could state its essentials 
without mentioning office even once. On the other hand, the concept of office 
is already contained in Ratzinger's understanding of the act of faith that makes 
a person into a Christian, and it is most certainly contained in his understanding 
of the Eucharist as that which makes the church into a communion and in his 
understanding of the word of God. 

Ratzinger is a Catholic theologian, and accordingly he defines the con
cept of church not only through the sacraments and the word, but essentially 
also through the concept of office.137 Office, however, is subordinated to 
sacraments and the word. The church is constituted in the Holy Spirit through 
the power of the sacraments (above all the Eucharist and baptism as initiatory 
sacraments) and the word. Office is not constitutive for the church in the same 
sense. It is merely the indispensable condition for the sacraments and the 
word, the sign and guarantee of their communality and thus also of their 
divine origin. Through the sacraments and the word, there occurs that unique 
interweaving of human "I" and divine "Thou" in the ecclesial "We" that actually 

135. Reid, "Report," 131. 
136. Neither, of course, can the resolutions of councils create truth. The unanimity of 

the council fathers does not invent new truth, but rather witnesses to truth that is already 
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constitutes the essence of the church. Only insofar as office is necessary for 
the sacraments and for the word does it belong to the esse of the church. In 
any case, the purpose of office is to be a "means," albeit an indispensable 
means, for the sacrament and the word and only as such then for the being 
of the church as church.138 

In this section, I will first try to show how with regard to the word of God 
Ratzinger considers the concept of office to be an inner requirement of the 
communality of Christian existence as implied in the act of faith. In a second 
step, I will examine the necessity of office for the eucharistically grounded 
understanding of the church as communio ecclesiarum. I will then examine 
Ratzinger's grounding of the sacramentality of office in the specific character 
of the church as communion. The section will conclude with a presentation of 
Ratzinger's understanding of the relation between the one and the many and 
of his understanding of an ecclesial spirituality illustrating the most significant 
dimension of the church reform he demands. 

2. As we have already seen, the "primary claim of the church to under
standing the word" follows from Ratzinger's analysis of the structure of the act 
of faith.139 Although the church making this claim is indeed always more than 
merely an institution, it is also "not an intangible spiritual sphere in which every 
person might choose what he or she likes."140 If it were such, then every person 
would have to "distill out" his or her own life philosophy alone, though now 
no longer from scripture, but rather from the wisdom of faith of the entire 
church. This in its own turn would mean for Ratzinger that Christian truth 
ultimately is a product of the reflection of the individual rather than a gift. One 
receives truth only if access to it is communal, only if one does not select it 
oneself (as in modern supermarkets), that is, only if it is given to one by the 
church (as in old stores). This, however, presupposes that the church itself has 
a voice speaking both concretely and authoritatively and attesting the truth 
authentically. Ratzinger's argumentation here is persuasive, however, only if one 
decisive but not explicitly expressed premise is persuasive, namely, that whatever 
is not offered and given to the individual by the whole church, speaking "in the 
organs of faith,"141 is actually produced by the individual. 

138. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 244. Prior to the Second Vatican Council, Ratzinger 
wrote that "the most important task of ecclesiology today will be to show how all the essential 
elements of the visible form of the church are anchored in its being as the body of Christ, 
and thus are not part of any self-sufficient visibility in which the usurpatory will of human 
beings opposes the event of God's free love, but rather represents part of that comprehensive 
reference from the visible to the invisible, the establishment of which was the meaning of 
the sending of lesus Christ" (Ratzinger, "Leib," 912). 

139. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 347; cf. 3.1 above. 
140. Ratzinger, "Theologie," 526. 
141. Ibid. 
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If with Ratzinger one accepts the necessity of a binding, authoritative 
voice, who can then have this voice? It cannot be a local church, since that 
church can only proclaim authoritatively what it has received rather than "pro
duced" itself. Truth and the whole are indissolubly connected with one another, 
since Christ, who is the truth, is accessible only together with his whole body. 
The truth can be proclaimed authoritatively only by the concretely existing, 
active universal church. The "Church, living in the form of the apostolic succs-
sion with the Petrine office as its centre," is the place at which the revelation 
given once for all is interpreted in an ongoing, authoritative, and binding 
fashion.142 

These reflections on the relationship between the word of God and office 
reveal why, according to Ratzinger, it is precisely in one's position regarding sola 
scriptura that the difference between Protestant and Catholic ecclesiology 
manifests itself most clearly. Positing the principle of sola scriptura means 
committing the two greatest ecclesiological-soteriological sins. Since, according 
to this principle, every individual allegedly has direct access to the word of God, 
it confirms ecclesiological individualism; but since every attempt at conducting 
direct dialogue with the word of God ends basically in a dialogue with oneself, 
the freedom of the individual intended by the principle of sola scriptura leads 
to covert soteriological high-handedness. 

Drawing on church tradition in the interpretation of scripture offers little 
help. Because the individual is still the subject of interpretation, the two prob
lems with sola scriptura simply appear at a new level. Only if one has the 
authoritative and fundamentally unrevisable ecclesiastical decisions of persons 
holding office in the church can faith be lived communally and thereby also as 
a gift of God. Hence for Ratzinger, the "real antithesis in the concept of church 
between Catholics and Protestants"143 resides less in making the word indepen
dent of tradition than in making it independent of office. For without author
itative office, tradition and scripture are taken rather than given. 

3. According to Ratzinger's eucharistic ecclesiology, communion with all 
churches is the essential condition for the full ecclesiality of a local church.144 

The necessity of episcopally and collegially structured office derives from his 
specific understanding of this communion. The ability to stand in the communio 
ecclesiarum as ecclesia requires that every local church have at its head a bishop 
as its reference person to the larger church. The bishop has two intertwining 

142. Ratzinger, Church, 79f. This ongoing official interpretive process is to be under
stood as the representational safekeeping of simple faith and of its original insights, a 
safekeeping, however, that simultaneously discloses the new possibilities of this faith (see 
Ratzinger, "Theologie," 531; Church, 82). 

143. Ratzinger, "Traditionsbegriff," 28; cf. Das neue Volk 106; Report, 160. 
144. See 2.2 above. 
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functions. As the head of a local church, he ensures its ecclesiality, and as a 
member of the ordo episcoporum, he ties it into the communion of the larger 
church. On the basis of the bishop's dual function here, one deriving from the 
requirements of the communion itself,145 the church is organized vertically 
(local church), and then within this vertical structure is arranged horizontally 
into a network through the ordo episcoporum (larger church).146 

Every local congregation is organized internally in a vertical fashion, since 
it is led by a bishop (together with presbyters and deacons). The bishop gathers 
together all the believers at a specific locale into a church. From this follows the 
singularity of the episcopal office at a specific locale and the binding of church 
membership to communion with the bishop. "One cannot enjoy the 'blood shed 
for many' by withdrawing to the 'few.'"147 This is one of the main reasons why the 
"monarchical episcopate" represents "an irrevocable essential form of the church." 
"The one bishop at a single locale stands for the church being one for all, since 
God is one for all."148 Furthermore, the bishop represents the thus assembled 
congregation to the whole church and to the one Christ; in this way, he ensures 
the unity of the congregation and makes it into a self-contained (not isolated!) 
totality in which the one church of God is realized. If through the bishop this 
vertically organized local church is indeed to be bound into the communio 
ecclesiarum, however, then the bishop must also be a representative of his congre
gation to the larger church. A bishop can correctly discharge his task within the 
ordo episcoporum, which is itself indispensable for the communio ecclesiarum, only 
by standing in "a sibling relationship with those who believe with him."149 

Every bishop simultaneously stands within the horizontal structure of the 

145. See Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 178. 
146. See ibid., 205. According to Ratzinger, the idea of collegiality involves the "rees-

tablishment of the organism of individual churches in the unity of the larger church," and 
not "the plena et suprema potestas of the collegium over the larger church and its counter
balancing with the plena et suprema potestas of the Pope" (ibid., 186, polemicizing explicitly 
against Rahner). 

147. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 73. 
148. Ibid., 73f. 
149. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 215. This representative function of the bishop is not 

to be confused with parliamentary representation. The bishop does not represent the mem
bers of the congregation as individuals, but rather the congregation as such in the sense of 
a "personification and summary of the body" whose head he is (ibid., 162). Neither, however, 
can the body thus represented by a bishop be an internally closed-off local church, but rather 
only a local church that is what it is precisely because in it the entire church is actualized. 
Hence the task of the bishop as representative is not "to determine the statistical mean value 
of the opinions of those whom he represents and then to bring these to bear in a form as 
chemically free as possible of his own additions"; his task is rather to represent "the common 
elements of the church" (Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 162, my emphasis; cf. Ratzinger, Church, 
57ff.). 
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one ordo episcoporum. The bishop's membership in this ordo is not something 
that may or may not be added as a supplement to his status as bishop, but 
rather is itself constitutive for that status. Just as a Christian is a Christian only 
by standing in communion with other Christians, and just as a congregation is 
a church only by standing in communion with other congregations, so also is 
a bishop a bishop only by "standing in communion with other bishops."150 One 
is a bishop only if one is accepted by the communion of bishops as a bishop 
and then remains in that communion, a communion to be understood both 
synchronically (catholicity) and diachronically (apostolicity).151 The status of 
bishop is accordingly shaped by the same basic structure of communality as is 
the status of the Christian; a person is a bishop from and toward others. Nor 
should this come as a surprise, since the communality of office is but an 
expression of the general Christian communion at the level of office, just as 
this communion itself is an expression of the trinitarian communion.152 

At the anthropological, soteriological, and ecclesiological level, one en
counters in Ratzinger the same double definition of the basic structure of 
communality derived from the Trinity, namely, being from and being toward. 
Closer examination, however, reveals that the occurrence of this basic structure 
is the maximal form of ecclesial communion rather than its indispensable con
dition. Ratzinger resolutely maintains the first member of this basic structure; 
only that which comes from others, and that means from the whole, can be 
communal. By contrast, the second member is often reduced from "toward" to 
"with," and the indispensable content of this "with" is then sometimes under
stood as "not against." If this is the case, then the ecclesial communion, although 
indeed oriented toward love, is not constituted by love, at least not by the love 
exhibiting the basic structure derived from the Trinity. As underscored by the 
indispensability of "being from others," communion is constituted by standing 
in a relation of sacramental and for that reason also office-bound reception. 
Although this indeed can, following Augustine, be interpreted as love,153 it is 
another question entirely whether doing so illuminates or veils ecclesial reality. 

4. The communality of office deriving from the whole church is both 
expressed and secured through the sacramentality of episcopal consecration. It 
is in the nature of this sacrament that it does not involve the individual as 
individual, but rather incorporates him into a new communion and obligates 

150. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 116; cf. pp. 164, 204, 206. 
151. See Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 256. 
152. See Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 214, 220. 
153. According to Augustine, caritas is not "a subjective disposition," but rather "at

tachment to the church, specifically and necessarily to that particular church which itself 
stands in caritate, i.e., in the eucharistic love relationship with the entire planet" (Ratzinger, 
Volk, 138). 
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him to service in it.154 Because one can receive consecration only from bishops 
standing both synchronically and diachronically in communion with other 
bishops (ordo episcoporum in successio apostolica), this consecration binds the 
new bishop into the entire ordo episcoporum. The consecratory sacrament is 
thus "the expression and simultaneously also the guarantee of standing together 
within tradition from the beginning on."155 

The sacrament of consecration qualifies the status of bishop as derived from 
the whole. This is why consecration vouches for the divine origin of episcopal 
authority. One cannot receive this authority from the Lord in the solitude of a 
private relationship with God, nor through the mediation of one or even several 
congregations. It can be grounded only in "the 'sacramental' empowerment of 
Jesus Christ himself as given to the whole church."156 The sacrament of consecra
tion at once grounds not only this episcopal authority, but also the universal 
communality of the Christian faith and thus also its quality of not being at our 
arbitrary disposal.157 The transmission of faith is bound to episcopal authority. 
Through the actions of the universally and communally constituted bishop, the 
person comes into contact with the entire communion of the church and thus also 
into contact with Christ, who binds both the person and the entire church into 
the trinitarian communion; for Christ has bound himself to his whole body, since 
the body is indeed one subject with him. 

5. Ratzinger's understanding of the episcopal structure of the church is 
based on a certain understanding of the relation between the one and the whole. 
At the local level, as we have already seen, the multiplicity of church members 
is brought together into a totality by the one bishop. A similar relation between 
the individual and the whole also obtains at the level of the larger church. The 
horizontal network of bishops and their congregations is dependent on its 
vertical connection with the bishop of Rome. Although "the unity of the larger 
church is indeed based on the cross-connections of bishops to one another," it 
must orient itself toward the sedes Romana.158 For the Pope is "placed in direct 
responsibility to the Lord . . . to embody and secure the unity of Christ's word 
and work."15^ The structure of the universal church corresponds to the structure 
of the local church (more precisely, the reverse is the case; the local churches, 
which are secondary with regard to the universal church, are shaped "after the 
model of the universal Church"160). 

154. See Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 219. 
155. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 256. 
156. Ratzinger, Fest, 84. 
157. See Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 309. 
158. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 206, 211. 
159. Ibid., 169 (my emphasis). 
160. Lumen Gentium 23; cf. Ad Gentes 20. 
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Over against every individual or communal particularism, Ratzinger un
derscores the totality; a Christian, a local church, and a bishop always derive 
from and orient themselves toward the whole. Nor can this be otherwise if the 
primary category of his ecclesiology is Christus totus. From this it also follows 
that the totality is to be conceived from the principle "single individual," a 
principle grounded both soteriologically and christologically. Because Chris
tianity is concerned with the salvation of the whole, it subscribes to the principle 
"single individual." There can be but one redeemer for the whole world;161 any 
plurality of redeemers would necessarily involve their respective particularity. 
Christ's singularity follows from his universality, and this singularity then con
stitutes the foundation of the unity of the church as his body. Since the earthly 
church is the visible side of the one body of Christ, bearing through the ages 
the work of its head, which is itself directed toward the whole, the principle 
"single individual" applies within the church as well; at its head it must always 
have the one who is responsible for it and for its unity and who thus guarantees 
its totality; otherwise, the visible church would not correspond to the invis
ible.162 An ecclesiology of universal communion thus requires an ecclesiology 
of individual responsibility, not least at the level of the single individual who 
vouches for totality.163 

If the relation to all other churches is essential for the ecclesiality of the 
local church, and if the bishop of Rome is essential for the unity of the church, 
then the bishop of Rome is also essential for the ecclesiality of individual local 
churches. Loss of this element of unity with the successors of Peter wounds the 
church "in the essence of its being as church."164 That this ecumenically so 
offensive thesis could come from Ratzinger's pen can surprise only those unfa
miliar with his theology. The systematic vortex of his eucharistic ecclesiology 

161. See Ratzinger, Introduction, 187f. 
162. The principle of "individuals" must apply at the local level no less than at the 

universal level, since it is in the local church that the entire being of the church as church is 
actualized. For the fact that the church "as a whole is only one manifests itself concretely 
insofar as at a given place it is only one." And the fact that at that given place it is only one 
also entails the principle "only one bishop in a congregation"; a local congregation can have 
but one leader — even if this leadership could "at first be collegia!" (Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 
123). 

163. See Ratzinger, Church, 32ff., where "personal responsibility" is viewed as the "core 
of the doctrine of primacy" (p. 43). Concerning the personal reponsibility of the laity, see 
section 5, "Communio Fidelium," below. 

164. Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 88. Cf. also "Kirche," note 13. It is revealing that in his 
book Zur Gemeinschaft gerufen, which seeks to offer "something like an initial guide for 
Catholic ecclesiology" (p. 9), the chapter on "Origin and Nature of the Church" is followed 
immediately by the transition to a discussion of the primacy of Peter and the unity of the 
church. Only then come the chapters concerning the commission of the bishop and the 
nature of priesthood. 
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takes him precisely to the (un)ecumenical position he held before Vatican II, 
namely, that the unity of the church consists 

in the communio of the individual congregations with one another. The 
characteristic sign of the true communio over against the false communiones 
of heretics is communio with the sedes apostolicae. The sedes apostolica as such 
is Rome, so that one can say that communio catholica = communio Romano; 
only those who commune with Rome are standing in the true, that is, catholic 
communio; whomever Rome excommunicates is no longer in the communio 
catholica, that is, in the unity of the church.165 

Ratzinger's understanding of the relation between the one and the whole, 
grounded as it is in the notion of Christus totus, has important consequences 
for access to pneumatic authority within the church. The one Christ acts 
through the one and whole church that is his body. Because the latter exists 
visibly and is capable of action as a totality only through the one, all of Christ's 
activity must proceed through the narrow portals of the office of Peter. Of 
course, Ratzinger stipulates that this one must be completely transparent for 
Christ.166 His authority is "vicarial" power, power that is not his own, but rather 
of the one whom he visibly represents; it is the living Christ who acts through 
him. Nevertheless, it is only by way of him that Christ acts even in his whole 
body. Here, direct papal authority over every individual local church moves into 
the foreground at the cost of the autonomous and immediate responsibility of 
every bishop for his local church. This seems to me to be the consequence of 
Ratzinger's understanding of the relation between the one and the whole within 
the framework of the notion of Christus totus. Hence here, too, we see that in 
his ecclesiology the notion of Christus totus stands in tension with his own 
intention of presenting a eucharistic ecclesiology, since a consistent eucharistic 
ecclesiology would have to preserve the independence of every bishop. 

6. The sacramental authority deriving from Christ — "I give what I myself 
cannot give; I do what does not come from me"167 — corresponds to a spirit
uality of divestment consisting in perpetual renunciation of what is one's own. 
Such divestment should characterize the entire church, from the Pope to simple 
believers. In such "self-divestment and selflessness," all the members of the 
church are then "assimilated to the trinitarian mystery," living thus according 
to the basic pattern according to which they themselves have been created.168 

No one should live for himself or herself; every person should divest himself 
or herself and live in the relation of pure "being from" and "being toward." 

165. Ratzinger, "Kirche," 178f. 
166. See ibid., 41ff. 
167. Ratzinger, Cemeinschaft, 108. 
168. Ibid. 
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Thus does spirituality correspond to the basic structure of communality. Rather 
than being a pious supplement to ecclesiology, it is grounded in its very premise; 
the church is a communion of love of human beings among one another and 
with the triune God.169 Before examining the relation between the trinitarian 
and ecclesial communion, I must address Ratzinger's understanding of the 
position of believers within the church; first, however, a comment about reform 
in the church. 

Spirituality is Ratzinger's answer to the desire for reform in the church. 
Vicarial authority deriving only from the whole, from Christus totus, basically 
determines the structure of the church. Once the structure of the church is 
established, a structure willed by the Lord and which alone allows Christ to act 
within the church, then reforms affecting essentials can only involve either the 
correct ecclesiastical "functioning" of this same structure or spirituality. Efforts 
at other reforms merely distract from the essentials. "Because of so much talk 
about 'reforming,' we end up speaking only about ourselves, and the gospel is 
hardly even mentioned."170 This is why the sloughing of what is one's own 
occupies far more space in Ratzinger's writings than does, for example, the 
securing of rights within the church.171 

This position is based on the conviction that no "reform of human beings 
and of humankind [is possible] without moral renewal."172 There are no opti
mal (so to speak, "foolproof") structures needing no spirituality; if such were 
to exist, they would be merely the structures of slavery.173 If the church is to 
continue to be concerned with encountering the triune God, then, in Ratzinger's 
view, any structural elements not involving the mediation of this encounter can 
only be secondary.174 It is hard to dispute Ratzinger's main point, though what 
is secondary can either facilitate or hinder access to what is primary, can corre
spond to or contradict it. Moreover, structures could be created that are not 
foolproof but whose functioning must not necessarily presuppose unrealistic 
ethical maturity. In this sense, neglect of institutional reality and concentration 
on spirituality and morality risk passing by the important problems of church lifers 

169. Concerning the significance of spirituality in Ratzinger's ecclesiology, see Fahey, 
"Ratzinger," 82. 

170. Ratzinger, "Glaube," 538. 

171. Ratzinger also speaks about the rights of individual Christians and about those 
of die community (see Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 38£), and he does mention the ne
cessity of the practical "modes of mutual exchange and of mutual care" (Ratzinger, Das neue 
Volk, 216); the center of gravity, however, resides in spirituality and service. 

172. Ratzinger, Cemeinschaft, 140. 
173. See Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 142, 189. 
174. See Ratzinger, "Warum," 60. 
175. See Legrand, Realisation, 216. 
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5. Communio Fidelium 

1. Commensurate with his eucharistic premise, Ratzinger examines the position 
of the laity within the church from the perspective of the liturgical "We" bound 
into the "I" of the larger church. In worship, laypersons are not the passive 
objects of the priest's activity of making Christ present; rather, the subject of 
the liturgical event is "precisely the assembled congregation as a whole; the 
priest is the subject only insofar as he co-embodies this subject and is its 
interpreter."176 To be sure, the individual congregation possesses this subjectiv
ity only insofar as it is the locus of realization of the whole church, which is the 
real subject of the liturgical event. From Augustine, Ratzinger learned not to 
ascribe one-sidedly to priests what actually attaches to the church as such. 
Augustine ascribed to the entire holy people of God "the entire salvific action 
of the church," since the subject of priestly action is not Christ directly, but 
rather "along with Christ the entire ecclesia sancta."177 

The priest stands not opposite the church, but rather fundamentally "in 
the entire living church" acting in him.178 In this limited sense, there is in the 
church "no laity that is merely the recipient of the word and not also the word's 
active bearer."179 Like Augustine, however, Ratzinger understands the salvific 
acts of the church acting with Christ as proceeding "through the visible instru
mental acts of the official hierarchy."180 Nor can it be otherwise if in the liturgy 
Christ is to act with the whole church, since a concrete congregation can act 
liturgically as a whole only through the one, namely, the bishop or the priest 
who makes it into a unity; and the Christus totus can act in this one only if the 
latter possesses authority coming from the entire church. The exclusivity of 
priestly activity is thus the indispensable presupposition of the comprehensive 
inclusivity of liturgical action. 

In what follows, I will analyze Ratzinger's understanding of democratiza
tion in the church, of the liturgical form of worship, and of ecclesial spirituality, 
all of which derive from the above understanding of the position of the com
munio fidelium in liturgy. 

2. Because the church is a eucharistic assembly (and does not simply 
assemble, among other things, to celebrate the Eucharist), church leadership 
cannot be a "purely political-administrative matter," but rather must take place 
"in the authority of sacramental proclamation."181 This is why laypersons can-

176. Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 39. 
177. Ratzinger, Volk, 149. 
178. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 151 (my emphasis). 
179. Ibid. 
180. Ratzinger, Volk, 149. 
181. Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 32. 
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not lead the church; they do not possess this authority coming from the 
whole,182 though this does not mean that the laity is to be excluded completely 
from church leadership. Because every assembled congregation as a whole is 
the subject of liturgical celebration, Ratzinger concludes that as a congregation 
it is also a legal subject within the church. This subjectivity of the congregation 
should be concretely appropriated "through the empowering of its own con
gregational ('democratic') activity."183 From this it then follows that appoint
ment to office is "never to come about only from above."184 

The individual congregation, however, is not the subject of liturgical ac
tivity as a self-enclosed entity. Because the one church is realized in the worship 
service of the individual congregation, the real subject of the liturgy is the 
"communio sanctorum of all places and all times" realizing itself in the assembled 
congregation.185 This expresses liturgically the fact that the assembled congre
gation is a church only from and toward the larger church. Thus the individual 
congregation can act as a subject "correctly only if it stands in unity with the 
larger church." From this it follows that appointment to office can never come 
about "only from below," but rather must "always also include within itself a 
consideration of the larger church."186 

Quite independent of how appointment to office is to occur, one must 
certainly ask how compatible is the claim that a local church is a legal subject 
with the ontological and temporal priority of the larger church. If the local 
church is only a local church insofar as the larger church, both the invisible and 
the visible, is realized and active within it, how can it then have rights over 
against the larger church? For the local church to be a legal subject seems to 
require (at least) an ecclesiology acknowledging a relation of mutual indwelling 
and inclusion between the larger church and the local church rather than a 
relation of one-sided realization. 

3. Although all the members of a congregation are coparticipants in the 
liturgical actio,167 no individual congregation is permitted to "fashion" its own 
liturgy. Precisely as participants in liturgy, the members of a congregation do 
not stand as a self-contained entity, but rather are integrated into the liturgical 
activity of the whole church, of the entire communio sanctorum, and realize it 

182. According to Ratzinger, democracy in the church cannot be grounded charismati-
cally, since charisma is a pneumatic rather than a democratic principle: charisma is the 
"expression of an inaccessible empowerment from above, not of commonly accessible em
powerment from below." Hence according to Ratzinger, "the concept of charisma should 
disappear from the debate concerning democratization" (Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 
26f.). 

183. Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 41; cf. Das neue Volk, 221. 
184. Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 41. 
185. Ratzinger, "Liturgie," 249; cf. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 219. 
186. Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 41. 
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at a concrete locale. This is why the liturgy must be protected against "the 
arbitrariness of the group (including clerics and specialists)."188 One cannot 
design the liturgy oneself; one must receive it from the whole church in which 
it lives and organically grows. This universally and communally secured, dy
namic, nonarbitrary character of the liturgy "guarantees and demonstrates 
that something more and greater is taking place here . . . than human beings 
could ever do on their own; as such, it expresses the objective empowerment 
for joy and participation in the cosmic drama of Christ's resurrection, with 
which the status of the liturgy stands or falls."189 Wherever the individual 
person or group "acts liturgically" in an independent fashion, the common 
liturgical subject that is the church is pushed aside, and with it also Christ as 
"the real actant in the liturgy." This is why the arbitrarily independent group 
remains alone with itself, and rather than celebrating the liturgy, it merely 
celebrates "itself" and thus "nothing at all."190 This demand for a universally 
communal activity of liturgy reflects Ratzinger's basic conviction that the 
salvific encounter between a person and the triune God is always realized by 
way of universal communion. 

What Ratzinger calls the "primacy of reception" is encountered at every 
level of his ecclesiology. The liturgy, Christian existence, the being of the church 
and of the bishop — all these are always received from the whole. Reception is 
a basic form of ecclesial existence and of human existence as such. Protestant 
Christianity emphasized the primacy of reception over the "justification by 
works" of Catholic soteriology and ecclesiology. Ratzinger gives to this charge 
of "justification by works" an anti-Protestant, and especially an anti-Free 
Church twist. The activity of the larger church is indispensable for securing the 
primacy of reception; the activity of the Gospel or of scripture (or even of 
tradition) does not suffice. A faith, a church, the word of God, a liturgy not 
received from the larger church is "self-invented faith," a "self-constructed con
gregation,"191 a word one speaks to oneself, or a liturgy in which people merely 
celebrate themselves. Commensurate with the notion of Christus totus, there 
seems to be only one alternative for Ratzinger: either "from the larger church 
and thus from the Lord," or "self-constructed." The Protestant charge that the 
church has usurped for itself what God alone can do, and in the process shown 
itself to be a purely human organization, Ratzinger now directs against an 
individual Christian or an ecclesial community separated from the whole 
church. 

187. See Ratzinger, Vest, 79. 
188. Ratzinger, "Liturgie," 249. 
189. Ratzinger, Fest, 60. 
190. Ratzinger, "Liturgie," 247f. 
191. Ratzinger, "Warum" 70. 
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But is it plausible to disqualify as "self-constructed" anything not received 
sacramentally from the larger church through the institution of hierarchical 
office? Does secularity really follow from equality?192 Could one not with equal 
justification (for example, following the religious sociology of Emil Durk-
heim193) dare to suggest that the church identifies itself with God here precisely 
in order to force itself onto human beings all the more easily as a purely human 
organization? Ratzinger's reductive hermeneutic of the religious and ecclesial 
experiences of Protestant (especially Free Church) Christians is of little ecu
menical promise. The implicit and explicit assertion is that those Christians 
living outside the sacramental framework of the larger church (or certainly 
those living outside communion with the bishop of Rome) merely interact with 
themselves, for example, in worship. Is this assertion not in fact implying that 
these Christians are not standing in any communion at all with the triune God? 
Although one is tempted to interpret Ratzinger's exclusivity merely as situation-
ally determined polemical exaggeration, it seems rather to be a necessary con
sequence of his ecclesiological premise. 

The exclusivity of Ratzinger's ecclesiological thinking can be seen in his 
use of the term "guarantee." The sacramental communality of the mediation of 
faith, of the way the word of God comes to bear, of the constituting of a local 
church and of a bishop, or the communality of the liturgy are all viewed as 
"guaranteeing" that in each case one is dealing with divine rather than human 
activity. Ratzinger's premise does not allow that there may be other guarantors 
of the same reality, and that one can have access to this reality even without 
these "guarantors."194 For only what derives from the ecclesial whole, which can 
be only one, can function as a guarantor of divine actions. The exclusivity of 
these guarantors is corroborated by Ratzinger's frequent use of exclusive and 
reductionist adjectives and adverbs (such as "only," "alone," "nothing other"); 
these are applied not only to the being of the church and of bishops, but also 
to being a Christian as such and to access to revelation.195 

4. The communal form of Christian liturgy corresponds to a fundamen
tally communal spirituality, since communal liturgical expression requires that 
it be individually internalized. Without such internalization, a person plays 

192. So Ratzinger expressly in Prinzipienlehre, 260. 
193. See Durkheim, Elementary Forms, 205ff. 
194. Avery Dulles expresses his preference for the Catholic sacramental and official 

structures with the conceptual pair "likely/unlikely" (see Dulles, Catholicity, 165). Ratzinger's 
own ecclesiological point of departure does not allow this. 

195. With reference to faith, see Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 35 (though he later takes 
a more differentiated position: faith cannot reach its full articulation in a private decision of 
conversion" [p. 116, my emphasis, but who would argue with this anyway?]) and Ratzinger, 
"Theologie," 520; with reference to the status or being of the church and bishop, see Ratzinger, 
Prinzipienlehre, 266; with reference to the word of God, see Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 148. 
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merely a communal "role" at the celebration of the liturgy, which can only 
mean that this person's communion with others and so also with the triune 
God is merely "pretended communion."196 The reality of the communion 
depends in a decisive fashion on the process of internalizing the liturgical 
event and liturgical reality. Only where such internalization occurs "are people 
no longer merely juxtaposed in role-playing but actually touch one another 
at the level of being. Only in this way can 'community' come about"197 This 
actuosa participatio — albeit not in the sense of external activity, but rather in 
the sense of profound personal participation — is thus the presupposition of 
the communion. 

Communality not only characterizes liturgical spirituality, but is a com
mon feature of all Christian spirituality. Nor can this be otherwise, since spir
ituality consists in internalizing the salvific grace adopted and appropriated in 
faith, grace which is itself communally structured. Hence according to Ratzinger, 
praying is not the wrestling of a soul with its God. Here, too, one cannot "start 
a conversation with Christ alone, cutting out the church."198 Learning to pray 
means learning the language of prayer of the mother church in order then, 
through appropriation of its language, to come into contact with the reality 
coming to expression in this very language. 

The communal process of praying corresponds to the "aim of prayer (and 
the movement of being in which it consists)," namely, to become an anima 
ecclesiastica.199 Anima ecclesiastica— this is a person who has come to herself 
and who at the same time stands as a free being in communion with fellow 
human beings and with the triune God. It does not, of course, come about 
simply through psychological identification with the sociological entity 
"church." Here the church is understood as a pneumatic organism of the body 
of Christ which transcends the institutional and visible but which cannot be 
separated from them. This is why authentic ecclesial spirituality is identical with 
Christ-devotion, and wherever the latter can indeed be found, there one also 
finds "the inner apex of the church."200 Given this situation, one can understand 
how Ratzinger can describe the all-decisive ecclesiological event as well as "the 
deepest desire of the Council" with Romano Guardini's expression concerning 
the awakening of the church in our souls.201 

196. Ratzinger, Feast, 68. 
197. Ibid., 70 (my emphasis). 
198. Ibid., 30. 
199. Ibid, 29. 
200. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk 243; cf. Ratzinger, Volk, 146. 
201. Ratzinger, Church, 20. 
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6. Trinitarian and Ecclesial Communion 

Ratzinger has written little about the Trinity, though key passages in his argumen
tation do regularly contain brief references to the relations between the triune God 
and human beings. These references, however, reflect what closer examination 
confirms, namely, that all the crucial elements in his ecclesiology and entire 
theology are rooted in the doctrine of the Trinity. The entire life of the church, 
including its spirituality and structures, is shaped in correspondence to a certain 
understanding of the Trinity. "The church's action and behaviour must corre
spond to the 'we' of God by following the pattern of this relationship."202 Nor 
would we expect anything different in an ecclesiology whose basic category is 
Christus totus, since Christus totus implies that the church, constituting one subject 
with Christ, is integrated into the trinitarian life of God. 

1. Ratzinger's basic ecclesiological and soteriological conviction concern
ing the relation of the individual Christian to the collective subject of the church 
presupposes a certain understanding of personhood, one Ratzinger develops in 
analogy to trinitarian personhood. In the Trinity, "person" consists in pure 
relationality; persona est relatio.203 Thus the Father as person is not the one 
begetting, but rather the "act of begetting."204 Similarly, the Son "really loses 
his own identity in the role of ambassador";205 he is the activity of being sent. 
Ratzinger tries to anchor this view of trinitarian personhood in the New Testa
ment witness to Jesus Christ. According to his interpretation of Phil. 2:5-11, 
Jesus Christ is a person who has "emptied" himself, and, "surrendering exis-
tence-for-himself, entered into the pure movement of the 'for.' "206 Divestment 
is "pure movement," a process of "consisting completely" in being sent. This 
movement does not take place on the person of Christ; rather, Christ's person
hood itself consists in divestment. To arrive at this understanding of person
hood, however, Ratzinger must withdraw the subject from this activity of self-
divestment and then condense the activity itself into a person. As in Nietzsche's 
anthropology, so also here: the agent is nothing; the activity is everything.207 

Nor does Ratzinger shy away from expressly drawing this conclusion; there is 
no "I" remaining behind the deeds and actions of the divine persons; their 
actions are their "I."2°8 

202. Ibid., 31 (with reference to Miihlen, Entsakralisierung, that is complementary [the 
explications are allegedly impressive and certainly take us further] though also critical [the 
ecclesiological applicability of the trinitarian statement is allegedly overextended]). 

203. See Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae i.40.2. 
204. Ratzinger, Introduction, 132; Dogma, 211. 
205. Ratzinger, Introduction, 135. 
206. Ibid., 164. 
207. See Nietzsche, Moral, 293. 
208. See Ratzinger, Introduction, 149. 
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According to Ratzinger, it would be a "great misunderstanding" to believe 
that Jesus Christ is an ontological anomaly. In Christ, "whom faith with certainty 
conceives as the one who is unique and nonrecurring, it is not merely a specu
lative exception that is being disclosed; rather, we find here revealed for the first 
time in truth what is meant by the puzzle 'human being.' "209 The trinitarian-
christological concept of person is the model for how the human personality 
is to be understood.210 The meaning of this anthropological thesis for 
Ratzinger's ecclesiology is obvious. Only if human personhood consists in its 
relationality can human beings become a single subject with Christ, participate 
in the trinitarian communion of God, and in this way fulfill their true being. 
Being one subject with Christ presupposes more than that "a human being . . . 
does not attempt to constitute the substance of the self-enclosed self."211 Like 
the persons of the Trinity, so also is the human being not permitted to have an 
"I" behind its relations. A purely relational understanding of human and divine 
personhood is the presupposition for Ratzinger's communal ecclesiology and 
soteriology. 

Robert Krieg has rightly pointed out that the notion of person as relation 
evades clear understanding.212 Quite apart from Ratzinger having to reinterpret 
radically the biblical story of the Son — the Son does not divest himself, but 
rather is the activity of divestment — he still has difficulty conceiving Christ's 
being as pure relation, something already evident in the inconsistency of his 
formulations. Next to his references to total relationality, one also finds state
ments such as "if there is nothing in which he [the Son] is just he, no kind of 
fenced-off private ground, then he coincides with the Father, is 'one' with 
him."213 Ratzinger's conclusion does not follow. That there is nothing wherein 
the Son is just himself means that the Son is determined in everything also by 
the Father, and this in its own turn means that the Son is determined also by 

209. Ratzinger, Dogma, 217. 

210. Robert A. Krieg interprets Ratzinger's understanding of the person of Christ from 
the perspective of the phenomenology of love and of human personality. "Being a person 
means being a human being committed to other human beings in giving and taking" (Krieg, 
"Ratzinger," 109). This leads him to reconstruct Ratzinger's Christ as the merely "exemplary 
human being" whom Christians are to imitate. Ratzinger himself, however, takes the meth
odologically and substantively opposite path: the trinitarian concept of person is the key to 
the anthropological and ecclesial concept of person (see in this regard Nachtwei, Unster-
blichkeit, 46, and esp. 262f.). This is why human beings cannot become persons simply by 
imitating Christ, but rather by dying and becoming new selves. This can come about only 
by means of an external act — according to Ratzinger, by means of a divine gift from the 
church. 

211. Ratzinger, Dogma, 212. 
212. Krieg, "Ratzinger," 121. 
213. Ratzinger, Introduction, 134 (my emphasis). 
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himself. If this is the case, then neither is he pure relation, but rather is deter
mined in every aspect of his being by the relation to his Father. Moreover, 
Ratzinger's understanding of the trinitarian persons as pure relations does not 
reconcile with his assumed biblical basis of trinitarian personhood in the "phe
nomenon of God who is in dialogue,"214 unless one were to seek behind this 
divine dialogue something more profound or more real. Pure relations can 
neither speak nor hear. 

Assuming for a moment that this purely relational understanding of the 
trinitarian persons is plausible,215 one must still ask whether it can be applied 
to human persons. Ratzinger himself first distinguishes between divine and 
human personhood. In the case of human beings, the relation is added to the 
person; in the case of God, the person is simply "relationality."216 Divine per
sonhood as total relationality, however, provides the "guide for all personal 
being." Human personhood must develop toward this goal, attaining it only in 
the eschaton.217 "Pure relation" as the fullness of human existence will then 
replace "standingin relation" as not-quite-full human existence. This movement 
from partial to total relationality presupposes a quantitative difference between 
"standing in relation" and "pure relation." Otherwise, radical discontinuity 
would obtain between protological and eschatological anthropology. Only a 
quantitative difference makes the gradual transition from the one to the other 
possible. Ratzinger seems to be convinced of such quantitative difference, as 
suggested by his quantitative formulations. The human being, he writes, "is all 
the more himself the more he is with the completely other, with God."218 The 
bridge between "standing in relation" and "pure relation," however, cannot be 
built with quantitative categories. If relationality is total, then personhood is 
"pure relation"; if it is partial, then personhood is "standing in relation." The 
person who is relation (the eschatological person) cannot be the same person 
who stands in relation or has stood in relation (protological person). Put dif
ferently, the person who stands in the process of self-divestment — who is 
divested of self, since in Ratzinger's anthropology se//-divestment is, strictly 
speaking, a self-contradiction — cannot be the same person who arises only 
through this process itself. Ratzinger seems to sense this as well, since even his 
understanding of eschatological personhood vacillates between "standing in 
relation" and "relation."219 

214. Ratzinger, Dogma, 210. 
215. For criticism, see V.3.1 below. 
216. Ratzinger, Introduction, 132f. 
217. Ratzinger, Dogma, 213, 221. 
218. Ibid., 220. 
219. When Ratzinger defines the human person as "pure relation" and then con

sistently describes this as the "phenomenon of total relationality," he finds himself forced to 
add immediately that "ultimately, of course, this can occur in fullness only in the one who 
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The thesis that Christ does not represent an ontological exception be
comes comprehensible given the qualitative understanding of the difference 
between protological human personhood and eschatological human person-
hood, conceived in strict correspondence to the trinitarian persons. Ratzinger 
does not understand Christ as a "highly extraordinary human being" whom 
one should imitate,220 but rather as the Son of God who at the same time is 
the paradigmatic human being, so that in him human beings become that which 
he himself is. His goal is to integrate human beings into the trinitarian life of 
God. Given the inner logic of Ratzinger's thinking, one must say that if anything 
comes up short, it is not the divinity of Christ (which according to Ratzinger 
consists in total relationality with regard to the Father, a relationality which, 
although not completely thought through, is nonetheless vigorously postu
lated), but rather his humanity and the humanity of human beings themselves 
(which Ratzinger does not even feel in a position to postulate resolutely as total 
relationality). 

2. This understanding of person as pure relation yields a certain view of 
trinitarian unity. Because all persons are total relationality, their unity cannot 
come about by way of their specific personal selfhood. For this reason, trinitar
ian unity is also not a differentiated unity of persons standing in these relations, 
but rather a unity in which the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit "coincide" and in 
this way are "pure unity."221 From this perspective, it is consistent when 
Ratzinger locates the unity of the triune God not at the level of persons, but 
rather together with the whole tradition of Western trinitarian thought at the 
level of substance. The result, however, is that the one substance gains the upper 
hand over the three relations. Ratzinger does maintain that the relations repre
sent a form of being equiprimal with that of substance.222 Reference to this 
equiprimacy "of the element of the one" and "of that of the triad" suggests a 
reciprocity in the relation between the two. Yet he expressly asserts that this 
equiprimacy of substance and persons can obtain only under the presupposition 
of an "all-embracing dominance of oneness" of substance.223 This priority of 
substance becomes evident in yet another way as well. If persons are pure 

is God" (Dogma, 213). However, the idea of "total relationality" that as a matter of fact cannot 
occur in fullness is obviously a contradiction. Despite Ratzinger's own intentions, the es
chatological human person also seems to be a case of "standing in relation" rather than "pure 
relation." 

220. So Krieg, "Ratzinger," 113. 
221. See Ratzinger, Introduction, 135 (my emphasis). 
222. Ibid., 131. 
223. Ratzinger, Introduction, 129. Gerhard Nachtwei suggests that, according to 

Ratzinger, the basic categorical form is relation (Nachtwei, Unsterblichkeit, 196). Although 
this thesis does correspond to the demands of relational ontology, there is no real evidence 
for it in Ratzinger's own writings. 
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relations, if no person possesses anything of its own (and according to Ratzinger, 
the Father apparently constitutes no exception), then they can hardly be dis
tinguished from one another and from the divine substance sustaining them.224 

Although Ratzinger criticizes Augustine's doctrine of the Trinity insofar as in it 
"the persons of God are enclosed completely in God's interior, and that exter
nally God becomes a pure I,"225 nonetheless, if all persons are total relationality 
with regard to one another, then the agent in the deity can only be the one 
substance, both externally and internally. 

The dominance of the one in the doctrine of the Trinity has important 
ecclesiological correspondences. With reference to Erik Peterson's well-known 
essay "Monotheism as Political Problem," Ratzinger does maintain that the 
"indivisible unity of the church" is better illustrated in the perichoresis of the 
three divine persons, in this "perpetual, dynamic intertwining and mutual in-
terpenetration of spirit to spirit, love to love," than in the image of the one 
divine monarchy.226 I will leave in abeyance the question of how such mutual 
interpenetration can be conceived under the assumption of personhood as pure 
relationality. According to Ratzinger, the divine perichoresis is to function as a 
model for relations between churches, bishops, and believers. The relations 
between the divine persons, however, are able to shape ecclesial spirituality only, 
not ecclesial structures. Since each divine "I" in the Trinity exists "completely 
from the Thou,"227 the relations between the persons cannot he structured at 
all, since every person is utterly transparent for the others. The relations between 
the trinitarian persons have no structural consequences.228 

This notion of "existing completely from the Thou," however, actually 
refers to Ratzinger's understanding of the self of the Son. If the Father were to 
constitute an exception (which does not seem to be the case with Ratzinger), 
one would return to the one monarchy of God, which functioned as a model 
for hierarchical relations in the church. It is more consistent with Ratzinger's 
own (sketchy) trinitarian thinking to conceive ecclesial structures by way of the 
one substance of God. The one, externally acting divine substance corresponds 
to the one church that, together with Christ, constitutes one subject and in that 
way becomes capable of action. A monistic structure for the church emerges 
from this. The one Christ acting as subject in the church is represented by the 

224. Admittedly, this is not only Ratzinger's problem, but that of the tradition that 
identifies persons with relations. This tradition has never succeeded in demonstrating per
suasively how these relations can become concentrated in persons. Concerning the difficulties 
in conceiving the persons-as "subsistent relations," see Pannenberg, Theology, 1:288. 

225. Ratzinger, Dogma, 223. 
226. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 214. 
227. Ratzinger, Dogma, 214. 
228. Ratzinger does not claim that the structures of the church correspond to the "We" 

of God, but rather that the actions of the church do (Ratzinger, Church, 31). 
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one visible head of the church, namely, by the Pope as head of the universal 
church, and by the bishop as head of the local church. Thus only the one Pope 
and the one bishop, and not the college of bishops, can be grounded as structural 
elements through the doctrine of God. 

Because Ratzinger understands the church from the perspective of the 
whole, that is, from that of the one subject of the church, relations between 
Pope and bishops as well as between the individual bishops and congregation 
members (or priests) must necessarily be structured hierarchically. Just as the 
one substance of God (or the Father) is over Christ, so also must the one who 
is to vouch for the totality of the church, namely, the Pope as vicarius Christi, 
be over the bishops, and the bishops over congregation members (or priests). 
Because these relations are conceived as pure, one ideally has a linear series of 
selfless hierarchs. Just as the Son is pure relation with regard to the Father, so 
also are the Pope and bishops to possess pure "power as vicars."229 Pure trini-
tarian relationality seems to relativize the power of the hierarchs, even though 
(also according to Ratzinger) this hierarchical power does in its concrete reali
zation always also appear as personal power.230 If one conceives ecclesial rela
tions in analogy to pure trinitarian relations, then there is nothing with which 
to counter this hierarchical personal power other than the goodwill of the 
hierarchs themselves, since by understanding persons as pure relations one 
never gets to the notion of the rights of persons. Since the person "nowhere 
stands on its own,"231 as pure relation it cannot have any rights over against 
the others. Whereas it initially seemed as if pure relationality would relativize 
the hierarchical structure of relationships, in reality it merely gives free hand to 
the power of the hierarchs. 

John Zizioulas, to whom I will turn my attention in the next chapter, tries 
to give priority not to the one substance of God, but rather to the person of 
the Father, and at the same time to understand the Father as conditioned by 
the Son and Spirit. This yields not only a different doctrine of the Trinity, but 
also a different, albeit equally eucharistic, ecclesiology. 

229. Ratzinger, Church, 44. 
230. See ibid. 
231. Ratzinger, Introduction, 134. 
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Chapter II 

Zizioulas: 
Communion, One and Many 

The metropolitan John D. Zizioulas (titular bishop of Pergamon) is considered 
one of the most influential Orthodox theologians of the present.1 This reputa
tion is not undeserved; in a review of his collection L'etre ecclesial,2 no less a 
theologian than Yves Congar called Zizioulas "one of the most original and 
profound theologians of our age," one who has presented a "penetrating and 
coherent reading of the tradition of the Greek fathers on that living reality that 
is the church."3 

Zizioulas's thinking focuses on the church. At the center of his ecclesiology 
stands the Eucharist "as the sacrament of unity par excellence, and therefore, 
the expression of the mystery of the Church itself."4 With this fundamental 
ecclesiological premise, he consciously locates himself in the tradition of the 
eucharistic ecclesiology of Nicolas Afanassieff. Not only has he appropriated 
this ecclesiology creatively (albeit also in part quite critically, especially with 
regard to Afanassieff's understanding of the parish and of the relationship 
between the local and universal church),5 he has also tried to place this eu
charistic ecclesiology within a comprehensive theological framework and to 

1. See Meyendorff, "Foreword," 12. Concerning the theological development and ecu
menical activity of Zizioulas, see Baillargeon, Communion, 27-58, 326-79; cf. also Legrand, 
"Zizioulas." 

2. Except for two essays, L'etre ecclesial is identical with Communion. 
3. Congar, "Bulletin," 88; cf. also de Halleux, "Personalisme," 132f.; Williams, "Being," 

102, 105. 
4. Zizioulas, "Bishop," 25. 
5. See Zizioulas, Communion, 24f.; 'H £v6rr|<;, 197ff.; see 3.1 below. 
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work out its theological and anthropological presuppositions in the form of an 
ontology of person.6 Zizioulas is more than a theologian interested in ecclesi-
ology; he is a thinker who seeks to understand ecclesial being as such. 

Like Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger,7 Zizioulas has not presented a systematic 
ecclesiology.8 Apart from his dissertation, published only in Greek ('H i\6xr\<; 
zf\q ExxXnoiac, ev xfj 0e la 'Euxapiotia xal i& 'ETUOXOTOO xcao: mix; xpeic, 
Kxmovq axxmaq [Athens, 1965]), he has written only essays on various ecclesi-
ological problems and ecclesiologically related themes.9 From these, however, 
the clear contours of an intended "neopatristic synthesis" become discernible 
— Rowan Williams speaks of "powerful imaginative consistency"10 — which 
are worthy of closer examination. Even though his investigations regarding the 
relations between the life of the triune God, the ontology of the human person, 
and the essence of the church have not yet been explicated in full,11 they none
theless are some of the most penetrating studies in contemporary Orthodox 
theology. 

Zizioulas's most important publications have originated within the frame
work of his ecumenical activity, or his "principal vocation";12 their goal is to 
provide new impulses for the ecumenical dialogue between East and West. In 
addition to these ecumenical endeavors, he is interested in mediating the 
"neopatristic synthesis" to the larger world, for he is convinced that the "ecclesial 
way of being" offered by this synthesis is the only correct response to contem
porary questions.13 The ecclesial way of being in which the eschatological 
communion of human beings with the triune God, with one another, and with 
the world is anticipated, he conceives emphatically in contrast to both ecclesi
astical and secular individualism, an individualism which must be understood 
as a genuine "anticipation" of nonbeing in being. 

According to Zizioulas, in the ordo cognoscendi one moves from the 
experience of the ecclesial communion to the correct understanding of the 
divine communion.14 In the ordo essendi, however, ecclesial communion pre-

6. See Zizioulas, Communion, 23. 
7. See chapter I above. 
8. Orthodox theology has not yet developed a systematic theology of the church (so 

Afanassieff, "Church," 58). 
9.1 am basing my own analysis on the essays as they appear in Being as Communion, 

since before their publication in that book the texts underwent "special revision" (see Ziziou
las, Communion, 13). 

10. Williams, "Being," 105. 
11. Even as well disposed an interpreter of Zizioulas as Paul G. McPartlan, e.g., asks 

for clarification of the concept of the corporate personality (see McPartlan, Eucharist, 303). 
12. Baillargeon, Communion, 33, 56f. 
13. See Zizioulas, Communion, 26. 
14. See ibid., 16ff. 
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supposes the trinitarian communion, since the church is imago trinitatis. In my 
presentation of Zizioulas's understanding of the ecclesial interweaving of 
human and divine communion, I will follow the ordo essendi.15 I will begin with 
an examination of the ontology of person at the trinitarian and anthropological 
levels, and will conclude with an examination of the essence and structure of 
the ecclesial communion. The bridge between trinitarian and anthropological 
reflection and strictly ecclesiological reflection is provided by an analysis of the 
communal nature of the Christ event and of truth. 

Commensurate with his intention of presenting a neopatristic synthesis, 
Zizioulas's thinking as a rule consists in an interpretation of the Greek fathers. 
His interpretation of the patristic texts, especially his construal of the personal-
ism of the Cappadocians, has recently been sharply criticized.16 I will not enter 
into this patristic dispute, however, since my own interest is in Zizioulas as a 
systematic theologian rather than as a historian. The same applies with regard 
to his explications concerning the history of philosophical ideas. This method
ology accords well with his own self-understanding; his interest has always been 
directed to "the issues lying behind historical developments."17 The critical 
inquiries which I do introduce during the course of my presentation refer 
exclusively to the theological plausibility of his thinking. In the discussion of 
Zizioulas's ecclesiology to which I limit myself in this chapter, I assume that 
individual ecclesiological theses can very well be acceptable and ecumenically 
fruitful even if their theological grounding remains questionable. 

1. The Ontology of Person 

Zizioulas's commum'o-ecclesiology is based on an ontology of person acquired 
from a consideration of the nature of the triune God. This ontology in its own 
turn is conceived in contrast to any individualism destructive to community 

15. According to Gaetan Baillargeon, the methodology I am choosing here is not 
commensurate with Zizioulas's work, since "the heart" of his thinking resides in the Eucharist 
(Baillargeon, Communion, 61). As soon as one inquires what it is that actually gives his 
eucharistic thinking its particular character, however, one must go back to his ontology of 
person as acquired from the perspective of trinitarian reflection. It is thus advisable to follow 
the inner logic of Zizioulas's thinking and to begin with the Trinity itself, and then to make 
the transition to the eucharistic community. This is precisely how Zizioulas himself proceeds 
(see Zizioulas, Communion, 27-65); it is probably no accident that his widely published and 
widely translated essay "Eucharist and Catholicity" stands in the middle rather than at the 
beginning of his volume of essays (see Zizioulas, Communion, 143-69). 

16. See Halleux, "Personalisme"; cf. also Bori, "L'unite," 65ff.; Baillargeon, Communion, 
232-53. 

17. See Zizioulas, "Holy Spirit," 29. 
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(and thus to life itself) as well as to any monistic, isolated ontology that neces

sarily excludes freedom and in which for that very reason personhood must 

lack any "ontological content."18 

1.1. Trinitarian Personhood 

1. According to Zizioulas, it was the Greek fathers, especially the Cappadocians, 
whose efforts to formulate trinitarian theology laid the groundwork for an 
ontology of person. They effected what amounts to a "revolution" within monis
tic Greek philosophical thinking by identifying "hypostasis" (vnoaxaoiq, sub
stantia) with "person" (7tp6aomov, persona), that is, with a concept to which no 
ontological content could be attributed within the framework of this particular 
thinking.19 This identification entailed two weighty consequences: 

(a) The person is no longer an adjunct to a being, a category we add to a 
concrete entity once we have first verified its ontological hypostasis. It is itself 
the hypostasis of the being, (b) Entities no longer trace their being to being 
itself— that is, being is not an absolute category in itself— but to the person, 
to precisely that which constitutes being, that is, enables entities to be enti
ties.20 

In what follows, I will examine more closely these two consequences of the 
patristic theological and philosophical revolution, consequences which together 
constitute the two cornerstones of the ontology of person represented by Ziziou
las. 

If one understands the trinitarian postulate uxa o'uma, Tpta 7tpoao>Jta 
("one substance, three persons") to mean that God at first (in the ontological 
sense) is the one God, and only then exists as three persons, then "the ontological 
principle" of the deity is lodged at the level of substance, and one still remains 
entangled in monistic ontology. The trinitarian identification of "hypostasis" 
and "person" effected by the Cappadocians breaks through this ontology. This 
identification asserts that God's being coincides with God's personhood. This is 
precisely the sense of the statement that God the Father is not only the KX]YA 

("source"), but also the personal a m a ("cause") of the Son and Spirit.21 The 
being of the triune God is a result of God's personal freedom. "God does not 

18. See Zizioulas, Communion, 27-35. Concerning the Christian overcoming of the 
ontological monism of Greek philosophy, cf. also Zizioulas, "Christologie," 155-61; "Relation," 
60ff.; "Contribution." 

19. See Zizioulas, Communion, 36f. 
20. Ibid., 39. 
21. See Zizioulas, "Holy Spirit," 37. 
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exist because He cannot but exist";22 quite the contrary: God the Father per
petually confirms — constitutes! — his own existence in the free personal ac
tivity of the divine life.23 

This free confirmation of the divine being on the side of God, however, 
does not occur in self-isolation, but rather through constitutive relationships 
with the Son and Spirit: "it is precisely His trinitarian existence that constitutes 
this confirmation."24 The person of the Father is equiprimally the aiifa of the 
divine being and trinitarian unity. From this perspective, it is inconceivable to 
speak of the one God independent of the communion that God is. "The Holy 
Trinity is a primordial ontological concept and not a notion which is added to 
the divine substance or rather that follows it."25 This is why one must also say 
that the personal existence of God (the Father) constitutes the divine substance.26 

The one God has his being in a personal confirmation of this being, a confir
mation coming about, however, as the constituting of the divine communion. 
This demonstrates both that the person represents the ultimate ontological 
reality and that personhood is fundamentally relational and accordingly can 
exist only as communion.27 The following basic principle emerges from this 
regarding the relationship between person and communion: "The person can
not exist without communion; but every form of communion which denies or 
suppresses the person, is inadmissible."28 

If the divine substance is constituted through the divine person, then 
divinity must be contained in the idea of the person, argues Zizioulas; all of 
God's characteristics must be derivable from his personhood. For in God, 

22. Zizioulas, Communion, 18. 
23. "God, as Father and not as substance, perpetually confirms through 'being' His 

free will to exist" (Zizioulas, Communion, 41). 
24. Zizioulas, Communion, 41. 
25. Ibid., 17. 
26. See Zizioulas, Communion, 41; apparently Zizioulas takes a different view in 

Communion, 134. Even if one can imagine how personalism and essentialism might be 
understood in a complementary fashion (see de Halleux, "Personalisme," 130f.), one should 
not try to combine in peaceful complementarity the trinitarian personalism Zizioulas advo
cates with the essentialism he rejects (so Baillargeon, Communion, 252). For the question is 
not whether Zizioulas can accept "a certain 'well-understood essentialism'" (Baillargeon, 
Communion, 251), but rather whether in Zizioulas's thinking the person is "the 'ecstasy' of 
the substance" or "a hypostasis of the substance" (Zizioulas, Communion, 46f.), or expressed 
differently, whether substance or person represents the ultimate ontological reality. Since ob
viously both cannot do so simultaneously, these represent mutually exclusive alternatives. 
Zizioulas's entire ontology of person — and thus also the foundation of his understanding 
of salvation and of the church — stands or falls with the claim of ontologically grounding 
substance through person. 

27. See Zizioulas, "Holy Spirit," 36. 
28. Zizioulas, Communion, 18. 
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characteristics are not something qualifying God's being, but rather are identical 
with it. Personhood is God's essence and logically precedes God's characteristics; 
that God's essence is person means nothing other than that God is love. This is 
why the statement "God is person" acquires its full significance only if it is also 
reversible: "person is God." Strictly speaking, personhood is something attribu
table only to God. That is, God is an entity "whose particularity is established 
in full ontological freedom, i.e., not by virtue of its boundaries (he is 'incom
prehensible,' 'indivisible,' etc.) but by its ekstasis of communion (he is eternally 
Trinity and love)."29 Human beings can become persons only by participating 
in God's personhood. 

2. Zizioulas insists on the monarchy of the Father. The trinitarian com
munion is "hypostasized" through the ecstatic character of the Father, who is 
the aixla of the Son and Spirit and so also of the trinitarian communion.30 

Without the monarchy of the Father, the unity of the trinitarian communion 
would be lost (unless one took recourse in the one divine substance, thereby 
surrendering, however, the priority of the person). The communio-unity of God 
presupposes the one.31 Because the person can exist only in communion, and 
communion can never exist without the one, the "concept of hierarchy . . . 
inheres in the idea of person."32 

The following structure of the trinitarian communion emerges from these 
trinitarian reflections, a structure that will be of decisive significance at the 
christological, anthropological, and ecclesiological levels. On the one hand, the 
Father never exists alone, but rather only in communion with the Son and 
Spirit; the other two persons are the presupposition of his identity,33 indeed, 
of his very existence.34 On the other hand, the Son and the Spirit exist only 
through the Father, who is their cause, and in "a kind of subordination" to 
him.33 The communion is always constituted and internally structured by an 
asymmetrical-reciprocal relationship between the one and the many. The reciproc
ity consists in the many being unable to live as communion without the one, 

29. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 410. 
30. See Zizioulas, Communion, 44-46. 
31. See Zizioulas, "Holy Spirit," 45. 
32. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 141. 
33.". . . the identity even of God depends on the relation of the Father with the persons 

other than himself. There is no one' whose identity is not conditioned by the 'many'" 
(Zizioulas, "Mystere," 330). 

34. "The 'one'. . . requires the many from the very start in order to exist" (Zizioulas, 
"Contribution," 29). 

35. Zizioulas, Communion, 89 (a different sentence is found in the German version 
[Zizioulas, "Wahrheit," 20], which, as a comparison with the French original shows [Zizioulas, 
L'itre ecclesial, 77], must be false); cf. also Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 141. 
For a nonsubordinationist understanding of the Trinity, see Zizioulas, "Holy Spirit," 38-40. 
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and in the one being unable to exist without the many. The asymmetry, however, 
consists in the many being constituted by the one, whereas the one is only 
conditioned on the many; although he cannot exist without them, they are not 
his cause, but rather he theirs. 

By emphasizing that the Father is the personal crixia of the Son and Spirit, 
Zizioulas has underscored the asymmetry within the trinitarian communion 
(despite his preference for the doxological point of departure of trinitarian 
reflection, according to which "the three persons of the Trinity appear to be 
equal in honour and [are] placed one next to the other without hierarchical 
distinction"36). It is easy to understand why the Father alone is called the origin 
of the Son and Spirit. Their origin must be a person to preserve the precedence 
of person over substance; however, not all the persons can exhibit mutually 
reciprocal causality, for then it would be impossible to distinguish them from 
one another (unless one were to identify the immanent and economical Trin
ity).37 The monarchy of the Father is the presupposition of the distinction 
between the persons. What remains obscure, however, is why the monarchy of 
the Father should be necessary for preserving the unity of God, who is, after 
all, love, or why the only alternative for securing the unity of God is by way of 
recourse to "the ultimacy of substance in ontology."38 This remains merely a 
postulate for Zizioulas that does not correspond to the attempt at providing a 
personal grounding for the unity of God, for it presupposes that the unity of 
God cannot be conceived without numerical oneness and accordingly without 
something apersonal. This arouses the suspicion that he is not actually ground
ing the necessity of the one for the unity of the church by way of the Trinity, 
but rather quite the reverse is projecting the hierarchical grounding of unity 
into the doctrine of the Trinity from the perspective of a particular ecclesiology. 

Another question is whether the notion that the Father confirms his 
relational being through the begetting of the Son and the emergence of the 
Spirit does not already contain the logical priority of person over communion. 
A human being who begets is constituted as such only through the actual process 
of begetting; in this case, however, being as begetter is added to being as person; 
a person who has begotten becomes one who begets. God the Father, however, 
is identical with the one begetting and thus also with himself as God. This is 
why God cannot become Father only through begetting, but rather must already 
have been Father and thus person even before this begetting — before, that is, 
in the ontological, not the temporal sense. The begetting can then only confirm 
his being as Father. The Father is not constituted relationally; rather, his father
hood is necessarily expressed and confirmed relationally. This seems to me to 

36. Zizioulas, "Holy Spirit," 39. 
37. See Zizioulas, Communion, 45, note 40. 
38. Zizioulas, "Holy Spirit," 45, note 18. 
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be the implication of Zizioulas's assertion that the being of the Father is "a result 
of the 'willing one' — the Father Himself."39 

Zizioulas distinguishes between being constituted (the Son and Spirit 
through the Father) and being conditioned (the Father by the Son and Spirit). If 
one presumes that the Father alone is the constitutive entity within God, then, as 
we have already seen, it is difficult not to ascribe priority to the person before the 
communion. If, on the other hand, one takes seriously the notion that the Father 
is conditioned, then the differences between the persons risk being leveled. If the 
Father is conditioned by the Son and Spirit, then he is constituted by them. That 
is, he is God only as Father. As soon as one allows innertrinitarian reciprocity, the 
innertrinitarian asymmetry seems to vanish, unless one distinguishes between the 
level of constitution at which the Father as cause is first, and the level of relations 
at which all three are equal and mutually conditioned by one another.40 In any 
case, Zizioulas's distinction between the Son and Spirit being constituted through 
the Father, and the Father being conditioned by the Son and Spirit, would have to 
be explicated more precisely to be persuasive. And only such explication would 
sufficiently ground the notion of God as a hierarchical-relational entity. 

3. As we will see,41 Zizioulas considers the trinitarian personal commu
nion to be the paradigm for the human communion. The Trinity can be the 
paradigm for the human communion, however, because the Trinity represents 
the human communion's ground of possibility. The Trinity is such, first, because 
the personal triune God created the world ex nihilo. The second condition of 
personhood that makes it possible not only to conceive of personhood in a 
consistent fashion, but also to become a genuine person, is the identity between 
Christ and the church. Here I will briefly address the first condition and will 
analyze the second only after having determined more precisely the structure 
of human personhood. 

In Zizioulas's reflection on the ground of possibility of personhood, his 
negative point of departure is again the monistic ontology of Greek philosophy. 
Since the latter is governed by the law of necessity, it is impossible within its 
framework to present an ontological grounding of person.42 By contrast, ac
cording to Christian belief the world was created ex nihilo. This overcomes a 
closed ontology, since the world is created as something opposite God, and is 
created as such out of God's own free will; God is not integrated into the world 
itself, as it were, and dependent on it, but rather as a free person bequeaths 
"being to that which is."43 If, however, everything that is created is a product 

39. Zizioulas, "Persons," 42. 
40. See V.4.2 below. 
41. See 1.2 below. 
42. See Zizioulas, Communion, 35. 
43. See Zizioulas, "Christologie," 161. 
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of freedom, then the self-enclosure of the creation governed by necessity is 
suspended; it can be free. It is only this particular freedom of created being, 
grounded in the creative freedom of a personal God, that makes creaturely 
personhood possible. This grounding of personhood is the fruit of the identi
fication of hypostasis and person by the Greek fathers. Only an absolute person 
could have created the world in freedom and in this way rendered human 
personhood possible. 

1.2. Human Personhood 

Just as at the divine level, so also at the human level person enjoys precedence 
over substance. The human person is not an ecstasis, but rather a hypostasis 
of substance.44 Put differently, the person cannot be equated with body or 
consciousness, and it does not grow out of these two; rather, the person has 
a body and consciousness. After the Fall, however, human personhood is 
perverted, so that it exists only as "individuals." This distinction between 
person and individual is the foundation not only of Zizioulas's anthropology, 
but also of his Christology and ecclesiology. I will attempt first to illuminate 
this distinction itself, and then to explain how in Christ and the church this 
being as individual is overcome. In the process, we will find that according to 
Zizioulas one can understand anthropology, Christology, and ecclesiology only 
as a unity. 

1. Conceiving human beings as individuals means conceiving them so that 
substance, or their biological nature, has precedence. The individual is a "per
sonality" understood as "a complex of natural, psychological or moral qualities 
. . . centered on the axis of consciousness."45 Human beings as individuals are 
part of the creaturely world; they stand in the cause-effect nexus and accordingly 
under the law of necessity. At the same time, however, they affirm themselves 
in contrast to others (other human beings, other creatures, and God), necessarily 
creating distance between themselves and all other beings. The ultimate con
sequence of this distance is death.46 This already shows that the basic problem 
of human beings resides not at the moral, but rather at the ontological level. 
Necessity and separation emerge because the individual is substance (however 
articulated) existing in time and space and is set over against other objects; these 
qualities inhere in protological creaturely existence itself. 

Creation and Fall coalesce into a single entity in Zizioulas's thinking. The 
Fall consists merely in the revelation and actualization of the limitations and 

44. See Zizioulas, Communion, 46f. 
45. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 407,406. 
46. Zizioulas, Communion, 50ff. 
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potential dangers inherent in creaturely existence.47 When elsewhere Zizioulas 
defines sin as human beings turning away from communion with the personal ••> 
God and turning to communion only with the creaturely world,48 this is to be 
understood not in any psychological-moral sense, but rather in an ontological 
sense, that is, as being in a condition — one determined by protological crea
turely existence (biological procreation49) — of having turned away or toward. 
The consequence of this seems to be the "unfree will." Indeed, it is under 
precisely this assumption that Zizioulas will later conceive the appropriation of 
salvation. However Zizioulas may understand the capacity of human freedom 
to influence the all-decisive how of human existence,50 this freedom cannot 
include any possibility of choosing between being a person and being an in
dividual.51 

In contrast to the individual, the person is not a self-enclosed substantial 
entity, but rather an open relational entity. First, the person is ecstatic, is "a 
movement toward communion."52 This movement itself attests the person's 
freedom. The person is free because it transcends the boundaries of the self and j 
because it is not determined causally by the given natural or historical reality. ) 
Second, within this ecstatic movement the person is a catholic reality: it is i 
hypostatic, it bears within itself human nature in its entirety, which within the •'• 
framework of Zizioulas's thinking means that it includes all other persons within ' 
itself and is thus a unique reflection of them all.53 Thus ecstasis (free communal- i, 
ity) and hypostasis (catholic uniqueness) are the two fundamental aspects of 
personhood. Personhood is "the mode in which nature exists in its ekstatic 
movement of communion in which it is hypostasised in its catholicity."54 As i' 
such, the person is essentially relational; it is itself only when it stands in a ; 

relation.55 

2. To become an individual, a human being must merely be born. By 
contrast, becoming a person exceeds the possibilities of creaturely existence. For 
even though becoming a person is something that happens to an individual, it 
is not merely a matter of an individual opening up relationally.56 First, the person 

47. See ibid., 102. 
48. See Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 424. 
49. See Zizioulas, Communion, 52. 
50. See Zizioulas, "Contribution," 33. 
51. See 2.3 below. 
52. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 408. 
53. Ibid., 408, 418; Communion, 106. See McPartlan, Eucharist, 139f. 
54. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 442. 5 
55. See Zizioulas, Communion, 236. 
56. Despite his assertion that "the Spirit as 'power' or 'giver of life' opens up our 

existence to become relational" (Zizioulas, Communion, 112), the person is according to ; 
Zizioulas not merely an ecstatic individual. 
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is free of the regnant necessity within creaturely existence, and is characterized 
by "absolute ontological freedom."57 Thus does the person exist in this world, 
but is not of this world.58 Second, a person is "a particularity which is not 
determined by space and time, i.e., by circumscribability,"59 as is the case with 
an individual. A person's particularity is constituted by its being irreplaceable 
within the community rather than by being delimited as an individual opposite 
other individuals. Third, a human being cannot be a person as a mere "biological 
hypostasis," since no entity whose particularity is grounded in natural birth can 
be the bearer of the entirety of human nature.60 For these reasons, human 
beings can become persons only in communion with the personal God, who 
alone merits being called a person in the original sense. 

According to Zizioulas, human personhood, a person's being as imago del, 
is present both in a disrupted fashion and as an unfulfilled tendency.61 This is 
the tragedy of human beings, namely, that as biological hypostases they tend 
toward personhood while necessarily remaining caught in their individuality as 
a result of their specific creaturely constitution. Hence salvation must consist in 
an ontological deindividualization that actualizes their personhood. Although the 
individuality of human beings is conditioned by their biological constitution, 
salvific grace, which fashions them into persons, does not suspend their crea
turely existence as such, since this is the necessary means through which the 
human person expresses itself in both its ecstatic and its hypostatic dimensions. 
The biological hypostasis is not simply identical with creaturely nature, but 
rather is merely its protological/postlapsarian mode of existence.62 This is why 
salvific grace can consist only in transforming perverted creaturely existence — 
perverted insofar as it individualizes human beings — into creaturely existence 
expressing their being as persons and their communal nature. This transpired 
paradigmatically in the incarnation.63 

2. Ecclesial Personhood 

The concrete locus of deindividualization and personalization is the church. 
The church can be so, however, only because it is the pneumatologically con
stituted body of Christ. For this reason, it is in the church that human beings 

57. Zizioulas, Communion, 43; cf. also pp. 19, 36, 50. 
58. See Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 420. 
59. Ibid., 415, note 1. 
60. See ibid., 441, note 3. 
61. See Zizioulas, Communion, 52. 
62. See ibid., 50ff.; "Human Capacity," 417, 423, 439. 
63. See Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 438f. 
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can become persons through baptism and can live as persons through the 
Eucharist. I will analyze first how this personalization of human beings in Christ 
and in baptism occurs and which understanding of truth this personalization 
process presupposes. Then I will ask how participation in the Eucharist should 
shape the life human beings live in the church. 

2.1. Christ: Person and Community 

The soteriological (and thus also anthropological and ontological-existential) 
significance of the doctrine of the "two natures of Christ" is that in Christ, 
human personhood became historical reality.64 As such, Christ is the opposite 
of an individual; he is the person par excellence, since his identity is constituted 
by a twofold relation, namely, through his relationship as Son to the Father and 

as head to his body. 
1. Consideration of the divine nature of Christ should not mislead us 

into conceiving Christ's deity as a divine substance. His deity is that of the 
Son as the second person of the Trinity, itself constituted by personal begetting. 
"The filial relationship between the Father and the Son in the Holy Spirit in 
the Trinity" also constitutes the incarnate word as a "divine person."65 It is 
here that, according to Zizioulas, one finds the theological meaning of the 
virgin birth of Christ; personhood cannot be derived from nature through 
biological procreation.66 The soteriological intention behind the identification 
of Christ's personhood with the Son's personhood is that it renders human 
personhood possible. As we have already seen, only the uncreated God is a 
person in the full sense of the word, and only in communion with the triune 
God can human beings become free, "catholic" persons living in communion. 
Otherwise, they remain alone with themselves and the world, and for that 
reason also ensnared in their own individuality and thus ultimately given over 

to death. 
Just as the Son does not stand alone, but rather exists in his relationship 

with the Father, so also does Jesus Christ, the incarnate Son, not stand merely 
by himself; he,is not an individual. Both in Jesus' own self-understanding and 
in the Christology of the early church, Christ is a corporate personality who 
incorporates the many into himself.67 Here it is important to emphasize that 
he does not first exist as the one, and then become the many, he is the one 

64. See Zizioulas, Communion, 54f. 
65. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 436. 
66. See Zizioulas, Communion, 55; "Human Capacity," 436. 

67. See Zizioulas, Communion, 145ff.; "L'eucharistie," 3 Iff.; "Groupes," 253f.; "Mys

tere," 330. 
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"who at the same time represents a multiplicity."68 This deindividualization of 
Christ comes about through the eschatological Spirit of communion in which 
Christ's entire existence transpires, from birth to resurrection and headship in 
the church.69 "In the Spirit [he] contains by definition . . . ourselves as we shall 
be."70 As such, Christ is the true person, the new Adam who in his particularity 
bears human nature in its catholicity.71 

From this pneumatic deindividualization of Christ, there follows not only 
a christological grounding of ecclesiology, but also the ecdesial character of the 
identity of Christ. One can speak of Christ meaningfully only in relation to the 
church. Although the "I" of Christ does remain the eternal "I" deriving from 
the relationship between the Son and the Father, "as Christ incarnate he intro
duced into this eternal relation yet another element: we ourselves as the other, the 
many, the church?12 Without the church, one only has the eternal Son, not the 
incarnate Christ. 

At the christological and ecclesiological level, one finds a comparable 
asymmetrical reciprocity of the sort already encountered in Zizioulas's trinitar-
ian reflections. The one Christ constitutes the church (in the Spirit he incor
porates the many into himself), but the church conditions the Christ (without 
the many, he is not the Christ).73 Reciprocity is to be expected in the Trinity, 
since the latter involves an inner-divine relation. By contrast, the reciprocity in 
the relation between Christ and the church is surprising, since this is actually 
a relationship between uncreated and created reality. This, however, expresses 
Zizioulas's basic conviction that human personhood is not of this world, but 
rather is divine, as well as the identity he emphasizes between Christ and the 
church. The two are inextricably bound together and are underscored by the 
manner in which he understands the relationship between individual human 
beings and Christ. 

2. The peculiar nature of the relation between Christ and the individual 
is decisive for determining the relation between person and community at the 

68. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 136 (my emphasis). 
69. Zizioulas emphasizes this communal function of the Spirit at the christological 

and ecclesiological levels (see Zizioulas, Communion, HOff. [esp. pp. 113f., note 116]; "Die 
pneumatologische Dimension," 135ff.; "Ordination," 6). He speaks of a relational ontology 
"conditioned bypneumatology" (Zizioulas, "Implications," 151). He never anchors this com
munally-generative function of the Spirit in the Trinity. At the level of the immanent Trinity, 
it seems to be the Father who, as the one, establishes unity within multiplicity and thus 
community: The being of the Father is identical with community (see Zizioulas, Communion, 
44). 

70. Zizioulas, Community, 183. 
71. See Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 438. 
72. Zizioulas, "Mystere," 331 (my emphasis). 
73. See Zizioulas, "Mystere," 330. 
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ecclesial level. Zizioulas's understanding of this relation emerges when one takes 
Christ's own being as person to be that of the eternal Son, and at the same time 
understands Christ with respect to his human nature as a corporate personality. 
Through the one relation between Christ as the Son with the Father, both his 
divine and his human nature are constituted as such.74 The many who are 
incorporated into Christ are accordingly constituted not only in their unity, but »' 
also each in his own personhood by the same relationship between the Son and 
the Father, just as is Christ himself. Christ is the many. "The same 'schesis' [i.e., 
the Son's eternal relation to the Father] becomes now the constitutive element 
— the hypostases — of all those whose particularity and uniqueness and there
fore ultimate being are constituted through the same filial relationship that 
constitutes Christ's being."75 This notion of the one (Christ) and the many 
(Christians) does not involve an equivalent, but rather a numerically identical 
relation to the Father, a relation constituting them as persons. Every person who 
is in Christ acquires his particular personhood through the one relationship of 
Christ as the Son to the Father. Human personhood is identical ("exactly the 
same") with divine personhood, albeit not in and of itself, but rather through -X 
unity with the Son. 

Every human being is accordingly constituted in Christ into a person, and 
is such in no other way than by becoming "Christ" on the basis of the same 
filial relationship constituting Christ himself, that is, by becoming a person who 
exists in the mode of being of God.76 Because in Christ a human being is united 
with God dSiaipExox; ("indivisibly"),77 that human being is freed from the 
bondage to necessity and death inherent in creaturely existence. At the same 
time, the individuality isolating human beings from each other has given way 
to catholic personhood, since in Christ, in communion with the many (ecstatic 
dimension), the human being has become the bearer of the catholicity of human < 
nature (hypostatic dimension). 

According to Zizioulas, salvific grace consists in a transformation of the 
individual into a "catholic" person who is at the same time unique in his own 
catholicity, a person constituted through the relationship between Christ and ;. 
the Father. At the anthropological and ontological level, we encounter here a 
parallel to the Reformational understanding of justification. Just as every 
Christian possesses not the same kind of righteousness as Christ, but rather , 
Christ's righteousness itself, so according to Zizioulas every human being is 
constituted into a person not in the same way as Christ, but rather precisely j 

74. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 436. 
75. Ibid., 438. 
76. See ibid., 441, note 3; Communion, 19. 
77. Concerning the anthropological meaning of the Chalcedonian (Whaip t̂coc,, see 

Zizioulas, "Christologie," 166f. 
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in Christ himself. But how can every person standing in Christ be constituted 
in his or her particularity by the same relation of the Son to the Father? 
Different persons cannot really be constituted through the relation of the Son 
to the Father, which is common to all persons. Zizioulas is forced, however, 
to conceive human personhood by way of the relation of the Son to the Father, 
for if freedom characterizes the person as such, and if necessity allegedly 
inheres in nature — a conviction underlying Zizioulas's entire system — then 
the principle of interpersonal differentiation cannot be found in nature, which 
is to become personalized in Christ, in the biological hypostasis. For in this 
case one would have to presuppose a common, undifferentiated personhood 
constituted by God that is then differentiated through the specific nature of 
every human being. But would this not be equivalent to a personalization of 
individuals without their deindividualization?78 Hence it is understandable 
that Zizioulas insists that the particularity and uniqueness of every person is 
indeed grounded in the relation of the Son to the Father.79 In order to remain 
consistent, however, he would have to surrender the particularity of persons.80 

In that case, however, the result would be precisely what Zizioulas is trying to 
avoid: Persons would disappear in "one vast ocean of being," namely, in the 
divine person.81 

Another possibility emerges for grounding the particularity of person, 
namely, the specific locus of any given person in the church itself. Zizioulas 
does indeed seem inclined to take this path. "The new identity given 'in the 
Spirit' was constituted through. . . a new set of relationships."82 These relations, 
however, must be conceived as "identical to the relationship of Christ to the 
Father,"83 since the human person can arise only through participating in God's 
own personhood. However, Zizioulas does not explain how the identity of a 
complex of human relations is to be conceived with the relation of the Son to 
the Father. One possible answer is that Christ as a corporate personality is the 
community, though in that case it is not clear just how the community can 

78. If one takes the biological hypostasis as the principle of differentiation, then the 
identity of every human being would have to come from nature; it could not derive from 
common personhood, since there can be no nonparticular identity. In that case, however, 
the person would be nothing more than an open individual — the self-identical self would 
then enter into relationships and in part reflect these. 

79. See Zizioulas,. "Person," 45. 

80. Perhaps it is because he senses the difficulty of conceiving the particularity and 
uniqueness of the person that Zizioulas emphasizes several times in his notes (with no 
apparent explanation) that in working out his understanding of the being of person he is 
concerned with "beings as particular living beings" (Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 426, note 
1; 441, note 2). 

81. Zizioulas, Communion, 106. 
82. Zizioulas, "Community," 28. 
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contribute to the particularization of a person, since it is itself constituted as 
an entity identical with Christ through the one relation of the Son to the Father. 
Yet eren apart from this problem, the identity of persons is difficult to conceive 
if their particularity derives exclusively from the human relationships in which 
they stand. To secure this identity, one would have to presuppose a relatively 
secure locus for every person within the network of communal relationships, 
something Zizioulas in fact does by speaking about the ordo of the laity or of 
bishops within the eucharistic synaxis.84 Yet because per definitionem several 
persons belong to an ordo, the particularity of each individual human being 
cannot be ensured in this way.85 

2.2. Baptism 

How does the personhood actualized historically in Christ become each human 
being's mode of being? Zizioulas's answer is: in the church. Entry into the 
ecclesial communion and thus into personhood is baptism. 

1. A human being can become a person only if her individualizing "bio
logical hypostasis" is altered in its inner constitution while not really being 
suspended as such; the change must be ontological and not merely moral. The 
human being must be born anew, more exactly: from "above," free of the 
ontological necessity inherent in all creaturely existence. This takes place in 
baptism; "as the conception and birth of a man constitutes his biological hy
postasis, so baptism leads to a new mode of existence, to a regeneration (1 Pet. 
1:3, 23), and consequently to a new 'hypostasis.'"86 In baptism, the individual 
dies and the person is born. 

The new birth mediated in baptism occurs through the union of our 
created nature with the uncreated God in Christ. According to Zizioulas, the 
structural identity of the accounts of Christ's baptism with the Christian bap
tismal liturgy demonstrates that it is in baptism that the personal structure of 
the Trinity is made into the structure of the human hypostasis.87 In baptism, 
human beings are not simply constituted into persons in the same way as Christ; 
rather, baptism is "the application to humanity of the very filial relationship which 

83. Ibid, (my emphasis). 
84. See 4.3.1 below. 
85. McPartlan writes: "Zizioulas thinks that each is Christ in a different way and thus 

that to say that each is Christ is not to say that each is the same" (McPartlan, Eucharist, 142). 
To demonstrate the difference between persons asserted by Zizioulas, however, McPartlan 
can only point to the various ministries within the church. These ministries, however — at 
least in Zizioulas's ecclesiology — are common to several persons. 

86. Zizioulas, Communion, 53. 
87. See ibid., 56, note 50. 
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exists between the Father and the Son."8S Thus are human beings personalized 
through nothing less than their acceptance into the communion of the trini-
tarian persons, an acceptance taking place in Christ and accorded them in 
baptism; according to Zizioulas, their true personal life (a life transpiring es
sentially in an ecclesial fashion) can even be called "identical with the eternal 
life of the triune God."89 This is what it means to be baptized eiq XpiOTOV ("into 
Christ"; see Gal. 3:27). Every person is the whole Christ, albeit not Christ as an 
individual, but rather as a corporate personality.90 

The union of human beings with Christ as an ontological occurrence is 
according to Zizioulas not to be understood as a union between individuals 
living today with an individual who lived two thousand years ago in Palestine. 
Just as the being of Christ takes place in the Spirit, so also can the union of 
individual human beings with Christ take place only in the Spirit. One is 
baptized eiq Xpiotov only £v itvE\)\iaxi ("by the Spirit"; see 1 Cor. 12:13; Gal. 
3:2). Baptism is essentially baptism in the Spirit.91 Zizioulas follows the New 
Testament in understanding the Spirit as an eschatological gift (see Acts 2:17). 
Just as the Spirit constitutes Christ as the "last Adam," the "eschatological human 
being," so also does the Spirit in baptism constitute the personhood of every 
human being as an eschatological reality. From this there follows the peculiar, 

88. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 438 (my emphasis). 
89. Zizioulas, Communion, 114 (my emphasis). 
90. According to McPartlan's interpretation of Zizioulas, each person is "Christ in a 

different wa/' (McPartlan, Eucharist, 142). From this it would then follow that it is not every 
individual person who is the whole Christ, but rather every differentiated community as a 
whole. Zizioulas has allegedly encouraged this particular interpretation in private conversa
tions with McPartlan by pointing out that the New Testament does not refer to individual 
human beings, but rather only to the congregation as the temple of the Spirit. Here Zizioulas 
has apparently either overlooked or not taken seriously 1 Cor. 6:19, which states that the 
body of every Christian is a temple of the Holy Spirit. It is even more significant, however, 
that Zizioulas himself asserts that "every communicant is the whole Christ and the whole 
Church" (Zizioulas, Communion, 60f, my emphasis). It is certainly possible that Zizioulas 
has backed off from this idea because it does not permit him to conceive the particularity 
of persons. If every person is indeed the whole Christ, then that person cannot differentiate 
himself from other persons, since he is constituted through the one relation of the Son to 
the Father. But if the entire community is the whole Christ, then individual persons can be 
particularized through their respective locus within the community, e.g., person-bishop, 
person-layperson. As we have already seen, this does not really enable one to conceive the 
particularity of every person. To avoid this difficulty, one would either have to recognize the 
"substance" of human beings — "a complex of natural, psychological or moral qualities" 
(Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 407) — as the principle of differentiation of persons, or have 
to view personhood as grounded through the individual relation of God to each human 
being. 

91. See Zizioulas, "Baptism," 645ff.; "Human Capacity," 441f.; Communion, 113. 
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and according to Zizioulas also paradoxical, overlapping of the biological and 
ecclesial hypostasis (individual and person). The human being exists as person 
"not as that which he is but as that which he willbe"; personhood "has its roots 
in the future and its branches in the present."92 

According to these formulations, Zizioulas understands the entwining 
of the ages with the aid of "retroactive causality." He tries to clarify this 
philosophically difficult notion through the equally difficult notion of pneu
matic transtemporality. That is, it is characteristic of the Spirit not only to 
permit "reality to become relational," but also to transcend "linear history" 
and thus also "historical causality."93 Once this aspect of the Spirit is under
stood, one can then understand not only how Zizioulas himself can argue that 
Christology is conditioned by ecclesiology, but also how he can assert that the 
historical Christ was a "corporate personality" and that he gives to human 
beings the possibility of being hypostasized in Christ through baptism. This 
connection between baptism and the Christ event involves a transferal of the 
Christ event in baptism to those being baptized, and yet simultaneously a 
conditioning of the Christ by those who are baptized. Such a connection is 
conceivable only if one can understand both Christ and the church as a 
communion actualized in the Spirit, a communion in which "past, present, 
and future are not causally related, but rather are one as the body of Christ 
in the communion event."95 

2. Now, one is baptized £v Ttve-ouaTt not only eiq Xpiar6v, but in one and 
the same event also exq ev ocoua ("into one body"; see 1 Cor. 12:13). If baptismal 
death is a death of the individual, then the baptismal resurrection is a resurrection 
of the person, though a resurrection which, given the essential relationality of the 
person, can be nothing other than incorporation of the baptized person into a 
network of relationships. The transferal of Christ's existence to human beings in 
baptism "amounts to nothing other than a realization of the communion of the 
Church."96 The communion with Christ, who is himself a corporate personality, 
can only be an ecclesial' event, not an individual one. Here, baptism makes the 
human being into a "catholic entity"; not only is that person incorporated into the 
church, he is also himself made into the church. In the Spirit, "the structure of the 
church becomes the structure of each person's being."97 Because in baptism a 
human being puts on Christ as the "catholic human being," Christ's own catho
licity and thus also the catholicity of the church become that person's inner 

92. Zizioulas, Communion, 59; cf. also pp. 96, 99. 
93. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 136, 137. 
94. In this regard, see Zizioulas, Communion, 56; Christologie, 168. 
95. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 137. 
96. Zizioulas, Communion, 114; cf. "Christologie," 171. 
97. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 142. 
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constitution.98 Hence in baptism, a human being is constituted into a genuine 
person with respect to that person's ecstatic and hypostatic dimensions.99 

The church, however, is not only the body into which one is incorporated 
and which one then becomes; it is at the same time also the mother who bears 
these ecclesial persons. The rebirth takes place in the Spirit "from the womb of 
the Church," in and through the community.100 Zizioulas seems to be emphasiz
ing the identity of Christ and church to such an extreme that the ecclesial 
persons who have their own personhood through the one relation of the Son 
to the Father, in their own turn coconstitute the personhood of those baptized. 
The church would then participate not only in the being of the Son as deter
mined by the innertrinitarian dynamic, but also in his actions as directed toward 
the outside. I will leave in abeyance the soteriological implications of such an 
understanding of the process of becoming a person. The critical question with' 
regard to the social nature of salvation is how this constituting of the person 
takes place within the medium of human communication, and how those af
fected actually participate in this process. In the following discussion of Ziziou-
las's understanding of truth, I am concerned above all with this issue. 

2.3. Truth 

According to Zizioulas, truth is intimately connected with salvation and, indeed, 
is identical with it. Truth is salvation and salvation is truth, and both are the 

98. Zizioulas, Communion, 58. 
99. Although Zizioulas understands baptism as the medium through which a human 

being is constituted as a real person, Baillargeon has justifiably reproached him for devaluing 
baptism in an ecumenically significant fashion at the cost of the Eucharist (see Baillargeon, 
Communion, 254f.). This devaluation manifests itself in the fact that baptism — like "all the 
fundamental elements which constitute her [the church's] historical existence and structure" 
— must take place within the eucharistic community in order to be "sure," "valid," or 
"ecclesiologically true" (Zizioulas, Communion, 21). Yet another consideration plays a role 
here as well. As we will see, Zizioulas understands this baptismal process of becoming a 
person and the realization of personal life in the Eucharist as a punctiliar event (see 3.1.3 
below). It is difficult to take seriously the notion that the punctiliar salvific experience in 
baptism — one upon which no other salvific experiences follow (i.e., no repeated participa
tion in the eucharistic celebration) — is the foundation of the unity of Christians. At the 
same time, it is easy to see why for Zizioulas baptism can have little meaning — or none at 
all — without the Eucharist. For if one became a Christian through baptism, which takes 
place but once, then community with other Christians would be something that is added to 
being a Christian, and Christian life would not from the very outset be communal. Only in 
the repeated celebration of the Eucharist, which includes the assembly of persons, does one 
see that being a Christian is essentially a communal affair. 

100. Zizioulas, Communion, 58, 113. 
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Son of God and communion with him. One must examine Zizioulas's under
standing of truth in order to specify more closely his ecclesial soteriology and 
also in order better to understand his strictly ecclesiological statements and his 
statements regarding the theology of office. Since for my own study it will suffice 
to examine the soteriological and ecclesiological dimensions of this theme, I 
will omit the creation-theological dimension Zizioulas regularly mentions on 
the periphery. 

1. Zizioulas's understanding of truth is grounded in the ontology of per
son, which he develops in contrast to the ontology of being. The ontology of 
being has its correspondence in the "postlapsarian," or simply creaturely, situa
tion in which the status of the biological hypostasis of human beings is higher 
than that of their personhood, and thus also higher than their communion. By 
its very constitution, postlapsarian existence is fragmentary existence; every 
human being encounters every other human being as a self-enclosed entity. 
Relationships between human beings come about only if mediated through a 
cognitive act. Hence knowledge acquires (at least) temporal priority over love; 
"one can love only what one knows, since love comes from knowledge."101 

Cognitive acts, however, are poorly suited for mediating communion 
between persons. Cognitive knowledge of necessity begins "with a process of 
gathering information about the other being, i.e., by subjecting it to my obser
vation which will lead to a description (establishing characteristics) and eval
uation (establishing qualities and value) of this being."102 Every cognitive act, 
precisely as an act of mediation, contains the disconnection of knower and 
known, since cognition presupposes the otherness of what is known. Commu
nion of persons cannot emerge from cognitive activity, since such communion 
requires that the relations between persons actually inhere in their identity as 
persons and are not just added from the outside; an external relation that does 
not create identity in the ontological sense is, according to Zizioulas, no relation 
at all, at least not a personal relation.103 If truth is understood cognitively, that 
is, as a certain relation of the intellect to being, it cannot lead to personal 
communion. Quite the contrary, it always entails depersonalization.104 

Within the framework of the ontology of person, truth is an eminently 
communal occurrence. If being is ultimately identical with person, then first, 
love acquires precedence over knowledge. Since the relations in which persons 
stand inhere in them as persons, a relation of love comes about even before 
cognitive activity can arise. Rather than coming primarily by way of cognitive 
activity, this relation follows the occurrence of communion; knowledge is "the 

101. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 427. 
102. Ibid., 426. 
103. See Zizioulas, Communion, 88. 
104. See ibid., 100. 
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outcome of an event of communion."105 According to Zizioulas, one can see 
this expressed paradigmatically in God's relation to the world; God does not 
love the world because he knows it, but rather knows it because he loves it (and 
because God has created it out of love).106 Second, the precedence of person 
over being, the dependence of being on the loving person of God, fundamentally 
alters the concept of truth. Truth is no longer a certain cognitive relation 
between intellect and being, but rather an event of love between persons; being 
in truth means being in communion. This is also why the question of truth is 
not about cognitive understanding, but rather about personal life.107 

From the perspective of this twofold conviction, namely, the precedence 
of love over knowledge and an understanding of truth as communion, Zizioulas 
understands Christ as truth. Christ is not truth in the sense of revelation, for 
in that case he would participate in God's wisdom and thereby represent a 
rationally comprehensible connection between created and uncreated ratio
nality.108 Christ is not, however, a rational category, but rather a person, an 
incarnate person identical with the second person of the Trinity. As such, he is 
the truth, "for he represents the ultimate, unceasing will of the ecstatic love of 
God, who intends to lead created being into communion with His own life."109 

To step cognitively into relation with Christ would mean to individualize or 
objectivize him, and hence actually to block the path to personal communion 
with him. The truth of Christ, indeed, the truth of every person, surpasses the 
vouc, (mind) and is accessible to human beings only as an event of communion. 
Christ is the truth because in the Spirit he exists as the communion embracing 
human beings. 

2. This understanding of truth has important soteriological and ecclesio
logical consequences. On the basis of a brief analysis of Zizioulas's understanding 
of God's word, in what follows I will address only those particular consequences 
affecting the relation of individual human beings to Christ, and I will do so from 
the perspective of human beings themselves. God's word, Zizioulas suggests, "is 
truth not in the sense of a series of sentences or kerygmatic statements to be taken 
in and for themselves, but rather in the sense of life and communio."110 From this 
it follows that one's disposition toward God's word as truth is not to be one of 
cognitive understanding or of belief; rather, one should experience God's word 
communally "as the sacramental intimation of God's life."111 

105. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 427. 
106. See Zizioulas, Communion, 97. 
107. Zizioulas sketches out the emergence of this concept of truth in Communion, 

72-101. 
108. Zizioulas, Communion, 77. 
109. Ibid., 98. 
110. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 143. 
111. Ibid.; Communion, 114. 
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Zizioulas's formulations sometimes seem to imply that a sacramental 
approach to God's word does not necessarily exclude the cognitive approach. 
Thus, for example, he writes that "truth is not just. . . prepositional,"112 the 
implication being that truth is also propositional. In that case, what is involved 
would not be an exclusion of the cognitive dimension in the Christian under
standing of truth, but rather its subordination to the core personal dimension 
of truth.113 Yet given Zizioulas's conviction that cognitive rationality always 
implies the individualization of the knower and the objectification of the 
known, this cannot really be what is meant. He is probably closer to his own 
position when he formulates exclusively: "to know God's word, one may not 
grasp it."114 This is why God's word does not stand over against the church, nor 
even over against the world. The juxtaposition of God's word and God's people 
corresponds to the Old Testament view of God's word. According to the New 
Testament, the Logos is not the spoken or even written word, but rather exclu
sively a person.115 This is why even in the present, God's word only comes to 
human beings "as the flesh or the body of the Logos" and is mediated com
munally: "It comes as an act of communion created by the Spirit and in which 
we are implicated, as if in a mystery, at the interior of that network of relations 
established by the mystery of the ecclesial communion."116 

This noncognitive interiority of the word in relation to the church can 
only be secured sacramentally. Deindividualization demands direct or imme
diate relationships, and these in their turn demand the replacement of language 
by sacrament. This is why the Eucharist is the place where truth occurs. As a 
communal event par excellence, the Eucharist incarnates and actualizes our 
communion with the life and communion of the Trinity itself.117 Zizioulas's 
identification of word and sacrament — "truth as word and truth as sacrament 
are one and the same"118 — is for that reason equivalent to the absorption of 
the word into the sacrament: only when the word becomes identical with the 
eucharistic flesh does the eschatological event come about through the historical 
forms.119 

3. Before we can examine the Eucharist and its fundamental ecclesiological 
(and accordingly also soteriological) function, we must first question critically 

112. Zizioulas, Communion, 115 (my emphasis). 
113. This would be commensurate with his anthropological conviction according to 

which consciousness is not to be excluded from personhood, but merely understood as one 
of its dimension (rather than as its content). 

114. Zizioulas, "Implications," 152, note 29 (my emphasis). 
115. So Zizioulas, Communion, 190, note 68. 
116. Zizioulas, "Implications," 151, 152, note 29. 
117. See Zizioulas, Communion, 115. 
118. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 143 (my emphasis). 
119. See Zizioulas, Communion, 191. 
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the presuppositions behind Zizioulas's understanding of God's word and of the 
noncognitive nature of its appropriation. Pivotal decisions, soteriological as well 
as ecclesiological, are made at this juncture. 

Strikingly, faith plays no role in Zizioulas's soteriology and ecclesiology. 
It rarely appears in his writings, and in the few places it does, it leads a kind of 
peripheral soteriological existence, as "faith of man in his capacity to become 
a person," and not at all as faith in God or in Christ.120 It is conceivable that 
Zizioulas is always presupposing faith — following the notion, for example, that 
the sacraments are after all always sacraments of faith — without mentioning 
this explicidy or explicating it in any detail. As a matter of fact, however, this 
is not the case. Faith as the subjective appropriation of salvific grace is not 
permitted to play any role in his soteriology and ecclesiology; at the very least, 
faith cannot be fitted comfortably into his system without altering systemically 
important and fundamental positions.121 Even though the Christian faith can
not be reduced to cognitive content, it is nevertheless inconceivable without 
fhis cognitive content; in order to believe, one must at the very least be able to 
distinguish God, as the person in whom one believes, from idols, something 
possible only cognitively.122 Yet if faith is essentially a cognitive act (albeit not 
only such), then according to Zizioulas it cannot lead to communion, since it 
must be an individual act. Faith does not appear in Zizioulas's soteriology and 
ecclesiology, because it would constitute a contradiction within the framework 
of his system to maintain that person and communion are constituted by way 
of individual activity. Neither would it help here to understand faith as a gift 
of the church, since faith as such would also have to proceed via the conscious
ness of the individual human being. 

Zizioulas denies that any cognitive dimension attaches to the application 
of salvific grace, while he still insists that the Eucharist demands a common 
vision (ebouv) of Christ protected from heretical distortion by dogmatic formu
lations.123 Now, since these formulations are obviously cognitive, how are they 
then to preserve the authentic experience of Christ in the Eucharist, which is 
not permitted to be cognitive? Zizioulas believes they are transcended in the 
Spirit in the direction of a communal event. Yet if there is no inner connection 
between the experience of Christ and the cognitive content of the dogmas 
preserving that experience — the dogmas "carry no relationship with truth in 

120. See ibid., 58, 114; "Human Capacity," 421f. 
121. Zizioulas's christological and ecclesiological concentration on the incarnation and 

resurrection, and on the Eucharist, confirms that he is indeed involved in screening out faith 
soteriologically. Congar's lapidary critical remark touches the heart of the problem: "It is true 
that the word has become flesh, but it has also spoken!" ("Bulletin," 89). 

122. See Volf, "Kognitivna dimenzija," 321ff. 
123. See Zizioulas, Communion, 117; "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 143. 
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themselves, but only in their being doxological acclamations of the worshiping 
community"124 — then the formulations are determined only by cultural and 
historical circumstances,125 and for that reason are quite arbitrary from the 
perspective of the actual issue. The fact that at various councils they have 
become "elements of communion" changes nothing regarding their arbitrary 
character. If, by contrast, one associates inwardly the vision of Christ with the 
cognitive content of the dogmas protecting that vision, then the application of 
salvific grace necessarily acquires a cognitive dimension. 

4. Zizioulas describes the communion between God and human beings 
as love. For Zizioulas, "love" is an ontological category; it is "union 'without 
division' with God."126 The anthropological locus of this union is "conscience," 
and the union is to be "free."127 Zizioulas's description of union with Christ, 
however, mentions no activity on the side of human beings, not even receptive 
activity made possible by God. For if human beings were to participate actively 
in this union, their activity would have to be accompanied by cognition. Ziziou
las's soteriology brings the notion of sola gratia fully to bear, but in such a way 
that not only human origination of faith remains excluded (as with the Re
formers), but also human experience of faith. 12« This lack of human activity 
finds its correspondence in Zizioulas's ascribing to Christ the freedom attaching 
to the union of human beings with Christ: this union is not the fruit of apersonal 
necessity, but rather of the personal will of Christ, of his freedom to unite the 
created with himself as the uncreated. This union is free because it derives from 
Christ's own personal activity, not because it is freely accepted by every human 
being.129 Within the framework of Zizioulas's thinking, salvific grace cannot be 
received freely in faith, because such reception would always constitute an 
implicit affirmation of individuality, and one cannot be a communally deter
mined person by affirming one's own individuality. This is also why human 
beings, once having become persons in Christ, do not have a choice whether to 
remain such; the possibility of saying "no" would mean that personhood is 
constituted not through communion, but rather through the individual. 

Accordingly, Zizioulas does not understand freedom as a choice between 

124. Zizioulas, Communion, 116f. (my emphasis). 
125. So apparently Zizioulas, Communion, 117; "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 

143. 
126. Zizioulas, "Christologie," 167. 
127. Ibid. 
128. Concerning this distinction, see loest, Ontologie, 234ff. 
129. See Zizioulas, "Relation," 70. Baillargeon does not distinguish between these two 

meanings of freedom, and he asserts (without providing any textual support) that "birth in 
Christ. . . does not come through a fact independent of a person's will; ecclesial existence is 
the fruit of freedom" (Baillargeon, Communion, 195). Although his second assertion is 
correct, the first is false. 
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various possibilities,130 and he conceives it not "morally," but rather ontologically, 
in strict correspondence to God's own freedom. God exists "above all affirmation 
and negation," and yet in such a way that God's divinity is affirmed by God in the 
communio-event by transcending these two possibilities.131 So also is human 
freedom to be understood; it consists in "movement toward the communio" that 
neither is nor is able to be conscious of itself as such.132 For as soon as someone 
became conscious of this movement, one would be confronted with the possibility 
of choice. Choice, however, is a characteristic not of the person, but rather of the 
individual, and derives from the Fall.133 Is this nonreflected movement toward 
communion anthropologically plausible? I think not. 

3. Ecclesial Communion 

To the pneumatic deindividualization of Christ there corresponds ecclesiologi-
cally a pneumatically mediated constituting of the church by Christ. The locus 
of this constituting, of the realization of its life, is the Eucharist. The personal
ization of human beings that has taken place in Christ and that is transferred 
to individual human beings in baptism finds its concrete, historical realization 
in the Eucharist.134 This is why the Eucharist is the central soteriological and 
ecclesiological event in which the essence both of salvific grace and of the church 
manifests itself. 

In the preceding analysis of Zizioulas's understanding of salvific grace as 
a process of personalization, I hardly mentioned the Eucharist. It was, however, 
consistently presupposed as the locus of realization of personhood and thus as 
the cognitive basis of soteriology, anthropology, and trinitarian theology. In 
what follows, I will examine it explicitly and discuss its consequences for the 
nature and structure of the church. 

3.1. Eucharist and Communion 

"For Orthodoxy," Zizioulas writes, "the church is in the Eucharist and through 
the Eucharist."135 But how, in the specific version of Orthodox theology Ziziou
las represents, is the being of the church actually grounded in the Eucharist? 

130. See Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 142. 
131. Zizioulas, Communion, 121, note 126. 
132. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 142. 
133. See Zizioulas, Communion, 121, note 126. 
134. See 2.1 and 2.2. above; Zizioulas, Communion, 61. 
135. Zizioulas, "Welt," 342. 
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1. As one might expect from a theologian indebted to a specific form of 
personalism, Zizioulas polemicizes against any objectification of the Eucharist 
in theology and personal piety. The Eucharist becomes an object when viewed 
as one sacrament among others. As such, it is an "instrument," the means of 
grace, equipped with certain characteristics with their corresponding powers. 
Thus is the theology of the Eucharist dominated by the notion of substance 
and causality.136 At the same time, the Eucharist is understood individualisti-
cally. It is a means given from one individual to another; priests "administer" 
it, and believers "use" it to gain access to that particular grace (yet another 
objectification!) that is to accompany them on their variously individual spir
itual paths.137 

By contrast, Zizioulas understands the Eucharist above all as a liturgical 
act, indeed, as the liturgical mode of life, of the congregation.138 It is not an 
isolated means of receiving grace, but rather "an assembly (synaxis), a commu
nity, a network of relations, in which a man 'subsists.'"139 The Eucharist and 
eucharistic communion are identical. Commensurately, what the eucharistic 
community receives at its celebrations is not simply holy things, nor even the 
words and deeds of Christ, but rather the person of Christ in its totality.140 

Neither can it be otherwise if the Eucharist is to "mediate" salvific grace, since 
the latter consists in the personalization of human beings through their incor
poration into the personal relation of Christ to the Father, a relation constituting 
the Son into a divine person. 

2. But what does it mean to receive the whole person of Christ? The answer 
leads us to the heart of Zizioulas's ecclesiology. He conceives the eucharistic 
presence and appropriation of Christ in closest possible correspondence to his 
pneumatically understood Christology, Christology based, as already shown, on 
the notion of a "corporate personality." "To eat the body of Christ and to drink 
his blood means to participate in him who took upon himself the 'multitude' 
. . . in order to make of them a single body, his body."141 In the eucharistic 
celebration, the many become one body of Christ, and do so in such a way that 
Christ takes them up "into himself." This is why in the Eucharist, the body of 
the one (Christ) and the body of the many (the church) are identical.142 

From this understanding of the Eucharist follows a particular understand
ing of the relation between church and Eucharist and between church and 

136. Zizioulas, "Eucharistie," 166. 
137. See Zizioulas, "Presuppositions," 337. 
138. See Zizioulas, "Eucharistie," 172; "Presuppositions," 339. 
139. Zizioulas, Communion, 60. 
140. Zizioulas, "L'eucharistie," 55. 
141. Ibid., 69. 
142. Zizioulas, "Presuppositions," 342. 
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Christ. The Eucharist is not an act of the ontologically prior church; it is not 
the church that constitutes the Eucharist, but rather quite the reverse: the 
Eucharist constitutes the church.143 Yet even this would be incorrect if under
stood to mean that the Eucharist causes the church, that is, first there is the 
Eucharist, and then the church emerges from it. Instead of conceiving the 
relation between church and Eucharist using the categories of causality,144 

Zizioulas views the Eucharist as an "all-inclusive expression of the mystery of 
the church" that is identical with the church.145 According to Zizioulas, this is 
attested by Paul's synonymous use of the expressions f) exxXnoia ("the 
church"), aw£pxeo9ca erci to auto ("coming together to one place"), and 
x-opicocov oeurvov ("Lord's Supper") in 1 Corinthians ll.146 

The ecclesiologically crucial identification of church and Christ manifests 
itself in the identification of church and Eucharist. The Eucharist is the place 
where church and Christ become one body, the body of Christ, and thus 
"completely" identical.147 All distance between Christ and the church is overcome 
insofar as the Holy Spirit personalizes Christ within the church and "brings him 
alive, in a concrete state."148 Commensurate with the notion that the personaliza
tion of the many in Christ comes about through the one relation of the Son to the 
Father constituting Christ as a person, Zizioulas also conceives the identity 
between Christ and the church in personal categories. The "I" of the church, its 
"personal identity," is the "I" of Christ. Zizioulas demonstrates the identity be
tween church and Christ using the example of the eucharistic prayer. Although 
the church prays to the Father through the Son, this "through" is not to be 
understood in the sense of the Son mediating between the church and the Father. 
If in the eucharistic synaxis a community distinguishing itself from Christ were to 
pray, then a triadic relationship would emerge between the praying church, the 
mediating Son, and the listening Father; this triadic relationship would not only 
distort Christ's role, but would also render the prayer itself meaningless and 
fruitless. When the church prays, Christ prays for it, and he does so in such a way 
that its prayer becomes Christ's prayer, he prays "instead of [anti] us."150 That "the 

143. See Zizioulas, Communion, 21; "Presuppositions," 335. 
144. So correctly Baillargeon, Communion, 69. 
145. Zizioulas, "Eucharistie," 173; cf. "Presuppositions," 342; "Mystere," 332. 
146. Zizioulas, "Presuppositions," 334. 
147. Zizioulas, "Mystere," 328. 
148. See Zizioulas, "Groupes," 267; Communion, 111; "Mystere," 328. Similarly also in 

his dissertation, where, following Augustine's formulation, he defines the ecclesial union of 
human beings with Christ as the Christus totus. This is why, Zizioulas argues, ecclesiology 
should cease being a separate chapter of theology and become instead an organic part of 
Christology (Zizioulas, 'H h/6ir\q, 14). 

149. Zizioulas, "Implications," 144f. 
150. Zizioulas, "Community," 26. 
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prayer of the community is not something different from the prayer of Christ 
should be understood in no other way than as a total identification — at this 
moment — of Christ with the church."151 

Just as through baptism human beings are constituted into persons anhy-
postatically in Christ, so also does the church exist in the Eucharist anhypostati-
cally and acquire its entire identity from the identity of Christ. This paralleling 
of personhood and ecclesiastical being is not fortuitous. Any distance between 
Christ and the church would simultaneously mean the individualization of 
Christ, and the possibility of the deindividualization of human beings would 
be lost. We accordingly find that the identification of Christ and church in the 
Eucharist undergirds Zizioulas's entire soteriology and ecclesiology, and it is 
thus understandable why Zizioulas ignores those particular New Testament 
metaphors underscoring the difference between Christ and the church (e.g., the 
church as bride or as flock). I will return to this later.152 Yet just as in the 
constituting of a person the particularity of that person is lost and the individual 
is absorbed into Christ, so also the church itself is threatened with being ab
sorbed into Christ. 

3. The eucharistic identification of church and Christ occurs in the Holy 
Spirit. The latter is the divine person who makes the eschaton historical (so in 
this way to guide history into the eschaton without destroying it). Here we see 
why Zizioulas relativizes the identification of church and Eucharist and thus 
also of church and Christ with the qualification "in some sense."153 For the 
historical experience of the Spirit is not straightaway identical with eschatologi-
cal glory. Commensurate with the dialectic between "already" and "not yet," he 
wants to understand the Eucharist not only as a realization of the eschaton, but 
at the same time as a movement toward the eschaton.154 Yet this movement is 
not in any sense progressive, nor can it be, "since in every [eucharistic] celebra
tion, the Kingdom in its entirety enters into history and is realized here and 
now''155 While maintaining that the Eucharist is "a movement of the church 
toward the Kingdom," Zizioulas does not explain how a nonprogressive move
ment within the Eucharist itself is to be conceived, nor is it easy to imagine just 

151. Zizioulas, "Mysore," 328 (my emphasis). The question is whether at least the 
structure of New Testament prayers does not underscore the difference between Christ and 
church rather than their identity. For although according to the New Testament Christ does 
indeed pray for us (see Rom. 8:34; Heb. 7:25; 9:24; 1 John 2:If.), it is not Christ who prays 
through us; it is we who pray through him (see Rom. 1:8; 16:27, etc.). And this, our own 
prayer, takes place in the Spirit (Rom. 8:15) and does so in such a way that the Spirit— not 
Christ — prays in us (see Gal. 4:6; Rom. 8:26; 1 Cor. 14:15). 

152. See III.2.1.3 below. 
153. Zizioulas, "Presuppositions," 342. 
154. Zizioulas, Communion, 61f. 
155. Zizioulas, "L'eucharistie," 68, note 52 (Zizioulas's emphasis). 
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what this might mean.156 His assertion that the Kingdom is realized in its 
entirety within the Eucharist excludes not only any historically deterministic, 
but also any epicletically mediated heightening of this realization of the escha
ton. The dialectic "already — not yet" must therefore take place between the 
eucharistic experience (already) and daily life (not yet).157 In the Eucharist, the 
eschaton is realized in and through historical reality, while the Eucharist itself 
remains excluded from the dialectic "already — not yet." It is in this sense that 
Zizioulas asserts that what actually occurs in the Eucharist "is not to be under
stood as a reality parallel with that of heaven, but rather as identical with it."158 

The identification of the church with Christ and the full realization of the 
eschaton in the Eucharist are intimately connected; the one is possible only 
through the other. From this it follows that the church is a strictly eschatological 
reality realized fully in history in every Eucharist. 

Zizioulas has been charged — correctly, in my opinion — with having 
presented "overrealized eschatology."159 He has no place systemically in the 
experience of salvific grace for the theologically necessary presence of unre-
demption. His insistence on the full realization of the Kingdom in the Eucharist 
is based on his ontology of person and on his understanding of salvific grace 
as the process of becoming a person. In order to become a person, one must 
be freed from the restrictions of the biological hypostasis. Hence this process 
of becoming a person can come about only from the direction of God and as 
a total eschatological transcending (not annihilation!160) of biological existence. 
Furthermore, according to Zizioulas salvation is an ontological constituting of 
the human being into a person. Hence no dialectic of "already — not yet" can 
attach to the experience of salvific grace. If salvific grace encounters a human 
being as an already constituted person, then that person can be simul iustus et 
peccator (whether understood from the Catholic or Reformational perspective), 
since the status of being righteous or sinful becomes the various modes of that 
individual's being as a person. But if it is salvific grace itself that first constitutes 
a human being into a person ontologically, then that human being cannot 
simultaneously be both person and individual, or cannot be the one or the other 
to a greater or lesser degree; she is either the one or the other. Insofar as a 
human being is an individual at all, insofar as in her own being she is yet 

156. Ibid. 
157. See Zizioulas, "Groupes," 267. 
158. Zizioulas, "L'eucharistie," 40. Cf. Zizioulas, 'H evoxnq, 49; in Zizioulas, Commu

nion, 233, one reads:"... there is no room for the slightest distinction between the worshiping 
eucharistic community on earth and the actual worship in front of God's throne." 

159. See Baillargeon, Communion, 256f. 
160. Zizioulas is concerned not with negating history, but rather with freeing historical, 

creaturely reality from the nexus of cause and effect and from transience so that, after being 
thus transfigured, it can become the bearer of the ultimate (see Zizioulas, Communion, 186). 
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determined by necessity and is characterized by being in and for herself, she 
cannot at the same time be a person in Zizioulas's sense. To be a person, one 
must cease to be determined in a historically causal fashion. Thus do Zizioulas's 
anthropology and soteriology both require that the historical character of the 
church, if the latter genuinely is to be a church, be transcended eschatologically; 
it must be identical with Christ and for that reason also be understood as a 
strictly eschatological reality.161 

That the eschaton is realized exclusively in the Eucharist means not only 
that only eucharistic communities constitute the church in the full sense of the 
word, but also that they are indeed the church only during the actual eucharistic 
synaxis. Zizioulas advocates an actualistic ecclesiology; "the church is an event 
that takes place unceasingly afresh, not a community structurally instituted in 
any permanent manner."162 Paul McPartlan interprets Zizioulas accurately 
when he writes that "nothing of Christ is carried into the present from the past, 
it is only received again in the present from the future."163 Only insofar as the 
eucharistic communion repeatedly becomes the realization of the eschaton can 
it be called "church." Here the dialectic "invisible — visible" acquires a particular 
shading. The invisible church is the church that becomes visible in concrete 
assemblies. It is not quite clear, however, why the dispersed church is then to 
be called "church" at all in the proper sense of the term. 

Admittedly, Zizioulas's understanding of church and person is actualistic 
only from the perspective of the ordinary experience of time. Through reference 
to Spirit-effected transtemporality, Zizioulas believes he is able to emphasize 
precisely the notion of continuity, namely, the continuity within the life of the 
person and the continuity of the personal life of the individual with the life of 
Christ (which is the same thing). For the Spirit frees time from fragmentation; 
the Spirit bridges the flow of time precisely in the event of communion.164 

161. Baillargeon seems to forget this. He suggests that Zizioulas free himself from his 
overrealized eschatology" by conceiving eschatological reality as having been realized in 

history (see Baillargeon, Communion, 256f.). The question, however, is whether, given his 
point of departure, Zizioulas is able to conceive eschatological reality as merely partially 
realized in history, and whether he is able to undersand the dialectic of "already — not yet" 
in the sense of "both the one — and the other" in every moment of church life. The answer 
must be negative. Eschatological reality — the ontological realization of personhood — re
mains what it is only if it is not "tainted" by history — by its necessary causal nexus — i.e., 
only if it is fully eschatological. It is for this reason that the eschaton cannot enter into history; 
"as a state of existence it confronts history.. with a presence from beyond history" (Zizioulas, 
Communion, 174). 

162. Zizioulas, "Mystere," 333 (my emphasis). 
163. McPartlan, Eucharist, 192. 
164. See Zizioulas, Communion, 183; cf. p. 211. The statement, "The people of God is 

rhythmically the Body of Christ" (McPardan, Eucharist, 287), cannot be considered an ade-
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3.2. Community and Communities 

From this eucharistic grounding of ecclesiology issue important consequences 
for one's understanding of the local and universal church and for their rela
tionship. The crucial features here are the locality and catholicity of the Eu
charist itself. 

1. According to Zizioulas, the church can be found in all its fullness 
wherever the Eucharist is celebrated. This eucharistic synaxis, however, can 
occur only when people come together at a specific place (avvip%eaQai &n\ xb 
auto, 1 Cor. 11:20). A circumscribed geographic locality plays a part in defining 
the church. The church is essentially the church at a specific place, a local 
church.165 Precisely because every local church is a church in the full sense of 
the word, all local churches basically enjoy the same status, so that there can be 
no superior or subordinate churches (expressed through superior or subordi
nate bishops). 

From the eucharistic localization of the church it follows that it is exclu
sively the local church, necessarily with a bishop at its head, as we will see, that 
can be viewed as church. The ecclesial status of all other ecclesial structures is 
derivative rather than inherent: 

A metropolis, an archdiocese or a patriarchate cannot be called a church in 
itself, but only by extension, i.e., by virtue of the fact that it is based on one 
or more episcopal dioceses — local churches which are the only ones on 
account of the episcopal Eucharist properly called churches.166 

In addition to locality, catholicity is also an essential feature of the Eu
charist, and involves the coming together of the whole church at a specific place 
(xfjq EKX,Xr\aiaq 6Xr)<;, 1 Cor. 14:23). The catholicity of the local church, how
ever, does not derive from this assembly of all at a single place; it is not a human 
work. It is a pneumatically mediated christological reality grounded in the 

quate interpretation of Zizioulas's ecclesiological actualism. From the perspective of the Spirit 
insofar as it effects transtemporality, one cannot distinguish in this way between "people of 
God" and "body of Christ." If, however, one leaves this perspective for a moment and 
concentrates instead on the time between eucharistic assemblies — a time bridged by this 
Spirit-effected transtemporality — then there is no reason to interpret human beings during 
this time theologically as the people of God. Since personhood depends on the Eucharist and 
for that reason is similarly realized or actualized in this fashion (see 3.2.2 below), the same 
problem arises at the anthropological level. Neither does the idea of retroactive causality offer 
any aid here (assuming one were persuaded of its cogency to begin with), since it explains 
only how the ecclesial assemblies are constituted actualistically as fully eschatological events, 
and is unable to establish continuity between these assemblies. 

165. See Zizioulas, Communion, 247. 
166. Ibid., 252f., note 7. 
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eucharistic experience of the presence of the whole Christ, who incorporates all 
those many into himself. The larger church is present in the local eucharistic 
synaxis; in a reverse fashion, the eucharistic synaxis is an act not only of the 
concrete eucharistic communion, but also of the larger church.167 Thus every 
Eucharist anticipates the eschatological gathering of the wholepeople of God.168 

This eucharistic communion is "the expression par excellence of the catholicity 
of the church, a catholic act of a catholic church."169 

Although the catholicity of the local church does not really represent a 
task of the church, being grounded rather in the presence of Christ, it does 
nonetheless require the catholic composition of the eucharistic communion; it 
must transcend all natural and social divisions at a specific place.170 According 
to Zizioulas, this is not merely a moral demand. Any church excluding Chris
tians at a given place is not merely a bad church, but rather is no church at all, 
since a Eucharist to which not all the Christians at a given place might gather 
would not be merely a morally deficient Eucharist, but rather no Eucharist at 
all. That is, it could not be the body of him who encompasses everyone into 
himself.171 This living and concrete catholicity thus becomes the criterion — 
"the ultimate criterion," Zizioulas even asserts, albeit not without some measure 
of exaggeration172 — of the ecclesiality of the church and of the validity of the 
Eucharist. This radical conclusion would be incomprehensible if the Eucharist 
consisted merely in the reception of a means of grace. The conclusion follows 
of necessity, however, from Zizioulas's understanding of the Eucharist as an 
eschatological event;173 if the Eucharist excludes certain baptized persons, it 
cannot anticipate the eschatological gathering of the people and thus cannot 
be a Eucharist at all. 

Now, Zizioulas does not define catholicity merely in a negative fashion as 
the absence of any exclusion, but rather also in a positive fashion as the inclusive 
gathering of all baptized people of a given place. This becomes evident from 
his understanding of the locality of the church, since he not only localizes the 
church, but also defines this locality as a city and at the same time specifies that 
only one eucharistic communion can be celebrated in a given city. Only thus 
can the church include all the Christians of a specific geographic locality in its 
cultural specificity and hence be catholic.174 The singularity of historical space 

167. See Zizioulas, "Welt," 343. 
168. See Zizioulas, Communion, 144, 158ff., 255. 
169. Zizioulas, "Groupes," 255. 
170. See Zizioulas, Communion, 151; "L'eucharistie," 39f.; "Groupes," 268. 
171. See Zizioulas, Communion, 255, note 11. 
172. Ibid., 257. 
173. In his earlier publications, Zizioulas hesitates to draw this systematically necessary 

conclusion (see Zizioulas, "Groupes," 268). 
174. See Zizioulas, 'H ivorni;, 63ff.; "L'eucharistie," 38f.; Communion, 247ff. 
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thus becomes the medium and guarantee of the eschatological anticipation of 
the differentiated unity of the people of God. 

2. A correspondence obtains between the constituting of the catholic 
personality and the constituting of catholic ecclesiality. Just as the church, by 
taking up the whole Christ, realizes its own catholic ecclesiastical being, so also 
does every communicant (who through baptism has been constituted into a 
catholic person) realize his own life as a catholic person by taking up the whole 
Christ within the framework of the eucharistic gathering.175 This yields two 
consequences for the understanding of person. 

First, if personhood is eucharistically determined, then personhood, like 
ecclesial being as well, is an event rather than a condition. In the act of baptismal 
rebirth, it is not continual life that is given pre-eschatologically to persons; 
rather, in baptism they become persons in a punctiliar fashion and at the same 
time are "admitted" to the eucharistically transpiring, actualistic experience of 
personhood. Even though no "ontological permanence" attaches to this actual
istic baptismal and synaxistic process of becoming a person, a certain "eschato
logical finality" does indeed attach to it.176 What happens between the eucharis
tic gatherings on this side of the reign of God, however, can only be the struggle 
of the individual against the devil of individualism, notwithstanding Zizioulas's 
own implied eschatological ontology according to which a human being is that 
which she will be.177 Second, although the emergence of the person and that 
of the church are conceived analogously, the being of the church precedes that 
of the person. Although only someone who has been constituted into a person 
in baptism can participate in the eucharistic celebration, she receives herself as 
a person in baptism and in the Eucharist only within the community, since only 
there can she accept the whole Christ. A person becomes a person only through 
and in the eucharistic gathering. 

It is of significance here that Zizioulas is not able to conceive the reception 
of Christ in the Eucharist as a conscious act of the person. As we have already 
seen,178 the insertion of cognitive activity into the relation of human beings to 
one another and to God involves their inadmissible individualization, that is, a 
negation of their personhood. The process of becoming a person must thus 
always occur in a noncognitive fashion. This also underscores the fact that 
person and community are not equiprimal in the eucharistic gathering; a con-

175. See Zizioulas, Communion, 60f. 
176. So Zizioulas in reference to ordination (Zizioulas, "L'ordination," 46; Zizioulas's 

emphasis), which he understands relationally in correspondence to the process of becoming 
a person (see 4.2.1 below). Cf. the corresponding statements concerning personhood in 
Zizioulas, Communion, 58, note 52. 

177. See note 164 above. 
178. See 2.3.1 above. 
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dition of asymmetry obtains in the relation between person and community. 
Although the community consists of these persons who live in the community, 
are a part of the community, and are themselves communal (catholic) persons, 
the community is not constituted through these persons; rather, the latter are 
first constituted into persons only through the community.179 

Hence at the lowest ecclesiological level, that of the local church, we 
actually find a reversal of the trinitarian relationships. At the trinitarian level, the 
one person constitutes the communion; at the ecclesiological level, persons are 
constituted by the communion. When Zizioulas writes that "communion which 
does not come from a 'hypostasis,' that is, a concrete and free person . . . is not 
an 'image' of the being of God,"180 this cannot refer either anthropologically or 
ecclesiologically to every person living in the communion, but rather only to 
the one through whom the many are constituted as an ecclesial communion 
and thus also as persons. As we will see, this is the function of the bishop 
"representing" the one Christ. The community constituted through this one 
takes precedence over the individual persons. The only place in Zizioulas's 
thinking where the relationships between the one and the many run almost 
symmetrically is the relationships between local churches. 

3. Because Zizioulas understands catholicity as the local presence of the 
whole Christ who incorporates into himself all human beings (or only all Chris
tians?), catholicity always implies universality (without, however, being identical 
with it181).No local church is permitted to live in an isolated, self-enclosed fashion, 
but rather must live in communion with all other churches.182 On the other hand, 
however, the unity of all churches is not to be conceived by way of universality, 
but rather by way of concrete catholicity. One cannot say that it is first only at the 
universal level that the church is actually the one church, and yet always exists 
concretely in the form of many churches (as, e.g., Ratzinger would maintain183). 
The one church does not merely exist in the multiplicity of churches; it is this 
multiplicity, the entire multiplicity and each individual element of this multiplic
ity. "The one Christ event takes the forms of events (plural), which are as primary 
ontologically as the one Christ event itself. The local churches are as primary in 
ecclesiology as the universal church."184 

According to Zizioulas, the one (numerically identical, so to speak) Eu
charist is celebrated in all churches. Accordingly, the universal church is not a 
"unity in collectivity," but rather a "unity in identity": 

179. Admittedly, there can be no community without persons. 
180. Zizioulas, Communion, 18. 
181. See ibid., 257. 
182. See Zizioulas, 'H fev6xr|c,, 199; Communion, 133. 
183. See II.2.3 above. 
184. Zizioulas, Communion, 132f. 
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Schematically speaking, in the first case the various local churches form parts 
which are added to one another in order to make up a whole, whereas in the 
latter, the local churches are full circles which cannot be added to one another 
but coincide with one another and finally with the body of Christ and the 
original apostolic church.185 

Thus are local churches each the one whole church, though with variously 
differing loci of historical concretization. 

In contradistinction to the person, who always receives himself or herself 
from the community, according to Zizioulas the local church does not receive 
itself from the entire community of churches through some sort of supralocal 
communal event. The local church is the whole church through an emphatically 
local occurrence, namely, that of the Eucharist. It does not become a church 
through the communion of churches, but rather shows merely its catholic 
ecclesiality (and accordingly also ecclesiality as such) by standing in the universal 
community. Accordingly, relationships between local churches are fundamen
tally symmetrical, with no superiority or subordination; every local church is 
"capable of passing final judgment on everything."186 

Such an understanding of unity and ecclesiality seems to tend toward a 
confederation of local churches, even if the communities existing outside this 
"confederation" would not be considered churches. Zizioulas, however, offsets 
this tendency through the "one-many" dialectic between the local churches and 
their bishops, and does so not only at the level of the patriarchate, but also 
(cautiously) at that of the universal church.187 This dialectic takes its orientation 
from trinitarian hierarchical relationships and corresponds to the dialectic be
tween the one (bishop) and the many (priests, laity) within the local church. 
In the following examination of the structure of the communion, I will question 
how consistently he carries forward this ecclesiological premise. 

4. The Structure of the Communion 

From the eschatological catholicity of the eucharistic communities, there 
emerges not only the communal character of their relationships, but also a 
certain structure of these communities, involving both their internal structure 
and the structure of their universal unity. Before examining the character of the 
ecclesial structures at the local and universal levels, I will briefly address the 
relation between the ecclesial event and the ecclesial institution. 

185. Ibid., 158, note 66; cf. H i.v6xT\q, 140ff. 
186. Zizioulas, "Episkope," 33. 
187. See Zizioulas, "Conferences," 505. 
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4.1. Institution and Event 

According to Zizioulas, the need to fulfill certain functions does not suffice to 
ground the fundamental structures of the church. These structures derive not 
from the tasks of the church, however articulated, but rather from its eschato
logical, communal being. Because this is realized concretely in the Eucharist, 
ecclesiastical office acquires "its form, its existence and its theological specifi
cation from the typology of the Eucharist."188 The Eucharist, however, is nothing 
other than the historical celebration of the eschatological reign of God at a 
specific place. Hence, ecclesial structures are ultimately grounded in the nature 
of the reign of God and must correspond to its structure.189 

Yet how are the structures of the church to be understood if the church 
is an eschatological event, an anticipatory 7capot)o(a ("coming")?190 According 
to Zizioulas, the reign is present in history in and through ecclesial structures. 
The structures of the church, however, do not derive from history, but rather 
are grounded in the eschatological reign itself. First, and still in a rather abstract 
fashion, the existence of an eschatological community already implies a certain 
structure, since one must first of all be able to differentiate it from other 
communities. Second, the eschatological reign is the reign of Christ, who is 
surrounded by his apostles (as manifest, according to Zizioulas, in the Apoca
lypse of John). From this follow specific relationships within the reign of God 
and accordingly also within the church.191 The historic structures in which the 
reign of God becomes an eschatological event in the Eucharist synaxis are 
accordingly eschatologically determined. 

Since the eucharistic celebration and the (eschatological) heavenly liturgy 
represent an identical reality, the structure of the heavenly congregation as 
described in the Apocalypse — the throne of God and of the Lamb, surrounded 
by the elders with "seven spirits" and, before the throne, the "sea of glass" (Rev. 
4:2-6) — serves as the model for the structure of the local church. "The 'place 
(or throne) of God' in the eucharistic synaxis is occupied in reality by the bishop 
. . . who is surrounded by the thrones of the 'presbyters' and assisted by deacons, 
with the people facing him."192 The Spirit constitutes the church through the 
bishop, the presbyters and deacons, and the people in their structured relation
ships.193 The undifferentiated being of the church does not precede this differ
entiation within the church into certain ministries; rather, the church comes 

188. Zizioulas, "Bishop," 26. 
189. See Zizioulas, "Mystere," 334; "Episkope," 33; Communion, 138. 
190. See 3.1.3 above. 
191. See Zizioulas, Communion, 205f.; "Deplacement," 99. 
192. Zizioulas, "L'eucharistie," 40. 
193. See Zizioulas, Communion, 207. 
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about through such differentiation: ". . . the particular charismata do not flow 
from the existence of the body of Christ, but rather form an integral part of 
it."194 

The most decisive elements of the eschatological ecclesial structure are 
the bishop as the head of the eucharistic congregation and the entire Christian 
people from a certain geographic locality assembled around him. The indis-
pensability of the bishop and of the people for the inner structuring of the local 
church is grounded christologically in the reality of Christ as the one who at 
the same time unites the many within himself. By contrast, although the pres
byters and deacons are indeed important — and Zizioulas takes pains to em
phasize especially the significance of the deacons, who tend to be neglected — 
ecclesiologically they are nonetheless not indispensable; they become "essential 
elements [of the local church], depending on the 'typology' of the eschatological 
community one regards as fundamental to one's theology."195 In what follows, 
I will restrict myself to an examination of Zizioulas's understanding of the 
bishop and laity and of the relationship between the two. 

4.2. Bishop 

1. In order to understand what it means to be a bishop, one must take note of 
ordination as the procedure through which one becomes a bishop. Zizioulas 
understands this process to be commensurate with that through which one 
becomes a person; as we will see, the processes of ordination and of becoming 
a person partially overlap and are in a certain sense identical.196 In any case, 
Zizioulas applies the fundamental distinction between person and individual 
to ordination as well. Hence it is only logical that he criticizes both the under
standing of ordination as a transferal of sacramental grace from one human 
being to another (the alleged Catholic misunderstanding) and the delegating 
of someone for the administration of certain functions by the congregation (the 
alleged Protestant misunderstanding). For both the traditional ontological and 
the functionalistic understanding of ordination view the ordained human being 
as an individual; either as a human being graced by God or as commissioned 
by human beings, he is something in himself quite independent of his living 
relationship to the congregation. 

By contrast, Zizioulas conceives ordination from the perspective of the 
community. "Ordination connects the ordained minister to the community so 

194. Zizioulas, "L'ordination," 44. 
195. See Zizioulas, Communion, 256, though Zizioulas admittedly takes a different 

view in "Grundlage," 72: "Without these [the four offices] there is no church." 
196. See 4.3.1 below. 
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profoundly and so essentially that in his new status after ordination one cannot 
conceive him alone; he has become a relational entity."197 At ordination, a 
person does not merely acquire a function without himself being determined 
in his own being by the community. Neither does the ordained human being 
come into the possession of something as an individual over against the com
munity (Zizioulas mentions in this context character indelebilis), but rather 
becomes something within the community. Ordination overcomes the self-
enclosure of the ordained person and makes him into an ecstatic entity. What 
he is, he is through the relations in which he stands; "community forms part 
of the ontology of episcopacy."198 What it means to be a bishop is fundamentally 
determined by the congregation; the seal of the Spirit bestowed in ordination 
cannot exist outside this relationship.199 This is why at ordination, not only 
should the congregation be present in order to accompany the ordination with 
the acclamation o^ioc, ("worthy") and the song Kupte eTiEncov ("Lord, have 
mercy"), but the episcopal xaraoraotc, ("enthronement") must also be per
formed by the congregation itself as an essential part of ordination.200 

According to Zizioulas, episcopal being is determined not simply by the 
place occupied by the bishop within the general structure of congregations, but 
rather by his relation to a specific congregation; the name of the place at which 
the diocese of the future bishop is found is mentioned explicitly in the ordina
tion prayer.201 If a concrete congregation attaches thus to episcopal ontology, 
then it seems unavoidable that after changing congregations, a bishop must be 
ordained anew. Within the framework of Zizioulas's ecclesiology, however, this 
conclusion does not necessarily follow, since every local congregation is a cath
olic congregation and as such is identical with the one church of God. The 
catholicity of every particular congregation makes it possible for Zizioulas, 
despite his insistence on the one-time, nonrepeatable nature of ordination, to 
avoid the distinction between potestas iurisdictionis and potestas ordinis, a dis
tinction at odds with his ontology of person. The constituting of a person into 
a bishop, proceeding as it does by way of a specific local church, makes a bishop 
into a bishop in the one church of God, and for that reason also (potentially) 
into a bishop in every local church. 

2. Since the eucharistic gathering is the eixcov ("image") of Christ, so also 

197. Zizioulas, "Ordination," 9. 
198. Zizioulas, Communion, 137. 
199. See Zizioulas, Communion, 165. The institution of titulary bishops is not only 

"scandalously uncanonical" (Zizioulas, Communion, 251, note 6), but also wholly impossible 
within Zizioulas's ontology of person: a bishop without a congregation is no bishop at all. 
The necessary ascription of a fictitious congregation to the titulary bishop merely underscores 
the validity of this assertion. 

200. See Zizioulas, Communion, 218; "Bishop," 31f. 
201. Zizioulas, Communion, 166, note 90. 
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is the bishop, as its head, the eixcov of Christ. The identification of the church 
with Christ is the basis for Zizioulas's understanding of the episcopal office. At 
the eucharistic celebration, 

The presiding head of the community is to be viewed as the image of Christ 
by virtue of the fact that he does visibly what the Head, Christ himself, does 
invisibly . . . This presiding head thus himself acquires the prerogatives 
belonging to Christ. 

Zizioulas can even say, "In the eyes of his people, the bishop is Christ."202 He 
immediately relativizes this identification, since the bishop remains a weak and 
sinful being. In the eucharistic synaxis, however, he is Christ, since Christ himself 
is acting in and through him. In this sense, the bishop's liturgical acts do not 
take place parallel with Christ's own salvific acts, but rather are identical with 
those acts.203 A problem arises here which Zizioulas does not address. If every 
eucharistic gathering is identical with the whole church, how in every gathering 
can there then be one bishop whose actions are identical with Christ's own 
salvific acts? The actions of the different bishops must be a single action, just 
as the Eucharist is a single Eucharist. Here the particularity of every bishop 
seems to vanish. 

Just as Christ is not an individual, but rather a person incorporating the 
many into himself, so also is the bishop, acting as an "alter Christ," not an 
individual. Because through ordination he has become a person, in his task as head 
of the eucharistic gathering he acts as a corporate personality. Only thus can there 
come about that identity between Christ and the church through which the 
church is constituted as church. In the bishop as a catholic person par excellence, 
the christological mystery of the one who is simultaneously the many becomes 
historically concrete; "the One Christ becomes 'Many' — a community — and 
the many became 'One.' "204 The bishop mediates between Christ and human 
beings, but not in such a way that he provides a bridge between Christ and human 
beings as separate realities. Rather, because he, as a relational entity, is both Christ 
and human being, he functions as an alter Christ who unites the many within 
himself. In this way, the bishop brings "the presence of the eschatological Christ 
into history in the form in which this presence will be realised in the last days, 
namely as a communion."205 This clarifies why the church necessarily possesses 
an episcopal structure, indeed why without a bishop, "no spiritual experience that 
is, properly speaking, Christian," is conceivable.206 

202. Zizioulas, "Mystere," 329 (my emphasis). 
203. See Zizioulas, Communion, 163. 
204. Zizioulas, "Bishop," 30. 
205. Ibid., 29. 
206. Zizioulas, "Community," 34. 
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It seems at first that the congregation has priority over the bishop; the 
status of bishop is determined by the congregation, and the church itself— 
internally differentiated from the very outset — takes precedence as an eschato-
logical community over the bishop as alter Christ. Now, however, the task of 
the bishop in realizing the christological mystery in an ecclesial fashion and 
thereby in constituting the church makes it clear that the bishop has priority 
over the congregation. Although the bishop is indeed conditioned by the church, 
since without it he cannot be bishop (just as Christ is conditioned the church, 
since without it he cannot be Christ), it is nonetheless the bishop himself who 
constitutes the church into the church, and only through the bishop does the 
church live as the church, since the bishop is "the one through whose hands 
the whole community would have to pass in being offered up to God in 
Christ."207 In strict correspondence with Christ — indeed, in identity with him 
— the bishop stands "above his community" precisely by being connected to 
his community,208 since "the including one" (Christ or the bishop) obviously 
has priority over "the included" (the people).209 Although reciprocity does 
obtain between bishop and congregation, it is asymmetrical. 

Accordingly, one encounters in the relation between bishop and congre
gation the same asymmetrical structure of communality that according to 
Zizioulas also attaches to innertrinitarian relationships and to the relationship 
between Christ and the church; the one (God the Father, Christ, bishop) con
stitutes the many, but the many are conditioned by the one. It is thus doubtful 
whether Zizioulas's understanding of the relation between the one and the many 
genuinely has excluded "all pyramidal notions" from ecclesiology, as he 
asserts.210 The "order of precedence" is actually grounded by this very under
standing of relation, as Zizioulas himself says.211 His assertion that this order 
of precedence "emerges freely from the communion of love" may well be per
suasive with regard to the Trinity (presupposing his problematic understanding 
of trinitarian relationships), since God is love. With regard to the relation 
between bishop and congregation, however, it remains an empty demand in 
danger of degenerating into ideology. 

3. The higher ranking of the episcopal One (Zizioulas speaks of a "decisive 
preeminence of the bishop"212) over the many is additionally underscored by 

207. Zizioulas, Communion, 153. 
208. See Zizioulas, "Bishop," 30 (my emphasis). The other passages where Zizioulas 

disavows that the bishop stands above the congregation (see Zizioulas, Communion, 164) are 
not meant to deny the higher status of the bishop over the congregation but to underscore 
that the bishop is part and parcel of the (hierarchically structured) community. 

209. Zizioulas, Communion, 183. 
210. Ibid., 139. 
211. See Zizioulas, "Grundlage," 77; cf. "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 141. 
212. Zizioulas, "Groupes," 257. 
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the exclusive right of the bishop to perform ordination. Since the Spirit is given 
only through the resurrected Christ whose elxcov ("image") the bishop is, only 
the bishop can transmit the Spirit (in a noncausal sense).213 Here it becomes 
clear that the bishop not only incorporates the many into Christ and thus unites 
them, but also simultaneously differentiates those thus united "by distributing 
the ministries and orders of the Church."214 As the mediator between God and 
human beings, the bishop structures relationships within the local church so 
that the latter can live as a catholic unity. All charismatic manifestations must 
go through the bishop to insure that they become manifestations of the com
munion rather than degenerate into self-assertions of individuals to the detri
ment of the communion.215 

Yet another characteristic of Zizioulas's understanding of communality 
becomes clear in the exclusive episcopal right to perform ordination. The com
munity can exist only if there is the one who actually constitutes the various 
"many" into that community. The church can be catholic, and thus transcend 
all separation and divisions, only through the bishop. To have a collegial head 
of the local church is impossible, since in that case the unified catholicity of the 
local church would be lost. "The oneness of the bishop in each local church is 
a sine qua non condition for the catholicity of this church."216 According to 
Zizioulas, the ecclesial unity and thus also ecclesiality itself are inconceivable 
without the singularity of the bishop. The church is "episcopocentric"217 be
cause the presence of Christ in the church and the catholicity of the church are 
mediated through the bishop. 

4.3. Laity 

The laity, however, exists not only in the bishop as a catholic person, but also 
juxtaposed with him. Within the eschatologically shaped structure of the eu-
-haristic communion, laypersons occupy an indispensable position. Thus it is 
necessary to examine the relation between bishop and congregation from the 
perspective of the laity as well. 

1. Zizioulas emphasizes the significance of the laity within the eucharistic 
communion by viewing them, too, as ordained, ordained specifically in the strict 
sense of xeipoxovfa ("election, ordination"), and not merely in the sense of the 
simple xeipoeeoia ("laying on of hands"). Since baptism is inseparable from 

213. Zizioulas, "Bishop," 29. 
214. Ibid., 30. 
215. See Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 140. 
216. Zizioulas, "Bishop," 30f. 
217. Ibid., 23. 
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confirmation and always occurs in the context of the Eucharist, the person 
baptized is not only made into a Christian through baptism, but in the same 
act is also ordained; under invocation of the Holy Spirit, hands are laid upon 
her and she is assigned to a specific ordo within the eucharistic gathering. This 
is why there are no nonordained Christians.218 Christians are not distinguished 
one from the other insofar as some are ordained while others are not, but rather 
insofar as each has a specific task. Even though only those who have been 
baptized can be ordained to special ecclesiastical offices, those who are ordained 
do not through this ordination to a specific office (e.g., that of the bishop) 
receive something that is somehow added to what they received in baptism. 
Indeed, at ordination they do not receive anything that can be objectified. 
Rather, ordained persons are assigned a different place within the structure of 
the eucharistic gathering, that is, a structure now determining what they are. 
Here Zizioulas once more emphasizes the reciprocity within the church. 

This reciprocity, however, proves to be asymmetrical as soon as one con
siders the specific commission of the indispensable ordo of the laity in the 
eucharistic gathering. The laity's task, indeed, its exclusive prerogative, as Zizioulas 
maintains,219 is to say the "amen" as a response to the grace they have received. 
This "amen" is the liturgical expression of the fact that they, as the new people of 
God, "like the people of Israel, must follow Moses and give to him their approbation 
through their responses'.'220 If the bishop really is the alter Christ, then something 
other than this "amen" would be inappropriate. This devaluation of the laity, 
judged from my perspective, corresponds to the soteriological and ecclesiological 
enhancement of the bishop; whoever assumes "the place of God"221 must simply 
be followed. Admittedly, the laity is not to follow the bishop as an individual who 
simply stands opposite them, but rather as someone who represents them in a very 
real fashion. This is also why their reception of episcopal guidance is not to be 
understood as obedience to an order, but rather as the charismatic acknowledg
ment of a relation expressing their own personal identity.222 

Given the specific position of the bishop and laity in the congregation, it 
is understandable why Zizioulas must define relationships within the church as 
hierarchical (even if he denies any differences in value between the laity and 
clerics by virtue of having derived that concept of hierarchy from his trinitarian 
theology). His attempt at deriving this hierarchy from the specificity of tasks 
themselves, however, does not seem cogent,223 since such specificity of tasks is 

218. Zizioulas, Communion, 215f. 
219. Zizioulas, "Presuppositions," 343. 
220. Zizioulas, "L'eucharistie," 41 (my emphasis). 
221. Zizioulas, "Grundlage," 70; cf. "Community," 32. 
222. See Zizioulas, Communion, 241f. 
223. See Zizioulas, "Groupes," 260; "Ordination," 11. 
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clearly compatible with egalitarian relationships. Hierarchical relationships do 
not arise because each person has specific tasks, but rather because the specific 
tasks are defined as being in a certain order of precedence. Zizioulas conceives 
human persons in strict correspondence to the trinitarian persons, and this 
leads him astray. Because the trinitarian persons can be distinguished only 
through their mutual relations, the distinction between these persons — in the 
immanent trinity, they are identical with the "specific tasks" of persons — is 
bound to the preeminence of the Father, who constitutes the Son and Spirit.224 

This is different in the church, since persons are not identical with their tasks 
but rather persons who are already distinct are assigned to different tasks. This 
is why one does not need the one who constitutes these persons as different 
persons. 

2. That all members of the body of Christ are ordained implies that 
they are all charismatic. Now, charismata derive from the eschatological Spirit 
of the community, from which Zizioulas concludes that the members cannot 
be understood in and for themselves, as individuals, but rather only in their 
relations with the other members of the body.225 Nor can this be otherwise 
within the framework of his thinking, since reception of a charisma is iden
tical with the personalization taking place in baptism; "being a 'charismatic' 
means in the final analysis being a member of the church."226 Charismata 
are the "particular forms of relationships between people within the congre
gation."227 

In this bestowal of charismata, however, persons are said to be consti
tuted not only in their relationality, but also in their particularity. "Despite 
the fact that each person exists existentially in relation to others, he remains 
absolutely unique and there can never be another exactly the same."228 One 
might accordingly expect that a specific charisma is bestowed on each in
dividual person, but this is not the case. Although ordination does indeed 
differentiate and specify the members of the body of Christ, this differentiation 
is not person-specific. It leads the individual into a certain ordo in which he or 
she has a certain function; laypersons, for example, are to say the liturgical 
"amen." This bestowal of charismata creates a certain structure in the church. 
If this is so, then it is not clear how a bestowal of charisma can make each 
person unique. Since the bestowal of charisma assigns to a person a certain 
position in the network of relationships insofar as that person now belongs 
to a certain ordo, this bestowal can only ground the distinction between various 

224. See 1.2.2 above. 
225. Zizioulas, "L'eucharistie," 46. 
226. Zizioulas, "Presuppositions," 343. 
227. Zizioulas, "Grundlage," 76. 
228. Zizioulas, "Ordination," 11. 
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types of persons, and not the uniqueness of every person within a certain type. 
Here again, we encounter the difficulty Zizioulas has in conceiving the par
ticularity of persons.229 

Zizioulas's understanding of the laity as an ordo amplifies the asymmetry 
between bishop and people.230 The bishop occupies a position even more 
superior to that of the individual layperson than to that of the entire ordo of 
the laity; while the ordo of the laity is ecclesiologically indispensable, the in
dividual person by contrast seems almost insignificant. Although Zizioulas 
writes that "the Eucharist requires the gathering of all the members of a local 
community,"231 this is an excessively harsh, because unfulfillable, condition to 
impose on the Eucharist. Neither is it required within the framework of Ziziou
las's thought. The presence of the ordo of the laity suffices.232 Indeed, Zizioulas's 
ecclesiology can get along quite well without the presence of the majority of 
those who belong to a given local church. 

The task of the ordo of the laity in saying the liturgical "amen," and the 
corresponding task of the ordo of bishops to act in persona Christi, make the 
eucharistic gathering into a strictly bipolar event. Neither do the various tasks 
of the presbyters and deacons interrupt this bipolarity. The presbyters and 
deacons surround the bishop and stand opposite the people; together with the 
bishop, they constitute the one pole, while the laity represents the other pole. 
This bipolarity allegedly corresponds to the Pauline church order, according to 
which the people are to speak the "amen" in the charismatic worship services 
(1 Cor. 14:16).233 

229. See 2.1.2 above. Neither is it clear how the personalization occurring in the 
relation of Christ to the Father — this personalization must always occur as the constituting 
of particular persons — is related to the personalization occurring through the Spirit in the 
bestowal of charismata. It seems as if Zizioulas is allowing the two to coincide, whereby the 
second process is to be understood as a historical concretization of the first (see Zizioulas, 
"Ordination," 10). If this is indeed the case, then it is unclear how on die basis of this one 
relation of Christ that personalizes human beings the differentiation of those human beings 
into various orders is to occur. 

230. Although Baillargeon praises this reciprocity between bishop and people expli
cated by Zizioulas, he does not draw attention to the asymmetrical character of this reci
procity (see Baillargeon, Communion, 83, 89, 115ff.). 

231. Zizioulas, "Presuppositions," 348 (my emphasis). 
232. McPartlan finds that the idea of corporate personality implies the necessity for 

all members of a local church to be present at the celebration of the Eucharist. "Corporate 
personality requires actual personal presence" (McPartlan, Eucharist, 177; cf. p. 210). Although 
this may be true, it would lead to the absurd notion that all those who constitute the corporate 
personality of Christ must continuously celebrate the Eucharist. 

233. See Zizioulas, "L'eucharistie," 43; "Community," 30. In this regard, see VI. 1.2 
below. 
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4.4. Apostolicity and Conciliarity 

Since a certain form of relationships with other eucharistic congregations plays 
a role in the ontology of every eucharistic congregation, translocal as well as 
local structures are essential to its being as a church. These structures are of 
an episcopal nature, since in Zizioulas's view only the bishop as the head of 
the congregation can represent them concretely. The bishop, as a catholic 
person rather than as an individual, is the real bond between the local church 
and all other local churches, within both time (apostolicity) and space (con
ciliarity). 

1. The decisive element in Zizioulas's understanding of ecclesiality is the 
eschatological "continuity" of the church with Christ, something that becomes 
an event again and again in the eucharistic gatherings. Viewed from this per
spective, the bishop is the alter Christus who through the Spirit mediates pro-
leptically the eschatological catholicity of the local church. According to Ziziou
las, however, the eschatological continuity of the church is inconceivable 
without its historical continuity. Viewed from this perspective, the bishop is the 
alter apostolus preserving the catholicity of the church within time. He is "re
sponsible for the relation of his church with the first apostolic community, the 
historical college of the Twelve. Thus through the bishop each local church is 
united with all the local churches of the past."234 This is why a person can only 
be ordained as a bishop by the bishops themselves, who received their own 
ordination from the apostles in unbroken historical continuity. 

Zizioulas does not, however, examine more closely just why the continuity 
of every local church with the church of the apostles is to be guaranteed precisely 
and only through ordination in the apostolic succession; given his theological 
premise, however, this emphasis on apostolic succession does seem consistent. 
If, that is, pneumatically eschatological communion with the life of the triune 
God is mediated not cognitively, but rather in the communal eucharistic event, 
then the continuity of the church with the church of the apostles can hardly be 
mediated by way of the continuity of doctrine comprehended and transmitted 
cognitively. The continuity of the church must then also be mediated in an 
event, more precisely, in a eucharistically situated event of xevpoxovia ("ordi
nation"). 

Not only is ordination to the office of bishop to be performed by someone 
who has already himself been ordained bishop, but two or three bishops, pref
erably from neighboring dioceses, should also be present. This expresses the 
connection of every bishop with all other bishops, a connection constituting 
the bishop as bishop and the church as church. The bishop 

234. Zizioulas, "Bishop," 31. 
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is the instrument of the catholicity of the church not only in terms of escha-
tology (alter Christus) and of history [alter apostolus), but also in terms of 
catholicity in space; for each local church in order to be catholic must be in 
communion with all the other local churches in the world.235 

The catholicity of the church in space, or the unity of churches, is expressed 
concretely and maintained by the institution of the regional or universal synod. 
The synod is of an episcopal nature because the local church itself is essentially 
of an episcopal nature. 

Zizioulas's conception of synodal life is guided by two basic convictions. 
First, all bishops are basically of equal status, and each one represents the highest 
authority in the church; no bishop is permitted to intervene in the affairs of 
the diocese of another bishop, nor may decisions within the structures of the 
regional (and universal) community be made without consulting the individual 
bishop.236 The equality and sovereignty of bishops follow clearly from Ziziou
las's understanding of ecclesial unity at the universal level as "unity in identity" 
rather than as "unity in collectivity."237 From this it follows that the only 
exception to the prohibition against other bishops or the synod interfering in 
the life of a local church involves those cases in which the ecclesial identity of 
the local church in question is at stake (e.g., in questions of doctrine) or when 
the internal affairs of the local church directly and substantively affect the life 
of other churches (e.g., in questions of excommunication).238 

The second basic conviction regarding the institution of the synod that 
seems to relativize the equality of bishops is a certain understanding of the 
relation between the one — the first (jtproroc,) — and the many. Following the 
thirty-fourth Apostolic Canon, Zizioulas defines the relation between the one 
and the many as follows: "No bishop should do anything without the consent 
of the np&ioq while the KpSnoq will do nothing without the consent of the 
others."239 Here again, the bipolar nature of the reciprocity between the one 
and the many becomes evident, though the status of the one within the synod 
is to be distinguished from the status of the one within the eucharistic synaxis. 
This is why Zizioulas insists that among bishops there is "at most an order of 
precedence of honors,"240 though recently he seems to have expressly turned 
away from this view. The first, he now emphasizes, "gives . . to the synod an 
ontological status, and not simply an honor."241 Is this an indication that he is 

235. Ibid., 33. 
236. Ibid. 
237. See 3.2.3 above. 
238. See Zizioulas, "Conferences," 502; "Entwicklung," 55ff. 
239. Zizioulas, "Bishop," 33; see Communion, 135f. 
240. Zizioulas, "Grundlage," 73. 
241. Zizioulas, "Conferences," 504. 
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beginning to conceive the unity of the universal church in strict correspondence 
to the unity of the local church?242 

2. In order to answer this question, but also in order to understand 
correctly the relation between the one and the many in the church, we must 
examine the status or being of the bishop. What actually constitutes the status 
or being of the bishop? Obviously, first of all the Holy Spirit, since according 
to Zizioulas ordination is a work of God and is therefore performed con
cretely within the context of epiclesis by a bishop standing in the successio 
apostolica and in the presence of other bishops. What, however, guarantees 
and attests here that at this ordination God himself is acting through the 
bishops? It is only logical that Zizioulas does not simply refer to the universal 
church (as does Ratzinger), but rather to the concrete eucharistic community, 
a community identical with the larger church, in which this ordination is 
performed. If, that is, ordination is a charismatic event, then it must occur 
within the eschatological context. According to Zizioulas's ecclesiology, this 
eschatological context can only be the concrete eucharistic gathering with its 
specific structure. "The Spirit is exclusively possessed by the church."243 The 
bishops are not present "as individual originators of ministry," nor as medi
ators of something that comes by way of the universal church to the congre
gation and to those to be ordained, but rather "as a presiding college" in a 
concrete congregation.244 Thus can Zizioulas assert that "the organic link of 
ordination with this community is . . . a key for all theology of the ministry: 
it points to divine action."245 This mediation of the Spirit through the con
gregation is commensurate with Zizioulas's conviction that the charisma 
given in ordination lives not so much from the relation of the bishop in 
question to other bishops as from his relation to the concrete congregation 
itself, and that outside this relation such charisma will of necessity be extin
guished.246 

Here it becomes clear that the status of bishop, strictly speaking, is not 
constituted by the Holy Spirit through the relationships with other bishops, and 
a fortiori not through the relation to the first, but rather only necessarily expresses 
and attests itself in these relationships (just as the ecclesiality of the eucharistic 
gathering derives not from the universal church, but rather necessarily expresses 
and attests itself in its connection with all churches247). If this were not so, the 

242. So McPardan, Eucharist, 203-11. 
243. Zizioulas, Communion, 165. 
244. Ibid., 192f. 
245. Ibid., 219 (my emphasis). 
246. See ibid., 165. 
247. The unity of the eucharistic community with other communities is constituted 

by the power of the presence of Christ in each of them, and not "by virtue of an external 
superimposed structure" (Zizioulas, Communion, 157). As we have already seen, the local 
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priority of the universal church would have to be the point of departure. Zizioulas, 
however, understands the universal church as the communion of the local 
churches that are identical with the universal church. In a manner different from 
the way in which one becomes a Christian, which happens within the eucharistic 
gathering and thus by way of the bishop, the episcopal being of the bishop in 
question is not constituted by way of the first in the synod (notwithstanding the 
participation of the first in the choice of bishops). 

At the trinitarian, christological, and local ecclesiological level of Ziziou-
las's reflections, we encountered the same understanding of the relation between 
the one and the many in which the one constitutes the many and the many are 
conditioned by the one; at the level of the relations between the churches and 
bishops, this relational determination can be found only in a loose, analogous 
fashion.248 The relationship "individual bishop — the first" does not exactly 
correspond to the relationship "individual Christian — bishop." The reason for 
this is that, in contrast to the the case of the individual Christian, every eu
charistic gathering is the concrete realization of the eschatological reign in which 
Christ (the one) is surrounded by the aposties (the many). Moreover, the 
eucharistic gathering is the only realization of the eschatological reign; outside 
it, no other entity on earth can be called the "body of Christ" or, strictly speaking, 
"church." This is why the sojourning universal church can indeed have the same 
structure as the local churches, though the structure itself can be nothing more 
than a reflection of the christological and ecclesiological reality found only in 
the local church.249 To assert more than this, Zizioulas would have to abandon 
his original point of departure, the specific shape of his eucharistic ecclesiology, 
for the sake of a universalistic ecclesiology.250 The understanding of the relation 

churches are churches in the full sense of the word; for this reason, they cannot be added, 
but rather coincide with one another, being in this way the one body of Christ. "It is for this 
reason," Zizioulas writes, "that any 'structure of the unity of the church in the churches'... 
renders itself extremely difficult, once it is a structure. (It is not an accident that the ancient 
church never realized such a structure in her life in spite of her conciliar activity.)" (Zizioulas, 
Communion, 158, note 66). 

248. This is true even though Zizioulas does try to take his orientation for the relations 
between churches from trinitarian relationships (see Zizioulas, Communion, 134f.). 

249. This, I think, is how one should understand Zizioulas's assertion that "a ministry 
of primacy [is] inherent in all forms of conciliarity" and his statement: "The 'many' always 
need the 'one' in order to express themselves. This mystery of the 'one' and the 'many' is 
deeply rooted in the theology of the church, in its christological (the 'one' aspect) and 
pneumatological (the aspect of the 'many') nature" (Zizioulas, "Nature," 344). Here, "deeply 
rooted in the theology of the church" means nothing more than "corresponds to the model 
of the eucharistic gathering." 

250. Paul McPardan believes that Zizioulas's most recent publications allow one to 
conceive the sojourning universal church as a corporate personality with this "one-many" 
structure (McPartlan, Eucharist, 203-11). (Or is this McPartlan's own suggestion?) The rela-
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"first — many" at the synodal level is sustained more by the simple conviction 
that there can be no differentiated unity without the one than by the trinitarian 
determination of the structure of communality according to which the one 
constitutes the many in their being while the many are conditioned by the 
one.251 Zizioulas's assertion that "the first gives . . . ontological status to the 
synod"252 thus says merely that the first is constitutive for the "para-ecclesial 
reality"253 of the synod and cannot be construed so that the first occupies 
ecclesiologically the same position with regard to the bishops as does each 
bishop with regard to individual Christians; the episcopal being of the individual 
bishop is not constituted through his relation with the first. 

3. Because in the local church the many are the condition of the being of 
the one, their presence is indispensable at episcopal ordination. Without their 
acclamation (acjtocj, representing a form of the liturgical "amen," no ordination 
can take place. Although at first it seems that for this reason the local church 
should also participate in the choice of bishop, this is not the case. If such 
congregational participation in the choice of bishop were indeed a presupposi
tion of ordination, then according to Zizioulas the bestowal of charisma would 
be dependent on the decision of the people made outside the eucharistic gather
ing. God's charismatic activity, however, cannot be bound to any worldly, that 
is, noneschatological, causal nexus. The charismatic character of the office can 
be secured only by the immediacy of God's actions within the eucharistic 
gathering as a pneumatic eschatological event.254 Zizioulas does anticipate, 
however, that the choice of bishop by the synod takes place under the chair
manship of the first.255 A synod, however, is not a eucharistic event. To remain 

tion "individual Christian — bishop" would have to correspond strictly to the relation "in
dividual bishop — Pope." Then one could conclude "both that jurisdiction is part of the 
episcopal ordination which the Pope receives like the other bishops, and also that they receive 
their jurisdiction from him" (McPartlan, Eucharist, 209). This does not follow for the simple 
reason that the sojourning universal church is not a eucharistic community and hence does 
not, strictly speaking, represent a christological-ecclesiological reality. 

251. These two understandings of the relation between the one and the many are 
clearly distinguishable. When one speaks about the one who constitutes the many and about 
the many who simultaneously condition the one, then both the one and the many are 
conditioned ontologically by their mutual relation. By contrast, one can very well speak about 
the one who is necessary for the differentiated unity of the many without having to address 
that which constitutes die one and the many ontologically. 

252. Zizioulas, "Conferences," 504. 
253.1 have coined the expression "para-ecclesial reality" in analogy to Zizioulas's own 

expression "para-eucharistic services," which refers to all services not grounded "in die 
eschatological essence of the eucharist," such as patriarch, metropolitan, lector, and so on 
(see Zizioulas, "Grundlage," 70ff.). 

254. See Zizioulas, Communion, 218f. 
255. See Zizioulas, "Conferences," 504. 
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consistent, Zizioulas would have to argue against election by the synod as a 
condition for ordination. In any case, his ecclesiological assumptions do not 
explain why the extraeucharistic decision of the bishops should be acceptable 
while that of the entire congregation is not. 

The significance of the congregation evident in Zizioulas's understanding 
of ordination is underscored yet once more. Although the apostolicity and 
conciliarity of the church are concentrated and come to expression in the 
bishop, the bishop as the bearer of apostolicity and catholicity is a catholic 
person who includes within himself the entire congregation, not an individual 
separate from that congregation. The fact that the bishop is conditioned in his 
being by the congregation corresponds first to the fact that apostolic succession 
is a succession of local churches: "[Apostolic succession] should be viewed 
neither as a chain of individual acts of ordination nor as a transmission of 
truths but as a sign and an expression of the continuity of the Church's historical 
life in its entirety, as it was realized in each community."256 The entire congre
gation embodies in its own specific structure this apostolic continuity. Only 
thus can the apostolicity of the church be the means of its all-decisive eschato-
logical continuity, a continuity with the reign of God structured in a certain 
way. Since every church is completely apostolic through the successio apostolica, 
every bishop is the successor of all apostles and sits on the cathedra Petri. Only 
under this condition is episcopal collegiality not merely a collective unity, but 
rather a unity in identity allowing every local church to be completely the church 
of Christ and not merely a part of that church.257 

The understanding of the bishop as a corporate personality also corre
sponds to the understanding of synods or councils as assemblies not of bishops, 
but rather of local churches through their bishops.258 This is already expressed in 
the canonical rule according to which only diocesan bishops may participate in 
synods or councils (at least when ultimate decisions are at stake).259 Because it 
is the churches themselves that participate in synods through their bishops, the 
structure of the unity of churches is not independent of individual local 
churches, but rather is identical with relations between these churches. From 
this it follows that the councils can be fully valid only if received by the local 
churches. "It is for this reason that a true council becomes such only a posteriori, 
it is not an institution but an event in which the entire community participates 
and which shows whether or not its bishop has acted according to his charisma 
veritatis"260 The "amen" of the local church as an act of charismatic acknowl-

256. Zizioulas, Communion, 168. 
257. See ibid., 197, 168. 
258. Zizioulas, "Conferences," 501. 
259. Zizioulas, Communion, 241; "Conferences," 500f. 
260. Zizioulas, Communion, 242. 
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edgment is indispensable for all of ecclesial life.261 Although the reception of 
the local churches is indeed integrated into a larger context of the one-many 
relationship at the synodal and universal level, the local church still maintains 
its priority; at least it must maintain this priority if Zizioulas is to remain true 
to his original ecclesiological vision. 

According to that original vision, the local church stands at the center of 
ecclesiology. It is identical with the church, indeed, is the whole church, because 
it is identical with the Eucharist, at which the whole Christ is present. In the 
local church, which alone deserves to be called church in the original sense, 
human beings move from being individuals to being persons through partici
pation in the personhood of Christ, and are thereby integrated into the trini-
tarian life. This is why their own relationships must correspond to those of the 
trinitarian persons. Just as in the Trinity the one (the Father) constitutes the 
many (the Son and the Spirit) and at the same time is conditioned by them, so 
also does the one (Christ and bishop as alter Christus) constitute the many (the 
church) and at the same time is conditioned by them. 

As we saw in chapter I, Ratzinger by contrast associates eucharistic ec
clesiology with a different understanding of the Trinity and arrives at a rather 
different understanding of ecclesial relationships. Just as the divine persons are 
wholly identical with pure relations of being-from-the-other and being-toward-
the-other, so also, ideally, should human persons be wholly identical with such 
relations; they should be nothing in and for themselves, and should be 
completely from and for others. But just as the one substance of God has priority 
over the three persons, so also is the universal church given precedence over 
the local church, since the local church is a local realization of that universal 
church. From this it then follows that the Pope has precedence over the bishops, 
and the bishops over congregations. Whereas in Zizioulas we encounter a 
mutual (albeit asymmetrical) relation between the one and the many, in 
Ratzinger we encounter an (almost completely) one-sided relation of the whole 
and the one to its concrete realizations. 

Are Ratzinger's and Zizioulas's understanding of the Trinity, of human 
persons, and of the church and its structures persuasive? In the following 
chapters, I will turn my attention to this question. In the process, I will not only 
critically examine the thinking of both Ratzinger and Zizioulas but in dialogue 
with them will also sketch out an alternative understanding of the relation 
between Trinity and church, of human personhood, and of the church and its 
structures. 

261. See Zizioulas, "Reception," 6. 
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Chapter III 

The Ecclesiality of the Church 

Exploring the question of ecclesiality means exploring what makes the crmrch 
the church. On the one hand, this represents a restricted point of inquiry, since 
it overlooks much of the rich life and multifaceted mission of the church; our 
interest is directed not toward how the church ought to live in the World 
according to God's will nor how it can live successfully in the power of the 
Spirit, but rather toward the sine qua non of what it means for the church to 
call itself a church in the first place. Ecclesiality involves that which is indis
pensable. On the other hand, we simultaneously find that the question of 
ecclesiality directs our interest toward that which is decisive in the strict sense, 
toward that which supports and shapes the entire life and mission of the church. 
The preeminent ecclesiological significance of this question comes fully ^o 
view when one considers that its answer must in its own turn involve a con
sideration of the most important soteriological, anthropological, and trinitarian 
issues. 

Since it is impossible to say everything at once, in this chapter I wyi 
examine ecclesiality as such, and only in the following three chapters examine 
its soteriological and trinitarian presuppositions and its consequences for theo
logical understanding of office and for ecclesiastical law. The final chapter, on 
the catholicity of the church, will then provide a bridge between the indis
pensable ecclesial minimum and the comprehensive horizon of the life ancj 
mission of the church. The entire second part represents an attempt to get closer, 
from various angles, to some understanding of a whole. Each of its individuai 
chapters can thus be understood correctly only if read in connection with all 
the others. 
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1. Identity and Identification of the Church 

The all-embracing framework for an appropriate understanding of the church 
is God's eschatological new creation. According to the message of Jesus, the 
gathering of the people of God is grounded in the coming of the Kingdom of 
God in his person.1 Commensurately, New Testament authors portray the 
church, which emerged after Christ's resurrection and the sending of the Spirit, 
as the anticipation of the eschatological gathering of the entire people of God. 
Paul, for instance, understands the church as "the anticipation of the coming 
new, obedient world intended by God's Stxcaocruvn (righteousness)."2 The 
eschatological character of the church demands that systematic ecclesiological 
reflection begin not immediately with the church itself, but rather with God's 
new creation in its relation to God's people.3 

1.1. What Is the Church? 

1. The future of the church in God's new creation is the mutual personal 
indwelling of the triune God and of his glorified people, as becomes clear from 
the description of the new Jerusalem in the Apocalypse of John (Rev. 21:1— 
22:5).4 On the one hand, the entire city, which in the Apocalypse refers to the 
people rather than to the place in which the people live, is portrayed as the 
supradimensional holy of holies (see 1 Kgs. 6:20) filled with the splendor of the 
presence of God and the Lamb. On the other hand, however, God and the Lamb 
are portrayed as the temple in which the holy of holies, the people, are found 
(see Rev. 21:22). "The saints will dwell in God and the Lamb just as God and 
the Lamb will dwell in them."5 In a canonical reading of the New Testament, 
one can understand this reciprocal personal indwelling of God, the Lamb, and 
the glorified people as the eschatological fulfillment of Jesus' high-priestly 
prayer, which portrays the unity of believers as communion within the com
munion of the triune God: "I ask . . . that they may all be one. As you, Father, 
are in me and I am in you, may they also be in us" (John 17:21). 

1. See Lohfink, "Jesus" (even though I cannot subscribe to some of the conclusions 
he draws from the correct assertion that the assembly of the eschatological Israel is a correlate 
of Jesus' own proclamation of the Kingdom — as, e.g., regarding the allegedly untenable 
nature of "all congregationalist understandings of the church" [p. 93, my emphasis]). 

2. Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit, 214. 
3. I share this eschatological perspective on ecclesiology with Jurgen Moltmann (see 

Church in the Power of the Spirit) and Wolfhart Pannenberg (see "Reich Gottes"). See also 
Kraus, Reich Gottes, 369f. 

4. See in this regard Gundry, "New Jerusalem." 
5. Ibid., 262. 
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Such participation in the communion of the triune God, however, is not 
only an object of hope for the church, but also its present experience. "We 
declare to you what we have seen and heard so that you also may have fellowship 
with us; and truly our fellowship is with the Father and with his Son Jesus 
Christ" (1 John 1:3). Faith in this proclaimed "life," life that was with the Father 
and appeared in this world in an audible and tangible fashion (see 1 John 1:1-4), 
establishes communion between believers and the triune God and thus also 
among believers themselves. Present participation in the trinitarian communio 
through faith in Jesus Christ anticipates in history the eschatological commu
nion of the church with the triune God.6 

Since Ignatius of Antioch, the question regarding ecclesiality has justifiably 
been answered through reference to the presence of Christ (67101) av f\ 'Inooui; 
Xpurcoc,, exel f| %a9ofo%f| iycycXr\aia, "Wherever Jesus Christ is, there is the 
universal church"7) or of the Spirit (ubi Spiritus Dei, illic Ecclesia, et omnis gratia, 
"Wherever the Spirit of God is, there is the church, and all grace"8). This 
reference to the presence of Christ or of the Spirit — most precisely, of the 
Spirit of Christ — is admittedly not sufficient to ground ecclesiality, since the 
presence of Christ and of his Spirit cannot be restricted to the church alone 
(see Eph. 1:22-23; Col. 1:12-20). Hence one must distinguish between the 
general and the particular presence of the Spirit. Wherever the Spirit of Christ, 
which as the eschatological gift anticipates God's new creation in history (see 
Rom. 8:23; 2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 1:14), is present in its ecclesially constitutive activity, 
there is the church. The Spirit unites the gathered congregation with the triune 
God and integrates it into a history extending from Christ, indeed, from the 
Old Testament saints, to the eschatological new creation. This Spirit-mediated 
relationship with the triune God and with the entire history of God's people 
— a history whose center resides in Jesus' own proclamation of the reign of 
God, in his death and in his resurrection — constitutes an assembly into a 
church. 

2. As is well known, the presence of the Spirit of Christ cannot be directly 
ascertained, which is why this particular notion of the identity of the church 
cannot yet function as an answer to the question of its identification. If one is 
to speak meaningfully about ecclesiality, one must know not only what the 
church is, but also how a concrete church can be identified externally as a 
church; one must also be able to say where a church is. If the external identifying 
features of the church are to fulfill this function, they cannot be purely external, 
however; if they do not visibly disclose something essential about the church, 

6. Concerning the spirituality corresponding to the anticipatory fellowship of the 
people of God with the triune God in the new creation, see Land, Spirituality. 

7. Ignatius, Smyrn. 8:2. 
8. Irenaeus, Haer. 3.24.1. 
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we will be unable to identify the church unequivocally (unless these features 
happen to represent a specifically ecclesial curiosity having nothing to do with 
ecclesiality as such, even though they always accompany the phenomenon 
"church"). Hence all Christian churches have understood the signs of ecclesiality 
to be externally perceivable and simultaneously necessary conditions or con
sequences of the ecclesially constitutive presence of the Spirit of Christ. These 
have been either the persons or actions through which the presence of the Spirit 
is mediated in a congregation (office and sacraments), the effects of this presence 
itself (imitatio Christi, commitment), or both. 

Questions about the identity and identification of the church are insep
arable. That by which one can identify the church as church is part of its identity; 
decisions involving the identification of the church are decisions involving its 
identity. Since ecumenical consensus holds that the presence of the Spirit of 
Christ makes a church a church, it is precisely questions concerning the external 
conditions of this presence that become ecumenically significant for the identity 
of the church. By the same token, it is in these very conditions that the character 
of the presence of the Spirit of Christ in the church comes to expression. These 
two factors — the character of the presence of the Spirit and its external con
ditions — give to an ecclesiology its specific configuration; it is they that 
determine the constellation of relationships between individual persons and the 
local church, and between local churches as such. Hence in what follows I will 
concentrate on the problem of the identification of the church in its relation 
to the character of the presence of the Spirit. 

1.2. Where is the Church? 

1. As I have already explicated in detail, Catholic ecclesiology9 understands the 
church as constituted in the Spirit through the sacraments, above all through 
baptism and the Eucharist, and through the word. However, the office of bishop 
represents the indispensable condition of the sacraments and of the word, since 
the bishop, standing in the apostolic succession and in communion with all 
other bishops, is the sign and guarantor of the universal character and thus also 
of the divine origin of the sacraments and the word.10 Only those local fellow
ships of believers that are "united to their pastors" are churches in the full sense 

9. Although by "Catholic ecclesiology" I mean "Ratzinger's ecclesiology," this does not 
mean that I identify Ratzinger's ecclesiology straightaway with Catholic ecclesiology. I am 
well aware that no ecclesiology is the definitive Catholic ecclesiology and that Ratzinger's is 
not die only possible Catholic version (see chapter I above). The same applies to Zizioulas's 
version of Ortiiodox ecclesiology. 

10. See 1.4 above. 
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of the word.11 This is why all other Christian fellowships except the Orthodox 
Church, an exception which according to Ratzinger's ecclesiological presupposi
tions seems to be an anomaly,12 exhibit merely more or less significant ecclesial 
elements but do not qualify as churches.13 

According to Orthodox ecclesiology, which understands itself as being 
wholly eucharistic, the church is "episcopocentric."14 On the one hand, the 
bishop as alter Christus mediates the presence of Christ and secures the catho
licity of the local church. On the other hand, as alter apostolus he connects all 
the various local churches in time (apostolicity) and space (conciliarity). In 
these two functions, the bishop is indispensable for the event of the eucharistic 
gathering and thus also for the ecclesiality of the local church.15 From this it 
follows that no local church standing outside the Orthodox communion of 
churches can be designated as a church, not even a local church genuinely 
standing in the apostolic succession, because it lacks synchronic communion 
with all other churches. 

A second condition of ecclesiality both in the Catholic and in the Or
thodox traditions is the people. According the Ratzinger, laypersons are not the 
passive objects of the priests' liturgical activity. The priest is the subject only 
insofar as he embodies the liturgy as an ecclesial event. The real human subject 
of the liturgy is the "entire ecclesia sancta,"16 and the individual priest is such 
only insofar as he embodies the larger church. This is why the congregation 
may not itself "perform liturgical acts," but rather must receive the liturgy from 
the universal church.17 According to Orthodox tradition, there can be no eu
charistic gathering without the presence of both the bishop and the people: the 
relation "bishop — laity" at the level of the local church corresponds to the 
relation "Christ — church" at the level of the universal church. Because the laity 
alone can say the liturgically necessary "amen," the laity possesses an indis
pensable status in the eucharistic gathering, albeit, at least from the Free Church 
perspective, a not particularly dignified status.18 

2. In addition to the word, the sacraments, and the presence of the people, 
the early Free Church tradition emphasized two other conditions regarding the 
constitutive presence of the Spirit of Christ in a church. The first was obedience 
to Christ's commandments. The members of a true church, writes John Smyth, 
"are men separated from all known syn, practicing the whol will of God knowne 

11. Lumen gentium 26; Unitatis redintegratio 3. 
12. See 1.2.2 and 1.4.5 above. 
13. Lumen gentium 26; Unitatis redintegratio 3. 
14. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 140. 
15. See II.4.2.2 and II.4.4.1 above. 
16. Ratzinger, Volk, 149, note 55. 
17. See 1.5.3 above. 
18. See II.4.3.1 above. 
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vnto them."19 According to the familiar Puritan syllogismus practicus, true faith 
can reside in a person's heart only if that faith manifests itself in good works, 
and without true faith there is no indwelling of Christ through the Spirit within 
human beings. Similarly also with the church: by tolerating impenitent sinners 
in its midst, it shows that Christ is not present in it and that it is not a true 
church. 

The second condition of Christ's constitutive presence was the "biblical 
organization of the church." Differently than for the Reformers, the English 
Separatists did not consider questions of church organization to be part of the 
ecclesiological adiaphora. According to Smyth, "Gods word doth absolutely 
describe vnto vs the only true shape of a true visible church."20 Although Smyth 
richly supports his explications with biblical references, he is by no means 
arguing from a purely biblicistic perspective. His entire ecclesiology is based on 
the fundamental theological conviction that Christ's dominion is realized through 
the entire congregation. "We say the Church or two or three faithful people 
Separated from the world & joyned together in a true covenant, have both 
Christ, the covenant, & promises, & the ministerial powre of Christ given to 
them."21 Such a "true visib[l]e church is Christs kingdome."22 The members of 
the church are "the children of the kingdom" and govern as such in the church.23 

If for the sake of order they are to subordinate themselves, then they should do 
so only to the "government of the Church" as a whole, for only in this case can 
they stand "vnder the government of Christ."24 Accordingly, Christ can be 
present only in a congregation in which his dominion is not impeded by the 
establishment of the rule of certain human beings, namely, bishops.25 It is for 

19. Smyth, Works, 253, though this is not to be understood as an attempt to exclude 
sinners from the church. The English Separatists did not subscribe to a church of the perfect. 
According to their own confessional definition, the church expressly consists not merely of 
the perfect; it "consists of penitent persons only, and of such as beleeuing in Christ, bring 
forth fruites worthie amendment of lyfe" (Smyth, Works, 744, my emphasis; cf. also "The 
Orthodox Creed" [1679], xxx, in Baptist Confessions, 319; "The Second London Confession" 
[1677], xxvi.3, in Baptist Confessions, 285). To be sure, the English Separatists, together with 
the Anabaptists, did understand the church as a milieu "in which imperfect, but only sincere, 
submissive and obedient Christians, spiritually grow and find help to restrain their sinful 
tendencies" (Davis, "No Discipline," 144). 

20. Smyth, Works, 252. Cf. John Smyth's rhetorical question: "Is not the visible Church 
of the New Testament with all the ordinances thereof, the chief and principal part of the 
Gospel?" (cited in White, Separatist Tradition, 116). 

21. Smyth, Works, 403; cf. 315. See in this regard Shantz, "Resurrected Christ." 
22. Smyth, Works, 267. See in this regard Shantz, "Resurrected Christ." 
23. Smyth, Works, 274. 
24. Ibid. 
25. This Free Church argumentation corresponds almost exactly to the Old Testament 

polemic against the ideology of kingship in the nations of the ancient Near East. According 
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this reason that a church organization in which "power" is held by the entire 
congregation represents an indispensable condition of ecclesiality.26 

3. As far as the conditions of ecclesiality are concerned, the episcopal and 
early Free Church traditions differ especially in three respects.27 The first con
cerns the bishop standing in the apostolic succession and communion with 
other bishops. According to the episcopal tradition, the local church must have 
such a bishop, since he alone can ensure the presence of Christ and thus also 
the church's ecclesiality; according to the Free Church tradition, such a bishop 
is not permitted, since through his very presence the congregation loses the 
presence of Christ and thus also its ecclesiality. These two positions are mutually 
exclusive. 

Today, such exclusivity is no longer credible. I am thinking less of the 
sociological fact that exclusive positions in modern societies are unpersuasive 
than of the observation that the dynamic life and the orthodox faith of the 
many, quickly proliferating Free Churches make it difficult to deny them full 
ecclesiality. Let me illustrate this difficulty by referring to a situation that, 
although doubtless atypical, must nonetheless be the touchstone of any ecclesi
ology precisely because it is a borderline case. Should, for example, a Catholic 

to the presentations of Ian Assmann, these ideologies understand the king "in a double 
relation of representation: he represents God's dominion over human beings and human 
fellowship with the gods" (Assmann, Politische Theologie, 75). By contrast, in Israel the 
position which in Egypt the pharaoh occupied is "redefined in a twofold manner. First, the 
pharaoh as suzerain and commander is replaced by Yahweh. . . . Second — and this step is 
essentially more revolutionary and more consequential — the position of the king — in the 
other direction of this representation — is replaced by the 'people,' which is 'chosen' just as 
the Egyptian imperial god chooses the king; the people act before God, receive his guidance, 
keep his commandments, and function as a subject of history just as did the pharaoh in 
Egypt" (PP- 75f). 

26. In his study The Communion of the Saints, Stephen Brachlow draws attention to 
the close connection between ecclesiology and soteriology among the radical Puritans and 
Separatists (pp. 21-76). Here he seems to be thinking especially of that particular obedience 
— obedience proving faith to be genuine — to the commandments of the Decalogue and 
of the biblical doctrine concerning church organization. In this way, human beings can attain 
certainty of salvation through obedience to both moral and "ecclesiological" commandments 
(see p. 54). This does not yet, however, reveal the inner connection betweeen ecclesiology and 
soteriology. It seems to me that at least lohn Smyth's congregationalist ecclesiology emerged 
not only from an emphasis on obedience to the biblical commandments, but also from the 
theological conviction that only an ecclesiology of this sort takes seriously Christ's dominion 
and thus also his presence in the congregation. 

27.1 am using the term "episcopal tradition" to refer to that ecclesial tradition accord
ing to which the episcopal office possesses theological-dogmatic, and not merely ecclesiasti
cal-practical significance. In the present text, it functions as an abbreviation for "Catholic 
and Orthodox episcopal tradition." 
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, diocese whose members are inclined more to superstition than to 
fa' u A ho identify with the church more for nationalistic reasons — should 

i J- , « , . he viewed as a church, while a Baptist congregation that has such a diocese L»= r o ° 
ed its faith through the crucible or persecution not be considered such? 

W Id not an understanding of ecclesiality that leads to such a conclusion take 
to the brink of absurdity? Equally untenable is the early, though still wide

spread Free Church position that denies ecclesiality to the episcopal churches. 
Smvth's conviction that during his age there was no true church is doubtless an 
expression of sectarian narrow-mindedness and arrogance.28 And the assertion 
that bishops represent Christ sacramentally to the church in no way means that 
they replace Christ. 

Second, both models are based systematically on opposing understandings 
of how Christ's presence comes to the church. According to the episcopal model, 
Christ's presence is mediated sacramentally and depends on the concrete rela
tion of any given local church to all other churches. By contrast, the traditional 
Free Church model speaks of Christ's unmediated, direct presence in the entire 
local church as well as in every believer. The first model is holistic, the second 
individualistic. Both models underestimate the enormous ecdesiological signif
icance of concrete relations with other Christians, relations through which every 
Christian becomes a Christian and in which that person lives as a Christian. 
According to both models, these relations have a great deal to do with spirituality 
and yet nothing to do with ecclesiality. But is ecclesiology not building its edifice 
on a fiction here (even if this fiction does find a certain degree of support in 
ecclesial reality), namely, that the church is constituted through the office of 
bishop or that the soul can by itself come to terms with its God? Should not 
ecclesiology take its orientation from ecclesial practice and from the New Testa
ment witness concerning the church? 

The third difference between the episcopal and the early Free Church 
models concerns the subjective dimension of the conditions of ecclesiality. 
According to the episcopal tradition, the church is constituted through the 
performance of objective activities, which concern not only the actions of the 
bishops themselves in administering the sacraments and engaging in proclama
tion, but also the participation of the laity in liturgical life. Christ's constitutive 
presence is not bound to the subjective disposition, however articulated, of 
human beings, except in the minimal sense of the deliberate intention of the 
person administering the sacraments "to do what the church does,"29 and in 
the sense of the absence of any hindrance (obex) for the efficacy of the sacrament 
on the part of the recipient in the Catholic tradition, or of the presence of the 

28. See Smyth, Works, 757. 
29. ". . . in ministris, dum sacmmenta conficiunt et conferunt, non requiri intentionem, 

saltern faciendi quod facit Ecclesia" (Denzinger/Schdnmetzer, 854). 
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ordo of the laity speaking the "amen" in the Orthodox tradition. By contrast, 
in addition to the objective conditions of ecclesiality (word, sacraments, biblical 
church organization), the Free Church tradition also recognizes subjective con
ditions, namely, genuine faith and obedience to God's commandments. 

A one-sided emphasis on the objective conditions of ecclesiality risks 
creating a cleft between the "pure bride" and the "sinful whore," and accordingly 
also between the church that administers the word and the sacraments (the 
hierarchy), and the church that receives the word and sacraments (the laity). In 
the extreme case, the church can then "happen" even without its "sons and 
daughters," at least without its significant majority; and the latter can "some
how" belong to the church even though they may want nothing to do with it. 
By contrast, a one-sided emphasis on the subjective conditions of ecclesiality 
risks grounding the church on the faith, holiness, and communal will of its 
members. In this case, God's church is reduced to a private club of people who 
think and behave alike and who are often kept together only through subtle 
and not-so-subtle forms of manipulation. 

I intend in what follows to suggest an ecclesial model that does not 
subscribe to the exclusivity of the episcopal and early Free Church models, and 
according to which the church is constituted through a consistently communal 
occurrence in which the objective and subjective conditions of ecclesiality ap
pear as two dimensions of a single process. 

2. We Are the Church! 

In "Principles and Inferences Concerning the Visible Church," one of his most 
important works, John Smyth defined the church as follows: 

A visible communion of Saincts is two, three, or moe Saincts joyned together 
by covenant with God & themselves, freely to vse al the holy things of God, 
according to the word, for their mutual edification, & Gods glory . . . This 
visible communion of Saincts is a visible Church.30 

This definition of the church, based on Matt. 18:20 ("... for where two or three 
are gathered in my name, I am there among them"), shaped the entire Free 
Church tradition.31 Yet although it was the Free Church theologians who first 
accorded Matt. 18:20 a key systematic role in ecclesiology, this particular passage 
actually acquired preeminent importance quite early in church history.32 Thus 

30. Smyth, Works, 252; see also pp. 386f., 403, 529, 548. 
31. See, e.g., Jenkins, Congregationalism, 44. 
32. Rudolph Sohm correctly writes that "this passage [Matt. 18:20] traverses the 

entirety of church history" (Sohm, Wesen, 49). Concerning the ecdesiological significance of 
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Ignatius obviously bases his own ecclesiological principle (o7tot> ocv fj 'Inco'Dc, 
Xpiaxdq, exet f| xa6o^ixf) iyc>tXr\oia, "Wherever Jesus Christ is, there is the 
universal church"33) on Matt. 18:20. Tertullian explicitly specifies two or three 
who are gathered together in Christ's name: The Ignatian ubi Christus, ibi ecclesia 
("Where Christ is, there is the church") finds its correspondence in Tertullian's 
ubi tres, ecclesia est ("Where three are, the church is").34 

Even Cyprian, who in De unitate insists so forcefully on "the unity, 
undividedness, and indivisibility of the church's salvific authority,"35 does not 
in his polemic against the separatistic groups of his age argue against the 
rectitude of their ecclesiological appeal to Matt. 18:20. Instead he accuses these 
groups of having "cut up the sense of a single passage" as they have "cut 
themselves off from the church." They misconstrue the passage in a twofold 
fashion. First, the text speaks of unity (v. 19: "if two of you agree on earth 
about anything you ask"), whereas these groups set up "conventicles in op
position," thus "creating new sects and schisms," and do not wish to be "in 
agreement with the body of the church itself and with the brethren as a whole." 
Second, the text requires that people assemble in the name of Christ. The 
separatist groups, however, have "cut themselves off from Christ and his 
gospel" by "cutting themselves off" from the one church "as the source and 
origin of truth."36 Despite these weighty qualifications, Cyprian, too, seems to 
presuppose that Matt. 18:20 is of significance for ecclesiology rather than only 
for spirituality. 

I will join this long tradition by taking Matt. 18:20 as the foundation not 
only for determining what the church is, but also for how it manifests itself 
externally as a church. Where two or three are gathered in Christ's name, not only 
is Christ present among them, but a Christian church is there as well, perhaps a 
bad church, a church that may well transgress against love and truth, but a 
church nonetheless. I intend to explicate this as yet incompletely formulated 

Matt. 18:20 in the thought of John Huss, see Huss, The Church 2: "From this [Matt. 18:20] 
it follows that two righteous persons congregated together in Christ's name constitute, with 
Christ as the head, a particular holy church"; regarding the earlier Reformed tradition, see 
Marayama, Ecclesiology, 26; regarding the more recent Protestant tradition, see Brunner, 
Gebot, 514f.; Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/2.698ff.; Barth, Priester, 245; regarding the Evan
gelical tradition, see "Evangelical," 306; regarding contemporary Catholic theology, see 
Schillebeeckx, Menschen, 269. Pope Paul VI referred to Matt. 18:20 in a speech before the 
Delegation of Ecumenical Patriarchs (1972), speaking of the ecclesia as a "gathering in which 
we are joined with you . . . gathered together in the name of Christ, and as a result of having 
him, Christ, our Lord himself, in our midst" (Towards, 241). 

33. Ignatius, Smyrn. 8:2. 
34. Tertullian, De exhort, castit. 7; see also De baptismo 6; Depudicitia 21. 
35. Adam, "Cyprians Kommentar," 84. 
36. Cyprian, De unitate 12. 
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thesis through theological (and not just purely exegetical37) reflections on Matt. 
18:20. In discussing the internal and external conditions that any group of 
persons must fulfill if they justifiably are to call themselves a "church," I am also 
addressing indirectly Cyprian's two fundamental objections to separatist groups, 
objections containing the crux of the criticism that episcopal churches direct 
against Free Churches. 

2.1. The Church as Assembly 

1. The church is first of all an assembly, "where two or three are gathered in my 
name, I am there among them." In his book Versammelte Gemeinde, Otto Weber 
correctiy designates the church a "visible assembly of visible persons at a specific 
place for specific action."38 Doubtless, however, the life of the church is not 
exhausted in the act of assembly. Even if a church is not assembled, it does live 
on as a church in the mutual service its members render to one another and 
in its common mission to the world. The church is not simply an act of 
assembling; rather, it assembles at a specific place (see 1 Cor. 14:23). It is the 
people who in a specific way assemble at a specific place. In its most concentrated 
form, however, the church does manifest itself concretely in the act of assem
bling for worship, and this is constitutive for its ecclesiality.39 

The New Testament use, and especially the Pauline use, of bo<Xr\csia 
("church") confirms this understanding of church as an assembled community. 
Commensurate with secular Greek usage, according to which ewdnota refers to 
the assembly of the free citizens of a city, botkx\aia in the New Testament refers 
almost exclusively to the concrete assembly of Christians at a specific place.40 

37. Matt. 18:17 ("if he refuses to listen to them [i.e., to two or three witnesses — v. 16], 
tell it to the church [exxXnaia]") seems to suggest that the two or three assembled in Christ's 
name (v. 20) are not themselves the church, but rather stand next to the church, though the 
latter is indeed conceived as the assembled local congregation (see Gundry, Matthew, 370). 
On the other hand, it is also certainly possible that the "two or three" in v. 20 refer to the 
same people to whom v. 18 ascribes the power of the keys. In that case, however, they would 
be identical with the congregation (ibodncria) (so Luz, "Einheit," 147f.). Here I follow the 
early church in construing Matt. 18:20 theologically as a statement not only about spirituality, 
but also about the church itself. Whether this possesses ecclesiological cogency depends less 
on the exegetical determination of the identity of the "two or three" than on the persuasive 
power of my overall reading of the New Testament and of my ecclesiological-systematic 
outline. 

38. Weber, Gemeinde, 32. 
39. See in this regard Roloff, "6cx>.r|a{a," 1003f. 
40. Contra Rudolph Sohm, who believes that footnote refers not to "a specific 

empirical entity, nor to any social concept (not even the concept of a local congregation), 
*iut rather expresses exclusively a dogmatic value judgment" (Sohm, Kirchenrecht, 1.19). 
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Although the church is indeed always and emphatically "the church of God" 
(1 Cor. 1:2), it is such only as the church of those people at a specific place, for 
example, the church of the Thessalonians or of the Laodiceans (see 1 Thess. 1:1; 
2 Thess. 1:1). A church is a concrete assembly of those who at a specific place "call 
on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. 1:2). The place need not be a city, 
since a single city can have several churches that do not stand over against the 
overall local church as partial churches, but rather each of which is itself a whole 
church (see Col. 4:15-16).41 That the New Testament understands the church as 
a concrete assembly is also indirectly confirmed by the rare use of the designation 
EXxXr\oia as a reference to several local churches (see Acts 9:31; 20:28).42 In 
reference to a particular province, Paul does not as a rule speak about the church 
in the singular, but rather about churchesin the plural (1 Cor. 16:1,19; 2 Cor. 8:1; 
Gal. 1:2,22). 

The church nowhere exists "above the locally assembled congregation, but 
rather 'in, with, and beneath' it."43 A congregation is the body of Christ in the 
particular locale in which it gathers together (see Rom. 12:5; 1 Cor. 12:12-13). 
Despite the fundamental differences between the Orthodox and Free Church 
ecclesiologies, they do agree on this important point, namely, that the church 
in the real sense of the word is exclusively the concrete assembly.44 A particular 
denomination, the local churches in a cultural or political region, or the totality 
of local churches can be called "church" only in a secondary rather than a strictly 
theological sense. 

For both exegetical and theological reasons, however, one cannot identify 
hadkxysia simply with a concrete local church.45 Because the term qehal 'el, 
deriving from apocalyptic Judaism, corresponded to the early church's eschato-
logical self-understanding, the early church adopted this term as its own self-

41. With Marlis Gielen I believe that house churches are not to be viewed as one form 
of assembly (a partial church) among others (the whole or overall church) (Gielen, "rj xotx' 
olxov exxXnata," 112-17). A house church is a whole church that assembles in one person's 
house. In contrast to Gielen, however, it does seem to me possible, given Col. 4:15 and Rom. 
16:5, 14, 16 (though also given the size of houses in antiquity), that there could have been 
several such churches in a single city (see Stuhlmacher, Philemon, 71f.). Concerning the 
notion that Rome, too, possibly had several churches that did not assemble at one place, see 
Cranfield, Romans, 22. 

42. Paul's statements concerning his own persecution of the "church" (Gal. 1:13; Phil. 
3:6; 1 Cor. 15:9) do not constitute proof to the contrary, since he is speaking there not of 
the overall church, but rather of the congregation in Jerusalem (see Banks, Community, 36; 
Roloff, "£xx>.r|aia," 1002). 

43. Weber, Gemeinde, 33. 
44. Concerning the position of the local church in Orthodox ecclesiology, see II.3.2.1 

above. 
45. For an earlier Free Church polemic concerning this topic, see Dagg, Manual, 

100-121; Dargan, Ecclesiology, 31-34. 
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designation. That is, it understood itself "as the company elected by God and 
determined by him to be the center and crystallization-point of the eschato-
logical Israel now being called into existence by him."46 When Paul later uses 
the term exxXr|o-(a xov Geot) ("church of God"; the simple term iKx\r\aia is 
probably to be understood as an abbreviation of the original expression 
exxA.T)ota xov Qeov) as a designation for the church of Jewish and Gentile 
Christians, he is preserving this eschatological horizon. As the exx^ncfa xov 
8eot>, Christians are the eschatological people of God assembling themselves 
from all the nations at particular places.47 Thus it should come as no surprise 
that the Deutero-Pauline letters to the Ephesians and Colossians in particular 
use the term exxA,r|0"fa as a designation not only for a local church, but also 
for the universal church (Eph. 1:22; 2:22; 3:10; 5:22-33; Col. 1:18). It is important 
to note, however, that iyockr\oia in this second sense refers not to the Christians 
dispersed throughout the world or to the totality of local churches but primarily 
to the universal church as a heavenly and simultaneously eschatological entity. 
As the universal church, the badrysia. is the "heavenly" church gathered around 
the resurrected Christ in anticipation of its eschatological consummation.48 

2. What, however, is the relation between the local churches and the 
totality of the eschatological people of God? What is the theologically primary 
sense of exx^naia?49 The answer contains important implications regarding 
the way one conceives the unity of the church. If one starts with the priority of 
the local church, as seems to be required by the Free Church point of departure,50 

then the universal church in the sense of the entire communio sanctorum 
emerges through the addition of the many local churches; the whole eschato
logical people of God is a sum of all local churches in which individual Chris
tians have gathered together. But how then can every individual local congre
gation already be the prolepsis of the eschatological people of God, which as a 
universal reality comes about only through their addition? If the local church 
has priority, then even its orientation toward the eschatological unity of the 
entire people of God is secondary and for that reason also incidental. 

Zizioulas takes the identity of every local church with the universal church 

46. Roloff, "hockr\aia" 412. 
47. See ibid., 1001-1003. 
48. See in this regard Banks, Community, 43-47; O'Brien, "Church," 93-97; Turner, 

"The Ecclesiologies," 4. Andrew Lincoln emphasizes the proleptic character of heaven (see 
Lincoln, Paradise). For a similar interpretation of the "heavenly" church in Revelation, see 
Hofius, "Gemeinschaft," 193. 

49. Posing this question by no means implies "that the whole matter is viewed as an 
organizational problem" (so Nygren, Christ, 98), though important "organizational" con
sequences do emerge from the answer to this question. 

50. As a matter of fact, however, many Free Church theologians begin with the priority 
of the (invisible) universal church (so, e.g., Strong, Theology, 887ff.). 
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as his point of departure. The whole Christ is present in every eucharistic 
gathering. Because as a corporate personality Christ incorporates all Christians 
into himself, the entire church is present with him in every eucharistic com
munion. Thus the local churches are always the one whole church existing 
concretely at various places. As I have shown,51 Zizioulas's theory of the identity 
of the local church and the universal church is an example of "overrealized 
eschatology"; the local church can be identical with the universal church only 
if it is inextricably connected with Christ, indeed, only if it is identical with him 
as a corporate personality; if the local church is identical with Christ, then the 
eschaton itself must become fully realized in the eucharistic gathering.52 To 
preserve the eschatological character of every assembly while simultaneously 
distinguishing between the church and Christ or between the church and the 
reign of God, the point of departure must be the priority of the entire eschato
logical people of God over the local church. 

Ratzinger emphasizes the priority of the universal church. For the local 
church, the connection with the church at all places and all times is essential, 
and this relation to the universal church is concretely lived out through the 
relation with the historically existing larger church. Following the lead of 
Vatican II, he defines this relation as the realization of the universal church 
within the local church; the one, holy, catholic and apostolic church is active 
and present in every local church.53 The local church participates in the reality 
of the larger church; the larger church is actualized in the local church.54 This 
notion, however, does not seem to take into account adequately the essentially 
eschatological character of the universal church. The heavenly church as
sembled around the resurrected Christ is not only open to its future in com
pletion, it is that which it will be; and it will be that which it is only as the 
entire eschatological people of God. This is why the local church is to be 
defined not from the perspective of its relation to the existing communio 
sanctorum, but from the perspective of its relation to the perfected church in 
the new creation of God. 

The category of anticipation expresses this situation. The local church is 
not a concrete realization of the existing universal church, but rather the real 
anticipation or proleptic realization of the eschatological gathering of the entire 
people of God. The local church and the already existing universal church 
(which includes all Christians who have lived and are living) do overlap insofar 
as the universal church includes all local churches, and every local church is a 
part of the universal church understood in this way; yet whatever this relation 

51. See II.3.1.3 above. 
52. See II.3.1 above. 
53. Christus Dotninus 11; Lumen gentium 26. 
54. See 1.2.3 above. 
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between universal church and local churches may mean for the concrete rela
tionship between every local church and all other churches in time and space, 
the local church is not what it is simply insofar as the universal church is 
actualized within it and acts within it. Just as little is the universal church what 
it is simply insofar as the various local churches and individual Christians form 
themselves into a whole within it. It is precisely as partially overlapping entities 
that both the local church and the universal church are constituted into the church 
through their common relation to the Spirit of Christ, who makes them both into 
the anticipation of the eschatological gathering of the entire people of God. This is 
why every local church can also be completely the church even though it encom
passes only a part of the universal church.55 This is supported by the following 
analysis of the church as subject and of the "body of Christ." 

3. The alleged relation of actualization between universal church and local 
church as well as the notion of the identity of the two is grounded theologically 
in a certain understanding of the relation between Christ and church. Both 
Ratzinger and Zizioulas, each in his own way, have appropriated the Augustinian 
notion that Christ and the church constitute a single person, the whole Christ. 
Within this unity, not only is Christ the subject of the church — of the universal 
church — but the church itself becomes a subject, that is, the subjectivity of Christ 
is transferred to the church. Just as Christ is present in every local church, and 
acts within it, so also the universal church, which together with Christ is a 
mystical person, is present in every local church, acting within or identical with 
it. The presence of the universal church in the local church follows from the 
notion of "total identification of Christ with the church" (Zizioulas) and from 
the idea that the church is a "single subject with Christ" (Ratzinger).56 

I will return later to the weighty soteriological and anthropological con
sequences of the idea of the "whole Christ."57 Here I am interested only in its 
ecclesiological dimension, which at first glance seems to be exegetically well 
grounded. In 1 Cor. 12:12 Paul seems to identify the local church with Christ. 

55. If one views only the local church and universal church without seeing both within 
the larger context of the entire eschatological people of God, one encounters the following 
difficulty. A church can then be "church" only if it is the church (so, correctly, Evans, Church, 
21); but if one church is the church, how in the strict sense then can it still be a church? 
Within the framework of the categorical pair "local church — universal church," it is difficult 
to conceive consistently the local church — the Pauline "you are the body of Christ" (1 Cor. 
12:27); a church is either identical with the church (Zizioulas) and is for that reason strictly 
speaking not a local church at all, but rather the universal church in its manifestation at a 
specific locale, or a church is part of the church (so the earlier Catholic ecclesiology), or is 
a realization of the church with which it is not identical (Ratzinger), and for that reason 
strictly speaking not a church at all. 

56. Zizioulas, "Mystere," 328; Ratzinger, "Theologie," 519. 
57. See IV.l.1.2 below. 
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"For just as the body is one and has many members," Paul writes, "so it is with 
Christ" (see also 1 Cor. 1:13; 6:15). It is doubtful, however, that one may con
clude from this that Paul approximates "an equivalency between the congrega
tion and the Christ who lives on."58 If one interprets the ocb|ia XptGTOVJ ("body 
of Christ") from the perspective that man and woman become one body in 
marriage, since the woman derives from the body of the man (see 1 Cor. 6:12-20; 
Eph. 5:22-33; cf. Gen. 2:21-24), as Heon-Wook Park has recently suggested,59 

then one will have to conceive the 0d>p.a Xptotov) not organically as the body 
of the one person, but rather communally as the body, a totality conceived in 
whatever fashion, of several persons. 

One might object that the idea of an organism is already contained in the 
idea of the body of Christ. But the organic character of the unity of the body 
is bound to its physicality; if the physical nature of the body is eliminated, then 
the idea of the body no longer contains its organic character. As Robert Gundry 
has persuasively argued, the body of Christ must be understood in a nonphysical 
manner; the Christian is "one spirit with" the Lord (1 Cor. 6:17), and precisely 
as such is a part of his "body."60 Because of its nonphysicality, the body of Christ 
must be viewed as a metaphor.61 Admittedly, this metaphor is not describing 
and inculcating merely a certain quality of the moral relations between Chris
tians,62 despite the fact that Paul develops the notion "body of Christ" largely 
in parenetic passages. Rather, it is expressing certain soteriological and strictly 
ecclesiological relations that shape the very being of Christians; it stands for an 
inward and personal communion in the Holy Spirit between Christ and Chris
tians (see 1 Cor. 6:17) or between Christ and the church (see Eph. 5:22-33), and 
thereby also between Christians themselves (see Rom. 12:4-8; 1 Cor. 12:14-26). 
Precisely this metaphorical usage makes it possible for every local church to be 
called the "body of Christ" in an original sense.63 

58. Schweizer, "awua," 777. 
59. See Park, Leib Christi (although I cannot subscribe to all of Park's views). Similarly 

also Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 8If. 
60. See in this regard the polemic of Robert Gundry (Soma, 223-44) against John A. 

T. Robinson (Body, 49-83). 
61. Every interpretation according to which the church is not strictly identical with the 

earthly body of Christ is construing the body of Christ as a metaphor, including the inter
pretation according to which the church as the body of Christ is identical with the resurrected 
body of Christ (see Robinson, Body, 49ff.), since a body consisting of a multiplicity of human, 
corporeal persons can be called a "body" only in a figurative sense. The question whether or 
not Paul is using the body of Christ metaphorically is falsely put; the only correct query 
concerns the referent for that metaphor in Paul's usage. 

62. See Stuhlmacher, "Volkskirche," 160. 
63. Ulrich Luz believes that the designation of the local church as the body of Christ 

is secondary, since it originally "referred to the entire church" ("Einheit," 73). Here he must 
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Two important ecclesiological consequences emerge from this nonorganic 
understanding of the body of Christ, an understanding taking its orientation 
from Gen. 2:21-24. First, Christ cannot be identical with the church. An element 
of juxtaposition obtains between Christ and the church that precisely as such 
is constitutive for their unity. Only as the bride can the church be the body of 
Christ, and not vice versa.64 To be sure, one should not understand the genitive 
Xpiotorj ("of Christ") exclusively in the possessive sense ("the body that belongs 
to Christ"), but rather must also interpret it in an explicative sense ("the body 
that is Christ").65 Otherwise the church and Christ would merely be juxtaposed 
and their specific oneness suppressed (see 1 Cor. 6:15; 12:1-13.). The identifi
cation of Christ and the church, however — "your bodies [are] members of 
Christ" — derives from the union between Christ and Christians, a union that 
cannot be conceived in physical categories, however articulated, but rather in 
personal categories, and a union for which the enduring distinction between 
the two is of decisive importance. Thus the identification of Christ and church 
stands for the particular kind of personal communion between Christ and Chris
tians, a communion perhaps best described as "personal interiority"; Christ 
dwells in every Christian and is internal to that person as a person.66 Rather 
than being thereby suspended, the specifically Christian juxtaposition of Christ 
and Christians is actually first constituted through the Holy Spirit. If this is 
correct, then Paul's statement that "all of you are one in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3:28) 

presuppose that the designation of the church as the body of Christ is actually "a pre-Pauline 
ecclesiological notion," though he is unable to adduce any information regarding its origin. 
Moreover, he is unable to explain why Paul uses this appropriated notion with reference to 
the individual local churches with only one exception (1 Cor. 10:16; Yorke, Church, 122, 
adduces additionally Rom. 12:5 and 1 Cor. 12:12, though this is doubtful; Gal. 3:28 and 1 Cor. 
1:12, which Lutz himself adduces [p. 100], do not constitute exceptions). We should probably 
view the ecclesiological use of "body of Christ" as a Pauline neologism (so, e.g., Schweizer, 
"acou,a" 776). Luz is, however, correct in one point, namely, that if one conceives the "body 
of Christ" organically (as does Luz himself: "All local churches are cells in which the whole 
lives" [p. 101]), then the expression must originally have referred to the overall church; the 
local churches can then be called the "body of Christ" only insofar as they are manifestations 
of the universal church. That Paul uses the expression emphatically in reference to the local 
church, however — "now you are the body of Christ" (1 Cor. 12:27) — is for that reason an 
additional argument against interpreting the "body of Christ" on analogy with the organism 
of a single person. 

64. It is perhaps not inconsequential with regard to the relation between Christ and 
the church that Paul refers to the church as the bride rather than as the "wife" of Christ. The 
term bride "resonates with the idea that this association does not yet constitute fulfillment 
. . . it still implies an element of eschatological reservation" (Wolff, 2 Korinther, 211; see also 
Furnish, 2 Corinthians, 499). 

65. So, correctly, Gundry, Soma, 231. 
66. See IV.3.2.1 below. 
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does not mean that this "one" is "Christ himself";67 they are "one" insofar as 
they are "in Christ" or insofar as "Christ" dwells "within" them.68 

But is this "one" who is distinguishable from Christ a subject? It should 
be noted first that social systems can indeed possess characteristics similar to 
those of a subject (a group can, for example, organize common experience 
through certain schemata69) and yet represent systems quite distinct from con
scious systems.70 This purely socio-philosophical observation alone should 
prompt caution in claiming that the church is a subject. Because the church is 
not simply one social system among others, only theological arguments are 
decisive. If one interprets araua Xpiaxov ("body of Christ") from the perspec
tive of Gen. 2:21-24, then one can no longer assert that the church is a subject. 
Just as the man is not the subject of the woman (even if from the biblical 
patriarchal perspective he may be her master),71 so also can Christ a fortiori 
not be the subject of the church, which does after all consist of several persons. 
But if Christ is not the subject of the church, then neither is the church a subject, 
since it cannot be a subject of its own over against Christ.72 One can no more 
infer that the church is a subject from reference to the church as a bride alone 

67. Schlier, Galater, 175. 
68. So Bruce, Galatians, 190. In order to understand Christ as the one who includes 

the many within himself, both Ratzinger and Zizioulas refer to the notion of corporate 
personality. Whether this idea can be found in the Old Testament is exegetically disputed 
(for criticism, see Rogerson, "Hebrew"; Moule, Origin, 52; Porter, "Two Myths"). But of what 
significance would it be even if it could be found there? For H. Wheeler Robinson, the 
corporate personality has two meanings. In the weaker sense, it refers to corporate responsi
bility, and in the stronger sense to "psychical unity between members of the same social 
group" (Robinson, "Hebrew," 5). Yet even the stronger sense of the corporate personality is 
too weak to ground the notion of Christus totus. Robinson's formulations — "the group to 
which he belongs, and into which his own personality, so to speak, extends" (Robinson, 
Christian, 8), or "a new kind of individual. .. who, like the true Israelite of old, could never 
be divorced from his social relationships" (Robinson, Corporate, 58) — do not quite assert 
that Christ in actuality includes all Christians within his own person, and with those Chris
tians constitutes the whole Christ. Although the idea of the corporate personality can indeed 
serve to make the notion of Christus totus plausible, its contents must derive from eLsewhere 
(see Moule, Origin, 52). Its source is a particular understanding of the Pauline notion of the 
"body of Christ" and of being EV Xptaxcp ("in Christ"). If I understand it correctly, however, 
this construal is neither exegetically nor theologically plausible. 

69. See Goleman, Lies, 159ff. 
70. See Luhmann, "Autopoiesis," 426. Cf. also idem, "Individuum," 162f. 
71. This applies even if one conceives the New Testament understanding of the man-

woman relationship in a strictly subordinationist fashion. For a non- subordinationist reading 
of the New Testament texts, see, e.g., Fee, 1 Corinthians, 491ff., 699ff. 

72. Both Ratzinger and Zizioulas presuppose that the subjectivity of the church can 
only be the subjectivity of Christ (see 1.1.1.1 and II.2.1.2 above). In his extensive ecclesio-
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(see 2 Cor. 11:2-3; Eph. 5:22-33) than one can infer lifelessness from reference 
to the church as a temple. 

The church, both the universal communio sanctorum and the local 
church, is not a collective subject, but rather a communion of persons, though 
the latter are indeed not self-contained subjects, but rather are interdepen
dent in a twofold fashion. First, they live only insofar as Christ lives in them 
through the Spirit (see Gal. 2:20; 1 Cor. 6:19). Second, the Christ lives in 
them through the multiple relations they have with one another (see 1 Cor. 
12:12-13). Yet even though Christians are bound into this complex network 
of relationships, they still remain subjects; indeed, their being subjects is 
inconceivable without these relationships (see Gal. 2:20).73 This is why one 
must also conceive the "one" who Christians are in Christ (Gal. 3:28; see Eph. 
2:14-16) not as a "unified person" who "has transcended all differentiation,"74 

but rather precisely as a differentiated unity, as a communion, of those who 
live in Christ. 

Accordingly, the universal church is not a subject that is actualized and 
acts within the local church, nor indeed is it identical with the local church. 
Christ, however, who is present in the local church through his Spirit and in 
this way makes it into the church in a proleptic experience of the eschato-
logical gathering of the entire people of God, connects every local church 
with all other churches of God, indeed with the entire communion of those 
who through the same Spirit are "in Christ." But how is this connection to 
be expressed concretely? And how is the presence of Christ manifested ex
ternally, a presence which is, after all, not directly accessible? I will address 
the second question first. 

2.2. The Church and the Confession of Faith 

A church is an assembly, but an assembly is not yet a church. An indispensable 
condition of ecclesiality is that the people assemble in the name of Christ. 
Gathering in the name of Christ is the precondition for the presence of Christ 
in the Holy Spirit, which is itself constitutive for the church: " . . . where two or 
three are gathered in my name, I am there among them" (Matt. 18:20). 

1. The "name of Jesus Christ" unequivocally identifies the person around 
whom those in the church are gathering. Here we are dealing with the name of 

logical study (Una mystica), Heribert Miihlen has tried to ground the personality of the 
church in the specific character of the Spirit as a person who is present within the church 
(see IV.3.2.2 below). 

73. See IV.3.2.1 below. 
74. Mussner, Galaterbrief, 265. 
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Immanuel, God with us (see Matt. 1:23).75 According to Matthew's intention, 
the name Immanuel expresses the unity of the earthly proclaimer Jesus with 
the resurrected and proclaimed Christ; he who at birth received the name "God 
with us" will as the resurrected one remain with his disciples until the end of 
the world (Matt. 28:20).76 The church manifests itself as church insofar as it 
understands itself as defined by the entire history of Jesus Christ, by his past, 
present, and future. Expressed in Pauline terminology, the church is the church 
of Jesus Christ (Rom. 16:16; cf. Gal. 1:22; 1 Thess. 2:14), or it is not a church at 
all. 

This necessary recourse to the entire history of Jesus Christ makes eccle-
siality dependent on certain doctrinal specifications. Although these may well 
vary (just as confessions of faith vary within the New Testament) and even be 
quite brief (as, e.g., "Jesus is Lord"), the church cannot exist without them. As 
the emphatic ommq in 1 Cor. 15:11 shows paradigmatically — "so we proclaim 
and so you have come to believe" — one can relate to Jesus Christ only by 
believing something about him. The content of faith is necessary in order to 
distinguish Jesus Christ from "another Jesus" and to distinguish his Spirit from 
"another Spirit" (see 2 Cor. 11:4). The church is the church only if it is built 
on the Jesus Christ attested by the apostolic writings, which is why Luke reports 
that the Jerusalem church "held fast to the apostles' teaching" (Acts 2:42). To 
be sure, doctrine is not an end in itself, but rather merely a means of preserving 
and fostering the relation between the assembled congregation and Jesus Christ. 
It serves to identify unequivocally the person in whose name the congregation 
gathers. In this limited sense, however, it is true that "there is no church without 
correct doctrine." 

2. The purpose of the cognitive identification of Jesus Christ (correct 
doctrine) is personal identification with him. In order to be a church, the people 
must assemble in the name of Christ. In so doing, they attest that he is the 
"determining ground" of their lives;77 in him they have found freedom, orien
tation, and power. They come together first of all to call upon him as Savior 
and to bear witness to him before each other and before the entire world. They 
hear the proclamation "in this name" (Acts 5:28), call upon his name in faith 
(see Rom. 10:13), are baptized in his name (see Acts 2:38), and in this way are 
"washed," "sanctified," and "justified" through this name (1 Cor. 6:11). He is 
the source of their lives.78 Second, people gather together in Christ's name in 

75. See Gundry, Matthew, 370. 
76. Concerning the inclusio Matthew makes in 28:20, see Luz, Mattaus, 105. 
77. Hartman, "6vona," 519-21. The expression "in the name" "introduces a funda

mental reference, reason, purpose or capacity of something or of an action" (Hartman, 
"Baptism," 26). 

78. See Bietenhard, "Svoua," 273. 
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order to profess faith in him as their Lord and as the Lord of the entire cosmos. 
He determines the fundamental conditions of their individual and communal 
lives (see 1 Cor. 1:10; 5:4); they gather together "under his authority and with 
the intention of acting in obedience to him."79 It is he who gives their lives 
binding direction. Third, by assembling in Christ's name, Christians acknowl
edge him as the power in which they live. The "power" and the "name" are 
intimately connected.80 Jesus Christ is Immanuel, the God who is with them, 
and in the power of his Spirit they are able to do those works that are com
mensurate with the new creation and that allow the new creation to shine in 
the midst of the old (see Luke 10:17; Acts 4:7). 

Two conditions of ecclesiality emerge from the church's status as a con
gregation assembled in the name of Christ. The first is the faith of those who 
are thus assembled. The church is essentially communio fidelium, whatever else 
it may be beyond this. Without faith in Christ as Savior, there is no church.81 

Certainly, the church does not stand or fall with the faith of every individual 
member. "It existed before the individual came to faith, and it will remain even 
if certain individuals fall away from faith."82 This is so, however, not because 
the church would somehow also exist above the communio fidelium, but because 
the individual standing in faith does not constitute the entire church. The 
church exists even if I do not believe; yet without at least someone believing, 
there can be no church, and in this sense the existence of the church is bound 
to the faith of its members in Christ as their Savior and Lord. (This does not 
turn the church into a human accomplishment, since faith itself is not a human 
accomplishment.83) 

The second condition of ecclesiality associated with assembling in the 
name of Christ is the commitment of those assembled to allow their own lives 
to be determined by Jesus Christ. Radicalizing the Calvinist tradition, the Free 
Churches originally took as their point of departure the assertion that faith 
without fruit is dead; where there is no fruit, there is no true faith, and where 
there is no true faith, neither is there a church. This ecclesiological use of the 
syllogismus practicus is correct insofar as no common ground exists between 
God and mammon (Matt. 6:24), between justice and injustice, between love 
and hate, and for that reason also between the church of God and the assembly 
of Satan. Yet, the self-appointed church of the saints inevitably degenerates into 

79. Barrett, 1 Corinthians, 124. 
80. See Hurtado, One God, 110. 
81. In Lutheran ecclesiology, Paul Althaus (Die christliche Wahrheit, 500ff.) emphasized 

this dimension of the church, though without defining the church simply as communio 
fidelium. 

82. Schlink, Dogmatik, 588. 
83. See IV.1.1.1 below. 
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a self-righteous church of hypocrites. If the connection between faith and the 
fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23) is to be preserved while simultaneously avoiding 
hypocrisy, it is better to speak about the necessary commitment of believers to 
take the path of imitatio.84 Without an acknowledgment of Christ as Lord, there 
is no church. 

Although the sancta ecclesia ought to live "without spot or wrinkle" (Eph. 
5:27), its ecclesiality does not depend on the holiness its members can exhibit, 
but rather exclusively on the presence of Christ sanctifying them, that is, the 
presence of the Christ who promised to be there wherever people gather to
gether in his name, believe in him as Savior, and acknowledge him as Lord in 
order to live in the power of the Spirit. Although an absence of the fruit of the 
Spirit can be a sign of Christ's own absence from a congregation (just as the 
absence of the fruit of the Spirit can be a sign of the absence of true faith), 
Christ is not absent because a congregation does not bear the fruit of the Spirit; 
rather, both Christ and the fruit of the Spirit are absent because those assembled 
call upon Christ as Savior and Lord with their lips rather than with their hearts 
(see Isa. 29:13; Matt. 15:8), often in order to conceal religiously their own 
unrighteousness (see Isa. 1:11-17; 58:6-7). The church is not a club of the 
perfect, but rather a communion of human beings who confess themselves as 
sinners and pray: debita dimitte.85 

3. Without personal identification with Jesus Christ, cognitive specifica
tion of who he is remains empty; without cognitive specification of who Jesus 
Christ is, however, personal identification with him is blind. In the act of 
confessing faith, this cognitive specification and personal identification coin
cide.86 First of all, the confession with which a person professes faith in Jesus 
Christ (e.g., "Jesus is the Messiah") says something about the work of Jesus Christ 

84. Although one might object that such talk about obligation is too vague, it is 
questionable whether greater specificity is really desirable. The boundary between those who 
belong to the church and those who do not should not be drawn too sharply. According to 
missiologist Paul Hiebert, an analysis of the category "Christian" can benefit from the 
mathematic distinction between "bounded sets," "fuzzy sets," and "centered sets." "Bounded 
sets" function according to the principle "either/or": an apple is either an apple or it is not; 
it cannot be part apple and part pear. By contrast, "fuzzy sets" have no sharp boundaries', 
things are fluid, without any definite point of reference, and exhibit varying degrees of 
identity — such as a mountain that turns into a plateau. "Centered sets" are defined by a 
center, by the distance of individual things from that center, and by movement toward or 
away from that center. Hiebert correcdy believes that the category "Christian" should be 
understand as analogous to "centered sets." Although a line of demarcation does indeed exist, 
die issue is to confirm the center rather than to preserve the boundaries (Hiebert, "The 
Category," 42Iff.). 

85. Luther, Werke, 34/1.276.8-13. 
86. This is not the place for a thorough theological analysis of confession; see in this 

regard Weber, Gemeinde, 6Iff.; Arens, Bezeugen, 169-404. 
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and about his person.8? This declarative function of confession is an expression 
of the cognitive dimension essential for faith itself. Without a statement con
cerning who this Jesus Christ is in whom one professes (or does not profess) 
faith, confession to him would be impossible. 

Confession of faith itself, however, consists less in verbalizing a particular 
theological content than in acknowledging him whom the content of the con
fession is identifying.88 This is the preformative dimension of confession, the 
dimension that actually makes confession into confession in the first place 
Thus, for example, the believer, byprofessing "Jesus is Lord," acknowledges the 
crucified Christ "as the Lord whom God raised from the dead and elevated to 
xvpioq TtdvTCov [Lord of all]," subordinates himself or herself to his rule, and 
"presents to him praise and homage in calling upon his name."8* As a speech 
act, confession is essentially commissive, I commit myself to something by 
making this confession. This is why a person can also profess faith in Christ by 
performing acts of righteousness, that is, one can acknowledge that the claims 
of the gospel of Christ are obligating for oneself (see 2 Cor. 9:13*°). The com
missive dimension of confession also manifests itself in the meaning of "deny
ing" (ccpveoum), which functions as a fixed antonym to "confessing." Thus it is 
possible to deny Jesus Christ not only through "false doctrine," but also through 
a "false life" (see Titus 1:16). 

Confession is, moreover, not an individual and private affair. It always takes 
place "before others" (Matt. 10:32-33) and possesses an essential social and public 
dimension. Although one does indeed believe with one's heart, one confesses with 
one's lips (Rom. 10:9-10). In a confession of faith, I affirm my own relation to Jesus 
Christ, a relation that makes me into a Christian, and yet in the same act I 
acknowledge this relation before others. The confession of faith is essentially 
communication, and takes place between persons. As an interpersonal occurrence, 
too, the confession of faith preserves the declarative and preformative dimensions; 
by professing faith in Jesus Christ before others, I am both communicating 
something to them and simultaneously inviting them to something, actually, to 
someone. Because Jesus Christ, in whom I profess faith, is the Savior of all human 
beings and the Lord of the entire cosmos, such confession of faith is always 
"intended to achieve consent."*! The universality of salvific grace is reflected in 
the social and public nature of the confession of faith. 

87. According to Hans von Campenhausen, the earliest Christian confessions focused 
especially on Christ's work — "the salvific fulfillment and salvific promise which Jesus is and 
brings" — whereas later ones (e.g., in 1 John) focused more "on the reality and essence of 
his person" ("Bekenntnis," 239). 

88. See von Campenhausen, "Bekenntnis," 225. 
89. Hofius, "Wort Gottes" 156. 
90. See in this regard Hofius, "ouoXoyeco," 1257. 
91. Jilngel, "Bekennen," 105. 
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Because of its essential social nature, consisting not only in confessing 
faith before someone else, but also in confessing with someone else, the act of 
confessing faith seeks expression in preformulated, common confessions. The 
confession of faith cannot, however, be reduced to the appropriation and public 
utterance of confessions; it merely acquires its most pregnant expression in such 
confessions. Every genuinely Christian speech act is, at least formally and im
plicitly, an act of confession.92 Thus, for example, a preacher can proclaim Christ 
as Lord only if the activity of proclamation is accompanied at least formally by 
the activity of confessing faith in him. Without this confession accompanying 
and supporting the proclamation, there is no proclamation.93 By confessing 
faith in Christ through celebration of the sacraments, sermons, prayer, hymns, 
witnessing, and daily life, those gathered in the name of Christ speak the word 
of God both to each other and to the world. This public confession of faith in 
Christ through the pluriform speaking of the word is the central constitutive 
mark of the church.94 It is through this that the church lives as church and 
manifests itself externally as church. Although such confession is admittedly 
always a result or effect of the "word," just as faith, too, is a result or effect of 
the "word" (see Rom. 10:8-10),95 the "word" is proclaimed in no other way 
than in this pluriform confessing. The confession of faith of one person leads 
to that of others, thereby constituting the church. 

The reverse side of the objective performance of this not merely verbal 
ecclesial utterance is the subjective faith of every individual member of the church. 
The basic condition of ecclesiality accordingly coincides with the basic condition 
of salvific grace, which consists in the faith of the heart and the confession of the 

92. This is only seemingly contradicted by the fact that promissio dei precedes confes
sion, since promissio dei contains inalienably within itself the implicit act of confessing. The 
act of proclamation is necessarily structured linguistically so that the prodaimer implicitly 
must confess that which is proclaimed. "Your sins are forgiven" cannot be uttered in the 
liturgical context unless the person proclaiming the forgiveness of sins affirms implicitly the 
reality of forgiveness of sins. The indispensability of confession is confirmed by the results 
of Mary-John Mananzan's linguistic analysis, according to which "the credal statements 
appear to be the main spring from which all the other religious uses of language flow" 
(Mananzan, The "Language Game," 110). 

93. It can happen that the prodaimer does not inwardly affirm that which she implicitly 
confesses in a sermon. This does not contradict my understanding of ecclesiality, since the 
being of the church is not constituted through the prodaimer confessing Christ both inwardly 
and outwardly, but rather by the assembled people confessing Christ. Those who confess 
Christ are the church, and those who merely "act as if" are precisely not the church. Con
cerning the boundary between the church and the world, see note 97 below. 

94. See Luther, Werke, 50.629.28-30: "Wherever you hear such words and see preaching, 
believing, confessing, and commensurate behavior, you can be sure that a proper ecclesia sancta 
catholica must be there" (my emphasis). 

95. See Hofius, "6UOA.OT6W," 1261. 
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mouth (Rom. 10:10). It is merely that the temporal and ontological sequence of 
the subjective and objective sides of the basic condition of ecclesiality and of being 
a Christian is reversed; that is, the church is constituted first through confessional 
speech and only then through faith, while the Christian is constituted first through 
faith and only then through confessional speech.9^ In the pluriform confessing of 
a Christian assembly, the objective and subjective conditions of ecclesiality, as the 
two dimensions of the same personal and ecclesial process, coincide; as an 
intersubjective occurrence, that in which subjective faith expresses and manifests 
itself simultaneously constitutes and manifests the church. The precedence of the 
objective processes involved in constituting the church is preserved, however, 
despite the fact that these objective processes (confession of faith) express subjec
tive faith, or at least must present themselves as processes attesting faith.97 If the 
church is constituted through the pluriform, objective-subjective process of com
munal confessions of faith, then the cleft between persons and processes through 
which the church is constituted on the one hand, and those people of whom it 
actually consists on the other, cannot arise. That which the church is, namely, 
believing and confessing human beings, is precisely that which (as a rule) also 
constitutes it. It is not that each person constitutes himself or herself into a member 
of the church; rather, through their common pluriform confessing all the mem-

96. According to this definition, the church can be found only where people confess 
Christ consciously, and not among the poor and oppressed simply as such (a different view 
is taken, e.g., by Steinacker, Die Kennzeichen, 19). This takes seriously not only the intimate 
connection between faith, baptism, and church membership in the New Testament, but also 
the self-understanding of the non-Christian poor and of those who perform acts of righ
teousness and compassion among them; they do not necessarily want to be "anonymous 
Christians" or belong to a "latent church." At the same time, the presence of Christ is not 
restricted to the church; that is, Christ is not just active in a manner directly constitutive for 
the church (see III. 1.1.1 above). This is why one can deny that the poor are a church without 
at the same time denying the presence of Christ among the poor — the fact that he commits 
himself to them as his "brothers and sisters" (see Matt. 25:40) — or the activity of the Spirit 
in those who are engaged on their behalf (see Moltmann, "Christsein," 631). As Jtirgen 
Moltmann correctiy writes, the least among us do not tell us what or who the church is, but 
rather "where the church belongs" (Moltmann, Kirche, 149, my emphasis). 

97. External confession does not necessarily attest inner faith, even if it is true that 
confession without faith is not religiously meaningful. This is also why recourse to confession 
— or to any other understanding of the objective conditions of ecclesiality — cannot, strictly 
speaking, show who the true church is, but rather only where the true church is concealed 
(see Kung, Kirche, 318; Althaus, Die christliche Wahrheit, 521). Although this may appear to 
be a defect (of all ecclesiologies), this concern is assuaged — I hope — by considering that 
the establishment of clear boundaries is usually an act of violence. The advantage of my own 
understanding of the objective (intraecclesial) conditions of ecdesiality over against the 
Catholic-Orthodox or traditionally Protestant understanding is that it is more intimately 
connected with the faith of those involved, and for that reason is aiso more likely to show 
who the true church is. 
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bers together are constituted into the church by the Holy Spirit, even if the various 
members, commensurate with their individual charismata, participate in this 
process in different ways.98 

4. If one takes the communal confession of faith as the basis of ecclesiality, 
what, then, is the significance of office and of the sacraments for the being of the 
church? Since the only necessary intraecclesial condition of the constitutive pres
ence of Christ for the church consists in people gathering in the name of Christ to 
profess faith in Christ before one another and before the world, the presence of 
Christ does not enter the church through the "narrow portals" of ordained office, 
but rather through the dynamic life of the entire church. The presence of Christ is not 
attested merely by the institution of office, but rather through the multidimen
sional confession of the entire assembly. In whatever way "office" may indeed be 
desirable for church life, either in apostolic succession or not," it is not necessary 
for ecclesiality. Ordained office belongs not to the esse, but rather to the bene esse of 
the church. This claim does not constitute any devaluation of the particular service 
of proclaiming God's word, but rather suggests that proclamation should be 
understood as a dimension of pluriform, communal confession of faith.100 The 
human medium through which the church is constituted is all those who assemble 
in the name of Christ in order to profess faith in Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. 
Expressed sociologically, the church is thus constituted by the Spirit of Christ from 
below rather than from above.101 This is why one cannot secure the principle OTtoi) 
av fj' rnoxrik; Xpioxoc,, exet fi xa9oX,vxfi haikiyyia ("wherever Jesus Christ is, there 
is the universal church")102 by the principlexoopiQXO-utcovfStdxovo^jtpeaPiiTepoi, 
errioxoTiot — M.V.] £.%%Xr\aia ox> wxkaiai ("without these [deacons, presbyters, 
bishops] no [group] can be called a church").103 

By contrast, the sacraments — baptism and Lord's Supper — belong to the 
esse of the church. From the very outset, Christian congregations performed 
baptisms and celebrated Holy Communion; there does not seem to have been any 
initial period in church history without baptism or the Lord's Supper.104 Being a 
Christian means being baptized and participating in the celebration of the Lord's 
Supper. Through baptism, a person becomes a Christian, and through the Lord's 

98. See VI. 1.1.2 below. 
99. Concerning the status of (ordained) office in the church, see VI.3.1 below. 
100. Concerning the integration of the sermon into the overall events of worship and 

church life, see Alfhaus, Die christliche Wahrheit, 528-30. 
101. The position occupied in episcopal ecclesiology by the bishop is occupied here 

not by Christ or by the Holy Spirit (as Free Church theologians often assert), but rather by 
all the members of the church. At issue here is an alternative manner of human mediation of 
the presence of Christ in the church. 

102. Ignatius, Smyrn. 8:2. 
103. Ignatius, Trail. 3:1. 
104. So Dinkier, "Taufe," 629. 
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Supper a person lives as a Christian; through these two sacraments, a person gains 
access to the salvific grace grounded in Christ's death and resurrection, salvific 
grace anticipating the eschatological new creation.105 Insofar as baptism and the 
Lord's Supper mediate salvific grace, they are constitutive for the church, and are 
such not only from the perspective of the stronger Lutheran understanding of this 
"mediation,"106 but also from that of the weaker Calvinist understanding.10? 
Without baptism and the Lord's Supper, there is no church.108 

To be sure, the sacraments can be an indispensable condition of ecclesiality 
only if they are a form of the confession of faith and an expression of faith. 
This is indeed the case. First, they are a public representation of such confession; 
in baptism, the person baptized professes publicly faith in him in whose name 
baptism occurs (see Heb. 10:23), and the ecclesial praise of God and of God's 
salvific activity is constitutive for the Lord's Supper (avocuvrimc, ["remem
brance"] and yuxxayjiXXeiv ["proclamation"] in 1 Cor. 11:25-26).109 Second, 
the mediation of salvific grace through the sacraments is bound to the faith of 
those receiving them. Here, too, Luther's principle applies, namely, "if you 
believe, you have it; if you do not believe, you do not have it."110 Thus does 
faith precede baptism (Gal. 3:26-27; cf. Mark 16:16; Acts 2:38; 16:31-33);ni and 
the Lord's Supper is inconceivable without faith, indeed, without those partic-

105. On baptism, see Wilckens, Romer, 7-33; on the Lord's Supper, see Hofius, "Her-
renmahl," 224-26, 237f. 

106. See Luther, KleinerKathechismus in Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen 
Kirche5l53S-5l6.2. 

107. Calvin, Institutes, IV.14.1-26. 
108. Contra Volf, "Kirche," 66; Brunner, Gebot, 514; lenkins, Congregationalism, 73f. 

The significance the sacraments possessed for the Free Churches from the very outset is 
attested not only by their willingness to die for (what they believed was) the correct baptismal 
practice, but also by John Smyth's unfortunate decision to baptize himself. Although he was 
aware that one must receive baptism, he nonetheless found himself forced to baptize himself 
because he knew of no "true church" from which he could receive what he considered to be 
the requisite baptism (see Smyth, Works, 757). 

109. See Hofius, "Herrenmahl," 230ff. 
110. See Luther, Werke, 7.24.13. 
111. Concerning the relation between faith and baptism, see Jungel, "Taufe," 308; idem, 

"Thesen," 293. In his polemic against the Baptist understanding of baptism, Ulrich Wilckens 
calls into question the understanding of faith underlying this view of baptism: Faith is 
allegedly "not constituted through the decision of the believer, through the experiential power 
and subjective veracity of his conversions . . . but rather through the divine action in Christ 
which the believer accepts" (Wilckens, Romer, 31). However, even with the understanding of 
faith Wilckens wishes to see among the Baptists, the Baptist understanding of baptism does 
indeed work, namely, faith as medium of the reception of the divine salvific activity in Christ 
on the part of the believer; it also works when faith as the medium of such reception is 
"understood in strict exclusivity as creatura verb? (Hofius, "Wort Gottes," 157). 
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ular practices commensurate with the Lord's Supper (1 Cor. 11:20).112 Although 
celebration of the sacraments are certainly not a product of faith, they can be 
what they are for the persons who receive them, namely, instruments of God's 
activity, and to that extent also constitutive for the church, only if they are 
indeed received in faith. There is no church without sacraments; but there are 
no sacraments without the confession of faith and without faith itself. The 
church is wherever those who are assembled, and be they only two or three, 
within the framework of their pluriform confession of faith profess faith in 
Christ as their Savior and Lord through baptism and the Lord's Supper. 

3. Church and Churches 

The pluriform, intersubjective profession of faith in Jesus Christ is the condition 
of ecclesiality internal to a local church; it is an intraecclesial event even when 
a congregation professes faith in Christ before the world. The confession of 
faith, however, cannot be an idiosyncratic act of a local church. If this confession 
is constitutive for the church, then every church must be constituted by the 
same confession. Confession of faith not only distinguishes the church from the 
nonchurch, it simultaneously connects every church with all other churches. 
This raises the question of the sense in which the relations to other churches 
enter into the conditions of ecclesiality of a church. Does the same confession 
of faith suffice, as often seems to be the view in the Free Church tradition? Or 
is a fellowship already separated from Christ and thus also from its own eccle
siality insofar as it lives separate from the larger church, as Cyprian and, fol
lowing him, both the Orthodox and the Catholic traditions believe?113 

1. In every congregation assembling in Christ's name to profess faith in him, 
the one and the whole Christ is present through his Spirit. For this reason, the 
congregation is not a part of the church, but rather is the whole church. Along with 
many other Puritans and Congregationalists of his age,114 John Smyth correctly 
concluded from this that "every true visible Church is of equal power with all other 
visible Churches."115 Since the church exists historically only in locally assembled 
congregations, it also follows that an alliance of different churches (a denomina
tion or regional church), indeed, even a council of all existing churches, is not only 
not a church, but also can have no "power" over local churches. To be a church, a 
local church need not be subordinate to anyone (though subordination as such 
does not, of course, invalidate its ecclesiality). In this sense, every local church is 

112. See Hofius, "Herrenmahl," 206. 
113. See Cyprian, De imitate xii. 
114. See in this regard Brachlow, Communion, 203-29. 
115. Smyth, Works, 267. 
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indeed independent or "self-complete."116 It stands on its own spiritual feet 
because the whole Christ is present in it through the Spirit.117 

The differences from the Catholic tradition at this point are considerable. 
Although according to Ratzinger a local church is indeed church in the full sense, 
since it has the whole Christ, it always receives Christ and thus also itself from the 
larger church. This is why the Pope, as shepherd of the larger church, and the 
council of all bishops "can act with legal force, that is, as plenipotentiary for the 
universal Church,"118 and as such can also intervene in the affairs of the local 
church; the latter is subordinated to the larger church. By contrast, Zizioulas 
emphasizes the identity between the larger church and the local church, and 
accordingly rejects any hierarchical subordination between local churches. Each 
local church is "capable of passing final judgment on everything."119 Despite the 
considerable differences, we encounter a surprising convergence between the 
Congregationalist and Orthodox traditions with regard to one of the pivotal 
ecclesiological questions; because the local church alone is church in the strictly 
theological sense, it cannot be subordinated to any other ecclesial authority. 

The "independence" of the local church, however, does not yet mean that 
other churches are in every instance denied the right to intervene in the life of 
a local church. (Just what concrete form such intervention is to take is a different 
question altogether, one to be treated independently of the question concerning 
the right of intervention as such.) Other churches, however, can intervene in 
the affairs of a local church only if the ecclesiality of this church is threatened. 
This is the case when the integral confession of faith is distorted in a church 
through the loss of the substance of faith120 or through permanent resistance 
in practice to Christ's rule (status confessionis). 

2. The same presence of Christ through the Spirit that makes each local 
church "independent" of the other churches simultaneously connects them with 
one another. There is a broad consensus in the various churches "that the unity 
[of churches] is given in Jesus Christ. It does not need to be created first."121 

What remains disputed, however, is how this unity should be manifested con
cretely and how the various means of expressing this unity are related to the 
constitutive presence of Christ in a church. 

116. See Dexter, Congregationalism, 523. 
117. See Jenkins, Catholicity, 104f.; Dexter, Congregationalism, 294. 
118. Ratzinger, Church, 51. 
119. Zizioulas, "Episkope," 33 (my emphasis). 
120. The view that the Pope — or a synod — can intervene in the life of a local church 

even in cases when the issue is not the preservation of the substance of faith, but rather the 
situationally appropriate clarification of the substance of faith" (Fries/Rahner, Einigung, 105, 

my emphasis) seems problematic to me, even if it is true that the line between "preservation" 
and "situationally appropriate clarification" cannot always be drawn clearly. 

121. Vischer, "Schwierigkeiten," 34. 
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In the Catholic and the Orthodox traditions, this constitutive presence of 
Christ is given only with the presence of the bishop standing in communio with 
all bishops in time and space. Only in this way can the derivation of the local 
church from the larger church (Ratzinger) or the identity of the local church with 
the larger church (Zizioulas) be expressed, and only in this way can the presence 
of the "whole Christ," head and members, in the local church be ensured, a 
presence that as such makes a local church into a church. Yet if one conceives the 
local church apart from the relation to the universal church conceived as subject, 
but rather byway of the Spirit-mediated relation to the eschatological gathering 
of the people of God in the new creation,122 then the constitutive presence of 
Christ in a church need not be mediated through the concrete sacramental 
relation to all other churches. A church is a network of relations, and the consti
tutive presence of Christ is mediated through these relations, that is, through the 
communal confession of faith. This is why the sacramentally mediated (through 
ordination) status of being "wifh-the-larger church" or "from-the-larger church" 
is not an indispensable condition of ecclesiality. 

Neither can the Free Church thesis concerning a direct presence of Christ 
in the church apply here, since it either misunderstands the character of the 
mediation of faith, or mistakenly presupposes that the constitutive presence of 
Christ is something other than the presence of Christ in the hearts of believers 
manifesting itself externally.123 "Two or three faithful men" as a matter of fact 
do not "have Christ given vnto them immediatelie from heaven," as Smyth 
asserted,124 but rather through their relationships to one another and to the 
other human beings through whom they have become Christians by having 
believed and having been baptized by them. 

If the actual sacramental relations between churches are an excessively 
strong condition of the ecclesiality of every individual church, can there then 
be any mterecclesial conditions of ecclesiality beyond the mfraecclesial ones? I 
suggest taking the openness of every church toward all other churches as an 
indispensable condition of ecclesiality.125 Since the eschatological gathering of 

122. See 2.2.3 above. 
123. See IV.2.1.2 below. 
124. Smyth, Works, 548 (my emphasis). The intention behind his assertion, however, 

is indeed correct; Christ comes to a congregation not "by meanes of any State, Prince, Priest, 
Prelate whatsoever." Smyth later arrived at a more differentiated position: "I hold as I did 
hold then, succession being broken and interrupted, it may by two or three gathered together 
in the name of Christ, be renewed and assumed againe" (p. 756, my emphasis). Even though 
he rejected any succession except that in truth, he asserted that "it is not lawful for every one 
that seeth the truth to baptize, for then ther might be as manie churches as couples in the 
world and non have anie thinge to doe with other" (758). 

125. I am not so sure that there is a clear tendency among congregations to "turn 
inward and close themselves off from the overall church" (Lehmann, "Gemeinde," 44). 
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the people of God, whose foretaste is the local church, is not identical with all 
churches of the past and present, the ecclesiality of a local church need not 
depend on the sacramental relation to them. Yet since the eschatological gather
ing of the people of God will include all these churches as its own anticipations, 
a local church cannot alone, in isolation from all other churches, claim to be a 
church. It must acknowledge all others churches, in time and space, as churches, 
and must at least be open to diachronic and synchronic communication with 
them. 

The requirement of openness also emerges from the character of the 
confession of faith that makes a church into a church. Such confession is an 
event in which a congregation appropriates the confession of all churches of 
God126 (just as an individual appropriates the confession of the congregation 
[Heb. 3:1; 4:14; 10:23]127). This is why a congregation can indeed profess faith 
in Christ without positive connections with other congregations, but not in 
express isolation from them. By isolating itself from other churches, a church 
attests either that it is professing faith in "a different Christ" than do the latter, 
or is denying in practice the common Jesus Christ to whom it professes faith, 
the Christ who is, after all, the Savior and Lord of all churches, indeed, of all 
the world. 

This openness to all other churches is the interecclesial minimum of the 
concrete ecclesial proleptic experience of the eschatological gathering of the 
whole people of God. Through this openness, however, a church necessarily sets 
out on the path to its future, a path on which it is to express and deepen its 
communion, that is, its differentiated unity, with all other churches through the 
common confession of faith and appropriate structures of communion (see 
Eph. 4:2, 13-16).128 By refusing to set out on this path within the framework 
of its perhaps modest possibilities, it shows that it is a private religious club 
rather than a church of God. This is why even the Congregationalists quite 
justifiably have insisted not only on the "self-completeness, under Christ, of the 
local church," but also that these local churches "necessarily owe to each other 
sisterly affection and activity."129 

The understanding just presented of ecclesiality and of its interecclesial 
condition exposes itself to the charge that it allows us to speak only of a plurality 
of churches rather than of the one church. And this is indeed the case. On this 

126. In taking recourse to a confession of faith in his argumentation in 1 Cor. 15:1-2, 
Paul is referring to the faith common to the various churches transmitted from the original 
apostles and received by the Corinthians (see Luz, "Einheit," 67). 

127. See Hofius, "6\ioXoye.m," 1261. The relation "church-churches," although anal
ogous to the relation "individual-church," is not identical with it (see VII.4.2 below). 

128. Concerning the various forms of communication between congregations in the 
New Testament period, see Luz, "Einheit," 102ff. 

129. Dexter, Congregationalism, 523. 
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side of the eschatological gathering of the whole people of God, there can be 
no church in the singular. Whether this is to be viewed as an objection or as a 
theologically accurate description of ecclesial reality obviously depends on the 
notion of unity with which one is operating. As Lukas Vischer has righdy 
emphasized, the term communio better expresses the New Testament under
standing of the "unity of the church" than the term "unity" itself, "burdened as 
it is by a lengthy philosophical tradition."130 Within history, the one church 
exists only as the communion of churches. Although this communion is not 
itself a church, it does anticipate under the conditions of history the unity of 
the whole eschatological people of God. 

3. In conclusion, I would like to point out briefly one additional condition 
of ecclesiality affecting the relation of church and world. Just as professing faith 
in the one Jesus Christ implies an openness on the part of a church to other 
churches, so also does professing faith in him as universal Savior and Lord imply 
an openness on the part of the church to all human beings.131 No one who 
professes faith in Christ should be denied entrance into the church and full 
participation in it. Just as Peter did not merely behave badly by refusing fellow
ship to Gentile Christians, but rather betrayed the truth of the Gospel itself 
(Gal. 2:11-14), so also is a discriminatory church not merely a bad church, but 
no church at all; it is unable to do justice to the catholicity of the eschatological 
people of God. Even if such a church were to assemble in the name of Christ 
and profess faith in him with its lips, it could expect only rejection from its 
alleged Lord: "I never knew you" (Matt. 7:21-23). 

In summary, the ecclesiality of the church can be defined as follows. Every 
congregation that assembles around the one Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord in 
order to profess faith in him publicly in pluriform fashion, including through 
baptism and the Lord's Supper, and which is open to all churches of God and to 
all human beings, is a church in the full sense of the word, since Christ promised 
to be present in it through his Spirit as the first fruits of the gathering of the whole 
people of God in the eschatological reign of God. Such a congregation is a holy, 
catholic, and apostolic church. One may rightly expect such a congregation to 
grow in unity, sanctity, catholicity, and apostolicity, but one may not deny to it 
these characterizing features of the church, since it possesses these on the basis 
of the constitutive presence of Christ. 

130. Vischer, "Schwierigkeiten," 25f. See V.4.3 below. 
131. See VII.3.2.2 below. 
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Faith, Person, and Church 

As is well known, Friedrich Schleiermacher distinguished between two opposing 
forms of Christian communion. Protestantism, he maintained, "makes the in
dividual's relation to the Church dependent on his relation to Christ," while 
Catholicism "makes the individual's relation to Christ dependent on his relation 
to the Church."1 Similar to the social models customarily called "individualism" 
and "holism" (or "collectivism"),2 these two basic ecclesial models seem to be 
incompatible. One comes either by way of Christ to the church, or by way of 
the church to Christ. Yet appearances are misleading here. Only a simplistic 
theory contains the alternative "person-Christ-church" or "person-church-
Christ." In the complex ecclesial reality of all churches, the relation of individu
als to the church depends on their relation to Christ, just as their relation to 
Christ depends on their relation to the church; the two relations are mutually 
determinative.3 Different confessions and churches differ in this regard only in 
the way they understand these mutually determinative relations and in the status 
they ascribe to one or the other relation. This particular issue, however, ad
mittedly involves the central and as yet insufficiently addressed question in 

1. Schleiermacher, Christian Faith, §24. In his famous work, Die Einheit in derKtrche 
(1825), Johann Adam Mohler felt Schleiermacher's distinction between Protestantism and 
Catholicism was accurate ("very good") (Mohler, Einheit, 405). 

2. See in this regard Dumont, L'individualisme, 35, 69, 197. 
3. Schleiermacher seems to have been aware of this; otherwise, he would not have 

hoped for the elimination of this opposition between Protestantism and Catholicism without 
the victory of the one over the other (see Christian Faith, §23). Concerning the contradictory 
elements in Schleiermacher's understanding of the essence of the church, see Bonhoeffer, 
Communio, lOlff., note 18. 
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contemporary ecumenical encounters, especially within Protestant-Roman 
Catholic dialogue.4 

Free Churches seem to represent an extreme case of Schleiermacher's basic 
Protestant model of Christian fellowship. If every church, viewed from a purely 
sociological perspective, is constituted "from below" through the interaction of its 
members, does not everything then become "uncertain and fluid," as Schleier-
macher formulated Catholic criticism of Protestantism, and does not ultimately 
"each individual stand by himself"?5 The charge of naked ecclesial individualism 
looms before us. But does it necessarily apply? Or is the relation of human beings 
to Christ, according to what seems to be an extremely individualistic Protestant 
ecclesiology, also mediated through their relations with one another, and does it 
not become real first only within these relations? 

In this chapter, I will attempt to answer these questions, in dialogue with 
Ratzinger and Zizioulas, by examining the understanding of the mediation of 
faith and of the structure of salvation implied by the basic ecclesiological con
viction "We are the church."6 The chapter will conclude with a brief analysis of 
the anthropological presuppositions of the soteriological views presented within 
the chapter. 

1. Faith and the Church 

Because human beings appropriate salvific grace in faith, the understanding of 
salvation (and thus also of the church) is shaped in an essential fashion by the 
way the faith is mediated. Hence an individualistic understanding of the me
diation of faith is at once also an individualistic view of salvation, and a com
munal understanding of the mediation of faith is also a communal view of 
salvation. I will first examine the role of the church in the process of the 
mediation of faith, and then address the basic question raised by Zizioulas 
regarding whether the view that faith is the medium of participation in salvific 
grace — quite apart from the way such faith is mediated — is itself already 
individualistic. 

1.1. Ecclesial Mediation of Faith 

1. As the human medium of participation in salvation, faith consists not in 
pure passivity, but rather in receptive activity; regardless of how one may 

4. See Kasper, "Grundkonsens," 187f. Cf. also Birmele\ Salut, 203ff. 
5. Schleiermacher, Christian Faith, §24. 
6. See chapter III above. 
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understand theologically the activity of faith, it is obviously human beings who 
are believing.7 Nonetheless, faith is not grounded in the activity of believing 
human beings. No one can give oneself faith; one must receive it from God 
precisely as one's own receptive activity. Faith is a work of God's Spirit and 
God's word, something about which widespread ecumenical consensus does 
obtain even if it remains a matter of dispute both between the various churches 
and within these churches themselves whether one may understand faith as a 
gift of God that can be rejected,8 or whether one must understand it "in strict 
exclusivity as creatura verbi."9 I need not address this question here. Presup
posing the necessity of faith for the mediation of salvation,10 a different 
question becomes decisive for the problem of soteriological and ecclesiological 
individualism, namely, how faith as a gift of God is mediated concretely to 
human beings, and especially how the church participates in this mediation 
of faith. Hence in what follows, I will concentrate on the problem of the 
instrumentality of the church.11 

John Smyth advocated the notion of God's direct influence on human 
souls. Although he emphasized that those who have not yet come to faith need 
means of grace "to stir them vpp the better to performe the condicion of 
repentance to the remission of sinnes,"12 he still insisted that "god the father, 
in our regeneration, neither needeth nor vseth the helpe of any creature, but that 
the father, the word and the holy ghost, immediately worketh that worke in the 
soule."13 When, however, a person has been born again, that person should no 
longer need means of grace, since he has "three witnesses in himselfe, the father, 
the word, and the holie ghost, which are better then all scriptures, or creatures 

7. See 1.2.2 below. Eberhard Jiingel justifiably qualifies his own formulation that faith 
is "pure passivity, pure inactivity" with the assertion that one can let the love of God happen 
to one and presumably — if one wishes to participate in "the experience of being loved" — 
must indeed do so (Gott, 466, my emphasis). 

8. So, e.g., Friedrich, "Glaube," 112. 
9. Hofius, "Wort Gottes," 157. 
10. See 1.2 below. 
11. The questions concerning the participation of individual persons and of the church 

in the initiation process are two obviously related and yet distinct questions. If one views 
faith as a condition of salvation to be fulfilled (at least in part) by human beings themselves, 
then one will also be more inclined to claim that the church acts as a subject in the mediation 
of salvation, and vice versa. The individual and communal human activities in the mediation 
of faith correspond to one another. Of course, it is logically possible to allow individual faith 
as a condition of salvation, and at the same time to reject the participation of the church in 
salvific activity. And vice versa, it is possible to start with pure passivity on the part of 
individual human beings and at the same time to affirm the necessity of church cooperation 
with God's salvific activity. 

12. Smyth, Works, 743. 
13. Ibid, (my emphasis). 
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whatsoever."14 In fact, however, Christians cannot do without such means of 
grace, because of the "weakness of the flesh." Although they stand "aboue the 
law and scriptures," they are to make use of such means "for the gaininge and 
supporting of others."15 Yet, according to Smyth, salvation still takes place, at 
least ideally, between individual souls and God. Accordingly, the church emerges 
through the addition of those who, as isolated individuals, have become Chris
tians and now live as Christians. 

Against such an individualistic understanding of the mediation of salva
tion, an understanding still advocated in some Free Church circles (and within 
Protestantism in general),16 Ratzinger has emphasized that one receives faith 
precisely as a gift of God from the church. For that reason, a person always 
believes with the church; indeed, the actual believing subject or "I" is the 
collective "I" of the church. Here the church appears as a mother giving birth 
to sons and daughters who live with her and through her.17 Because the church 
has an essential role in the mediation and discharging of faith, salvation itself 
possesses an indispensable social dimension. But is this understanding of the 
church as mother theologically persuasive? 

2. My own understanding of ecclesiality is guided by Matt. 18:20, where 
Christ says, "For where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among 
them."18 According to this text, Christ's presence is promised not to the believing 
individual directly, but rather to the entire congregation, and only through the 
latter to the individual.19 This is why no one can come to faith alone and no 
one can live in faith alone. Otto Weber has quite correctly emphasized that we 
cannot have Christ "at all outside the congregation."20 The church is not only 
the filia of faith, first of all of the Spirit and word of God, then also of faith, 
but also the mater of faith.21 Appropriately understood, the motherhood of the 

14. Smyth, Works, 744. 
15. Ibid. 
16. See, e.g., the criticism of Farley, Ecclesial Man, 182f. 
17. See 1.1.1.2 above. 
18. See III.2 above. 
19. Origen interpreted Matt. 18:18-20 in this way: "awayei f| cru|X(|)covia, xai yapel 

xov £v uiocp xrov crunijxnvoijvxcov yiv6|X£vov 'Yidv tot> 0eoi)" (Comtn. in Matth., ad loc). 
20. Weber, Gemeinde, 36. Cf. also Bonhoeffer, Communio, 101. It is certainly correct 

that it is "only in the body itself" that one receives the very Spirit who "is active so that one 
can enter into the body" (Congar, Der Heilige Geist, 168). As we are about to see, however, 
in the dialogue between the Roman Catholic and Protestant traditions, it remains disputed 
whether this body is to be conceived as a "subject," and whether it acts as a subject together 
with Christ in the mediation of salvation. The answer to this question will determine whether 
the statement that one receives the Spirit in the body of the church is theologically acceptable. 

21. See in this regard Calvin, Institutes, IV.1.4; Luther, Werke, 30/I.188.24f.; 
40/1.664.18ff.; 47.20.20f. Concerning Luther's understanding of the church as mother, see 
liingel, "Kirche," 329f. 
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church is a statement that the transmission of faith occurs through interpersonal 
ecclesial interaction. God's salvific activity always takes place through the mul
tidimensional confession of faith of the communio fidelium.22 The sacraments, 
which no person can self-administer and yet which each person must receive 
personally, symbolize most clearly the essentially communal character of the 
mediation of faith. 

The communal character of the mediation of faith implies that, in a 
limited but significant sense, every Christian does indeed receive faith from the 
church; for that which a person believes is precisely that which the previously 
existing communion of believers has believed. By believing, a person appropri
ates the Spirit-inspired confession of faith of all churches in time and space. 
There is no other way to believe, unless one were to create one's own religion. 
The faith with which I believe is shaped by the ecclesially mediated forms in 
which it is expressed; there is no pure, ecclesially unmediated faith consisting 
of pure feeling.23 Hence, even my most personal faith can only be that which 
is ecclesially mediated.24 Moreover, it is only through life in the congregation 
in whose confession I participate that I discover the meaning of the confession 
of faith. Although ecclesial socialization does indeed take place through learning 
the language of faith — this is the most important content and instrument of 
ecclesial socialization25 — learning the language of faith nevertheless also pre
supposes ecclesial socialization. What George Lindbeck says of proclamation is 
true of every form of the confession of faith: "[it] gains power and meaning 
insofar as it is embodied in the total gestalt of community life and action."26 

It is from the church that one receives the content of faith, and it is in the 
church that one learns how faith is to be understood and lived. This ecclesial 
activity of mediation is meaningful, however, only if it leads one to entrust one s 
life to God in faith. The goal of ecclesial mediation must be a person's own 
fiducia.17 Yet it is precisely this all-decisive faith, understood as trust, that the 
church in fact cannot give to a person. Fiducia is exclusively a gift of the Spirit 
of God. If the church were to give to a person faith in this sense — insofar as, 
as Ratzinger explains, the acceptance of persons on the part of the church is an 
essential constituent part of faith28 — then it would not only attest salvation 
with its own words and deeds, but would itself participate actively in God's 

22. By "confession [of faith]" I am referring here to the implicit or explicit confessional 
dimension of all religious speech and activity (see III.2.2.3 above). 

23. See in this regard Lindbeck, Doctrine, 30ff. 
24. See Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/1.685ff. 
25. See Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 133-39, regarding language and sociali

zation in general. 
26. Lindbeck, Doctrine, 36. 
27. See Althaus, Theologie, 56ff. 
28. See 1.1.2 above. 
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salvific activity. This is indeed implied by the Catholic doctrine of the mother
hood of the church. As Lumen gentium maintains, the church "brings forth sons, 
who are conceived of the Holy Spirit and born of God, to a new and immortal 
life."29 By contrast, one must insist that the church is not the subject of salvific 
activity with Christ; rather, Christ is the only subject of such salvific activity. 
This is the soteriological reason why one must reject the notion of Christus 

totus, caput et membra, Christus totus is incompatible with solus Christus?0 

Precisely in order to preserve the principle solus Christus, "the loneliness of the 
believing 'yes' to God," a "yes" that must be pronounced by the self and nobody 
else, is soteriologically indispensable.31 The exclusivity of divine salvific activity 
requires direct32 personal acceptance of saving grace by human beings.33 

3. The difference between the Free Church (as well as the general Protestant) 
and Catholic understanding of the church's function as mother corresponds to 
their different understanding of the church's identity as mother. According to 

29. Lumen gentium 64. Similar formulations concerning the church as mother can also 
be found in the writings of the Reformers. Thus Luther writes in the Larger Cathechism that 
the church "begets and carries every Christian" (Werke, 30/1.188.24f.). Similarly also Calvin: 
"For there is no other way to enter into life unless this mother [the church] conceive us in her 
womb, give us birth, nourish us at her breast..." (Institutes, IV.1.4; cf. also Huss, The Church, 
13). In contrast to the statements of the Reformers, those of the Dogmatic Constitution Lumen 
gentium do appear within the framework of a theology of the church as sacrament. What is 
problematic with the notion of the sacramentality of the church is not the idea that God 
encounters us "not in any purely spiritual manner, but rather within worldly structures" 
(Pesch, "Sakramentsverstandnis," 334). What is problematic is the denial (or at least lack of 
clear affirmation) that Christ is the on/y subject of this salvific activity (see in this regard liingel, 
"Kirche"; Birmele, Salut, 203-53). A significant ecumenical consenssus does exist, however, 
about the belief that Christ is "the real subject of all salvific activity in the church" (Rasper, 
"Kirche," 242), so that the mediation of salvation through the church accordingly "possesses 
epicletic structure" (Kasper, "Grundkonsens," 180; see also Congar, DerHeilige Geist, 488-95). 
The decisive open question within ecumenical dialogue between Catholics and Protestants, a 
question not yet enjoying any consensus, concerns the character of the instrumentality of the 
church (see Birmele, Salut; Kasper, "Grundkonsens," 178) — is the church an instrument in 
God's hands in such a way that Christ remains the sole subject of saving grace, or not? 

30. For a critique of this notion, see III.2.1.3 above. 
31. Pesch, Rechtfertigung, 261. Jesus' proclamation of the reign of God confronted 

every person directly with God (see in this regard Jungel, Gott, 485f.). 
32. This is not to deny that every experience of God is mediated. There is no immediate 

directness; one's own socially mediated self-experience flows into every experience of God 
(see Miihlen, "L'expeYience," 47ff.). 

33. According to Luther, the personal nature of faith and the exclusivity of divine 
salvific activity are inseparable, "for no one can lay his own faith on another, nor give to him 
that same faith, though he may indeed pray that that person, too, may be clothed with Christ; 
but each person must believe for himself, and Christ alone must clothe us all with himself" 
(Werke, 10/I.476.12ff.). 
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Ratzinger, the mother church is the entire ecclesia sancta and is so as a subject rather 
than as a diffuse spiritual space. This subject, which the church is together with 
Christ, acquires the concrete capacity for action in priests, who receive their 
consecration from God insofar as they receive it from the entire church. Thus does 
the motherly function of the church become concentrated in its (still male!34) 
hierarchy; the latter possesses the divine authority to proclaim faith and to 
administer the sacraments, authority deriving from its particular sacramental 
relation to the entire sancta ecclesia. It is the mediation of faith by way of 
sacramental office that alone makes it possible for individual human beings to 
receive their faith from outside, from God, instead of having to construct it 
themselves by designing their own Christianity from the Bible (or from the 
entirety of the Christian tradition) and by living it according to their own 
direction.35 The direct nature of the appropriation of faith seems, according to 
this argumentation, virtually to negate the exclusivity of divine salvific activity. 

Yet are those who interpret the Bible and the Christian tradition for 
themselves necessarily fashioning their own religion? Does being responsibly 
mature simultaneously mean being arbitrary or high-handed? On the contrary, 
it is precisely faith that enables human beings to "judge all things freely; this 
applies both to the political shape of life and to the organizational forms of 
the church and its doctrinal formulations."36 That pseudo-Christian forms of 
religiosity do indeed arise is clear from the history of sects and movements, 
and certainly not just within Protestantism! But by surrendering to "author
itative" officials the distinction between true faith and self-made superstition, 
do we not run the risk that these custodians of faith may degenerate into lords 
of faith by repressing rather than expressing the genuine sensus fideliuml 

Ultimately, the only way to escape this danger is to trust in the Holy Spirit.37 

Why should it then be misguided to entrust from the outset the process of 
discernment between faith and superstition to the Holy Spirit active within 
believers as they study the Bible and the Christian tradition.3 8 It is the Spirit 

34. For persuasive argumentation that the Catholic tradition does not contain any 
strictly dogmatic reasons proscribing the ordination of women, see Legrand, "Traditio." 

35. See 1.4 above. 
36. Pannenberg, "Reich Gottes," 53. 
37. See Rahner, "Kommentar," 227f. According to Walter Kasper, the Catholic Church 

does agree with the Protestant belief that offices are "no guarantee for the actual transmission 
of the gospel" (Kasper, "Grundkonsens," 176). 

38. It is not enough to speak only about the authority of scripture, since scripture is 
always read within the context of a certain interpretive tradition. The relationship between 
scripture and tradition is reciprocal. This view does not surrender scripture as a criterion of 
tradition — its function as judge over against the church — since the reciprocity between 
scripture and tradition is asymmetrical. Scripture is fixed; tradition is moveable. This is why 
tradition, which is one of the contexts from which scripture is read, can also be influenced 
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who creates the authentic sensus fidelium, and the Spirit that simultaneously 
watches over it. People who believe correctly have not "fashioned" their own 
faith for themselves, but rather have received it from the Spirit of God through 
the Bible, through Christian tradition, and through the confession of faith of 
Christian congregations. 

Because one does not receive faith ifiducia) from the church (the church 
is not a secondary subject of salvific activity), but rather through the church, 
and because the church is a communion of persons rather than a subject,39 the 
character of faith as a gift does not require a priestly office fundamentally 
different from the general priesthood of believers through which God gives faith 
to individuals. True, without such a priestly office, there can be no guarantee 
that when people act in the mediation of faith, it really is God who is acting as 
well; but whether this is a defect or a necessary expression of God's sovereignty 
must yet be examined.40 In any event, the receptive element can be adequately 
expressed symbolically41 by the assertion that the word of God that creates faith 
always comes to individuals through the multidimensional confession of faith 
of others.42 Understood in this way, the mother church does not stand over 
against individual Christians; rather, Christians are the mother church";43 the 
mother church is the communion of brothers and sisters that has always existed 
vis-a-vis the individual Christian. The universal priesthood of believers implies 
the "universal motherhood of believers." 

by scripture. Concerning the relationship between tradition and interpretation and ratio
nality in general, see Maclntyre, After Virtue, 204-25; idem, Whose Justice? 1-11, 349-403; on 
the relationship between scripture, reason, and the church in Lutheran theology, see Bayer, 
"Schriftautoritat." 

39. See III.2.1.3 above. 
40. See VI.2.2.3 below. 
41. That God's word always comes to a person by way of others can, with regard to 

the character of faith as gift, have only symbolic significance, namely, God's word is spoken 
to me by others, and this symbolizes the fact that it comes from God. If there were any actual 
connection between human and divine giving, then the word of God that creates faith would 
come not only from God through human beings, but also from God and human beings, in 
which case those other human beings — the church — would together with God constitute 
the subjects of salvific activity. That God's word always comes through certain other human 
beings can function as a guarantee for the divine origin of the word, even if no actual 
connection exists between the respective activities of human and divine giving. When these 
particular human beings act in a certain way, then God is also always acting; and God acts 
in a salvifically creative way only if these particular human beings act in a certain way. If the 
notion of the sacramentality of the church meant only this — and not also that these par
ticular human beings are acting with Christ — this would constitute ecumenically important 
progress toward clarifying the question of the church's instrumentality. 

42. See III.2.2.3 above. 
43. lungel, "Kirche," 329f. See also Baur, "Amt," 112; Ratschow, "Amt," 612.17. 
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Paul's use of the metaphor of conception and birth confirms this under
standing of the motherhood of the church. Paul understands himself as father 
(1 Cor. 4:14-15; 2 Cor. 6:13; 2 Thess. 2:11; Phlm. 10) and as mother (Gal. 4:19; 
cf. 1 Thess. 2:7) of his congregations and of their members, since as a missionary 
he was the first to preach the gospel to them, and because their own spiritual 
birth, their new creation by the Spirit, occurred through him.44 There is no talk 
about the church as a subject acting with Christ. The apostle as proclaimer and 
as individual apostle is their father and mother; he did not baptize the Corinthi
ans (1 Cor. 1:14-17), and his congregations emphatically have ob JtoM.o'bc, 
naxepaq ("not many fathers," 1 Cor. 4:15), but rather only one. This is also why 
his fatherhood can only be £v XptaTCp 'Inaov ("in Christ Jesus") and 8ih xov 
euayyeMou ("through the gospel," 1 Cor. 4:15). C. K. Barrett correctly remarks 
in this regard that "Christ is the agent and the Gospel is the means by which 
men are brought to new life."45 

This thesis of the universal motherhood of believers also corresponds to 
the actual practice of Christian churches. The mediation of faith for all practical 
purposes proceeds less by way of officeholders (in whom allegedly the entire 
church acts)46 than by way of the various Christian "significant others" (such 
as family members or friends).47 And the mediation of faith is supported by 
the life of all the members of the church (the "remaining others"), who among 
other things also create the plausibility structures for the mediation of faith.48 

It is through them all that the motherly-fatherly triune God begets children 
into new life.49 Of course, these "significant others" cannot bring the process 
of initiation to its conclusion; a person does not become a Christian until he 
or she is baptized and partakes of the Eucharist, both of which acts emphatically 
are to take place within the worship service and accordingly also in the local 
church. Only within the framework of the motherhood of the local church can 
one speak of the motherhood of individual Christians. The universal mother-

44. See Stuhlmacher, Philemon, 38. 
45. Barrett, 1 Corinthians, 115. 
46. Lehmann, "Gemeinde," 45, also admits this. 
47. So also Kress, Church, 182f. 
48. The "significant others" function in the life of a Christian as the main players in 

the performance surrounding the person's Christian identity, while the "rest of the others" 
function as a kind of chorus (so Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 150-51, in describing 
the construction of identity). See VI.1.1.2 below. 

49. The New Testament uses both masculine and feminine metaphors to describe this 
rebirth. A person is born anew not only "of imperishable seed, through the living and 
enduring word of God" (1 Pet. 1:23), but also "of the Spirit" (John 3:6). The lohannine text 
clearly compares the Spirit with a mother, contrasting the origin of a person from her mother 
with her new origin from the Spirit (lohn 3:4; see Bultmann, John, 137). Concerning the 
motherly dimension of the Spirit's activity, see Moltmann, Geisr, 171ff. 
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hood of believers is bound to common ecclesial motherhood.50 In this sense, 
one must indeed, along with Ratzinger, distinguish between the participation 
of private teachers and that of the church in the process of initiation.51 

1.2. Individualism of Faith? 

From Zizioulas's perspective, the entire effort to make the communal character 
of the mediation of faith plausible makes little sense. In his view, the appro
priation of salvific grace through faith is in and of itself individualistic, quite 
apart from how faith itself is mediated. Faith presupposes cognitive content. Yet 
any relation proceeding by way of cognitive content basically leaves a person 
alone. Although people can enter into relations to others by way of cognitive 
acts, their inner "makeup" is not then determined by these others. Thus, despite 
these relationships, they are self-enclosed entities or individuals. In contrast to 
the being of an individual, personhood presupposes the primacy of love over 
knowledge, whereby love is an ontological rather than a moral category. Within 
the relationship between God and human beings, it refers to the relation which 
Christ, in his freedom, establishes with human beings and which human beings, 
through the incarnation and the sacraments, experience at a subcognitive (or 
supracognitive?) level.52 

1. On the one hand, the primacy of love over knowledge seems quite 
cogent. If God is a person, then ultimately the issue is not to know something 
(and certainly not "everything") about God, but rather to encounter God as a 
person and to stand in personal communion with God. The same applies to 
one's fellow human beings. Moreover, to focus on a person from an exclusively 
cognitive perspective means to miss precisely that person's being as a person. 
To know a person in an exhaustive manner would mean to destroy him or her 
as a person.53 A person is essentially a mystery. 

Problems arise, however, when one construes the primacy of love over 
knowledge in such a way that love may not be mediated through knowledge. This 
is unpersuasive even with regard to the relationship between divine love and 

50. From this perspective one can also correctly evaluate the work of the para-ecclesial 
evangelistic and missionary organizations that have become so important today, especially 
in English-speaking Protestant churches. Without inclusive ties to local churches, their ac
tivity in proclamation will remain inadequate. 

51. See 1.1.2 above. 
52. See II.2.3.1 and II.2.3.3 above. 
53. So, correctly, Zizioulas, "Person," 46, who denies mat one can ascribe to the person 

"positive qualitative content." By contrast, Ratzinger does ascribe positive content to the 
person; a person is pure relationality. Here he ovendetermines the person conceptually and 
for that reason also reduces it to relations (see 1.6.1 above and 3.2.1 below). 
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divine knowledge. Although God did create the world through the power of his 
love and knows it only as the created world, yet if God is not to be identified with 
the world through the assumption of an essential self-alienation on God's part, 
then God, too, must first will the world as something to be created and for that reason 
must also know the world as something to be created.54 Divine love is inconceivable 
without volition and cognition, which under the priority of cognition mutually 
determine one another.55 This is even more the case with regard to human loving, 
for in contrast to God, human beings encounter the world, other human beings, 
and God not as the results of their own creative activity, but rather as already 
existing reality. In order to love them — at least in order to love them in a personal 
way as opposed to remaining in an apersonal relation with them, however 
articulated — they must know them. They cannot love existing reality without 
coming to identify that reality as something distinct from themselves, and every 
identification, indeed, even mere observation itself, must be conceived as an 
"operation of designating or describing something on the basis of some distinction."56 

Among adult individuals at least, such identification of the person to be loved 
necessarily always includes some process involving knowledge and recognition, 
which is why such knowing, in this minimal sense of identifying the element of 
otherness, must continually accompany love. There can be no communion 
without knowing, though the reverse is also true, that is, there can be no knowing 
without communion, since knowing presupposes some relation to what is recog
nized, however rudimentary that relation may be.57 

If love and knowing mutually determine one another, then love should be 
understood not only as an ontological category, that is, as a relation determining 
the inner constitution of those involved in the relation, but also as an expression 
of their will. In order to conceive love as a personal relation, I must first conceive 
it as a relation that has received voluntary inner affirmation. Such affirmation, 
however, presupposes not only knowledge, but along with it also that element of 
free, affirming will which chooses between various (previously recognized) possi
bilities. Admittedly, this choice must be understood in a weaker sense; the possi
bilities need not be subjectively perceivable, but merely concretely at hand. I can 
be free to "decorate" my neighbor's house with graffiti even if this act does not in 
fact occur to me; but I am not free to do this if in actuality this is not a possibility 
in the first place (e.g., because his house is guarded by four bloodthirsty Dober-
mans). Love is inconceivable without knowing and willing. Hence it comes as no 

54. Jurgen Moltmann quite justifiably states that "from eternity God has desired not 
only himself but the world too" (Moltmann, Trinity, 108, my emphasis). This creative will 
of God presupposes the act of knowing. 

55. So Oeing-Hanhoff, "Die Krise," 299. 
56. Luhmann, "Autopoiesis," 407. 
57. So Moltmann, "Entdeckung," 400. 
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surprise that both knowledge and will are from the outset part of the structure of 
the faith that creates communion with God and human beings. 

2. Knowledge is an essential dimension of faith; this is already the case 
insofar as faith always arises from dxor| ("hearing"), that is, is always fides ex 
auditu,5S though it certainly cannot be reduced to consent to the cognitive 
content of the language mediating it. Here certainly the dictum applies that one 
can know more than one can actually articulate.59 Accordingly, faith is mediated 
not only by way of the spoken word, and especially not only by way of the 
written word.60 In the case of the missionary work of Paul, who can be con
sidered a theologian of the word, one could not only hear something, but also 
see something with one's eyes (Gal. 3:1) and experience it on one's body (1 Cor. 
2:4; 4:20; Rom. 15:19; 1 Thess. 1:5). Accordingly, faith is also begotten through 
nonverbal forms of communication.61 This, however, changes nothing in the 
fact that faith necessarily has a verbally specifiable cognitive content and that 
this must be appropriated intellectually. Faith is 

the reception and adoption of the etxxyy6A,A,iov tou Xpixrcou (gospel of 
Christ) heard in the proclamation, and the recognition and acknowledgment 
of its content posited by God himself.... Faith views as true what the proc
lamation witnesses and proclaims as the aX/u.0£ia xou ebayyekiov (truth of 
the gospel).62 

Faith includes "in a very elementary fashion a process of viewing as true" certain 
"assertorial sentences and statements."63 It is never simply fiducia, but rather 
always both fiducia and assensus. Therefore, the nonverbal presentation of the 
gospel must always be accompanied by the verbal proclamation of it. 

If consent to certain cognitive content is part of the structure of faith, 
then the will must also constitute an essential dimension of faith. Willing and 
knowing are mutually inclusive. It is only by way of an act of my own will that 
I can view some cognitive content as true. "Natura fidei voluntas," maintained 
Martin Luther, whom no one can accuse of turning faith into a human work.64 

58. So Bultmann, Theology, §35. 
59. See in this regard Polanyi, The Tacit Dimension, 3-25. There is a fides implicita not 

only in the genuinely Catholic sense that by professing the basic truths one is implicitly also 
accepting all Christian truths (see Congar, Diversites, 195f.), but also in the sense that one 
always believes more than one is able to articulate through language. 

60. Concerning the corporeality of the word according to Luther, see Bayer, "Schrift-
autoritat," 78. 

61. See Kress, Church, 162. 
62. Hofius, "Wort Gottes," 155. 
63. Ibid., 156. 
64. Luther, Werke, 40/III.50.3ff. Cf. Pesch, Rechtfertigung, 199. 
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The volitional dimension of faith is not to be understood to mean that faith is 
simply a "free deed of decision,"65 for faith is a gift of God; yet God does not 
bypass human will when giving faith to a person. Although it is true that people 
do not believe "from within themselves," they do believe "as themselves"; they 
are passive, but their passivity is the "responsorial passivity of letting oneself 
be"66 (cf. Luke 1:38). This act of "letting oneself be" is inconceivable without 
the will. 

Faith with its cognitive and volitional dimensions is soteriologically in
dispensable. The frequency with which nioxiq ("faith") and rcicrteuew ("to have 
faith, to believe") occur in the New Testament attests that here, in contrast to 
Judaism and antiquity at large, faith has become the "prevailing term for man's 
relation to the divine."67 The soteriological indispensability of faith and the 
renunciation of any cognitively and volitionally mediated relation to God, as 
demanded by Zizioulas, could be compatible if one could understand faith as 
the consequence of a purely sacramentally mediated relation to God, as "sensing 
the life of God."68 But this is not the case. For although faith does presuppose 
the influence of the Spirit (how else could faith be a gift of God?), faith does 
not, as it were, always lag behind the relation to God that has already been 
formed. Faith is not a necessary accompanying phenomenon of the fundamen
tal relation to God underlying it, but rather the mode in which this relation 
itself takes place. 

If the relation to God is mediated both cognitively and volitionally, then 
in an important sense human beings, precisely as believers, do stand over against 
God. Ludwig Feuerbach saw this correctly, maintaining that to give up faith 
with its cognitive and volitional dimensions would mean suspending God's 
autonomy; to affirm faith means to affirm God's autonomy.69 Accordingly, this 
juxtaposition with God in faith presupposes anthropologically a certain inde
pendence on the part of every human being that is also preserved in the 
experience of salvation. Does this independence, however, amount to anthro
pological and soteriological individualism, as Zizioulas believes, or is it a pre
supposition precisely of the specifically human communal identity? I will return 
to this question after examining the ecclesial character of salvation.70 

65. Bultmann, Theology, §35. 
66. loest, Ontologie, 313 (my emphasis). 
67. Bultmann, Theology, §9; see Friedrich, "Glaube," 91. 
68. Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 143. 
69. See in this regard Jungel, Gott, 458. 
70. See 3.1 below. 
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2. The Ecclesial Character of Salvation 

The ecclesial mediation of faith serves to bring human beings into a direct 
(though not unmediated) relation to God; they must in faith accept salvation 
from God. These individual human beings, however, do not remain alone with 
their God. By entering into this relation to God, supported by the communion 
of believers, they are simultaneously constituted into the communion of believ
ers. Here I will examine which soteriological status the communio fidelium 
possesses and how inclusion into a concrete church takes place. 

2.1. The Ecclesiality of Salvation 

1. If salvation takes place between the lonely soul and its God, as John Smyth 
maintains, then it is individualistic. Nothing changes in this regard if we identify 
the church with the spiritual army of Christ and assert that "they that are not 
members of the visible church are no subjects of Christs kingdome."71 For in 
this case, membership in a church cannot be an expression of what Christians 
are, but rather only the appropriate consequence of what they are to da, "every 
man is bound in conscience to be a member of some visible church established 
into this true order."72 If church membership is not to be understood merely 
as an act of obedience, then according to Smyth's proposal its only purpose can 
be to support human weakness. The church is necessary — as John Calvin, in 
whose tradition Smyth stands, asserted — because Christians "have not yet 
attained angelic rank," but rather behave either as "infants and children," or as 
rebellious subjects.73 Thus according to Smyth, the visible church is not 
grounded in the positive experience of salvation, but rather in a soteriological 
deficit. The church is an "external aid" for a fuller experience of salvation; 
salvation itself is asocial. 

By contrast, the Catholic and Orthodox traditions insist on the essential 
sociality of salvation. Salvation is communion with God and human beings. 
The self-enclosed individual is caught in the opposite of salvation; this is the 
fundamental idea underlying the entire ecclesiology of both Ratzinger and 
Zizioulas. Even if their understanding of the church as communion is unper-
suasive,74 this fundamental idea, grounded as it is in the very character of faith, 
should be affirmed. 

2. The faith human beings receive from God places them into a relation 

71. Smyth, Works, 267f. See in this regard Brachlow, Communion, 58. 
72. Smyth, Works, 256 (my emphasis). 
73. Calvin, Institutes, IV. 1.1. 
74. See Chapter III above. 
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with God. To believe means to enjoy communion with God. Faith is not, 
however, merely the "flight of the lonely to the lonely" (Plotinus). Because the 
Christian God is not a lonely God, but rather a communion of the three persons, 
faith leads human beings into the divine communio. One cannot, however, have 
a self-enclosed communion with the triune God — a "foursome," as it were — 
for the Christian God is not a private deity. Communion with this God is at 
once also communion with those others who have entrusted themselves in faith 
to the same God. Hence one and the same act of faith places a person into a 
new relationship both with God and with all others who stand in communion 
with God. These others "are discovered equiprimally with the new communion 
with God as one's neighbors, as those who belong to the same communion."75 

Inclusion into the ecclesial communion is accordingly already given with the 
reception of salvific grace. 

Now, this two-dimensional communio should not be domesticated in a 
pseudo-Protestant fashion as inclusion into the ecclesia invisibilis. Although one 
must indeed distinguish theologically between the ecclesia visihilis and the eccle
sia invisibilis, one may not separate them from one another; doing so runs the 
risk of misusing alleged communion in the invisible church to justify separation 
from visible churches. The invisible church — communio sanctorum — exists 
concretely only in the plurality of visible churches,76 which is why membership 
in the invisible church is bound to membership in a visible church. A person 
cannot be fully initiated into the Christian faith without being socialized into 
a Christian church.77 

Since church membership depends on communion with God, it is a 
consequence of communion with God. Communion between a Christian and 
other Christians, however, is not an addendum to that person's communion 
with God; although it is indeed secondary, it is so in an ontological rather 
than a temporal sense. The concrete ecclesial community is the form — albeit 
not the only form — in which this communion with God is lived concretely,78 

just as love is the form in which faith is lived.79 This is why life in the 
congregation is not something added to faith and its confession, faith that 
always occurs with and in the church. Life in the congregation is the execution 
of this confession of faith. Just as faith is confessed through speaking, so also 
is it confessed through life in the fellowship of believers. In this sense, faith 

75. Jiingel, Gott, 485; my emphasis. 
76. Similarly Brunner, Kirche, 1 If. 
77. See 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 above. 
78. Concerning the Pauline understanding of the relationship between faith and the 

church, see Dobbler, Glaube, 61, 69ff., 239f. 
79. This corresponds to the idea of faith "made effective through love" (Gal. 5:6), but 

not to the idea of faith shaped through love (see Calvin, Institutes, III. 11.20). 
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means entering into communio, communio with the triune God and with other 
Christians.80 

3. It is soteriologically and ecclesiologically inappropriate to understand 
the church as an external aid to salvation. The church is not a mere training 
subject or training ground for the edification of pious individuals. As Emil 
Brunner correctly emphasized, the church is "not some externum subsidium 
fidei, but rather is the thing itself. . . . Being allied with one another is just as 
much an end in itself as alliance with Christ."81 Salvation and the church cannot 
be separated. The old formula was extra ecclesiam nulla salus. Freed from its 
element of exclusivity, which rightly tarnished its reputation, the formula does 
accurately express the essentially communal character of salvation. Correctly 
understood — and as Dietrich Bonhoeffer formulated it, having picked up on 
it during the struggle between church and state during the period of National 
Socialism — the formula states that "salvation is inconceivable without the 
church, and the church is inconceivable without salvation."82 To experience faith 
means to become an ecclesial being. Nor can it be otherwise if the church is to 
be the proleptic experience within history of the eschatological integration of 
the entire people of God into the communion of the triune God.83 

The church is not a means, but an end in itself;84 it is a necessary mode 
of the life of faith. At the same time, however, the church is also a means of 
grace, since the processes of ecclesial life — confession of faith by the pluriform, 
mutual speaking of God's word and through the life of communion — both 
mediate and support faith. In this way, the encounter with grace and the means 
of grace overlap. Although they can indeed be distinguished insofar as the means 

80. In a study of Luther's writings, liirgen Lutz has tried to show not only that according 
to Luther the communio sanctorum supports and fosters the justifying fides, but also that 
"each person's justification" takes place as "the repraesentatio Christi for others" in the com
munio sanctorum {Unio, 76). From this he concludes that the communio sanctorum is "an 
integral aspect of the event of justification" (p. 264). This is theologically persuasive, though 
it is unclear to me why this notion must be dependent on a processive understanding of 
justification; "only when he [a Christian]," Lutz writes, "moves forward in sanctification can 
he be called a priest" (p. 184, my emphasis). My premise is that every Christian can already 
be a priest for others through her — ideally not merely external — confession of faith. 

81. Brunner, Kirche, 12, 15. I do not, to be sure, share Brunner's hostility toward 
institutions (see VI.2 below). 

82. Bonhoeffer, "Kirchengemeinschaft," 231. The formula is false, however, if under
stood as "a theoretical truth about those who are saved and those who are lost" (ibid.). 

83. See III. 1.1.1 above. 
84. See in this regard Bonhoeffer, Communio. My assertion here that the church is an 

end in itself does not mean that it should isolate itself from the world in some self-satisfying 
fashion, but rather that it is not a mere means of salvation, but rather is itself a dimension 
of the salvific experience. Concerning the task of the church in the world, see chapter VII 
below, and Volf, "The Church." 
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of grace can also function as means without the underlying experience of grace, 
yet the means of grace must always, so to speak, bow before the experience ol 
grace. Only the experience of grace that is at least implicitly affirmed can serve 
as a means of grace.85 The overlapping of the experience and the means of grace 
occurs because Christ's constitutive presence for the church is nothing othei 
than Christ's presence within the hearts of believers that has turned toward the 
outside in the fruit and gifts of the Spirit. Christ's presence through the Spirii 
makes a person into a Christian and simultaneously leads that person into 
ecclesial communion, constituting the church thus in a twofold fashion: first 
by adding a person to the church and, second, by mediating faith to others 
through that person. Here again we see that the church as mother and the 
church as sibling fellowship are identical. 

2.2. The Genesis of a Concrete Church 

1. According to the Free Church tradition, faith is a necessary but by no mean! 
sufficient condition for the emergence of a church. As in most English Sepa
ratists, so also in Smyth's ecclesiology the idea of covenant plays a preeminem 
role. For him, the church is "a visible communion of Saincts . . . two, three, oi 
moe Saincts joyned together by covenant with God & themselves, freely to vs« 
the holy things of God, according to the word, and for their mutual edification 
& God's glory."86 Two elements of this definition of the church are of signifi
cance here: "joining together" and "covenant." A church comes about only i: 
people voluntarily unite, and it grows insofar as people voluntarily join it. £ 
Christian congregation, however, also includes a covenant — "vowe, promise 
oath"87 — without which it has neither continuity nor stability. According tc 
Smyth, the covenant between believers is merely the external side of the lov< 
uniting them (just as the human side of the covenant between God and believer; 
is merely the external side of the faith connecting them with Christ). Thi: 
covenant consists of "all the duties of love whatsoever."88 

The decisive element of these two ideas — "joining together" anc 
"covenant" — is that they describe human activities. Human activity was sc 
predominant in Smyth's thinking that he was able to coin the most unfortunat< 
expressions, such as "a man Churching himself."89 Together with other Englisl 

85. See III.2.2.3, note 90, above. 
86. Smyth, Works, 252. 
87. Ibid., 254. 
88. Ibid. 
89. Ibid., 660. This use of language set a precedent. Hence the Baptist theologiai 

Augustus Hopkins Strong wrote that "any number of believers, therefore, may constitut 
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Separatists, he also advocated a mutualistic understanding of covenant. The 
covenant between God and believers remains valid only if believers fulfill the 
conditions of the covenant, if they live according to God's commandments, 
including the implementation of the biblical understanding of church organi
zation.90 It is not surprising, then, that Free Church ecclesiology has been 
accused of understanding the church as emerging simply from the act of its 
members assembling together. Since in this case the church would actually be 
a free association of independent individuals, it could not be a work of God, 
but rather would of necessity be a product of believers themselves.91 

Although this polemic against Free Church ecclesiology is indeed correct, 
it is not differentiated enough, proceeding as it does from a false alternative, 
namely, juxtaposing the Free Church notion of "from below" with the Catholic 
(or Orthodox and allegedly genuinely Protestant) notion of "from above." This 
position not only erroneously presupposes that Free Church ecclesiology ne
gates the "from above," but also forgets that no church can arise and live 
without also being constituted "from below." The Spirit of God, acting through 
the word of God and the sacraments ("from above"), is the real subject of the 
genesis of the church. It is the Spirit who constitutes the church. People, 
however, must accept the gifts of God in faith (even if this faith is itself a gift 
of God); they must come together, and they must remain together. It is un
derstandable that in the static societies of earlier centuries this horizontal 
dimension of the constituting of the church was passed over. In modern, 
mobile, post-Christian societies, in which a person does not necessarily already 
belong to a certain local church simply by virtue of having been born and 
baptized in a certain locale, this dimension must be considered ecclesiologi-
cally as well. 

Holding fast to the notion of "from below," however, is not primarily an 
accommodation to social circumstances, but rather a matter of the theological 
identity of the church. Historically there seems to be little doubt that the 
churches of the first Christians, viewed sociologically, were "voluntary asso
ciations,"92 a fact reflecting a fundamental theological insight, namely, that in 
every ecclesiology in which the church is a communio fidelium, regardless of 

themselves into a Christian Church, by adopting for their rule of faith and practice Christ's 
law laid down in the New Testament, and associating themselves together, in accordance with 
it, for his worship and service" (Strong, Theology, 902, my emphasis). See by contrast Walton, 
Community, 117, 164. 

90. See in this regard Brachlow, Communion, 2Iff. 
91. See 1.2.2 above. Similar criticisms of Free Church ecclesiology can be found in the 

Orthodox (see Limouris, "Church," 140), Lutheran (see Elert, "Katholizitat," 249; Aulen, Faith, 
312ff.), and Anglican traditions (see Abbott et al., eds., Catholicity, 11-12). 

92. Scroggs, "Communities," 20; see also Dobbler, Glaube, 166ff. 
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whatever else it may be beyond this, the human will to come together and to 
abide together as a concrete church must be viewed as a constitutive element 
of the being of the church.93 That is, if one defines the church only from the 
perspective of the objective activities (and thus "from above"), the church 
hovers over the people of God and cannot be identical with that people. If 
one understands the church as communio fidelium and yet eliminates ecclesi-
ologically the element of human will, the church itself is reduced to an amor
phous mass of individuals who, driven by the Spirit, come together quite 
spontaneously; an actual, concrete church exists then only in the act of such 
fortuitous assembling, and lacks historical continuity. If one wants to preserve 
die historical continuity of the church, and at the same time to understand it 
as the whole people of God, including officeholders and laity, then the question 
is not whether the church is constituted "from below," but rather how one is 
to reflect theologically on this element of "from below" so that the church is 
not simply reduced to the result of these believing individuals' need for asso
ciation. Oddly enough, neither Free Church theologians nor their critics have 
expended much effort in reflecting in a positive theological fashion on the 
ecclesiologically indispensable element of the human will in belonging to a 
concrete church. 

2. My own tentative response to the unexplored question posed above 
picks up on reflections concerning the character and function of faith. If 
inclusion in the church is already given with the reception of salvific grace 
through faith, then the human will, which necessarily belongs to life in 
ecclesial communion, must be conceived in a theologically similar fashion as 
that will to live in communion with God which is a necessary aspect of faith. 
When I join a church, I am not making myself into an ecclesial being ("to 
church oneself"), nor am I thereby making the church into a church; rather, 
in this, my own act, the Lord "adds" me to the church (Acts 2:41, 47). And 
when I "hold fast to the fellowship" (Acts 2:42), or join a different Christian 
congregation, this, too, can be the human execution of this divine act of 
"being added."94 In this sense, every local church is God's work (see Ps. 
100:3).95 This is clearly expressed by the initiatory sacrament of baptism. 
Through baptism, whose necessary presupposition is faith and accordingly 
also the will,96 one is initiated into a twofold communion — communion 
with God and a concrete communion with Christians. By wanting to be 
baptized, I also want to become part of a church. 

Already implicit within faith, this will to communion with other Christians 

93. See Bonhoeffer, Communio, 178, 186. 
94. See Bonhoeffer, Communio, 190. 
95. See in this regard Flew and Davis, eds., Catholicity of Protestantism, 103. 
96. See III.2.2.4 and IV. 1.2.2 above. 
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is also, like faith itself, mediated ecclesially.97 This already follows from the purely 
sociological observation that, as Niklas Luhmann formulated it, one does not 
simply decide "to let oneself be socialized."98 The explicit will to be socialized 
already presupposes an initial, still rudimentary socialization. A person "cannot 
be socialized if he or she is not already socialized."99 The Free Church tradition 
was not sufficiently mindful of this. 10° It committed the same mistake ecclesio-
logically that the liberal tradition committed socio-philosophically. According to 
Jeremy Bentham's excellent formulation, John Locke forgot in his associative 
understanding of society that an individual does not come to the world having 
already come of age.101 Just as a person cannot arise, develop, and live apart from 
her relationships with others, neither can a Christian exist as a Christian before 
entering into relation with other Christians; she is first constituted as a Christian 
through these relations. Ecclesial membership is not merely the result of associa
tive will added externally to one's being as a Christian. The church mediated to 
this person the content of faith, led her to faith, and the faith given her by God 
placed her into communion with other Christians. Hence she does not merely join 
a concrete church; she is an ecclesially determined being, one destined to live in 
the church (see 2 Tim. 1:5).102 She must, to be sure, realize her ecclesial being 
volitionally by joining and remaining in a church. A reciprocal relationship 
obtains here between ecclesial being and the volitional ecclesial status of standing-

97. Dietrich Bonhoeffer advocated the stronger thesis that the "individual will" to 
belong to the church can "at m o s t . . . be an . . expression of membership in the church" 
(Communio, 102). This subvolitional (or supravolitional) membership in the church would 
have to correspond to a subvolitional (or supravolitional) fellowship with Christ. Fellowship 
with Christ, however, is mediated through faith, for which the cognitive and voluntative 
dimension is essential (see 1.2.2 above). Just as faith is not an expression of fellowship with 
Christ, but rather the medium in which this fellowship is realized, so also is the will to belong 
to a church not an expression of church membership, but rather the medium in which this 
membership is lived. 

98. Luhmann, "Autopoiesis," 427. 
99. Ibid. There is no need to examine here how initial ecclesial socialization comes 

about. With regard to the processes of socialization in general, Niklas Luhmann has recourse 
to the element of chance: "Any element of chance that makes it possible for a person to 
understand himself as related to social demands may also render such entry possible" 
(p- 427). 

100. See in this regard Walton, Community, 156. 
101. See Dumont, L'individualisme, 82. George Herbert Mead (Mind, Self and Society, 

233) argues similarly: "The contract theory of society assumes that the individuals are first 
all there as intelligent individuals, as selves, and that these individuals get together and form 
society." 

102. Edward Farley speaks of a "depth dimension of.. . commitment, rarely formu
lated or even made the object of reflection" (Ecclesial Man, 97). Similarly also lohn Dewey 
with regard to social relationships in general (see Individualism, 82). 
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in-relation. Ecclesial being is expressed in the will to engage in these relationships, 
and the will to engage in these relationships shapes ecclesial being.103 The one 
cannot be reduced to the other. Both will and being, however, are fruits of the 
Spirit of communion active in and through the church.104 

3. The understanding of the ecclesial mediation of faith and of the ecclesial 
character of salvation just presented presupposes a particular social form of the 
church. Following Ferdinand Tonnies and his models of "community" and 
"society," one can distinguish between ideal types of organic and associative 
social structures.105 A person is born into an organic social structure, or grows 
into it; by contrast, a person freely joins an associative social structure. The 
former is a "living organism" whose parts depend on the whole organism and 
are determined by it; the latter is "a mechanical aggregate and artifact" composed 
of individual parts. The former is thus enduring, the latter transient.106 In short, 
organic social structures are communities of being, while associative social 
structures are alliances for a specific purpose. 

The church, however, cannot be classified according to this simple two-part 
schema, and not just because the schema is dealing with ideal types. That the 
church is neither a social organism nor an association seems plausible once one 

103. The mutual relationship of being and will presupposes that one can theoretically 
distinguish between "the empirical subject of word, thought, and will" and "moral being, 
which is independent, autonomous, and thus (essentially) asocial" (Dumont, L'individual
isme, 69). My premise is that human beings as subjects of thinking and willing are socially 
conditioned and for that reason precisely not essentially asocial beings. 

104. One might object to this reconstruction of Christian initiation that there are 
conversions in which the church participates considerably less than is presupposed here. Such 
conversions, however, are indisputably exceptions that, it seems to me, confirm rather than 
disprove the rule. Yet even in the case of a conversion such as that of Saul (Acts 9:1-22), 
which seems to take place with no ecclesial mediation whatever — the resurrected Jesus 
reveals himself directly to Saul in a vision — the church plays a considerably more important 
role than is apparent at first glance, since without the intellectual and emotional confrontation 
with the church he was persecuting, Saul's conversion would have been inconceivable. The 
heavenly voice alludes to this: "Saul, Saul, why do you persecute m e ? . . . I am Jesus, whom 
you are persecuting" (Acts 9:4-5). The resurrected Jesus does not simply reveal himself to 
Saul, but rather in his self-revelation addresses Saul with regard to the latter's already existing 
relation to the church and thus also to himself. As paradoxical as it may sound, Saul's per
secution of the church was the beginning of his ecclesially mediated process of initiation. 
The positive relation to Christ and to the church that he acquired after conversion (the 
apostolate) does not simply negate the negative relation he had before conversion (persecu
tion), but rather simultaneously builds on it. 

105. Unlike Ferdinand Ibnnies's distinction between community and society (see 
Tonnies, Gemeinschaft), my own distinction between organic and associative social structures 
is intended in a purely descriptive manner and contains no value judgments. For theological 
criticism of Tonnies, see Moltmann, Man, 61ff. 

106. Tonnies, Gemeinschaft, 5. 
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considers that membership in the church is based on spiritual rebirth. The church 
cannot be an association, because a person does not simply freely join a church, 
but rather is reborn into it. God begets and maintains this new life in the Spirit 
through the community of discourse and practice called the church. Hence the 
church is not an aggregate of independent individuals, but rather a communion 
of ecclesially determined persons. On the other hand, the church cannot simply 
be a social organism, since a person is not simply born into it, but rather is reborn. 
Christian rebirth presupposes personal faith with its cognitive and volitional 
dimensions,107 which is why associative elements are essential for the social 
structure "church." Hence as I understand it, the church is a mixture of the social 
type that Max Weber called "church," into which a person is born, and the social 
type he called "sect," which a person freely joins.108 

The church does indeed seem to have a "social form sui generis," as 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer suggested at the end of his study Sanctorum communio.109 

Our reflections on the church, however, of necessity make use of metaphors 
drawn from the social world. "Mother" was the dominant metaphor for the 
organic understanding of the church. According to Cyprian, the church is a 
"fixed, unified body" precisely because it is mother: "we are born from her 
womb, nourished with her milk, and inspired by her spirit." •10 The designation 
"club" can apply to the associative understanding of the church; like a club, the 
church appears here as a functional social unit whose members mutually sup
port one another in order to pursue their own or common goals. 

If one is to combine these organic and associative elements, as my own 
analysis requires, it is best to use the two complementary metaphors "siblings"111 

and "friends"112 — "sibling friends." The metaphor "siblings" derives from the 
organic social type and expresses the communion of being between the members 
of the church; the metaphor "friends" derives from the associative social type and 
expresses the volitional dimension of church membership. The New Testament 
confirms these two metaphors insofar as the terms "brothers/sisters" and "friends" 
together constitute the dominant self-designations of the first Christians (al
though "brother/sister" occurs far more frequently113) and insofar as their mean-

107. Infant baptism is one of the most important pillars of the organic understanding 
of the church (see Bonhoeffer, Communio, 177, 286 n. 378; Huber, "Kirche," 264f.). 

108. M. Weber, "Die protestantischen Sekten," 207-36; E. Troeltsch, Die Soziallehren, 
967ff. 

109. Bonhoeffer, Communio, 185. 
110. Cyprian, De unitate 23. 
111. See in this regard Schafer, Gemeinde. 
112. Concerning the understanding of the church as a fellowship of friends, see 

Moltmann, Church, 119ff.; 314-17; Klauck, "Freundesgemeinschaft." 
113. For the reasons why Paul avoids the terminology of friendship, see Marshall, 

Enmity, 134. 
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ings converge.114 The church is the fellowship of siblings who are friends, and the 
fellowship of friends who are siblings. Of course, these two metaphors describe 
the relationships within the interior ecclesial sphere and suggest that the church 
is an intimate group. Other metaphors must complement these to make it clear 
that the church is an "open" fellowship of friends and siblings who are called to 
summon enemies and strangers to become friends and children of God and to 
accept them as friends and siblings. Only such open fellowship is commensurate 
with the ultimate vision of the church as the eschatological gathering of the entire 
people of God from all tribes and nations.115 Yet the mixed metaphor "sibling 
friends" is confirmed precisely by the description of the eschatological people of 
God in the Apocalypse of John, which uses two complementary metaphors, one 
of them alluding to the associative, and the other to the organic social type. "The 
holy city," as the people, not as the place for the people,116 is at the same time "the 
bride, the wife of the Lamb" (Rev. 21:2, 9). 

3. Personhood in the Ecclesial Community 

The interdependence of ecclesial being and the will to ecclesial life, expressed 
in the complementary ecclesial metaphors "siblings" and "friends" (or "city" 
and "bride"), presupposes an anthropology according to which sociality and 
personhood are two mutually determinative and essential dimensions of human 
existence. In this section, I will examine the relationship between sociality and 
personhood in critical dialogue with the tendency to lose "person" within the 
"whole Christ," a tendency evident in the soteriology and ecclesiology of both 
Ratzinger and Zizioulas. 

3.1. Personhood and Christian Existence 

1. Zizioulas's premise is that human beings are constituted as persons through 
the same trinitarian relation between the Father and the Son. They become 
persons through baptism precisely because baptism is "the application to 
humanity of the very filial relationship that exists between the Father and the 
Son."117 As I have tried to show, this view surrenders the particularity of each 
person. The personhood of different persons cannot be grounded in one and 
the same relationship of Christ to the Father; one ends up with human clones 

114. See in this regard Klauck, "Freundesgemeinschaft." 
115. See Moltmann, Church, 119ff.; Klauck, "Freundesgemeinschaft," 6f., 9f. 
116. See III. 1.1.1 above. 
117. Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 438. 
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corresponding to Christ.118 Zizioulas holds fast to his christological grounding 
of personhood, because otherwise he would have to assert that each human 
being enters into relation with Christ (through faith) as a person who has 
already been constituted as such. In his view, however, this would amount to a 
regression into individualistic anthropology, soteriology, Christology, and ec-
clesiology all at the same time. Surrendering the particularity of persons in 
order to preserve their communal aspect, however, is a poor exchange, for 
surrendering the particularity of a person also means surrendering personhood 
itself. Spiritual cloning does not produce persons. Can we find a different, 
anthropologically traversable path to escape individualism? 

It seems advisable to take our cue from trinitarian reflection. At the 
trinitarian level, it is not the same relationship of the Father to the Son and to 
the Spirit that constitutes the latter two in their particularity, but rather a 
respectively different relationship, generatio and spiratio (even if, at least accord
ing to the Eastern doctrine of the Trinity, one cannot specify how the two differ). 
Translated anthropologically, this means that each human being is constituted 
into a person by what in each case is a different relation of God to that human 
being.1!9 A human being becomes a person and enters thus into existence as a 
human being because he "is addressed by God equiprimally with regard to both 
God and to himself, and is called to communion with God."120 On the one 
hand, God's call is general and is the same for everyone. This grounds common 
humanity and the equal dignity of every human being. At the same time, 
however, that call must be specific to each individual; otherwise, abstract per
sonhood, or universal human nature, would be created through the call, but 
not each particular person distinct from all others, that is, the concrete human 
being. Unless God's relation to every person is specific in every case, and unless 
God calls every human being by name (see Gen. 3:9121), no human being can 
declare, "I believe that God created me."122 It is precisely the uniqueness of 
God's relation to me that makes me into a unique person. 

Yet in God's relation to me, a relation creating me as an individual human 
being, I do not stand as an individual isolated from other human beings and 
from my environment. An isolated individual of this sort does not exist.123 

Human beings are in actuality imbedded in a network of multiple and diverse 

118. See II.2.1.2 above. 
119. Concerning the constituting of personhood through God, see Volf, Arbeit, 120ff. 

(and the bibliography supplied there). 
120. Dalferth and liingel, "Person," 70. 
121. Claus Westermann emphasizes the personal character of God's question to Adam, 

"Where are you?" (see Westermann, Schopfung, 136ff.). 
122. Luther, Werke, 30/1.363.2. 
123. For a criticism of abstractly uniformizing individualism, see Welker, Gottes Geist, 

230f. 
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social and natural relationships; this applies not only to newborn infants, who 
have not yet become subjects, but even to solitary ascetics, who do, after all 
live an imaginary (or, perhaps better, spiritually real) communion and must 
draw their sustenance from nature. Every human self is conditioned in an 
essential fashion not only by his or her own corporeal constitution, but also 
and especially by relationships with other human beings, and by societal 
structures and institutions. This is why God's own relationship with human 
beings, a relationship that first constitutes a human being into a person, always 
realizes itself through the differentiated existence of every person in these 
multiple relations. Hence even though every human being is constituted in 
his or her personhood exclusively by God, that person's inner "makeup" is still 
that of a social and natural being. Without other human beings, even God 
cannot create a human being! Even if God were to create an isolated being* 
that being would not be a human being. This may be the anthropological 
significance of the peculiar transition in Gen. 1:27 from singular to plural: "So 
God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created him; 
male and female he created them." 

God's relationship with human beings keeps the human being as person 
either from dissolving in the stream of its multiple relationships, or from 
disintegrating into "a transtemporal society" of "moments of selfhood."124 In 
this way, the emergence of a person's continuing character as a subject becomes 
possible. "Because as a creature addressed by God he is a person and thus a 

124. Following the process philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead, Catherine Keller 
(Broken Web, 194f.) maintains that the identity of the person through time, which makes it 
possible to say "I am now the same person as I was a moment ago," is "a (doubtless useful) 
generalization." This generalization, however, "should not be mistaken for the real actuality 
in its immediacy" (p. 197). If this identity were real, self-reflection might result, which in its 
own turn would result in the individualistic "separative self" (pp. 9ff.). Over against the 
"separative self," Keller advocates the "fluid self" consisting of events (though a self that does 
not, like the traditional feminine "soluble self," dissolve in this fluidity). Although I share her 
concerns, it seems that rather than bringing the self into fluidity, she breaks it up into multiple 
selves, into a "series of self-moments accumulating as my very soul" (p. 212), though my 
own judgment does reveal that I do not subscribe to process thinking. Let us assume for a 
moment, however, that Keller's understanding of the person is plausible. The process-
philosophical proposal of bringing-the-self-into-fluidity is unable to suspend or sublate the 
psychological inclination to self-reflection, which is imbedded too deep in our experience of 
self to be overcome with counterintuitive metaphysical theory. Even if it is true that the "l" 
cannot simultaneously be its own subject and object (see Luhmann, "Autopoiesis," 408), 
nonetheless our own strong intuition does resist the notion that "the object of its knowing 
can only be . . . an earlier self" (Keller, Broken Web, 187, my emphasis). In my opinion, Keller 
rejects all too quickly H. Richard Niebuhr's grounding of the unity of the socially determined 
self in "the presence only of One action [the action of God] in all actions upon it" (Niebuhr, 
Self, 126; see Keller, Broken Web, 175f). 
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human being, a human being's basic feature is this accessibility to communica
tion on the basis of having already been thus addressed, and this feature makes 
it possible to become a subject in communion with other human beings in the 
world."125 It is a human being's personhood as constituted by God that results 
in a person's not just being determined by the surroundings, but also being able 
to encounter both society and nature in freedom precisely as a socially and 
naturally determined entity.126 This is why one may not define personhood 
along with Alistair I. McFadyen as "a structure of response sedimented from a 
significant history of communication."127 The person is neither a "pattern of 
communication" nor the "organizer of communication," nor the two to
gether.128 Personhood, which differs both from "I" and from self, grounds the 
two. Personhood marks, as Ingolf U. Dalferth and Eberhard Jiingel write, "the 
mystery . . . of a human being's origin in God and his destiny to enter into 
communion with God."129 On the basis of personhood as grounded in God's 
creative relationship with human beings, human beings are in a position not 
simply of having to submit passively to their social and natural relations, but 
of being able to integrate them creatively into their own personality structure. 
Without this interactive-integrative activity of being a subject, human beings 
would exist merely as the reflection of their relationships. Although their per
sonhood would not thereby be lost, they could not live as persons in a manner 
worthy of a human being. 

2. As subjects, human beings stand over against both their own environ
ment and God. Though they live from God's creative relationship with them, 
they do so in such a way that, as Soren Kierkegaard remarked concerning 
creation at large, God "by creating gives them independence over against 
Himself."130 It is precisely as such persons that human beings experience 
salvation, namely, as persons who are independent even though they are 

125. Dalferth and Jiingel, "Person," 94. 
126. Similarly also the conclusion of Wolfhart Pannenberg: "Because selfhood is ulti

mately grounded in the relation to God, the person can encounter his social situation in 
freedom" (Anthropologie, 234). 

127. McFadyen, The Call, 114. In his view, the person is "primarily a public structure, 
and only secondarily appropriated by individuals" (p. 90, my emphasis). Even apart from 
confusing personhood with subjecthood, it is still not clear how the "public structure" can 
turn into the subject ("organizer") that appropriates this structure. To be able to react to 
social impulses, the "I" may not first be derived only from these impulses — from social 
interaction taking place outside the "I." George Herbert Mead saw this correctly, though in 
his thinking one encounters the problem of the unity between "I" and "self" (see Pannenberg, 
Anthropologie, 183). 

128. McFadyen, The Call, 78. 
129. Dalferth and Jiingel, "Person," 94. 
130. Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript, 232 (II/2, appendix A [" . . . in 

Danish Literature"]). 
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indeed conditioned by their environment and stand in relation to God. This 
has two important consequences. First, human beings are not simply isolated 
individuals before they experience salvation, as Zizioulas maintains.131 They 
are persons constituted by God in the medium of their social and natural 
relationships, yet persons whose lives are not commensurate with their calling 
to live in communion with God in faith and in communion with their fellow 
human beings and fellow creatures in love. Second, the experience of salvation 
must come about by way of human subjecthood in its cognitive and volitional 
dimensions; otherwise human beings are bypassed precisely as human beings 
in the experience of salvation. Zizioulas accordingly has committed two mutu
ally determinative anthropological mistakes in his understanding of Christian 
initiation. By understanding human beings who live without Christ as isolated 
individuals, and by negating the cognitive and volitional mediation of salva
tion,132 he negates both the essential sociality and the subjecthood of human 
beings. 

The way one becomes a person (anthropology) and the way one becomes 
a Christian (soteriology) both differ and correspond to one another. The 
difference emerges from the fact that one is already a subject when one 
becomes a Christian, which is why a person is as a rule initiated into the 
Christian faith as a subject. This cannot be the case with regard to becoming 
a person, since personhood is what grounds being a subject in the first place, 
and thus being a subject is not a precondition, but rather a consequence of 
becoming a person. Becoming a person and becoming a Christian, however, 
simultaneously correspond to one another. Just as a human being is consti
tuted into a person by God by way of social (and natural) relationships, so 
also one is constituted into a Christian by God by way of ecclesial relationships, 
relationships that are not just social, since the initiatory process comes to its 
conclusion only through baptism and the Eucharist. Hence as a person and 
as a Christian, one is indeed an independent, and yet simultaneously a socially 
conditioned entity. 

3.2. Person in the Communion of the Spirit 

1. According to Ratzinger, the believing person is socialized not only into a 
concrete Christian church, but in an even more fundamental fashion into an 
overall ecclesiastical subject, namely, Christus totus, caput et membra. (In his 
own way, Zizioulas advocates the same idea.133) One's understanding of person 

131. See Farley, Ecclesial Man, 157f. 
132. See II.1.1.2 and II.2.3 above. 
133. See H.2.1.2 above. 
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must be accommodated to this soteriological-ecclesiological situation, since 
human beings must be able to be persons within a comprehensive collective 
subject. To this end, Ratzinger offers the understanding of person as "total 
relationality," in correspondence to the Augustinian trinitarian concept of per
son. The person consists completely and totally of its relations, and possesses 
nothing of its own. Ratzinger is forced to maintain this because the element of 
"having something of one's own," applied to every individual person, would all 
too easily become a disruptive factor in the single collective subject. 

I have already pointed out that, with regard to personhood, Ratzinger does 
not distinguish sufficiently between the anthropological and soteriological 
levels. At the anthropological level, he must tacitly accept a kind of personhood 
not consisting in pure relationality, for which then pure relationality (occurring 
only in God) "provides the direction."134 Yet if the person is in fact also some
thing other than its relations, then it can be integrated into the collective subject 
only through its elimination as a person having something of its own. Although 
Ratzinger does insist that personhood, rather than being extinguished in the 
ecclesial subject surrounding it, is actually first established in that subject, 
nonetheless this "being established" will be more than an empty cipher only if 
there is a self distinct from these relations that can then be established in its 
ecclesial relations.135 

My premise is that the person is constituted by God through its multiple 
relationships to its human and natural surroundings, and that God gives to the 
person in this act of constitution the capacity for freedom with regard both to God 
and to its environment. This freedom presupposes that the person constituted and 
determined by these relations is in fact not identical with those relations, but 
rather is able to stand over against and relate to its social and natural environment, 
and that it is able to make something both of its relationships and of itself as a 
being that stands in such relationships. If this basic anthropological conviction is 
not to be obviated soteriologically — the equivalent of its soteriological negation 
— then salvation cannot be conceived as insertion into the collective ecclesial 
subject, since this presupposes an understanding of person as pure relationality 
incommensurate with personhood. Instead, if we assume that God's relation to 
human beings makes possible their capacity to engage in face-to-face encounter 
with God and with their surroundings, then salvation must consist in human 
beings living in such a way that this encounter is not one of opposition to God, 
their fellow human beings, and the rest of creation, but rather one of standing in 
an affirming communion with them. 

The fact that human beings must be liberated from opposition toward God 
does not negate their character as subjects given with personhood. Just as the 

134. Ratzinger, Dogma, 213. 
135. See 1.6 above. 
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creator God has given them freedom as persons, so also does the savior God 
redeem them from misusing that freedom without robbing them of it. They do 
not become pure relations that have divested themselves of their selves (or who 
were divested of such). That neither the selfhood of human being s n o r their 
juxtaposition to God is negated in the experience of salvation comes clearly into 
view in one of the New Testament's basic soteriological texts: "Now it Js no longer 
I who live, but it is Christ who lives in me. And the life I now live in t h e flesh I live 
by faith in the Son of God" (Gal. 2:20). As this seemingly paradoxical formulation 
attests, personhood is not reduced to pure relation in the experience of salvation; 
although it is indeed no longer I who live, Christ does nonetheless liv^ in me> and 
/live in faith.136 The anthropological thesis that the free person is constituted 
through God's relation to that person finds its soteriological correspondence in 
paradoxical formulations such as Gal. 2:20. This correspondence is grounded in 
the fact that the self retains its creaturely continuity in the experience of grace 
("Christ lives in me") despite radical discontinuity ("I do not live"). 137 That the 
same self must be meant in both statements becomes immediately apparent when 
one considers that otherwise no human being could experience salvation; that is, 
ever new, saved human beings would have to be created ex nihib. The death of the 
sinner and the resurrection of the human being reconciled with God aj-e the death 
and resurrection of the same human being; at issue are the death of the sinner and 
"his [or her] resurrection," as Otfried Hofius correctly formulates.138 

Ratzinger's notion of pure relationality eliminates the soteriological dia
lectic between "I" and "not-I"; the "I" dissolves in its relations and becomes the 
"not-I." Yet it is of decisive anthropological, soteriological, and ecclesiological 
significance that this dialectic be maintained. To express this dialectic, I would 
propose the category of personal interiority. As we shall see, this category is 
originally at home in the doctrine of the Trinity, where it describes the mutual 
indwelling of the divine persons. The one person is internal to the other persons 
without the persons suspending their personhood.139 In soteriology the cate-

136. See also Wilckens, Romer, II. 13If., on Rom. 8:9. The same appUes when the 
Johannine Christ says "my teaching is not mine" (John 7:16). Commensurate with his own 
doctrine of the Trinity (see 1.6.1 above), Ratzinger interprets this statement as follows: 
"Christ's doctrine is he himself, and he himself is not his own because his otyn ego exists 
completely from the perspective of the Thou" (Dogma, 214; my emphasis). Jesus' statement, 
however, lives precisely from the fact that the speaking subject or ego is not reduced to pure 
relationality. 

137. Concerning the problem of continuity and discontinuity, see Dabney, Kenosis. 
138. Hofius, "Suhne," 46 (my emphasis). This continuity must also be implied in 

Eberhard Jilngel's penetrating analysis of the "dialectic of being and nonbeing," vvhich belongs 
to the essence of love (Gott, 445), if love is to be described as "the ever greater selflessness 
in ever so great self-centeredness" (p. 509, note 11; see also p. 408). 

139. SeeV.3.2.1 below. 
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gory of personal interiority serves to express a similar situation, namely, that 
through the Holy Spirit, Christ is internal to Christians as persons without 
suspending their status as selves. To this one may object that the idea of personal 
interiority is vague. And indeed, it can be conceptually specified as little as can 
the idea of person itself,140 though it can be rendered plausible on the basis of 
such phenomena as prophecy. The Spirit and the prophet are not simply jux
taposed to one another. When the prophet speaks, he is speaking in the Spirit 
(1 Cor. 14:2), or the Spirit is speaking in him (1 Cor. 12:4-11). Yet even in the 
act of prophetic proclamation, the Spirit and the prophet do not simply coin
cide. The one prophet, says Paul, should let the Spirit wait until the other 
prophet has spoken (1 Cor. 14:26-33).141 Here we are standing before the un
fathomable phenomenon of personal interpenetration. 

2. To conceive the sociality of salvation with the aid of the notion of the 
whole Christ as a collective subject is to make an anthropological and soterio-
logical mistake. According to Paul, the resurrected Christ lives in Christians 
through the Spirit (see Rom. 8:10-11),142 just as Christians live in Christ and 
in communion with one another through the Spirit (see 1 Cor. 12:12-13). 
Neither can it be otherwise, since it is precisely the Spirit who is the first fruits 
of the eschatological communion between human beings and God and of 
communion with one another in God's new world (see Rom. 8:23; 2 Cor. 1:22). 
This is why one must conceive the sociality of the present experience of salvation 

pneumatologically. 
Heribert Mtihlen has tried to make ecclesiological use of the notion of 

the Holy Spirit as "one person in many persons."143 Even though this formula 
does not adequately describe the personal trinitarian uniqueness of the Spirit,144 

it does nonetheless accurately describe the soteriological-ecclesiological work 
of the Spirit. Miihlen, unfortunately, wants to ground the personhood of the 
church with this formula. If one discards this ecclesiologically mistaken (and, 
within the framework of his trinitarian theology, insupportable145) attempt, 

140. See 1.2.1 above. 
141. Similarly also with glossolalia. "/ will pray with the spirit," Paul writes (1 Cor. 

14:15). See in this regard Fee, "Pauline Literature," 666f.; idem, 1 Corinthians, 670, 696. 
142. See Bruce, Galatians, 144; Fee, "Pauline Literature," 669. 
143. Miihlen, Una mystica. 
144. Jiirgen Moltmann has critically remarked that according to Miihlen, "a binity" 

actually exists within God, one which "merely appears outwardly as a unity, thus representing 
a trinity" (Moltmann, Spirit, 14). 

145. Miihlen argues that if the Father is the divine "I" and the Son the divine "Thou," 
then the Holy Spirit as the bond of love between the two is the divine "We" in person; the 
Spirit is "one person in two persons" (Una mystica, 197), in such a way that the Spirit is 
simultaneously in the Father and in the Son "on the basis of its [the Spirit's] constitution as 
person" (Miihlen, Geist, 164). In Miihlen's trinitarian model, it is clear how the Spirit as one 
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then the formula "one person in many persons" does accurately express the two 
unique dimensions of the Spirit's activity. The Spirit is both the presence and 
the counterpart.1^ Because the Spirit is a person, the Spirit is a counterpart; 
because the Spirit is in many persons, the Spirit is the presence. 

The relation of person and communion in the church derives from the 
Spirit's status as personal counterpart and personal presence. The Spirit present 
in Christians is a person different from them, just as they are persons different 
from the Spirit. This is why the Spirit present in many persons does not make 
these persons into a collective person, but rather creates a differentiated com
munion both with and among them. These persons are neither constituted into 
an undifferentiated multiplicity through the christological event (Zizioulas), 
nor dissolved into pure relationality (Ratzinger); rather, they exist with one 
another in the Spirit, and they do so in such a way that they simultaneously 
stand as counterparts to the Spirit and to one another (even though they are 
determined both by the Spirit and by one another). They do not, however, 
within this juxtaposition dissociate into a multiplicity of individuals standing 
in isolation from one another, since the same Spirit is present in every person, 
and the same Spirit connects them all with one another. In this way, one can 
derive the unity of die church already from the plurality of its members instead 
of grounding it in the claim that the church is a single subject, a unity which 
does not respect the independence of communally determined persons. 

The Spirit present in all Christians "opens" each of them to all others. It 
starts them on the way to creative mutual giving and receiving, in which each 
grows in his or her own unique way and all have joy in one another.14? This 
path issues in common eschatological communion with the triune God. One 
can enjoy communion with the triune God at the end of this path, however, 
only because the triune God already stood at its beginning. The Spirit dwelling 
through faith in the hearts of human beings "himself issues from his fellowship 
with the Father and the Son, and the fellowship into which he enters with 
believers corresponds to his fellowship with the Father and the Son and is 
therefore a trinitarian fellowship"1^ 

person can be in many persons (in Christ and in Christians) and can unite them with one 
another; it is not clear, however, how the Spirit can constitute several persons in the church 
into a "greater 'I.'" Within the Trinity, the Spirit does not constitute the Father and the Son 
as one person or as one subject, but rather (according to Miihlen) emerges from the Father 
and the Son and in this way is itself constituted as a person different from the Father and 
the Son. 

146. Jiirgen Moltmann has analyzed the unique, externally active personality of the 
Spirit as "presence and counterpart" (see Spirit, 289). 

147. See VII.4.2 below. 
148. Moltmann, Spirit, 218. 
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Trinity and Church 

Today, the thesis that ecclesial communion should correspond to trinitarian 
communion enjoys the status of an almost self-evident proposition. Yet it is 
surprising that no one has carefully examined just where such correspondences 
are to be found, nor expended much effort determining where ecclesial com
munion reaches the limits of its capacity for such analogy. The result is that 
reconstructions of these correspondences often say nothing more than the 
platitude that unity cannot exist without multiplicity nor multiplicity without 
unity,1 or they demand of human beings in the church the (allegedly) 
completely selfless love of God.2 The former is so vague that no one cares to 
dispute it, and the latter so divine that no one can live it. We have as yet no 
detailed examination of the correspondence between Trinity and church, nor 
can such be presented within the framework of the present chapter. My goal 
here is only to sketch out the trinitarian foundation of a nonindividualistic 
Protestant ecclesiology within the framework of a critical discussion with 
Ratzinger and Zizioulas. The first step must be to reflect on the possibilities and 
limits of correspondence between the church and the Trinity. 

1. Correspondences and Their Limits 

"The mystery of the triunity can be found only in the deity itself, not in the 
creature," says Erik Peterson at the conclusion to his influential essay, "Mono-

1. So, e.g., Forte, Trinitat ah Geschichte, 200f. 
2. So, e.g., Ratzinger, Einfiihrung, 142ff. 
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theismus als politisches Problem."3 This theological principle not only "breaks 
in a fundamental fashion with every sort of 'political theology,'"4 but also 
condemns to failure from the outset every attempt at conceiving the church in 
correspondence to the Trinity. The unity of the creatures can never correspond 
to the mysterious unity of the triune Creator.5 According to Peterson, however, 
faith in the Trinity not only fulfills politically the negative function of depriving 
the worldly monarch of any theological legitimation by denying the existence 
of a heavenly monarch, it also emphasizes positively that Christians should 
pursue political engagement "under the presupposition of faith in the triune 
God." Yet any serious implementation of this socioethical principle relativizes 
precisely the above-mentioned theological principle; that is, although the triune 
God cannot bestow legitimacy on political power, there must in created reality 
still be broken creaturely correspondences to this mystery of triunity. Otherwise, 
the political engagement of Christians under the presupposition of trinitarian 
faith is reduced to pure, sterile criticism.7 

Peterson's ambivalence with regard to the relation between the Trinity and 
created reality is grounded in the character of this relation itself. On the one 
hand, God's triune nature remains a mystery that human beings can only 
worship but not imitate. On the other hand, both the entire history of God 
with the world and the worship of God constituting the answer to this history 
aim precisely at the indwelling of the triune God in the world. Any reflection 
on the relation between Trinity and church must take into account both God's 
uniqueness and the world's purpose in becoming the dwelling of the triune 
God, which corresponds to this triune God himself. 

1.1. Correspondences 

1. The trinitarian conception of God as the highest reality has important 
consequences for the fundamental question of the relation between the one 
and the many, a question that since Parmenides has accompanied philosophi
cal discussion in the West (and for which significant parallels can be found 
in various cultures and world religions).8 According to the schematic presen-

3. Peterson, "Monotheismus," 105. 
4. Ibid. 
5. So Peterson, "Monotheismus," 104, following Gregory of Nazianzus. 
6. Peterson, "Monotheismus," 47 (prefatory remark). 
7. Trinitarian faith does not for this reason mean the end of every political theology 

(as Peterson seems to be asserting), but rather only of political theology that justifies the 
dominance of the one over the many (as Peterson, "Monotheismus" [prefatory remark] 
suggests). See Assmann, Politische Theologie, 23ff.; Meier, "Politische Theologie," 15ff. 

8. See Copleston, Religion; Habermas, Einheit, 11-35. 
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tation by Odo Marquard, two traditions stand opposed in this discussion. 
The tradition of universalizing philosophies brings to bear "the precedence 
of the one before the many. . . . Wherever multiplicity rules, we have an 
unfortunate situation that must be remedied; it must be universalized, total
ized, globalized, egalicized, emancipated, revolutionized." By contrast, the 
tradition of pluralizing philosophies brings to bear "the precedence of the 
many before the one." The rule of unity — of the one science as well as of 
the one party — is "an unfortunate situation that must be remedied; it must 
be detotalized, decentralized, differentiated, pluralized, traditionalized, re
gionalized, individualized."9 

To think consistently in trinitarian terms means to escape this dichotomy 
between universalization and pluralization. If the triune God is unum multiplex 
in se ipso Qohn Scotus Erigena), if unity and multiplicity are equiprimal in him, 
then God is the ground of both unity and multiplicity. Only "unity in multi
plicity" can claim to correspond to God.10 Since God is the one God, reality 
does not, as Aristotle's metaphor suggests, degenerate into individual scenes like 
a bad play;11 yet since the one God is a communion of the divine persons, the 
world drama does not degenerate into a boring monologue. Trinitarian thinking 
suggests that in a successful world drama, unity and multiplicity must enjoy a 
complementary relationship. 

Even these brief and abstract considerations concerning the one and the 
many indicate that the way one thinks about God will decisively shape not only 
ecclesiology, but the entirety of Christian thought.12 Of course, quite varied 
accents are still possible within the respective trinitarian positions arguing against 
the preeminence of either the one or the many. This is why both those more 
inclined toward pluralization (political theologians,13 liberation theologians,14 

9. Marquard, "Einheit," 2. 
10. See Kern, "Einheit," 207. 
11. See Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1076a. According to Aristotle, the universe, like any 

well-organized community, must have only the one apxil, since multiple rule is anarchy: 
"The rule of many is not good; let one be the ruler"; in this context, Aristotle cites the Iliad 
in agreement (Metaphysics, 1076a). See in this regard Schegler, Metaphysik, 2.295f. Thomas 
Hobbes grounded his preference for the monarchical form through reference to the one God 
who rules the cosmos, in accord with his own modalistic doctrine of the Trinity (see Hobbes, 
Leviathan, 522; cf. in this regard Palaver, Politik, 242-73). 

12. Jurgen Moltmann, (Trinity; Schopfung; Weg; Geist) and Wolfhart Pannenberg, 
(Theology), each in his own way, have understood all of theology as an explication of the 
doctrine of the Trinity. See also Ratzinger, Einfuhrung, 147; Kasper, Gott, 378ff.; Lossky, 
Theology, 65f. 

13. See, e.g., Moltmann, Trinity. 
14. As a liberation theologian, Leonardo Boff (Gott) has picked up on Moltmann's 

trinitarian writings. Concerning the relation between the trinitarian theology of Moltmann 
and Boff, see O'Donnel, "Trinity," 15ff. 
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feminist theologians,15 and theologians of religion16) and those more inclined 
toward universalization (traditional Orthodox and Catholic theologians) can 
consider themselves bound to trinitarian thinking. In the theological discussion 
itself, however, it is not so much the preeminent significance of the doctrine of the 
Trinity, with its denial of the dominance of the one or the many, that constitutes 
the bone of contention for theological and especially ecclesiological thinking, as 
it is the concrete manifestation of the trinitarian doctrine and the ecclesiological 
and social consequences that can and should be drawn from it. 

One should not, however, overestimate the influence of trinitarian thinking 
on political and ecclesial reality. Thus, for example, the bishops of the fifth 
century apparently sensed no contradiction between an affirmation of trinitar
ian faith and the sacralization of the emperor.17 By contrast, John Smyth, who 
apparently advocated modalism, cannot be accused of clericalism.18 This is why 
one should not expect too much of any reconceptualization of the doctrine of 
the Trinity, however necessary it may be. It does not seem that the conceptual
ization process proceeds simply in a straight line from above (Trinity) to below 
(church and society) and that social reality is shaped in this way.19 Ecclesial and 
social reality on the one hand, and trinitarian models on the other are mutually 
determinative, just as ecclesial and social models and trinitarian models are 
mutually determinative. Conceiving the church in correspondence to the Trinity 
does not mean much more than thinking with theological consistency, all the 
while hoping that reality will not prove to be too recalcitrant. Of course, thinking 
about the Trinity and about social relations in light of the Trinity must be shaped 
primarily by the scriptural narrative of the triune God. 

2. The correspondence between trinitarian and ecclesial communion 
derives not just from the formal demand to conceive the relation of the one 

15. Thus does Mary Grey view "the intrinsic link between a mutual, relational under
standing of personhood and a relational concept of God" ("Core," 369; see also Keller, Broken 
Web, 136). In her own provocative contribution to the doctrine of God, Sallie McFague takes 
a different position regarding the significance of the Trinity. In her view, the Trinity is "not 
necessary"; "settling for three" is "a kind of pragmatism" (Models, 184). Father, Son, and 
Spirit (or the feminist designations "Mother," "Lover," and "Friend," which McFague puts in 
their place) are merely the various names of the one God, who does, however, have many 
names; "God has many names" (182). Yet as the title of her book — Models of God — already 
indicates, she ends up in modalism and hence also — against her own intentions — in a 
relationally impoverished monism. 

16. See Pannikar, Trinity; Williams, "Trinity"; D'Costa, "Christ"; Schwobel, "Particu
larity." 

17. See Grillmeier, "Auriga mundi," 402ff. 
18. See Smyth, Works, 733. See also Yves Congar's remarks concerning the ecclesio

logical significance of the filioque (Esprit, 27Iff.). 
19. According to Zizioulas, ecclesial experience decisively shaped the development of 

the patristic doctrine of the Trinity (see Zizioulas, Communion, 16f.). 
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and the many analogously on different levels. In substance, the correspondence 
is grounded in Christian baptism. Through baptism "in the name of the Father, 
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit," the Spirit of God leads believers simul
taneously into both trinitarian and ecclesial communion. Churches thus do not 
emerge from baptism simply as images of the triune God fashioned by human 
beings, but rather as concrete, anticipatory experiences, rendered possible by 
the Spirit, of the one communion of the triune God and God's glorified people 
(see 1 John 1:3-4; Rev. 21-22). From this perspective, it is understandable why 
insight into the trinitarian character of the church was gradually acquired 
parallel with the growing consciousness of God's triune nature (see 1 Cor. 
12:4-6; 2 Cor. 13:13; Eph. 4:4-6), a consciousness grounded in the activity of 
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit in salvation history and evidenced in 
New Testament triadic formulae.20 If Christian initiation is a trinitarian event, 
then the church must speak of the Trinity as its determining reality. 

Because churches, in the power of the Holy Spirit, already form a com
munion with the triune God, ecclesial correspondence to the Trinity can become 
an object of hope and thus also a task for human beings. The correspondence 
between the trinitarian and ecclesial relationships is not simply formal. Rather, 
it is "ontological" because it is soteriologically grounded.21 Jesus' high-priestly 
prayer, that his disciples might become one "as you, Father, are in me and I am 
in you, may they also be in us" (John 17:21), presupposes communion with the 
triune God, mediated through faith and baptism, and aims at its eschatological 
consummation.22 The already obtaining communion of the church with the 
triune God, directed at this consummation, implies that the correspondence 
between Trinity and church is not purely formal and that it involves more than 
a certain relationship between the one and the many. The relations between the 
many in the church must reflect the mutual love of the divine persons. 

The New Testament witness concerning the relation between the Trinity 
and the church has shaped the ecclesiological traditions of both the East and 
the West. Thus, for example, the most important teacher in the early Greek 
church, Origen, writes that the church is full of the holy Trinity.23 Similarly, 

20. Arthur W. Wainwright concludes his examination of the New Testament witness 
concerning the Trinity with the suggestion that the problem of the Trinity arose "because of 
the development of Christian experience, worship, and thought . . . . The whole matter was 
based on the life and resurrection of Jesus himself, who received the Spirit during his earthly 
life and imparted the Spirit to others after his resurrection" (Trinity, 266f.). 

21. Alistair MacFadyen has recendy come to a similar conclusion; in his view, the 
Trinity is not merely a social model, but rather "a consequence of God's redemptive and 
creative relationship with us" ("The Trinity," 14). 

22. See Kasemann, Wille, 125ff. 
23. " . . . 6 8fe iv xfj 'ExxXnaict wyxcVvwv xfj JI«IA.T|P<BH£VTI xfj<; ccyia<; TpictSoc/' 

(Origen, Selecta in Psalmos, Patrologia graece 12.1265B). The Orthodox theologian Boris 
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Cyprian, who decisively influenced the ecclesiology of the West, views the church 
as de unitate Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti, plebs adunata.24 The notion of 
imago Dei influenced both ecclesiological traditions, and both of them devel
oped differently commensurate with their different understandings of the Trin
ity.25 Still, it seems that only in our own century has a more sustained, conscious 
reflection on the trinitarian dimension of the church been undertaken. The 
topic was treated first in the theology of the Eastern church,26 especially with 
regard to the ecclesiological consequences of the filioque,27 but was quickly 
picked up in other Christian traditions as well,28 and made its way into various 
ecclesiastical and ecumenical documents.29 

3. The idea of a correspondence between church and Trinity has remained 
largely alien to the Free Church tradition.30 This is to be expected. If one 
understands the church as a covenant arising insofar as human beings make 
themselves into a church, as John Smyth suggests, then one cannot understand 
the church in analogy to the Trinity.31 Were the divine persons to unite, as do 
converted Christians, into a fellowship — as the common Free Church ecclesial 
model has it — one would have not a Trinity, but rather tritheism. For Smyth, 
the theological grounding of the church is not trinitarian, but rather christo-
logical. The church is "the kingdom of Christ"; "the regenerate sitt together with 
Christ Jesus in heauenly places." In communion with Christ, every Christian is 
a king, just as every Christian is also a priest and a prophet.32 If personal faith 
plays a decisive role in the salvific experience, then this exclusive soteriological-

Bobrinskoy bases his own studies of the liturgical life of the church on the theological-
ecclesiological principle "the church is full of the Trinity" (Trinite, 147-97). 

24. Cyprian, Liber de Oratione Dominica, 23 (Patrologia latino. 4.553). 
25. See Biedermann, "Gotteslehre," 135,139. 
26. See Larentzakis, "Kirchenverstandnis," 73. 
27. See Congar, Esprit, 271ff. 
28. For the Catholic tradition, see Miihlen, Una mystica, for the Protestant tradition, 

see Moltmann, Trinity, 200-202; Plantinga, "Images," 59ff. 
29. For example, in the documents of the Second Vatican Council (Lumen gentium 

2-4; Unitatis redintegratio 2; see in this regard Kasper, "Communio," 65ff.), in the documents 
of the official dialogue between Catholic and Orthodox churches ("Mysterium"), or in the 
"Common Declaration of the Study Group of Protestant and Catholic Theologians" ("Er-
klarung," 120). 

30. Though cf. the most recent document (1989) of the Catholic-Pentecostal dialogue 
"Koinonia," 29. 

31. It is probably no accident that Augustus Hopkins Strong does not mention the 
church in his analysis of the implications of the doctrine of the Trinity, even though he views 
the Trinity as the model of interpersonal love — "famerly giving and filial receiving" (The
ology, 351). In his view, die church arises through human beings constituting diemselves into 
a church (see Theology, 902). 

32. Smyth, Works, 274f., 740. 
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ecclesiological concentration on Christ can, strictly speaking, ground only the 
salvation of the individual, but not the ecclesial salvific community itself. Each 
person stands directly under the dominion of Christ; what all together are to 
be remains unarticulated, emerging rather simply from that which each is to 
be in and for himself or herself. 

My intention here is to make a contribution to the trinitarian reshaping 
of Free Church ecclesiology. In chapter IV, I presented an understanding of faith 
as a simultaneous incorporation into both trinitarian and ecclesial commu
nion.33 This was the initial cornerstone of a trinitarian understanding of the 
church, since only by already understanding the initiation process itself in a 
trinitarian fashion, and only by understanding the church as more than just a 
fellowship based on will can one arrive at the notion that the fellowship of 
Christians should reflect the trinitarian unity of God. Here I will try to show 
how those assembled in the name of Christ, even if they number only three, 
can be an eixcov ("image") of the Trinity.34 Although this thesis may seem 
radical, it is not new. Tertullian, albeit in his Montanist period, already brought 
into correspondence the ecclesial and trinitarian "three": 

For the Church is itself, properly and principally, the Spirit Himself, in whom 
there is a Trinity of one divinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. He unites in 
one congregation that Church which the Lord said consists of three persons. 
And so, from that time on, any number of persons at all, joined in this faith, 
has been recognized as the Church by Him who founded and consecrated 
it.35 

Tertullian's allusion to Matt. 18:20 is unmistakable. It is precisely as the con
gregation assembling in the name of Christ that the church is an image of the 
Trinity.36 I will develop Tertullian's idea here in dialogue with the Catholic 
and Orthodox traditions. To this end, I will relate John 17:21 ("as you, Father, 
are in me and I am in you, may they also be in us") to the following ideas: 
(a) the ecclesiality of the church, building on Matt. 18:20 ("where two or three 
are gathered in my name, I am there among them"; chapter III above); (b) 
the mediation of faith, building on Gal. 2:20 ("I live, but it is no longer I who 
live, but it is Christ who lives in me"; chapter IV above); and (c) the structure 
of the church, building on 1 Cor. 14:26 ("when you come together, each one 
has a hymn, a lesson, a revelation . . . "; chapter VI below). I will let the issues 
coming to expression in each passage mutually inform and interpret the 
others. 

33. See IV.2.1.2 and IV.2.2 above. 
34. Concerning ecclesiality, see III.2 above. 
35. Tertullian, De pudicitia 21. 
36. See Ratzinger, Volk, 75. 
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Although any consideration of the relationship between the Trinity and 
the church presupposes a complete doctrine of the Trinity, a comprehensive 
trinitarian reflection of this sort is not possible within the framework of this 
chapter. Instead, I will adopt the general features of the social model of trini
tarian relations as proposed especially by Jiirgen Moltmann37 (though also by 
Wolfhart Pannenberg38), developing only certain aspects of this model, espe
cially where required by consideration of the correspondence between the Trin
ity and the church. Before I can examine these correspondences, however, several 
preliminary methodological remarks are in order concerning the mediations 
necessary for understanding the church in correspondence to the Trinity. Here 
I will briefly clarify the limits of the church's ability to image the Trinity, and I 
will then try to concretize those insights at various points in the analysis of the 
actual correspondences between the Trinity and the church. 

1.2. The Limits of Analogy 

1. Although trinitarian ideas can undeniably be converted into ecclesiological 
ideas, and indeed are so converted, it is equally undeniable that this process of 
conversion must have its limits, unless one reduces theology to anthropology 
or, in a reverse fashion, elevates anthropology to theology. The reasons for this 
are obvious. Our notions of the triune God are not the triune God, even if God 
is accessible to us only in these notions. A certain doctrine of the Trinity is a 
model acquired from salvation history and formulated in analogy to our expe
rience,39 a model with which we seek to approach the mystery of the triune 
God, not in order to comprehend God completely, but rather in order to 
worship God as the unfathomable and to imitate God in our own, creaturely 
way. Trinitarian models bring God to expression in the same way all language 
about God does, namely, as a God who is revealed anfhropomorphically, but 
who always remains hidden "in the light of his own being"40 because God dwells 
"in unapproachable light" (1 Tim. 6:16). As Erik Peterson has emphasized, the 
mystery of triunity is indeed found only in the deity itself. 

It does not follow from this, however, that "absolutely nothing can be 
acquired for practical life from the doctrine of the Trinity," as Kant believed.41 

37. See esp. his explications in Trinitat, 145-94; "Einheit"; Geist, 303-24. 
38. See Pannenberg, Theology, 1.259-336; 422-32, and the earlier essays, "Person," "Die 

Subjektivitat," and "Der Gott." 
39. Concerning the doctrine of the Trinity as a model, see LaCugna and McDonnell, 

"Far Country," 202-5. 
40. Jilngel, "Geheimnis," 500. 
41. Kant, "Streit," 50. 
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Strictly speaking, we do not have a "concept" of "a God in several persons,"42- y e t 

the models (doctrine of the Trinity) with which we try to circumscribe the t r / r ^g 
God can be translated "into practical life," because they describe God through t n e 

categories of our own reality, be those categories psychological or social. Through 
the idea of innerworldly relationships, we bring to expression the relationships 
between the divine persons. That we genuinely are bringing to expression C5ocj 
rather than merely the world itself derives from the fact that God's self-revela^ion 

comes in a this-worldly fashion; for what else could reference to revelation n \ e a n 

if not this? The this-worldly character of God's self-revelation makes it possibly t0 

convert trinitarian ideas into ecclesiological ideas. 
The trinitarian models, however, are not simply projections of ideal sa^gj 

models. Insofar as trinitarian models do in fact speak about the triune God \y n o 
is to be distinguished from human beings, models of the triune God and of me 

church must also be distinguished. "Person" and "communion" in ecclesiol0„y 
cannot be identical with "person" and "communion" in the doctrine of me 

Trinity,43 they can only be understood as analogous to them. If the doctrine 0f 
the Trinity represents an initial mediation between the self-revelatory t r i ^ n e 

God and the church, then we also need a second mediation between any given 
doctrine of the Trinity and ecclesiology. Because God is accessible to us only in 

our own thoughts about God, the absence of this second mediation risks < êj_ 
tying the church or stripping God of the divine nature. 

2. The necessity of these two mediations is grounded in the creatively 
nature of human beings. Human beings are creations of the triune God an^ 
can correspond to God only in a creaturely fashion. A third mediation, however, 
must also be added, one grounded in the difference between the historical a n ( j 
the eschatological being of Christians. The correspondence of ecclesial to trjn_ 
itarian communion is always lived on the path between baptism, which places 
human beings into communion with the triune God, and the eschatolo§icai 
new creation in which this communion is completed. Here the correspondence 
acquires an inner dynamic, moving between the historical minimum and the 
eschatological maximum. For a sojourning church, only a dynamic understand, 
ing of its correspondence to the Trinity is meaningful. If the church remau\s at 
a statically understood minimum of correspondence to the Trinity, it mi s s e s 

possibilities God has given it along with its being; if by contrast it reaches for 

a statically understood maximum, it risks missing its historical reality, ^j 

42. Ibid. 
43. Studer, "Person-Begriff," 177, is even more radical with regard to the concept 0f 

person as it was developed dogmatically in the fourth century and then generally adopted; 
"If one is trying to compare the personal fellowship and personal development of hUm-m 
beings in some fashion with the divine life of the Father, Son, and Spirit, one is best advised 
not to introduce this concept of person into the equation." 
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certainly if it claims to realize this maximum, its self-understanding turns into 
ideology. In none of these three cases would the correspondence of the church 
to the Trinity do justice to the character of the church as a sojourning people 
of God. The ecclesiologically relevant question is how the church is to corre
spond to the Trinity within history. 

Accordingly, the methodological decision to understand the correspon
dence of the church to the Trinity not merely "from above" acquires a substan
tive grounding in addition to the formal one already mentioned. Although the 
life and structure of the church should correspond to the divine communion, 
a communion through which the church is constituted and from and toward 
which it lives, the conditions under which it lives on this side of God's new 
creation must be considered in order to know how the church is to correspond 
concretely to the divine communion during its actual sojourn toward eschato-
logical consummation. If to these historical limits one also adds the creaturely 
restrictions of such correspondence between the Trinity and human communi
ties, it follows that the correspondences between church and Trinity can be 
demonstrated only after the development of anthropology, soteriology, and 
ecclesiology (even though both anthropology and ecclesiology must be devel
oped in the light of trinitarian doctrine). 

2. Trinity, Universal Church, and Local Church 

According to the familiar schema, the trinitarian theologies of the Christian 
West and East differ insofar as for the West, the unity of the divine essence is 
primary, whereas in the East it is the triplicity of the divine persons.44 This 
distinction explains the preference of the West for psychological analogies, and 
of the East for social analogies for the Trinity. Although both Ratzinger and 
Zizioulas have reflected in an independent fashion on the Trinity, their respec
tive trinitarian theologies nonetheless still fit this schema quite well. In this 
section, I will take as my point of departure Ratzinger's and Zizioulas's particular 
understanding of the Western and Eastern trinitarian traditions in order to 
analyze the ecclesiological correspondences to the relation of the divine persons 
to the divine essence45 and then to draw attention to the communion of the 
divine persons as that aspect of God which lends itself to the construction of 
analogies.46 The correspondence between the church and the communion of 
the divine persons will then be developed in the next two sections. 

44. See in this regard Wendebourg, "Person," 503ff. 
45. Regarding this aspect of correspondence between Trinity and church, see Bieder-

mann, "Gotteslehre." 
46. Moltmann, "Einfuhrung," 17. 
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1. Although Ratzinger considers the one substance of God and the three 
divine persons equiprimal, he takes the dominance of unity as his point of 
departure. Because he locates this unity at the level of substance, the one 
substance of God must take precedence over the nonaccidentally conceived 
persons.47 The relationship between the universal and local church is then 
determined in analogy to the relationship between substance and person in 
God, just as the relationship between local churches is also determined in 
analogy to the relations between the divine persons.48 The one universal 
church (the whole) takes precedence over the many local churches. Although 
all these local churches are churches in the full sense of the word rather than 
merely incomplete parts of the one church, they are such only insofar as they 
exist from and toward the whole.49 Within the framework of Ratzinger's 
thinking, this means that the local church is to be completely transparent for 
the whole. What Hermenegild Biedermann says about the relationship be
tween trinitarian doctrine and ecclesiology in the Catholic tradition in general, 
applies to Ratzinger as well: "Just as the unity of the one divine nature and 
essence as it were 'sustains' the triplicity of persons, so also does a universal 
church as the common foundation 'sustain' the multiplicity of local 
churches."50 Local churches are churches precisely in their relation to the 
whole. 

According to Zizioulas, the unity of God is grounded not in the one 
divine substance, but rather in the person of the Father, which is why the one 
substance of God does not enjoy ontological priority over the persons. Quite 
the reverse is actually the case, that is, God's personal mode of existence (the 
person of the Father) constitutes the divine substance. In this sense, God's 
being coincides with his personhood, which is always realized in communion; 
the substance exists only as persons.51 This yields a completely different analogy 
between the one divine substance and the church than was the case with 
Ratzinger. Just as in God's own being there is no substance behind the persons, 
so also in ecclesial being there is no universal church behind the local churches. 
Every local church is, according to Zizioulas, the universal church at a partic
ular place of its concretization. In order to be identical with the universal 
church, however (and that means in order to be that which it is as church), 
every local church must stand in communion with other local churches. The 
one universal church enjoys no precedence before the many local churches, 
but rather exists precisely as these churches, and does so as the one and whole 

47. See 1.6.2 above. 
48. See also 3.1.3 below. 
49. See 1.2 above. 
50. Biedermann, "Gotteslehre," 138. 
51. See II. 1.1 above. 
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church in each local church that itself stands in communion with other local 
churches.52 

2. Understanding the unity of God by way of the one substance of God seems 
unavoidably to establish the precedence of the one God before the three persons, 
and thus also to threaten the triunity of God. By contrast, one must insist with 
Jiirgen Moltmann that "the persons themselves constitute both their differences 
and their unity."53 This presupposes that the divinity of the one God does not 
precede the divine persons, but rather exists concretely as three persons.54 If this 
is the case, then God's being coincides with the communion of the three divine 
persons, something Zizioulas has rightly emphasized, even though the ecclesio-
logical conclusions he draws from this are not fully persuasive. 

Although at first glance Zizioulas seems to be correct in maintaining that 
the coincidence of person and substance in God corresponds to the simultaneity 
of universal and local church, this raises considerable ecclesiological and trini
tarian concerns. One important ecclesiological argument militates against the 
simultaneity of the universal and local church, namely, that these local churches 
are not the variously concrete modes of existence of the universal church, but 
rather are historical anticipations of the eschatological gathering of the entire 
people of God.55 They are not identical with the universal church in the sense 
of the church of all ages; rather, these local churches are superordinate to the 
existing "universal church." The universal church arises by way of the local 
churches, just as the local churches themselves arise through the pneumatic 
anticipatory connection to the yet outstanding gathering of the whole eschato
logical people of God, that is, to the eschatological universal church, if one will. 
By contrast, the common divine nature arises not by way of the "collection" of 
the divine persons, but rather is identical with the latter, which is why the 
relation "divine nature — divine persons" cannot correspond to the relation 
"universal church — local church.'' What is capable of such correspondence, 
however, are the relationships between the divine persons and those between 
local churches. 

The correspondences "divine nature — universal church" and "divine per
sons — local churches" are similarly to be rejected for trinitarian reasons. If the 
universal church is to correspond to the divine nature, and if at the same time 
every local church is to be identical with the one universal church, the three 

52. See IL3.2.3 above. Cf. Biedermann, "Gotteslehre," 134 (regarding the general Or
thodox understanding of the correspondence of Trinity and church): "just as in the triunity 
the one divine essence does not signify a 'more' over against the persons," so also is "the 
universal church to be understood less as the 'comprehensive one'. .. than as the 'multiple-
unity.' " 

53. Moltmann, Trinity, 175. 
54. So Staniloae, Dogmatik, 1.267. 
55. See III.2.2 above. 
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divine persons must possess the one, numerically identical divine nature, some
thing both the Eastern and the Western traditions do as a rule maintain.56 In 
that case, however, one must either assume that the one divine nature exists in 
addition to the divine persons and is concretized differently in each person, or 
one is forced into the awkward position of deciding how to distinguish between 
the persons, each of which is allegedly identical with the one numerically iden
tical divine nature. For this reason, it is advisable to dispense entirely with the 
one numerically identical divine nature and instead to conceive the unity of 
God perichoretically57 That is, each divine persons stands in relation not only 
to the other persons, but is also as a personal center of action internal to the 
other persons.58 In order to speak at the supralocal level of a correspondence 
between Trinity and church, one must for trinitarian reasons take as point of 
departure not the relationship "divine nature — divine persons," but rather the 
relations between the divine persons as such. Just how relations between the 
local churches are to be conceived in analogy to trinitarian relations will be 
examined more closely later.59 

3. The distinction between universal and local church involves only the 
church that finds itself on the way to its eschatological future. When in the 
eschaton the whole people of God is assembled in the unity of the triune God, 
this distinction will be eliminated, and human beings will live in perfect com
munion with the triune God and will reflect the communion of the triune God 
in their own mutual relationships. Because every local church is a concrete 
anticipation of this eschatological community, it is decisive that one understand 
and live the relationships within a given local church in correspondence to the 
Trinity. Whereas these relationships are eschatologically abiding, those between 
local churches as local churches are merely historically determined and accord
ingly transient. The Trinity indwells in the local churches in no other way than 
through its presence within the persons constituting those churches, since the 
church is those who gather in the name of Christ.60 This is why although 
irtterecclesial correspondence to the Trinity is important, it can nonetheless be 
conceived only in analogy to the pivotal mrraecclesial correspondence to the 
Trinity. 

Can the relationship "divine nature — divine persons" have significance 
for relations within a local church? If one presupposes the one, numerically 
identical divine nature (which, as we have already seen, is to be rejected), then 

56. This does not, however, seem to have been the Nicene doctrine (see Kelly, Doctrines, 
234ff.). 

57. So, e.g., Moltmann, Trinity, 174ff.; idem, "Einheit," 124ff.; Siebel, Geist, 25ff., 87ff. 
58. See 3.2 below. 
59. See 3.1.3 and 3.2.4 below. 
60. See III.2.1.1 above and 3.2.4 below. 
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the relations within the church can no more be understood in correspondence 
to the relationship "divine nature — divine persons" than relations between 
churches can. For within interpersonal relations there is nothing that might 
correspond to the numerically identical divine nature, unless one were to con
ceive the unity of humankind anthropologically as the unity of the one human 
nature and to assert (as does Ratzinger) that all human beings constitute "one 
single human being" destined to become one single human being in Christ.61 

Although this particular notion has enjoyed a venerable history,62 it is both 
anthropologically and ecclesiologically unacceptable.63 For both trinitarian and 
ecclesiological reasons, the one numerically identical divine nature can play no 
role in the analogy between the Trinity and the church. As with relations between 
local churches, one must also understand those within any given local church 
in correspondence to the communion of the divine persons. 

3. Trinitarian Persons and the Church 

Although one cannot separate the trinitarian persons and relations, one must 
distinguish between them. Hence I will examine first the correspondences be
tween the character of the trinitarian persons — their relationality and their 
mutual interpenetration — on the one hand, and that of ecclesial persons and 
local churches on the other. In the following section, I will then inquire what 
significance the processions and structure of the divine relations possess for 
structuring ecclesial relations. 

3.1. Relational Personhood 

1. Ratzinger defines trinitarian personhood as pure relationality; persona est 
relatio. This understanding of the trinitarian persons has two important con
sequences. First, the persons become so transparent that it is difficult to distin
guish them from the one, sustaining divine substance.64 The consequence is 
not only that the one substance gains the upper hand over the three persons, 
but also that the three persons actually become redundant. If behind the actions 
of the divine persons there is no "I" of these persons, then the three persons 

61. Ratzinger, "Wurzel," 223. 
62. See, e.g., Gregory of Nyssa, Quod non sint tres dii (Patrologia graeca 45.117ff.). 
63. See III.2.1.3 and IV.3 above. 
64. See 1.6 above. Similarly also Gunton, Promise, 42, in his analysis of Augustine's 

doctrine of the Trinity. 
65. LaCugna, God, 99. 
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are superfluous in the economy of salvation, and "the Triune God's relationship 
to us is . . . unitary," as Catherine LaCugna correctly maintains with regard to 
Augustine's doctrine of the Trinity.65 Second, the persons seem to dissolve into 
relations; the Father becomes fatherhood; the Son, sonship; and the Spirit, 
procession. Understood in this way, these persons are not only superfluous but 
also incapable of action. Pure relations — the "act of begetting," the activity of 
being begotten, and that of procession — can no more act in salvation history 
than they can be petitioned in prayer or praised in worship.66 

To do justice to the salvation history from which knowledge of the Trinity 
is actually acquired, one must conceive the trinitarian persons as subjects. God's 
external works are not to be attributed to the one undifferentiated divine 
essence, but rather proceed from the divine persons. Accordingly, personhood 
cannot be conceived as pure relation, any more than relation can be conceived 
merely as a manifestation of personhood. Rather, person and relation emerge 
simultaneously and mutually presuppose one another. This is one of the basic 
insights in Jiirgen Moltmann's doctrine of the Trinity: "Here there are no 
persons without relations; but there are no relations without persons either. 
Person and relation are complementary."67 The divine persons are constituted 
through generatio and spiratio as subjects who, though different, are mutually 
related from the outset and are inconceivable without these relations; further
more, they manifest their own personhood and affirm that of other persons 
through their mutual relations of giving and receiving.68 

2. In strict correspondence to the trinitarian persons, Ratzinger tries to 
conceive human persons as pure relations as well. Although this understanding 
of personhood is ultimately unpersuasive with regard to the divine persons, it 
can still exhibit a certain degree of plausibility if one understands divine being 

66. So Moltmann, "Einheit," 123f. Walter Kasper, Gott, 351, shares this opinion. From 
the fact that one "cannot petition, worship, and glorify" (p. 351) the relations or the distinct 
modes of subsistence, however, he concludes only that one should maintain the concept of 
persons, but not that one cannot really understand personhood as pure relation in the first 
place. This, however, merely conceals linguistically rather than eliminates the theological 
difficulties with persons as "pure relations." When one worships, one only acts "as if" the 
Father, Son, and Spirit are persons — at least this is what those do who understand what 
they are doing in worshiping God. Following Ratzinger's dialogical understanding of the 
Trinity, Kasper defines the three divine persons as "pure self-articulation," "pure hearing," 
and "pure reception" (p. 353; see also pp. 375f.), albeit without, like Ratzinger (see Einfiihrung, 
144), expressly denying that the Father is "the one speaking," the Son "the one corresponding 
in obedience," and the Holy Spirit "the one purely receiving" (p. 353). Kasper does not, 
however, explain how "the pure self-articulation" can simultaneously be "the one speaking. 
Ratzinger is more consistent in this regard. 

67. Moltmann, Trinity, 172 [final sentence not included in English translation — 
translator's note]. 

68. See 4.2 below. 
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as pure actuality.69 With regard to human persons, however, it is wholly inap
propriate. It is true that for Ratzinger the notion of "pure relation" is the 
soteriological-eschatological goal of the human person rather than its anthro
pological definition. In reality, the human person is not simply identical with 
its relations; rather, these are "something extra added to the person."70 Yet 
precisely this is what the experience of salvation is to overcome. With regard to 
Christ, a believer is "pure relation," just as with regard to the Father, Christ is 
"pure relation." Although the "most absolute [sic] unity" results from this,71 

for just that reason the human persons together with the divine persons dissolve 
into the one undifferentiated substance of God. Although this is admittedly not 
Ratzinger's intention, it is the consequence of his concept of person. 

If one understands trinitarian persons and relations as complementary, it 
is possible to conceive ecclesial personhood in correspondence to trinitarian 
personhood. Here I will address only the relationality of the divine and ecclesial 
persons, and will discuss their subjectivity in the context of a consideration of 
the structure of trinitarian and ecclesial relations.72 Like the divine persons, so 
also ecclesial persons cannot live in isolation from one another; Christians are 
constituted as independently believing persons through their relations to other 
Christians, and they manifest and affirm their own ecclesial personhood in 
mutual giving and receiving (see Phil. 4:15). Within the context of the com
plementary nature of person and relation, the structure of personal life can 
indeed be described accurately with Ratzinger's notion of "being from and 
toward," though this "being" is now no longer "pure, [and] unreserved."73 A 
Christian lives from and toward others. 

Although the relations of the ecclesial and trinitarian persons correspond, 
a distinction does remain between the two. I am not referring to the fact that 
human beings remain persons even if they live isolated from one another, 
whereas the trinitarian persons are inconceivable without the most intimate of 
communion. Human beings can live as human beings in isolation from or even 
in hatred toward one another (even though in reality they always become 
human beings through others and remain related to others even in hatred, 
indeed, even in indifference). This derives from their being constituted as 
human beings through God's relation to them by way of their relations to their 
environment, rather than through their relation either to God or to their en
vironment. 74 As Christians, however, human beings cannot live apart from 

69. So Siebel, Geist, 14. 
70. Ratzinger, Introduction, 131; cf. Ratzinger, "Personenverstandnis," 213. 
71. Ratzinger, Introduction, 135. 
72. See section 4 below. 
73. Ratzinger, Introduction, 134. 
74. See in this regard Pannenberg, Theology, 1.431. 
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fellowship with other Christians. Salvation has an indispensable ecclesial struc
ture,75 and in this sense relations between trinitarian and ecclesial persons do 
correspond. 

Yet the difference between the two remains. It consists, first, in the fact 
that human beings, though determined by one another, are not simply com
munion, as is the Trinity, but rather must always be held together by an implicit 
or explicit covenant. Because of the creaturely nature of human beings, ecclesial 
communion is always a communion of the will (even if their ecclesial being 
and their ecclesial will are mutually determinative).76 This applies in an impor
tant sense to the eschatological people of God as well. To be sure, the commu
nion of this people is final; its past being would, as Karl Marx said of com
munism, contradict the pretension of its essence;77 and the possible end of this 
communion will not even appear on the horizon of the consciousness of those 
who are redeemed in this ultimate fashion. Yet the finality of this communion 
is bestowed, and for that reason it presupposes the possibility of its nonbeing, 
nonbeing which in reality will never occur. 

Second, ecclesial communion on this side of God's new creation can 
correspond to the perfect mutual love of the trinitarian persons only in a broken 
fashion. The church's fellowship is always in transit between the historical 
minimum and the eschatological maximum of the correspondence to the love 
in which the trinitarian persons live. The minimum consists in "being from 
others" and "being together with others," for only a communion of persons can 
correspond to the Trinity. The maximum consists in perfect "being toward 
others," in the love in which they give of themselves to one another and thereby 
affirm one another and themselves. 

3. Ratzinger defines relations between (local) churches in analogy to 
the pure relationality of the Trinity. Only when churches have given up all 
"holding onto one's own" can the "coalescence into unity" come about.78 

This corresponds exactly to the analogy "universal church — divine sub
stance" and "local church — divine person."79 Such a union, emerging from 
pure relationality, results, however, in a dissolution of the respective in
dividual identities of the various local churches. If one starts with the com
plementary nature of person and relation, then not only do ecclesial persons, 
but also ecclesial communities appear as independent and yet mutually re
lated entities affirming one another in mutual giving and receiving (see Rom. 
15:26f.; 2 Cor. 8:14). 

75. See IV.2 above. 
76. See IV.2.2.2 above. 
77. See Marx Engels Werke Ergdnzungsband, 1.536. 
78. Ratzinger, Introduction, 135. 
79. See 2.1 above. 
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But are local churches necessarily characterized by being "from" and 
"toward" as required by correspondence to the Trinity? I think not. Nor is 
Ratzinger able to apply this structure of communality consistently to the rela
tions of local churches. Although an alliance in love is indeed desirable between 
local churches, it is not an absolute condition of ecclesiality, unless one were to 
understand love objectively, as Ratzinger does, following Augustine, as "standing 
in" the eucharistic communion; this results, however, in an elimination of the 
aspect of love involving "being toward others." Ratzinger himself uses the word 
love equivocally. In a trinitarian and maximal-ecclesiological sense, it refers to 
the "from/toward" structure; in a minimal-ecclesiological sense, however, it 
refers to the "from/with" structure. This reflects the position of Catholic tradi
tion, which asserts that only "being from others" and "being together with 
others, " but not "being toward others," is indispensable for ecclesiality. The 
sojourning church corresponds only partially to the Trinity. 

The question arises, however, whether actual "being with others" is indis
pensable for the minimum of correspondence between Trinity and church. It is 
true that a local church, even as a fellowship of mutual giving and receiving, 
could not correspond to the Trinity if it intentionally separated itself from other 
churches and did not seek communion with those churches; for the Trinity is 
precisely an open and inviting communion. If a church is open to other 
churches, however, it already corresponds partially to the triune God, just as by 
seeking communion with other churches it corresponds to the eschatological 
gathering of the entire people of God in communion with the triune God, and 
in so doing is actually a church in the first place.80 Hence the minimum of 
interecclesial correspondence to the Trinity seems to consist not in actual "being 
with all others," but rather in "being from others" and "seeking to be toward all 
others."81 

3.2. Perichoretic Personhood 

1. In their mutual giving and receiving, the trinitarian persons are not only 
interdependent, but also mutually internal, something to which the Johannine 
Jesus repeatedly refers: "so that you may know and understand that the Father 
is in me and I am in the Father" (John 10:38; cf. 14:10-11; 17:21). This mutually 
internal abiding and interpenetration of the trinitarian persons, which since 
Pseudo-Cyril has been called Jtepijcc6pr|0i<;,82 determines the character both of 
the divine persons and of their unity. 

80. See III.3.2 above and VII.2 below. 
81. Concerning the relations between churches, see III.3.2 above and 3.2.4 below. 
82. See Prestige, God, 296. 
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Perichoresis refers to the reciprocal interiority of the trinitarian persons.83 In 
every divine person as a subject, the other persons also indwell; all mutually 
permeate one another, though in so doing they do not cease to be distinct persons. 
In fact, the distinctions between them are precisely the presupposition of that 
interiority, since persons who have dissolved into one another cannot exist in one 
another. Perichoresis is "co-inherence in one another without any coalescence or 
commixture."84 This is why both statements can be made: "Father and Son are in 
one another," and "Christians are in them" ("in us" — plural!; John 17:21). Being 
in one another does not abolish trinitarian plurality; yet despite the abiding 
distinction between the persons, their subjectivities do overlap. Each divine person 
acts as subject, and at the same time the other persons act as subjects in it, which is 
why the Johannine Jesus can formulate paradoxically: f) ejxfi SiSa^f) owe &rav e(if| 
("My teaching is not mine," John 7:16). This statement acquires its full theological 
weight only if one does not resolve the tension between "mine" and "not mine" on 
one side or the other, but rather emphasizes both equally. Within personal interi
ority, "mine" is simultaneously "not mine" without ceasing to be "mine," just as "not 
mine" is simultaneously "mine" without ceasing to be "not mine." 

From the interiority of the divine persons, there emerges what I would 
like to call their catholicity. "The Father is in me and I am in him" (John 10:38) 
implies that "whoever has seen me has seen the Father" (John 14:9-10). The 
one divine person is not only itself, but rather carries within itself also the other 
divine persons,85 and only in this indwelling of the other persons within it is 
it the person it really is. The Son is Son only insofar as the Father and the Spirit 
indwell him; without this interiority of the Father and the Spirit, there would 
be no Son. The same applies to the Father and to the Spirit. In a certain sense, 
each divine person is the other persons, though is such in its own way, which 
is why rather than ceasing to be a unique person, in its very uniqueness it is a 

83. So Staniloae, "Relations," 38. 
84. Prestige, God, 298. The objection immediately seems to arise that the notion of 

"co-inherence without coalescence" is just as difficult to conceive as is the idea criticized above 
regarding personhood as pure relationality. It is important to note, however, that the respective 
points of departure are different. Perichoresis starts with persons who are then to be conceived 
as distinct persons in their mutual interiority; the understanding of person as pure relation
ality starts with relations which must then "harden" into persons. The idea of perichoresis 
starts with the story of revelation (Father, Son, and Spirit as acting and speaking persons), and 
then admittedly leads into what comes close to being a conceptual labyrinth; the idea of pure 
relationality, by contrast, must proceed first through the conceptual labyrinth in order to arrive 
at the story of revelation in the first place. As already seen above (see IV.3.2.1), the idea of 
perichoresis also acquires a certain degree of plausibility if one considers such religious 
phenomena as prophetic speech from a strictly phenomenological standpoint. The prophet 
and the Spirit are both — each in a different way — subjects of the prophetic message (though 
prophecy admittedly involves a one-sided rather than a mutual personal interiority). 

85. Similarly Staniloae, Dogmatik, 1.275. 
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completely catholic divine person. Of course, the catholicity of the divine per
sons is also open for creation and its history, and consists not only in this mutual 
interiority, but also in all creation "being in God." Only thus can God — and 
each of the three divine persons — "be all in all" (1 Cor. 15:28). 

This reciprocal interiority of the divine persons determines the character 
of their unity. The notion of perichoresis offers the possibility of overcoming 
the alternatives unio personae — unitas substantias86 The unity of the triune 
God is grounded neither in the numerically identical substance nor in the 
accidental intentions of the persons, but rather in their mutually interior being81 

"By the power of their eternal love, the divine persons exist so intimately with, 
for, and in one another that they themselves constitute themselves in their 
unique, incomparable and complete union."88 The unity of the divine essence 
is the obverse of the interiority and catholicity of the divine persons. 

2. In a strict sense, there can be no correspondence to the interiority of 
the divine persons at the human level.89 Another human self cannot be internal 

86. See Hilary of Poitiers, De trinitate 4.42: "Unum sunt, non unione personae sed 
substantiae imitate" (Patrologia latina 10.128). 

87. It is often assumed that perichoresis and the oneness of the divine substance are 
two complementary ways of conceiving the unity of God. Perichoresis is "the exact reverse 
of the identity of ousia," writes G. L. Prestige (God, 298). No less a thinker than John of 
Damascus juxtaposes the two ideas, asserting that God is one (among other things) 8i6c 8& 
zox> 6\ioovaiov, xcci xov £v aXXi\ka.ic, elvai xixq imoaxaaeiq (Defide, I, VIII, Patrologiagraeca 
825f.). It is questionable, however, whether the two ideas are compatible. If one presupposes 
the one numerically identical substance of God, then the only content of the divine persons 
consists in their relations of origin. The Father, for example, has everything in common with 
the Son except being begotten. The persons are nothing more than the fryevvnaia, Y^VVTIOK;, 
and foatopevaK;, and are such as "ways in which the one indivisible divine substance dis
tributes and presents Itself" (Kelly, Doctrines, 266). If under the presupposition of the unity 
of the divine substance one wishes to speak of the coinherence of persons, then one must 
assert that the ctyevvriaia is in y£wr\aiq, which is obviously nonsense. Although the Father 
can be in the Son (see note 84 above) — at least according to the Johannine Jesus — Father
hood cannot be in Sonship. The coinherence of persons can come about only if the persons, 
while essentially standing in relations, nevertheless are not identical with those relations. 
This, however, presupposes that one abandons the numerical identity of the divine substance. 

88. Moltmann, "Einheit," 124. See idem, Trinity, 174f. When O'Donnell writes that the 
"union which Moltmann describes is only a moral union" ("Trinity," 21), he overlooks 
precisely the decisive point, namely, that the divine persons are in one another. While this 
being in one another does presuppose the constitution of the persons (see Wendebourge, 
"Person," 508, note 35), the persons are constituted as being mutually internal to one another; 
they do not only later become mutually internal to one another. 

89. Contra Harrison, "Perichoresis," 65. Siebel speaks "of two persons in the third 
person." Yet because this third person can be only a "moral" rather than a "natural" person, 
he must seek refuge in a "quasi-person" (Geist, 48f.), thereby underscoring for all practical 
purposes the impossibility of personal interiority at the human level. 
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to my own self as subject of action. Human persons are always external to one 
another as subjects. One might at most adduce the experience of mutual love 
as proof to the contrary; yet despite all the selflessness of love, it is not the 
beloved Thou who is the subject of love within the loving self, but rather the 
loving self itself, even if the love of the self is kindled only on the beloved Thou 
in the first place.90 A self in this sense, one that through love has become self-less, 
is indeed a self that can embrace or "enter empatheticaily" into the other, but 
it is not a self that can indwell as a self that other.91 The indwelling of other 
persons is an exclusive prerogative of God. 

But even the divine persons indwell human beings in a qualitatively dif
ferent way than they do one another. This is evident already from the fact that 
the interiority of the divine persons is strictly reciprocal, which is not tlie case 
in the relation between God and human beings. To be sure, it is not only the 
Spirit, and together with the Spirit also the Son and the Father, that is in human 
beings; human beings are also in the Spirit (see Rom. 8:9).92 They are not, 
however, internal to the Spirit as subject; otherwise, they would also be the 
subjects of the Spirit's actions just as the Spirit is the subject of theirs; the Spirit 
does, after all, "blow where it chooses." If human beings were personally interior 
to the Spirit in the same way the Spirit is personally interior to human beings, 
the conclusion "the wind blows where it chooses . . . so it is with everyone who 
is born of the Spirit" (John 3:8) would be reversible. But it is not. This personal 
interiority is one-sided. The Spirit indwells human persons, whereas human 
beings by contrast indwell the life-giving ambience of the Spirit, not the person 
of the Spirit. 

At the ecclesial level (and at the creaturely level in the broader sense), only 
the interiority of personal characteristics can correspond to the interiority of the 
divine persons. In personal encounters, that which the other person is flows 
consciously or unconsciously into that which I am. The reverse is also true. In 
this mutual giving and receiving, we give to others not only something, but also 
a piece of ourselves, something of that which we have made of ourselves in 
communion with others; and from others we take not only something, but also 
a piece of them. Each person gives of himself of herself to others, and each 
person in a unique way takes up others into himself or herself. This is the process 
of the mutual internalization of personal characteristics occurring in the church 

90. Eberhard Jungel, Gott, 430ff., has persuasively demonstrated that love is not pure 
selflessness. 

91. Even a relation as close as that of pregnancy does not involve the phenomenon of 
personal interiority. Although the child is a person (in the theological sense), it has as yet no 
subjectivity, and exists not in the self of the mother, but rather in her body (which she 
admittedly not only possesses, but rather is as well). 

92. Concerning the presence of the Son in human beings and of human beings in the 
Son, see John 6:56; 14:20. 
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through the Holy Spirit indwelling Christians. The Spirit opens them to one 
another and allows them to become catholic persons in their uniqueness. It is 
here that they, in a creaturely way, correspond to the catholicity of the divine 
persons. This catholicity of Christians, however, cannot be limited ecclesially. 
That is, a catholic person involves the internalization not only of that person's 
Christian siblings and friends, but also of the person's entire "environment" — 
of the Creator as well as of every creature. Every person is a catholic person 
insofar as that person reflects in himself or herself in a unique way the entire, 
complex reality in which the person lives.93 

3. The mutual giving and receiving presupposes an already existing con
nection of some sort, however rudimentary. If I am utterly isolated from others, 
I can neither give nor receive anything from them. This is why the communion 
of persons precedes their catholicity (just as the interiority of persons precedes 
their full unity). Because human persons cannot be internal to one another as 
subjects, their unity cannot be conceived in a strictly perichoretic fashion, as is 
often suggested.94 Does this not make the (local) church, quite differently than 
the Trinity, into a subsequent union of Christians? Does not precisely the 
correspondence between the unity of the church and the unity of the triune 
God require the mutual interiority of human persons, and does not the New 
Testament also conceive unity by way of the mutual interiority of persons? Thus 
does Jesus in John 17:21 request "that they may all be one, as you, Father, are 
in me and I am in you." Yet already for theological reasons, this "as" (xaQ(bq) 
may not be interpreted in the sense of identity, but rather must be interpreted 
in the sense of similarity.95 In that case, however, human perichoretic unity 
does not necessarily follow from divine perichoretic unity; one must ask rather 
in what the comparison between divine and human unity consists. This theo
logical consideration is confirmed exegetically insofar as the statement "as you, 
Father, are in me and I am in you" is continued not by "may they also be in 
one another," but rather by "may they also be in us." Human beings can be in 

93. According to the anthropology of Catherine Keller, "everything in some way is 
really part of me" {Broken Web, 184, first emphasis mine). Differently than my own explica
tions, however, her feminist theological anthropology stands in the tradition of the process 
philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead, who within the framework of his own metaphysics 
tried to show that "every actual entity" is in "every other actual entity" {Process, 92f.; see in 
this regard, Welker, Universalitiit, 80ff.). 

94. So, e.g., Kasper, Gott, 346; Plantinga, "Images," 62f. As the parallel in 1 Chron. 
12:39 suggests, the proverbial expression "one heart and soul" (Acts 4:32) is not to be 
interpreted in the sense of an interiority of persons, even though "heart" does refer to the 
personal center of a human being. See also Aristotle, Ethics 1168b, where uia WXA ("one 
soul") appears in the context of the ethics of friendship. 

95. Bultmann, John, 513. So also Lightfoot, John, 299, who renders xaQwc, as "re
semble." 
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the triune God only insofar as the Son is in them (John 17:23; 14:20); and if 
the Son is in them, then so also is the love with which the Father loves the Son 
(John 17:26). Because the Son indwells human beings through the Spirit, how
ever, the unity of the church is grounded in the interiority of the Spirit — and with 
the Spirit also in the interiority of the other divine persons — in Christians. 
The Holy Spirit is the "one person in many persons."96 It is not the mutual 
perichoresis of human beings, but rather the indwelling of the Spirit common 
to everyone that makes the church into a communion corresponding to the 
Trinity, a communion in which personhood and sociality are equiprimal. Just 
as God constitutes human beings through their social and natural relations as 
independent persons, so also does the Holy Spirit indwelling them constitute 
them through ecclesial relations as an intimate communion of independent 
persons.97 As such, they correspond to the unity of the triune God, and as such 
they are instantiations of the one church. 

4. If human persons cannot be internal to one another, then churches as 
fellowships of persons can be such even less. Accordingly, the divine perichoresis 
cannot serve as a model of mrerecclesial unity. Nor are churches subjects that 
the Holy Spirit might indwell apart from the Spirit's indwelling the hearts of 
those of whom the church consists.98 Hence in the Holy Spirit the churches are 
related to one another not so much insofar as those churches are collective 
subjects, but rather insofar as the people of whom they consist stand in some 
relation, be they laity or officeholders. In modern societies, this takes place not 
only directly, in personal encounter, but also through mediating institutions 
and mechanisms of interaction. 

Nevertheless, the perichoresis of the divine persons also possesses intereccle-
sial relevance. Here, the correspondence between Trinity and church builds on the 
catholicity of the divine persons. Like individual persons, so also do entire com
munities have their specific identifying characteristics, acquired either by way of 
the cultural context in which they abide or through exceptional personalities 
active among them; they now transmit these characteristics to other churches. By 
opening up to one another both diachronically and synchronically, local churches 
should enrich one another, thereby increasingly becoming catholic churches. In 
this way, they will also increasingly correspond to the catholicity of the triune God, 
who has already constituted them as catholic churches, because they are anticipa
tions of the eschatological gathering of the entire people of God.99 

96. Muhlen, Una mystica. See IV.3.2.2 above. 
97. See IV.3.2 above. 
98. See IV.2.1.3 above. 
99. See VII below. 
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4. The Structure of Trinitarian and Ecclesial Relations 

The relations between the persons and their personal interiority logically, pre
suppose the "generation" of the Son and the "procession" of the Spirit, since 
only persons who are already constituted can relate to one another and exist in 
one another. In discussion of the Trinity, the structure of trinitarian relations 
has been consistently determined by the notions of generation and procession. 
Here I will examine in what sense generation and procession structure trinitar
ian relations, and I will inquire concerning which particular aspect of the Trinity 
ought to be reflected in ecclesial structures. 

1. As I have tried to show, although Ratzinger conceives relations within 
the church in a trinitarian fashion, he conceives the structure of the church 
monistically. The paradox is only apparent. Because the persons are "pure 
relations," God can act externally only as the one undifferentiated divine being, 
that is, as one "person."100 This one divine nature acting externally corresponds 
to the one church that together with Christ constitutes one subject and thus 
itself becomes capable of action. Hence for both the Trinity and for the church, 
the "one" is structurally decisive: the one divine Nature, the one Christ, the one 
Pope, and the one bishop. This in its own turn corresponds to the filioquistic 
linear doctrine of the Trinity; the Spirit is the third who proceeds from the Son 
and who accordingly within the economy of salvation cannot determine the 
Son. This is why although the Spirit can indeed vivify the structures of the 
church, the Spirit can hardly determine their form. 

The strictly hierarchical structure of the church derives from the systemic 
dominance of the one and from the precedence of the whole. Because only the 
one can ensure the unity of the totality, the Pope must rank above the bishop, 
just as the bishop must rank above the congregation. Although their power, in 
analogy to the divine "pure relationality," is theoretically always purely "vicarial 
power" (it is Christ who acts through them), concretely it is always realized as 
personal power, at least on this side of God's new creation. If one conceives the 
relations of ecclesial persons in analogy to the pure trinitarian relations, the 
many of necessity remain defenselessly subject to this personal power of the 
one. Personal rights cannot be derived from this understanding of persons as 
"pure relation." This concept of person erroneously presupposes realized escha-
tology and is unable to do justice structurally to the abuse of power. Because 
persons understood in this way are also embedded in a monistic hierarchical 
structure of relations, the understanding of person as pure relation can easily 
degenerate into repressive ideology.101 

100. This is the implication of Augustine's doctrine of the Trinity (see Hill, God, 61; 
cf. Studer, "Person-Begriff," 174). 

101. See 1.6.2 above. 
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Zizioulas conceives the structure of ecclesial relations in a consistently 
trinitarian fashion. He does so on the basis of a nonfilioquistic trinitarian 
theology that accords primacy to the person of the Father. The relations between 
the one and the many are reciprocal. Just as the Father constitutes the Son and 
the Spirit and is simultaneously conditioned by them, so does Christ constitute 
the church and is simultaneously conditioned by it in the Spirit, and so also 
does the bishop as the image of Christ constitute the ecclesial community and 
is conditioned by that community as a pneumatic entity. 

For Zizioulas, however, this reciprocal relation between the one and the 
many is asymmetrical. The Father constitutes the Son and the Spirit, while the 
Son and the Spirit only condition the Father; Christ constitutes the church, while 
the church only conditions Christ. Accordingly, the bishop constitutes the 
church, but is only conditioned by the church. The monarchy of the Father and 
the subordination of the Son and the Spirit ("a kind of subordination," Zizioulas 
writes102) are reflected not only in the dominion of Christ over the church, but 
also in the hierarchical relations within the church itself. Like the trinitarian 
person, so also is the ecclesial person inconceivable without hierarchy.103 The 
function of the ordo of laypersons is exclusively responsorial; they follow the 
bishop acting in persona Christi and speak the liturgical Amen. Moreover, 
Zizioulas understands the ordo of laypersons as an undifferentiated unity; all 
have the same liturgical function. Laypersons are thus placed into a hierarchi
cally structured bipolarity of the one and the many in which they not only 
remain subordinated as a whole, but are also virtually insignificant as individu
als.104 

2. I have argued that we should conceive the trinitarian persons and 
relations as complementary, and I have defined the trinitarian persons as peri-
choretic subjects. Father, Son, and Spirit are, as Wolfhart Pannenberg formulates 
it, not "different modes of being of the one divine subject," but rather "living 
realizations of separate centers of action."105 Accordingly, God also cannot act 
externally as the one tripersonal divine self, but rather only as a communion 
of the different persons existing within one another. But how are the relations 
of the divine persons as subjects structured? 

Trinitarian theology usually identifies the processions with relations, 

102. Zizioulas, Communion, 89. 
103. See Zizioulas, "Die pneumatologische Dimension," 141. At least to me as an 

outsider, Zizioulas's unrestricted affirmation of hierarchy seems to correspond more to 
Orthodox ecclesial reality than does the polemic against subordination in the church (directed 
esp. against Catholic ecclesiology) to which some Orthodox theologians are inclined (see 
Harkianakis, "Petrusdienst," 285). 

104. See II above. 
105. Pannenberg, Theology, 1.319. A different view is taken by Heribert Miihlen, who 

assumes only "a single personal center of action in the deity" {Geist, 166). 
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something that can occur in a twofold fashion. Either the relations dissolve into 
processions, or the processions are understood as mutual relations. In the first 
case, the result is unilinear hierarchical relations between the divine persons; 
the Father begets the Son and spirates (together with the Son?) the Spirit, and 
sends the Son and (with him?) the Spirit. The Father alone is engaged in giving, 
and any retroactivity of the Son and Spirit on the Father appears as an anomaly. 
In the second case, the divine persons dissolve into a common divine nature; 
all the persons mutually constitute and are conditioned by one another, and for 
that reason none can be distinguished from the others,106 unless following Hegel 
one completely equates the immanent and economic Trinity and from the outset 
understands the Son as the incarnate divine person and the Spirit as the person 
who brings the world to God.107 

The one constituting and the one constituted, however, are to be distin
guished both conceptually and substantively from the constitutive process it
self.108 This is why one must distinguish between the constitution of the persons 
and their relations. The Son and the Spirit are constituted by the Father. The 
Father is the source from which the Son and the Spirit receive their divinity; 
he constitutes the "hypostatic divinity" of the Son and Spirit. Just how all three 
divine persons exist as God, however, or their "innertrinitarian form," is deter
mined by their mutual relations.109 The constitution of the persons and their 

106. See Zizioulas, Communion, 45, note 40. Wolfhart Pannenberg, who disputes the 
distinction between the level of constitution and that of relation, understands the constituting 
of the persons as strictly reciprocal. This leads him to insist on the future monarchy of the 
Father, for otherwise one could not distinguish between the persons. The monarchy of the 
Father is thus less a requirement of the unity of the divine persons — the divine unity, which 
is the "result" of the perfect and loving "common operation of the three persons" (Theology, 
1.325), does not need the monarchy of the Father as its "seal" — than the presupposition of 
their distinctions. If the future monarchy of the Father really were necessary for the unity of 
the triune God, then Pannenberg would be unable, as Ingolf Dalferth has critically remarked, 
"to present a trinitarian-theological solution to the problem of the unity of God that was more 
than an eschatological consolation in a future 'later'" (Dalferth, Der auferweckte, 194). For a 
critique of Pannenberg's understanding of the strict reciprocity of innertrinitarian relations, 
cf. Jansen, Relationality, 178; O'Donnell, "Pannenberg's Doctrine of God," 96. 

107. So Schoonenberg, "Trinitat," 116: "The immanent Trinity is a Trinity of persons 
insofar as it is the economic Trinity." Yves Congar has righdy objected that the statement 
"the economic Trinity is the immanent Trinity" is correct only if it is irreversible {Geist, 
333ff.). "The immanent Trinity reveals itself in the economic Trinity. But does it reveal itself 
completely?" (p. 337). See in this regard Oeing-Hanhoff, "Die Krise," 301f.; Koslowski, 
"Hegel," 124ff. 

108. So Wiegand Siebel, Geist, 32ff., who continues Jurgen Moltmann's distinction 
between the level of constituting and that of relation (see Moltmann, Trinity, 165f., 175f.), 
albeit without referring to Moltmann. 

109. Moltmann, Geist, 321. 
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relations are, of course, not to be conceived as two temporally sequential steps, 
but rather as two dimensions of the eternal life of the triune God.110 The 
constitution of persons through generation and procession grounds the distinc
tions among the persons, who are simultaneously constituted as standing in 
relations; these distinctions then manifest themselves in the salvation-historical 
differentiation of the persons. 

If this distinction between the "hypostatic divinity" (constitutional level) of 
the trinitarian persons and their "innertrinitarian form" (relational level) is 
persuasive, then the unilinear hierarchical relations can disappear from the trini
tarian communion, since maintaining that the Father constitutes the Son and 
Spirit says nothing as yet about how the relations between them are structured. In 
any case, within salvation history they do appear as persons standing in reciprocal 
relationships to one another.111 With regard to the immanent Trinity, salvation 
history thus allows us to infer the fundamental equality of the divine persons in 
their mutual determination and their mutual interpenetration; even if the Father 
is the source of the deity and accordingly sends the Son and the Spirit, he also gives 
everything to the Son and glorifies him, just as the Son also glorifies the Father 
and gives the reign over to the Father (see Matt. 28:18; John 13:31-32; 16:14; 17:1; 
1 Cor. 15:24). Moreover, within a community of perfect love between persons who 
share all the divine attributes, a notion of hierarchy and subordination is incon
ceivable. Within relations between the divine persons, the Father is for that reason 
not the one over against the others, nor "the First," but rather the one among the 
others.112 The structure of trinitarian relations is characterized neither by a 
pyramidal dominance of the one (so Ratzinger) nor by a hierarchical bipolarity 
between the one and the many (so Zizioulas), but rather by a polycentric and 
symmetrical reciprocity of the many. 

3. If one starts from the trinitarian model I have suggested, then the 
structure of ecclesial unity cannot be conceived by way of the one, be it the 
Pope, the patriarch, or the bishop. Every ecclesial unity held together by a 
mon-archy, by a "one-[man!]-rule," is monistic and thus also un-trinitarian. 
Reflecting on the fact that no one human being can correspond to the trinitarian 
relational network, Heribert Miihlen has concluded that ecclesiastical office is 
to be exercised collegially, even the office of the Pope!113 This is a step in the 

110. One can maintain that Moltmann's distinction between the level of constituting 
and that of relation is the equivalent of an affirmation of "ontological monarchism" (so 
Olson, "Trinity," 226) only if one ascribes ontological status exclusively to the relations of 
origin, and not to the perichoretic relations. 

111. See in this regard Pannenberg, Theology, 1.308ff.; idem, "Der Gott," 123ff. 
112. So Moltmann, Geist, 323. 
113. He speaks of the "trinitarianization" of the Pope, adding, however, that this "does 

not necessarily mean that the latter must consist in establishment of a triumvirate" (Miihlen, 
Entsakralisierung, 257, my emphasis). 
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right direction. Such a "trinitarianization" of office would correspond to the 
collegial exercise of office in the early church (see Phil. 1:1; 1 Thess. 5:12; Rom. 
12:8).114 Yet this step would not suffice, for the correspondence between the 
structure of the Trinity and the church would still be conceived ecclesiologically 
in an overly hierarchical fashion. Although this would break the dominance of 
the one, the bipolarity between the now "trinitarianized" determinative office 
and the congregation that says "amen" would remain in effect. This is un
avoidable if one distinguishes in principle rather than in function between 
universal and particular priesthood. The ordo of the priests then corresponds 
to the triune God and acts in God's name over against the congregation. 

Conceiving the structure of the church in a consistently trinitarian fashion 
means conceiving not only the institution of office as such, but also the entire 
(local) church itself in correspondence to the Trinity. The high-priestly prayer 
of Jesus brings all who believe in him into correspondence with the unity of 
the triune God (John 17:20; cf. 1 John 1:3). Paul, too, seems to be arguing from 
a trinitarian perspective115 when he admonishes the Corinthian congregation 
to unity (1 Cor. 12:4-6; cf. Eph. 4:3-6).116 The various gifts, services, and activi
ties that all Christians have correspond to the divine multiplicity. Just as the 
one deity exists as the Father, Son, and Spirit, so also do these different divine 
persons distribute different gifts to all Christians. That these gifts are distributed 

114. Concerning the collegial exercise of office in the Pastorals Epistles, see Fee, 
Timothy, 20ff. 

115. Although one cannot understand the New Testament triadic formulae as evidence 
of a fully developed doctrine of the Trinity, one should read them theologically in the light 
of the trinitarian history of God attested by the New Testament, a history from which the 
doctrine of the Trinity later arose. 

116. Heinrich Schlier finds in the New Testament evidence of a trinitarian grounding 
of the unity of the church ("Einheit," 162-64), though he seems to view especially the one 
Father, the one Christ, and the one Spirit — each in and for itself— as the ground of this 
unity rather than the divine persons in their triunity. Hence despite the trinitarian appear
ance, the unity of the church is still conceived monistically. A similar conceptual schema can 
be found in Lumen gentium (2-4); from a dieological, christological, and pneumatological 
perspective respectively, "the whole of the church is examined" (Grillmeier, "Kommentar," 
161), but the structure of ecclesial relations is not conceived in analogy to the structure of 
trinitarian relations. Even this limited trinitarian grounding of unity has far-reaching ecclesio-
logical consequences and represents a clear advance over the earlier Christo-monistic under
standing of the church (see in this regard Legrand, Realisation, 210ff.; idem, "Entwicklung," 
151-67; in Protestant circles, H. Richard Niebuhr especially has criticized the unitarianism 
of the Father, Son, and Spirit [see "Trinity"]). When Unitatis redintegratio 2 goes one step 
further and conceives the structure of the church in analogy to trinitarian relations, this 
occurs in connection with explications concerning the one Christ with whom the Holy Spirit 
unites the church, and concerning the one hierarchy at whose head the "one" — namely, the 
successor of Peter — stands. 
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for the benefit of all, however (1 Cor. 12:7), corresponds to the divine unity; 
the same Spirit, the same Lord, and the same God (the Father) are active in all 
these different gifts."7 The symmetrical reciprocity of the relations of the 
trinitarian persons finds its correspondence in the image of the church in which 
all members serve one another with their specific gifts of the Spirit in imitation 
of the Lord and through the power of the Father. Like the divine persons, they 
all stand in a relation of mutual giving and receiving.118 

At the trinitarian level, unity does not presuppose the unifying one, but 
rather is constituted through perfect love, which is the very nature of God and 
through which the divine persons exists in one another. By contrast, ecclesial 
(as well as every other creaturely) unity is inconceivable without the one, 
though this one cannot be part of the ecclesial communion itself, since this 
would contradict the structure of trinitarian relations. It is no accident that 
the New Testament attests no particular charisma of unity (although, for 
example, people with episcopal charisma are to expend special effort on behalf 
of unity on the basis of the specific character of their function119). Not until 
the letters of Ignatius does the preservation of unity become a specific task of 
the bishop. Here, the owe5prov xou emaKonov ("council of the bishop") 
corresponds to the evo-criq 6eou ("unity of God").120 The bishop is thereby in 
a position to preside within the church etc, TOTTOV Geov ("in the place of God") 
and thus to ensure its unity.121 The New Testament itself does not yet attest 
this understanding. There, the unity of the church seems especially to come 
about through the indwelling of the one Spirit (and with it of the entire holy 
triunity) in every person.122 Accordingly, and in analogy to the Trinity, every 
person as a bearer of the Spirit participates in the constitution of unity.123 

This is also commensurate with the New Testament admonitions to foster 

117. This theological interpretation of 1 Cor. 12:4-6 is plausible only given two pre
suppositions, namely, (1) that "Spirit," "Lord," and "God" are not simply different names of 
the one person, but rather references to different persons (see in this regard Wainwright, 
Trinity; Fee, "Pauline Literature," 669f.) and (2) that "gifts of grace," "services," and "activities" 
describe different dimensions of the same reality —the charismata (see in this regard Fee, 
1 Corinthians, 586). 

118. See in this regard, Gelpi, Pentecostalism, chapter IV. 
119. See Luz, "Einheit," 70, 145ff. 
120. Ignatius, Phld. 8:1. 
121. Ignatius, Magn. 6:1. 
122. It is perhaps not without significance that both in 1 Cor. 12:4-6 and in Eph. 4:3-6, 

texts admonishing readers to unity, the sequence in the triadic formulae is not "God (Father) 
— Lord — Spirit," but rather "Spirit — Lord — God (Father)." 

123. Schlier, "Einheit," 166ff., has emphasized that the "bearers of charismata" are 
"mediators [and guards] of the salvific unity of the church." He distinguishes, however, the 
bearers of such charismata from the bearers of office, who mediate the unity of the church 
"in a different sense." 
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unity, which are in fact directed to all the members of the congregation (see 
1 Cor. 1:10-17; Eph. 4:3). 

4. If the person is not identical with relations, then one can also conceive 
the rights of ecclesial persons in correspondence to the Trinity. It would, of 
course, be utterly inappropriate to ascribe rights to the divine persons in an 
effort to ascribe them analogously to ecclesial persons as well. "Rights legitimate 
the social practice of claiming goods on moral grounds."124 For the divine 
persons, however, such "practice of claiming goods" is inconceivable, since they 
live in perfect love; they are internal to one another as persons and mutually 
give everything to one another. Hence they can have no formal rights that might 
legitimate this "practice of claiming goods" (and that might be asserted through 
commensurate sanctions). These rights presuppose the possibility of persons 
being abused, and they are meaningless without this possibility. With regard to 
the divine persons, however, this presupposition is counterfactual. 

The understanding of the divine persons as (interdependent and mutually 
internal) autonomous centers of action corresponds to the understanding of 
ecclesial persons as interdependent and catholic, albeit autonomous subjects. 
In order to protect the persons from abuse, not only for their own sake (the 
equivalent of an individualistic understanding of human rights), but also be
cause of their communion with others and with God,125 one must ascribe 
inalienable rights to those not (yet) living in perfect love. People in the church 
can have these rights, because they are persons who are to correspond to the 
relations of the divine persons as centers of action; but they must have these 
rights if they are to live in correspondence to the divine persons, because they 
are living on this side of God's new creation. The rights of all the members of 
the church, of officeholders as well as of all other Christians, are grounded in 
the correspondence of the sojourning church to the Trinity. 

Personal rights, of course, cannot replace mutual love between persons. 
Rather, properly understood, rights presuppose such love; they protect against 
the abuse of persons and are an expression of love on this side of God's new 
creation. Because they are also grounded in the Trinity, they simultaneously 
point toward their own suspension in God's new creation, a creation in which 
human beings in communion with the triune God will reflect perfect divine 
love. 

124. Wolterstorff, "Christianity," 212. 
125. Paul Ramsey has defined these rights as "whatever it is necessary for me to have 

in order to be with and for fellow man" {Ethics, 37; see also Hauerwas, "Right," 238ff). 
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Structures of the Church 

Ecumenical discussion about the church has in recent decades concentrated 
largely on the problem of ecclesial structures, and primarily on the question of 
office. It seems apparent enough why this is the case. Ecclesial life in most 
churches (of the First World?) proceeds by way of priests and pastors and is 
realized in the proclamation of the Gospel and in the celebration of the sacra
ments, primarily baptism and the Eucharist, events in which officeholders play 
key roles. Thus ecumenical dialogue concerning the question of office not only 
takes place around a well-defined issue, but is also immediately relevant for the 
life of local churches. At the theological level as well the question of office is 
fertile ground for ecumenical discussion, since an entire ecclesiology is always 
reflected in a certain understanding of office, that is, of what officeholders are 
to do in the church and how they are to become officeholders. 

This intimate connection between the nature of the church and that of office 
not only explains the ecumenical and ecdesiological significance of the question 
of office, but simultaneously makes clear why concentration on this particular 
question was bound to run quickly into insuperable difficulties.1 For behind the 
question of office there lurks the fundamental problem of one's understanding of 
the church, a problem that, while approachable by way of the question of office, 
can by no means be solved through it. The BEM (Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry) 

1. Hans-Martin Barth, Priester, 19ff., criticizes the centrality of the question of office 
in ecumenical discussion without acknowledging the preeminent ecdesiological significance 
of this question; the Catholic church, he believes, has "forced" this onto the Protestant church, 
which "begins with an ecclesiologically different point of departure" (p. 20). However, the 
question of office is also of central significance for an ecclesiology in which office itselt 
occupies a peripheral position. 
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document and the resultant discussion demonstrated this clearly.2 Without an 
ecumenical agreement of what the church is, one can either allow the diverging 
understandings of office to stand unreconciled next to one another, or one can try 
to cloak them with merely verbal convergences. Either way, unity is feigned rather 
than genuinely attained. This is why in recent years the question of the character 
of the church, especially of the understanding of the church as communion, has 
moved into the center of ecumenical dialogue. 

Reflection on ecclesial structures obviously presupposes reflection on the 
church. If the structures of the church really are to be the structures of the 
church rather than structures over the church, then the church must take pre
cedence over its structures. Accordingly, one must first determine what the 
church is (chapter III), how salvation is mediated within it (chapter IV), and 
how it is to correspond to the Trinity as its ground and goal (chapter V). Only 
after dealing with these fundamental ecclesiological questions can one reflect 
meaningfully on the structures of the church. In this chapter, I will examine the 
problem of ecclesial structures by first addressing the problem of participation 
in church life. I will then discuss ecclesial institutions and the allocation of 
persons to particular roles. Commensurate with my own primary interest in 
relations between persons, I will not expressly examine the sacraments here, 
which together with offices are part of the structures of the church. 

Each of the three problems just mentioned — the relationship between 
universal and particular priesthood, between Spirit and church law, and the 
understanding of ordination, to use theological instead of sociological ter
minology — is extremely complex, and the attendant secondary literature dealing 
with exegesis, church history, systematic theology, and canon law is endless. I 
cannot address these problems in any detail here. In a study of the church as 
communion, it should suffice merely to point out which consequences regarding 
the theology of office and one's understanding of canon law can be drawn from 
the basic ecclesiological decisions I have presented in the three preceding chapters. 

1. Charismata and Participation 

The church lives through the participation of its members, that is, the laity and 
the office holders, and is constituted through them by the Holy Spirit. All 

2. See M. Thurian, ed., Churches. In its own answer to the BEMDocument, the Russian 
Orthodox Church rightly emphasized that the question of a recognition of offices is second
ary to the recognition of churches: "The fundamental ecclesiological problem of unity lies 
not in an 'ecumenical' mutual recognition of 'ministry,' but in recognition of the church, in 
which this ministry is exercised, as a 'true Church' confessing the faith of the apostles" 
(M. Thurian, ed., Churches, 1.9; cf. IV. 147). 
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churches agree on this point. What is disputed is how this occurs. First, I will 
advocate a particular Protestant understanding of the constitution and life of 
the church, and I will contrast this with the Catholic and Orthodox understand
ing. Then I will explicate this understanding by reflecting on the charismata. 

1.1. Bishop or Everyone? 

1. Catholic and Orthodox ecclesiologies are emphatically episcopocentric. In the 
ecclesiologies of both Ratzinger and Zizioulas, the bishop plays a respectively 
different role, but for both of them his preeminent position in the church is 
decisively associated with the notion of the church as a subject, a notion in its 
own turn sustained by the idea of the "whole Christ," head and members. The 
church needs the bishop as the one human subject in order itself to be concretely 
capable of acting as a subject. The bishop acts in persona Christi and simul
taneously in persona ecclesiae. These two are as intimately connected as are the 
head and body in the one organism of Christ, which according to both 
Ratzinger's and Zizioulas's understanding is the church. 

For Ratzinger, emphasis on the church as subject means a strong affirma
tion of the significance of the whole church. If the church is one subject with 
Christ, then it also acts soteriologically with Christ. This activity of the whole 
church becomes concrete in the liturgical ministry of the priest; in him, the 
church realizes its participation in Christ's own mediatorship.3 I have already 
pointed out that this understanding ascribes too much soteriological signifi
cance to the church.4 This "too much" with regard to soteriology corresponds 
simultaneously, however, to "too little" with regard to the laity. Despite the 
universal priesthood of all who have been baptized,5 the priest in principle 
cannot be replaced by other believers. Only a priest who has received his au
thority sacramentally from the whole church can act in persona Christi and in 
persona ecclesiae. Although laypersons are indeed also subjects of worship ac
tivity insofar as they are part of the ecclesia catholica acting with Christ in the 
priest, they are always acting through the priest. Accordingly, Ratzinger under
stands the actuosa participatio less in the sense of external activity than in the 
sense of personal participation in worship events.6 Although on one level the 

3. See Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 287. 
4. See IV. 1.1.2 above. 
5. See Lumen gentium 10. 
6. See 1.5.1 above. For a richer understanding of the actuosa participatio in Catholic 

ecclesiology, see Legrand, Realisation, 181ff.; Kasper, "Communio," 79ff. Catholic theologians 
in Latin America have reflected with particular intensity on the role of the laity in the church, 
and in the process have advocated theses radically different from those of Ratzinger (see Boff, 
Die Neuentdeckung, idem, Kirche). 
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bipolarity between priest and ecclesia caiholica as well as between priest and 
concrete congregation is suspended insofar as both participate in liturgical 
activity, on another level this same bipolarity is still underscored. That is, in the 
liturgy it is the priest who acts in persona Christi and in persona ecclesiae; the 
entire congregation and each individual person internalize this activity recep
tively, and only in being thus receptive are they authentically active in worship. 

According to Zizioulas, the being of officeholders, that is, of bishops, is 
both christologically and ecclesiologically determined. The bishop represents 
Christ to the congregation and simultaneously embodies in himself the whole 
congregation. On the one hand, the bishop does not simply stand opposite the 
congregation according to this model, since he is not a persona privata, but 
rather a communal entity, a corporate personality. On the other hand, in the 
liturgy the bishop alone acts in persona Christi. The congregation receives his 
activity. It follows the bishop, at least theoretically, in pneumatic willingness 
and speaks the liturgical "amen." Despite the fact that the bishop is conditioned 
by the congregation, the situation of bipolarity — more specifically, asymmetri
cal bipolarity — remains between bishop and congregation for Zizioulas as well; 
the bishop, who is conditioned by the congregation, acts; and the congregation, 
which is constituted by the bishop, receives.7 

2. Over the course of this investigation, I have tried to show (1) that the 
church is not a single subject, but rather a communion of interdependent 
subjects, (2) that the mediation of salvation occurs not only through office
holders, but also through all other members of the church, and (3) that the 
church is constituted by the Holy Spirit not so much by way of the institution 
of office as through the communal confession in which Christians speak the 
word of God to one another.8 From these three basic theological convictions, 
it follows that the life and structure of the church cannot be episcopocentric. 
The church is not a monocentric-bipolar community, however articulated, but 
rather fundamentally a polycentric community? 

Paul seems to envision such a model of ecclesial life with a polycentric 
participative structure when he tries to reestablish peace within the enthusiastic 
and chaotic congregation in Corinth (see 1 Cor. 14:33).10 As a kind of summary 
of his own ecclesiologically extremely significant instructions in 1 Corinthians 

7. See II.4.3 above. 
8. See III.2.1.3, IV. 1.1.3, and III.2.2 above. 
9. According to Michael Welker, the "simple hierarchical structures . .. still character

izing our churches" should be replaced by "the development of new forms making it possible 
for the congregation to participate in producing and shaping worship services, including the 
content of such services" (Welker, Kirche im Pluralismus, 125f.). Within the framework of 
Catholic hierarchical ecclesiology, Avery Dulles has advocated an understanding of the church 
as a "polycentric community" (Dulles, Catholicity, 126). 

10. See also 3.1.1 below. 
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12-14, he writes: "When you come together, each one has a hymn, a lesson, a 
revelation, a tongue, or an interpretation. Let all things be done for building up 
the congregation" (1 Cor. 14:26; cf. 1 Pet. 2:5-10; 4:10).u During the Protestant 
Reformation, Luther rediscovered the participative model of ecclesial life with 
his notion of the universal priesthood of believers, a priesthood he never un
derstood merely soteriologically, but rather always ecclesiologically as well.12 In 
the German-speaking sphere, it was then especially Philipp Jakob Spener, Nich
olas Ludwig Graf von Zinzendorf, and Johann Hinrich Wichern who tried to 
vivify Luther's ecclesiological insight here, an insight also unable to establish 
itself within Protestantism.13 In the English-speaking sphere, it was especially 
the various Free Church groups who undertook this, such as the Baptists,14 

Congregationalists,15 Quakers,16 and Pentecostals.17 

The polycentric character of the church has a twofold theological ground
ing, namely, in the Christian call to faith and in the charismata. Christians are 
called to enter into communion with Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 1:9) and to confess 
and witness him with words and deeds (1 Pet. 2:9). At their initiation, they 
receive from God's Spirit the authority and capacity for this ministry. The call 
to faith and ministry is general, one-time, and permanent, whereas the partic
ular forms of ministry change, just as do both the bearers of ministry and the 
situations in which they function. For that reason, this calling can ground only 
a general priesthood that is the same for all members of the church; it cannot 

11. See in this regard Fee, 1 Corinthians, 690. In support of his bipolar understanding 
of church life, Zizioulas adduces the Pauline instructions in 1 Corinthians 12-14, the same 
text from which I draw my own understanding of the church as a polycentric community. 
According to Zizioulas, the people were to speak the "amen" in charismatic worship services 
(1 Cor. 14:16; Zizioulas, "L'eucharistie," 43). One can find a bipolar understanding of the 
church in 1 Cor. 14:16 only if one interpolates later liturgical structures into the Pauline 
letters, since for Paul it is not the task of an ordo within the church to speak the "amen," but 
rather the task of all members without distinction to give such a response to the liturgical 
contribution that can come from every member (see 1 Cor. 14:26). The polycentrality in 
church life stands here over against the bipolarity insofar as every person can contribute in 
the worship service, while simultaneously all are to speak the liturgical "amen." 

12. See Althaus, Theologie, 254ff. 
13. On the notion of universal priesthood in Protestant theology, see Eastwood, Priest

hood; see also Barth, Priester, 29-103,191-250. The apex in Hans-Martin Barth's explications, 
which closely resemble my own views (already presented in Volf, "Kirche," 55-60), reads: "The 
Protestant church is the church of the universal priesthood — or it does not exist" (p. 103). 

14. See Walton, Community, 102. 
15. See Eastwood, Priesthood, 164-71. 
16. See Gwyn, Apocalypse, 166. 
17. The most influential earlier Pentecostal lay theologian, Donald Gee, spoke of "open" 

worship services characterized by "general liberty for all to take part as the Spirit moved 
upon the members of the congregation" (Gee, Gifts, 15). See also Lirn, Spiritual Gifts, 34ff. 
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ground the various and changing ministries of each member. The specific way 
in which each Christian realizes his or her general priesthood must be estab
lished through the individual, specific charismata, even if it is true that each 
Christian already receives a specific charisma (or specific charismata) in the 
general call as such. For the charismata are empowerments for pluriform service 
in the church and in the world, empowerments which come from God's grace 
and which can change and overlap.18 The relationship between calling and 
charismata can be defined as follows. The call to new life and to practices 
commensurate with this life comes to everyone without distinction through the 
words of the gospel. At the point of its individual appropriation, this general 
call becomes specific in the gifts given to each person for concrete and changing 
tasks in church and in world.19 That all Christians have a task in church and 
world is grounded in Christian calling; which concrete ministry (or ministries) 
they have is determined by the gifts of the Spirit given to them at the moment. 

Commensurate with their calling and endowment by God's Spirit, all the 
members of a church are stewards of God's manifold grace through their deeds 
and words (see 1 Pet. 4:10-11), and all have something to contribute in worship 
and in the entire life of the church.20 The church arises and lives insofar as 
salvation is mediated through mutual service with the pluriform gifts of the 
Spirit. It is true, of course, that not everyone participates in the same way and 
with the same intensity in the mediation of faith. Although one should in 
particular not underestimate the preeminent significance of officeholders, who 
have an indispensable role in the church, the whole life of the church is not 
ordered around them. Different persons can become the soteriologically "sig
nificant others" for other persons. Beyond this, all the members of the church 
create the "plausibility structures" in which the mediation of faith and life in 
faith become possible in the first place.21 Thus the Spirit does not constitute 

18. Norbert Baumert, "Charisma und Amt," has recently called into question Ernst 
Kasemann's thesis that Paul uses the term "charisma" as a terminus technicus (Kasemann, 
"Amt," 109). My own argumentation is not dependent on the veracity of Kasemann's thesis. 
Here I am not strictly following the Pauline use of "charisma," but rather am construing a 
theology of charismata. In the process, I am taking as my guide not only the direct Pauline 
statements concerning charismata, but also his general explications regarding church services 
and functions. 

19. See Volf, "Arbeit," 419ff. for a brief theological reflection on charismata. For theo
logical-historical studies of the charismata, see Norbert Baumert's articles "Semantik," "Be-
griffsgeschichte," and "Fremdwort." 

20. The following presentation is not to be understood as a continuation of the 
inappropriate polemic against liturgical worship services traditionally practiced in Free 
Church circles (see Smyth, Works, 270ff.), but rather as an invitation to understand and shape 
the liturgy in a certain way. 

21. See in this regard Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 157ff. 
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the church exclusively through its officeholders, but also through every member 
serving others with his or her gifts.22 The point of this polycentric-participative 
model of church life is not, of course, simply to outdo the Catholic understand
ing of the church, as it were, in a Free Church fashion, so that the worship 
service itself becomes a salvific work performed by all believers. The acting priest 
is not simply replaced by the acting congregation; rather, the mediation of the 
exclusive salvific activity of Christ is now enjoined on all believers.23 

3. In the following section, I will define more closely this polycentric-
participative model of church life in a brief reflection on several ecclesiologically 
relevant features of the charismata. First, however, let me briefly examine the 
practical consequences of this model. 

This model involves first only a reinterpretation of what is already actually 
happening in churches. The model according to which the Spirit constitutes the 
church through officeholders (ordained in the apostolic succession) obscures 
the ecclesiologically highly significant fact that in all churches, faith is mediated 
and kept alive above all by the so-called laity, that is, in families, in one's 
neighborhood, or in the workplace; without this lay activity of faith mediation, 
there would be no living church.24 Ecclesiologically, the model that assigns 
priority to officeholders also suppresses the contribution of the laity in worship. 
In all churches, the laity participates in the worship service through singing, 
praying, the reading of scripture, the confession of faith, or simply through 
their mere presence. All these activities must be acknowledged ecclesiologically 
as constitutive for the church, for it is through these activities that people confess 
Christ before one another as Savior and Lord, and it is in this way that the Spirit 
of God constitutes them into a church. 

Theological reinterpretation of what has always in fact taken place in the 
church is simultaneously an important presupposition for a new church prac
tice. For the ecclesiological obscuring of the lay role in constituting the church 
is one of the most important theological factors contributing to lay passivity. If 
laypersons are constituted into a church by taking the sacraments and/or by 
hearing the proclaimed word, then active participation in the mediation of faith 
is something external to their ecclesial being; they are church in their passivity, 
and their activity is something added to their being as church, or perhaps also 
not added. If by contrast the church is constituted by the confession of all its 
members, then the mediation of faith is a dimension of their ecclesial being; 

22. So also Hans-Martin Barth in his interpretation of Luther (Priester, 37). 
23. See IV. 1.1.2. 
24. What the Church of South India remarks in its reponse to the BEM Document 

concerning "rural congregations" applies to all churches: "the light of the gospel is kept by 
ordinary people by their faithful commitment to the gospel" (M. Thurian, ed., Churches, 
11.78). 
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they are church in their activity of faith mediation (which is, of course, merely 
the reverse side of their receptive passivity and is first made possible only by 
that passivity). 

The passivity of laypersons admittedly also stems from factors other than 
merely theological ones. Sociological factors especially play an important role. 
Following Max Weber and Ernst Troeltsch, Herve Legrand rightly explains the 
tendency to disqualify the laity religiously in part 

from the necessary division of labor in every society... one can see that the 
identity of the clergy is dialectically related to the religious dispossession of 
the laity (the "clerics" inculcate in the "laity" the latter's lack of knowledge 
and know-how) and to the parallel affirmation by the clergy of its own proper 
election and of its own proper superiority.25 

An initial step toward countering this sociological tendency is a theological 
elevation of the laity into the medium through which the church is constituted 
by God's Spirit. 

1.2. The Charismatic Church 

1. Because the church is born through the presence of Christ in the Holy Spirit, 
the thesis that the church is constituted by way of the entire called and 
charismatically endowed people of God presupposes that the exalted Christ 
himself is acting in the gifts of the Spirit. According to the Pauline understanding 
of the charismata, this is indeed the case, since, as Ernst Kasemann emphasizes, 
a gift of the Spirit is "the specific portion of the individual in the dominion and 
glory of Christ."26 This is why the charismata are not gifts that can be separated 
from the concrete presence of Christ in human beings and be at the latter's free 
disposal. Christ himself is "present in his gifts and in the ministries attesting 
those gifts and made possible by those gifts."27 Since all Christians, as we will 
shortly see, have charismata, Christ is also acting through all the members of 
the church, and not merely through its officeholders.28 

The connection between the charismata and Christ's constitutive presence 
in the church by the Spirit also demonstrates clearly the intimate relation 

25. Legrand, Realisation, 184. 
26. Kasemann, "Amt," 111. 
27. Ibid., 118. 
28. Many churches have critically made this point in their response to the BEM 

Document over against the text that over-emphasizes official representation of Christ (see 
Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry, 36 [Mil]; see M. Thurian, Churches, 11.78, 207; III. 175; 
IV.36, 181; "Evangelical," 306). 
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between the charismata and the constitutive activity of confession.29 Confession 
of Christ as Savior and Lord is an essential dimension of charismatic activity. 
Although not the only feature, confession is the indispensable feature distin
guishing the charismata from other activities in which people engage in the 
church and world (see 1 Cor. 12:2-3). This cannot be otherwise. If Christ is to 
act in the charismata, then he must be implicitly or explicitly confessed by 
charismatics themselves and through their charismatic activities as the one who 
he is, namely, Savior and Lord. Just as every charisma is a concrete manifestation 
of Christ's grace,30 so also is every charismatic activity a concrete form of 
confession to him. 

Although every charismatic activity is a confession, not every confession 
is charismatic, since confession occurs through the entire life of Christians, 
through everything they speak or do. Although all of Christian life is lived in 
the Spirit, it is not charismatic as a whole.31 Charisma has a narrower meaning 
in its reference to a particular capacity given by the Spirit of Christ for a 
particular ministry in church or world. If this is the case, then the thesis that 
the church is constituted by the Spirit of God through charismatic activity, 
although correct, is a simplification, albeit a much more complex simplification 
than the thesis that the church is constituted with the help of officeholders. For 
the Spirit of God can also use people to perform certain ministries who have 
no particular gifts for these ministries, perhaps an ecclesial "manager" in order 
to strengthen faith, or an academic in order to console. What a person con
tributes to the life of the church, through secondary ministries or even through 
the living, spiritual "aura" surrounding a person,32 goes far beyond the partic
ular charismata given to an individual. It is meaningful, however, to speak about 
the church being constituted through the charismata insofar as the activity of 
the Spirit through every member of the church becomes evident in a particularly 
concentrated fashion in these charismata. 

2. The second identifying feature of the charismata is their universal 
distribution. According to the New Testament texts, charismata are not "phe
nomena limited to a certain circle of persons, but rather are universally present 
in the church" (see 1 Cor. 12:7; Rom. 12:3; Eph. 4:7; 1 Pet. 4:10).33 In the 

29. See III.2.2.3 above. 
30. Kasemann, "Amt," 117. 
31. Contra Kasemann, "Amt," 116. Ulrich Brockhaus has persuasively argued against 

Kasemann's ethical expansion of the charismata (Brockhaus, Charisma, 220ff.). 
32. Concerning the "aura" as a form of communication separate from language, see 

Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 163. 
33. Kung, Kirche, 226; see also Boff, Kirche, 267ff.; Duffield and Van Cleave, Founda

tions, 329. Lumen gentium 12 apparently takes a different view when it maintains that these 
gifts are distributed "inter omnis ordinis fideles" (my emphasis; see in this regard Gerosa, 
Charisma, 69f.). It does not seem evident to me that the universal distribution of charismata 
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community as the body of Christ, there are no members without charisma. The 
Spirit poured out upon all flesh (see Acts 2:17-21) also distributes gifts to all 
flesh; these gifts are "a present dispensed without distinction and without con
ditions."34 This is why a division into those who serve in the congregation and 
those who are served is ecclesiologically unacceptable; every person is to serve 
with his or her specific gifts, and every person is to be served in his or her 
specific need. In actuality, however, many members are passive in churches. 
Hence although not every baptized person can be called a charismatic, the 
charismata are nonetheless present "in embryonic form" in every person, as 
Karl Rahner expresses it.35 Commensurate with the measure to which the 
charismata are given to a person (see 1 Pet. 4:10)36 — no one is to be coerced 
into activity! — these gifts are to be acknowledged, vivified, and employed in 
service to the church and world. 

Universal distribution of the charismata implies common responsibility for 
the life of the church.37 Such common responsibility is compatible with the 
particular charismata of leadership ("office").38 In the context of universal 
distribution of charismata, however, such leadership acquires a new profile. It 
cannot be the task of leaders, ordained or not, to do everything in the church 
themselves. This would lead to hypertrophy of this one member of the body of 
Christ and to a fateful atrophy of all other members. The task of leaders is first 
to animate all the members of the church to engage their pluriform charismatic 
activities, and then to coordinate these activities.39 Second, leaders are re
sponsible for a mature church that is called to test every manifestation of the 
Spirit (see 1 Thess. 5:21).40 

Common responsibility implies mutual subordination (see Eph. 5:21).41 

is to be understood to mean that each person has "his own charisma" on the basis of his 
own uniqueness (so Baumert, "Charisma," 31). Just as it is a useful abstraction (actually, an 
abstraction first making verbal communication possible to begin with) to speak of "deacons," 
even though each has a specific task and performs that work in his own way, so also is it 
meaningful to speak about a charisma of Suxxovia. 

34. Brockhaus, Charisma, 170. 
35. Rahner, "Charisma," 1028. 
36. See Wilckens, Rbmer, III.ll. 
37. See Banks, Community, 139; Dunn, "Models," 107. 
38.1 am here presuppposing the institution of "office" and will ground it later below 

in the section on "Ordination." 
39. So also Barth, Priester, 234. 
40. One extraordinary feature of Pauline correctives to his congregations is that Paul 

does not address the leaders in those congregations as authorities whose task is to implement 
his instructions; this is best understood if one starts with the notion of the common or shared 
responsibility of all for the life of the church. 

41. So also Miihlen, Entsakralisierung, 438. 
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Although Paul demands that his congregations acknowledge certain members 
and be subordinate to them (see 1 Thess. 5:12; 1 Cor. 16:15-16), the authority 
of these members is relativized in several respects and precisely thereby also 
protected. First, such authority is not absolute, since the members of the church 
owe unconditional obedience only to their common Lord. Second, it is based 
less on their formal position than on their active service in the congregation 
(see 1 Thess. 5:13).42 Ultimately, obligatory subordination to leaders stands 
within the framework of the obligatory mutual subordination of all, which is 
why Christian obedience can only be free "obedience to the respectively different 
charismata of others."43 

3. The third characteristic feature of the charismata is their fundamental 
interdependence. All members have charismata, but not every member has all 
charismata. The fullness of gifts is to be found in the entire (local) church.44 

Paul emphasizes in several passages that, commensurate with their functions, 
the members of the body of Christ have "different gifts" (Rom. 12:6; cf. 1 Cor. 
12:7-11). The church is not a club of universally gifted and for that reason 
self-sufficient charismatics, but rather a community of men and women whom 
the Spirit of God has endowed in a certain way for service to each other and 
to the world in anticipation of God's new creation. 

Since the members of the church are interdependent, their life must be 
characterized by mutuality.45 The church is a community "of [mutual] giving 
and receiving" (Phil. 4:15). The "charismata of office" must be integrated into 
this mutuality. Officeholders do not stand opposite the church as those acting 
exclusively in persona Christi. Since the Spirit of Christ acts in them not by the 
power of their office, but rather in the execution of their ministry,46 their actions 
do not differ in principle from those of any other member of the church. Insofar 
as each person contributes in his or her own specific way to the various aspects 
of church life, that person is acting as a "representative" of Christ to those 
affected by that action. This does not eliminate the inevitable polarity between 
ministry in persona Christi and the congregation, but it does decentralize it and 
in so doing overcome the bipolarity between "officeholders" and "congregation." 
Spiritual activity and receptivity are no longer assigned to two different groups 
of persons, but rather represent two basic activities of every person; that is, 
every person acts in persona Christi and every person receives this activity. 

4. The sovereign Spirit of God allots the charismata "as the Spirit chooses" 

42. Cf. Dunn, "Models," 106; Kasemann, "Amt," 120. 
43. Kting, Kirche, 474. 
44. For a similar understanding within the framework of Catholic ecclesiology, see 

Legrand, "Entwicklung," 151. 
45. See in this regard Lohfink, Gemeinde, 116-24. 
46. See Schweizer, "Konzeptionen," 331. 
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(1 Cor. 12:11 ).47 The Spirit works, first, as the Spirit chooses; no church, neither 
an entire (local) church nor any stratum in the church, can prescribe which gifts 
the Spirit is to bestow upon which members. Furthermore, the Spirit works when 
the Spirit chooses; the church cannot determine at which time the Spirit is to 
bestow its gifts. This clearly reveals that the church lives from a dynamic not 
deriving from itself. The problem of who is to do what in the church is in an 
important sense not a church matter at all. It is not the church that "organizes" its 
life, but rather the Holy Spirit. Hence the pneumatological structure of the church 
follows from the sovereignty of the Spirit in the bestowal of charismata. 

The church is first of all structured by apersonal institutions, those that 
need not be conceived anew with every changing situation, but rather which 
are already given. These include different, more or less stable ecclesial ministries 
(such as that of overseeing or serving).48 These institutions, however, are in
conceivable without personal bearers.49 The personal participative structure of 
these institutions is determined by the sovereign Spirit, who bestows the charis
mata when and upon whom the Spirit chooses. In this way, the Spirit opposes 
"any possible self-isolation of the church in its institutional and traditional 
habits and allows it to be a permanently 'open system.' "50 

But how are the charismata bestowed by the sovereign Spirit? They are 
often described as "surprising" or "punctiliar," so that one can do nothing other 
than "open oneself to them" (or perhaps also not).51 This then yields the 
juxtaposition of charisma and office. Charisma is "immediate" and "not at one's 
disposal," whereas office can be transmitted sacramentally.52 But this model of 
the bestowal of charismata is too simple. Paul demands that one "strive" 
(^n^oco) for the charismata and "pursue" (Suoxco) them (1 Cor. 12:31; 14:1).53 

47. See Baumert, "Charisma," 34, 37. 
48. Although apersonal institutions include the sacraments, these cannot be examined 

within the framework of this chapter. 
49. The ecdesiological distinction between apersonal institutions and personal par

ticipative structure corresponds to the sociological distinction between "key roles" in a social 
system and to the "allocation of human capacities and human resources among tasks" 
(Parsons, Institutions, 120). A further distinction must be made between the institutions and 
persons on the one hand, and the service rendered by persons through these institutions on 
the other. Hence according to the Protestant understanding, proclamation of the word of 
God is constitutive for ecclesiality, whereas certain institutions through which this service is 
carried out are not. 

50. So M. Kehl in a lecture, after the citation of Baumert, "Charisma," 34, n. 31. 
51. So Baumert, "Charisma," 32ff, 45. 
52. Concerning the juxtapostion of charisma and office, see Bittlinger, Im Kraftfeld, 

129. 
53. My premise is that the charismata are not necessarily punctiliar events (so also, 

e.g., Ridderbos, Paul, 443ff.). Merely distinguishing between the momentary and the endur
ing charismata by no means constitutes the first "step toward ascribing special status to 
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This presupposes recognition of one's own, inborn or learned capabilities as 
well as of the needs of the church; in order to serve others, one must know both 
what they need and what one has or does not have to offer oneself. Of course, 
I cannot simply choose my charisma according to my own evaluation of the 
situation. Striving for certain charismata makes sense only if I am prepared to 
have my own evaluation of myself and of others corrected by the evaluation 
others have of me and of themselves, since those others must want to accept 
my service. Thus does one arrive at the interactional model of the bestowal of 
charismata.54 I acquire the charismata from the Spirit of God through interac
tion with myself, that is, with that which I am by nature and that which I have 
become in society on the basis of my disposition and abilities, and through 
interaction with the church and world in which I find myself. Although charis
mata are gifts of the sovereign Spirit of God, they are not found in the isolated 
individual, but rather in persons in their concrete natural and social state. 
Precisely as gifts of the sovereign Spirit, the charismata are ecclesial not just in 
their direction, but already in their bestowal. 

5. The synchronic and diachroni'c plurality of charismata is also ecclesio-
logically relevant. According to Paul, a person can have several charismata at 
the same time. Although he does not mention any universally gifted personali
ties who might live independently of the community, within the framework of 
ecclesial interdependence he is concerned precisely that each person have charis
mata "in abundance" (1 Cor. 14:12). 

With regard to the structures of the church, diachronic plurality is even 
more important than synchronic. In contrast to calling, charismata in the theo
logical sense of a combination of calling and endowment for a specific ministry 
in church and world are not "irrevocable" (Rom. 11:29). Various charismata 
can replace one another over time, something implied by the interactional 
model of their bestowal. Over the history of the congregation and of its in
dividual members, the charismata with which these members serve in the 
congregation can also change; certain charismata come to the fore at certain 
times, while others become unimportant (either for the congregation itself or 
for the bearers of these charismata). This does not mean that the divine calling 
and endowment for a certain ministry cannot be a lifelong affair; but it is not 
necessarily such. In any case, there is no correlation between the permanence of 
a particular charisma and its divine origin. The Spirit of God is the Spirit of 
life, and the Spirit's gifts are accordingly as varied and dynamic as is ecclesial 
life itself. 

officeholders and to subordinating the rest of the congregation members to them," as Ulrich 
Brockhaus believes (Charisma, 215). This is the case only if one has already tacitly identified 
the enduring charismata with office. 

54. Similarly also Veenhof, "Charismata," 90f. 
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2. The Trinity and Ecclesial Institutions 

According to a view widespread in Protestant circles, the Spirit of God and 
church institutions stand in contradiction. "Where the Spirit of the Lord is, 
there is freedom" (2 Cor. 3:17); by contrast, institutions are perceived as mech
anisms of repression. If this view were correct, then resolute "pneumatic anar
chy" would be the only appropriate "structure" for a charismatic church.55 This 
view, however, is prejudiced, and anyone sharing it fails to recognize both the 
character of ecclesial institutions and the way the Spirit of God acts. 

2.1. The Trinity as Model 

1. According to Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, "institutionalization occurs 
whenever there is a reciprocal typification of habitualized actions by types of 
actors."56 Institutions are in this view the stable structures of social interaction, 
and they arise in every social situation that endures beyond its own origin, 
including when two people do the same thing together repeatedly.57 The identity 
of a social unit presupposes institutionality, since identity is inconceivable without 
the formally or informally fixed regularity and predictability of relations and their 
implicit or explicit legitimation through explanation and justification.58 Every 
social unit, as a group defining itself over against other social units, is already an 
institution. Concrete sociality and institutionality are inseparable. 

The answer to the question whether the church is an institution obviously 
depends on the character of the church. If the church is "a number of parallels 
that cross only in infinity," as Adolf von Harnack, in a well-known polemic, 
formulated Rudolph Sohm's understanding,59 and if it appears only as a punctil-
iar event, then it cannot be an institution because it is not a social unit. But if 
the essence of the church is also "that it establishes communities on earth,"60 

then it can exist in no other way than as an institution. As I have tried to show,61 

salvation possesses an essentially social dimension. Accordingly, one can become 
and live as a Christian only through institutionalized procedures, that is, 
through confessing Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord, through baptism in the 
name of the triune God, through the Eucharist, which celebrates communion 

55. Sohm, Wesen, 54; see also Brunner, Kirche, 18ff.; Kraus, Reich Gottes, 376. 
56. Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 51. Concerning the problem of institutions, 

see also Parsons, Institutions, 117-252; Neal, "Institution." 
57. See Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 52ff. 
58. See Anderson and Carter, Behavior, 119ff.; Neale, "Institution." 
59. Harnack, Kirchenverfassung, 148f. 
60. Ibid., 149. 
61. Concerning the sociality of salvation, see V.2.1 above. 
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with the triune God and with one another.62 The essential sociality of salvation 
implies the essential institutionality of the church. The question is not whether 
the church is an institution, but rather what kind of institution it is. 

2. An appropriate answer to the question of the character of the church 
as an institution should be given through reference to the doctrine of the Trinity. 
The church reflects in a broken fashion the eschatological communion of the 
entire people of God with the triune God in God's new creation.63 Its institu
tions should thus correspond to the Trinity as well. That they are able to do 
this derives from the character of the charismata that structure the church. As 
I have already shown, relations between charismatics are modeled after trini-
tarian relations (see 1 Cor. 12:4-6).64 

The institutionality of the church can be conceived in correspondence to 
the Trinity only because the Trinity itself is in a certain sense an "institution." 
This becomes apparent as soon as one understands institutions as stable struc
tures of social interaction. For the Trinity is inconceivable without stable rela
tions between the divine persons; the identity of the divine persons cannot be 
determined without such stable relations. Of course, the Trinity is an institution 
only analogously. For example, the divine persons do not exhibit any possibility 
for a typology of agents of the sort required for institutionalization,65 since per 
definitionem only one divine person is available for any one trinitarian "role"; 
the "roles" are not interchangeable between the persons, since their respective 
uniqueness as distinct persons is defined by these "roles." 

Of course, the correspondence of ecclesial institutions to the Trinity cannot 
be determined just "from above," from the Trinity itself. The limits of analogy 
applicable to the church must also be considered, limits grounded in the church's 
creaturely and historical nature.66 Hence a double access to the institutionality of 
the church is necessary; it must be viewed both as a communion living from its 
fellowship with the triune God and as a human social phenomenon. An exclu
sively sociophilosophical grounding of this institutionality would neglect the 
inner essence of the church as a communion with the triune God;67 an exclusively 
trinitarian grounding would, by contrast, fail to do justice to the character of the 
church as a human community on its way to its goal. 

62. Since faith has a cognitive dimension (see IV.1.2.2 above) and since the content 
of faith is therefore the same for everyone, the personal faith of every individual is a "role" 
and implies the institutionalization of conduct (for a sociological consideration of "roles" 
see Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 72ff.). 

63. See III. 1.1.1 above. 
64. See V.4.3 above. 
65. See Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 53. 
66. See V.1.2 above. 
67. For a Catholic polemic against deriving church rights from a sociophilosophical 

apriori — ubi societas, ibi ius — see Miiller, "Communio," 484. 
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3. The character of an institution depends primarily on two factors: the 
pattern of power distribution and the manner of its cohesion. With regard to 
the distribution of power, one can distinguish between symmetrical-polycentric 
and asymmetrical-monocentric models; with regard to cohesion, one can dis
tinguish between coerced and freely affirmed integration. The combination of 
these factors in their concrete implementation yields the multiple forms of 
institutions with two extreme models (which never occur in reality in their pure 
forms): institutions with asymmetrical-monocentric distribution of power and 
(formally or informally) coerced integration, and institutions with symmetri
cal-decentralized distribution of power and freely affirmed integration. 

As I have already shown,68 Ratzinger and Zizioulas understand the Trinity 
hierarchically and ground the hierarchical relations within the church in part 
on this basis. For Ratzinger, relations in the Trinity and in the church are 
monocentric; since the persons are "pure relations," the Trinity can have but 
one center. Although Zizioulas abandons monocentricity, he does maintain the 
hierarchy; the relationship between the one (the Father) and the many (the Son 
and the Spirit) is asymmetrical in favor of the "one." Both Ratzinger and Ziziou
las insist on freely affirmed integration in both the Trinity and the church; yet 
because on this side of God's new creation freely affirmed integration in the 
church must remain an unattainable ideal, hierarchical relations within the 
church grounded in the Trinity must always be lived concretely as partially 
coerced subordination of the many to the dominant one. 

In following Jurgen Moltmann, I by contrast take as my premise the 
symmetrical relations within the Trinity.69 This yields the ecclesial principle that 
the more a church is characterized by symmetrical and decentralized distribu
tion of power and freely affirmed interaction, the more will it correspond to 
the trinitarian communion. Relations between charismata, modeled after the 
Trinity, are reciprocal and symmetrical; all members of the church have charis
mata, and all are to engage their charismata for the good of all others.70 

4. Polemic against the institutionality of the church is often presented in 
the name of "completely spontaneous" interaction interpreted as love that corre
sponds to the Trinity.71 But can love understood in this way be the only law of 
a human community? According to Talcott Parsons, there are two presupposi
tions for "the stabilization of a love-dominated community." The first is "some 

68. SeeV.4.1 above. 
69. See V.4.2 above. The ecumenical problem with regard to the institutionality of the 

church resides less in the "realization of the communio-principle in the law of the church" 
(Pirson, "Communio," 45, my emphasis) than already in one's understanding of the trinitarian 
and ecclesial communio-principle. 

70. See V.4.3 above; Moltmann, Church, 305f. 
71. Brunner, Kirche, 66. 
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cognitively intelligible definition of what this [i.e., mutual love] entails with 
respect to their [i.e., the members' of the community] own conduct and their 
expectations of reciprocal conduct from each other and from others with whom 
they interact." The second presupposition is "responsiveness to appropriate 
leadership initiative in defining the obligations, rights, and tasks of . . . [a] 
collectivity. . . . A viable collective entity . . . must have rules — rules that can 
be communicated and understood in cognitive terms."72 Complete spontaneity 
in the objective sense is an impossibility within a community of love, at least 
within a human community, since in contrast to God, who ishve, human beings 
can love one another only if they participate in God's own love. Hence if they 
are to love one another, they cannot simply behave toward one another however 
they will. Although the Augustinian principle "love and do what you will" is 
correct, still in order to love one must at least implicitly acknowledge and follow 
quite specific rules of interaction. 

Behavior in correspondence to such rules of interaction can occur in a 
subjectively spontaneous manner. In God's new creation, the individual and 
communal lives of people will coincide in the communion with the triune God, 
and they will want to do what love, which is God, commands. Although the 
Spirit of the new creation has already poured out God's love into the hearts of 
Christians (Rom. 5:5), their individual and communal lives do not yet coincide 
completely.73 Hence within the church on this side of God's new creation, one 
will not be able to do without rules of interaction that are at least partially 
external to every member. 

The pivotal question is accordingly not whether freely understood love 
or rules of interaction are to determine the social life of the church, but rather 
whether the rules of interaction specifying the practice of love are to be 
formalized, or whether, in anticipation of eschatological subjective spontaneity 
in communal life, they are to determine the life of the church only as inter
nalized rules of habit. That such rules of habit are not formally specified should 
not lead one to the conclusion that they are not fixed rules.74 Although after 
successful socialization "a certain mode of conduct does usually develop 'spon
taneously,'" it always does so "along institutionally prescribed lines''75 More-

72. Parsons, "Religion," 319f. 
73. This is also to be asserted contra the Marxist understanding of communism, unless 

one were foolish enough to understand communism as the reign of God (see Marx Engels 
Werke, Erganzungsband, 1.535, 538f.; Marx Engels Werke, 1.370; 2.138. Cf. in this regard Volf, 
Arbeit, 22-24). 

74. The development of strong rules of habit can be observed quite well in the 
"house-church" movement. In these churches, a strongly hierarchical, informal system "of 
paternal relations" often develops between the congregation and "charismatic delegates from 
the ascended Christ" (see Walker, Restoring, 141, 171). 

75. Berger and Luckmann, Construction, 60 (my emphasis). 
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over, although such rules of habit can be more repressive than formalized 
rules, at the same time they are not strong enough to counter the "law of fish," 
namely, that the large eat the small. Hence much argues for legal formalization 
of the rules of interaction. Although legality cannot generate love, it can create 
space for love by specifying duties and rights.76 Such legal statutes in the 
church, however, must be open to change in light of the love displayed in the 
communion of the triune God. For if these statutes are to be church law, this 
law, too, must correspond to the essence of the church as an image of the 
triune God.77 

There is no contradiction between the church of love and the church of 
law; rather, both together stand in opposition to the church of lawlessness and 
injustice.78 An essential distinction, however, does obtain between the church 
of love and the church of law. The church of law is the pre-eschatological form 
of the eschatological church of love. Although the church is essentially an 
institution, it is not essentially an institution in which interaction must be 
specified externally. Legal regulation of interaction is the manner in which 
trinitarian relations within the church are reflected on this side of God's new 
creation. However such external specification of this interaction may be articu
lated, it is not only an anticipatory sign of the new creation in the church, but 
also a sign of the distance from its eschatological goal.79 For a law makes sense 
only if the possibility exists that what it commands might not be followed; it 
is "meant not for the innocent. . . but for the lawless and disobedient" (1 Tim. 
1:9). There follows from this a tendentiously minimalist understanding of 
church statutes; the less ecclesial life must be legally regulated, and the more 
the institutions of the church are lived as the fellowship itself of siblings and 
friends, the more will these institutions correspond to their own future in which 
they will be identical with the realization of the communion of the church with 
the triune God. 

5. Because the formal rules of interaction are not only an image of the 
new creation in the church, but also a sign of the church's distance from its 
goal, they are not only preliminary but also alterable. Like all other social 
phenomena, churches, too, abide in a permanent state of morphogenesis with 
regard to their rules of interaction (one that does, however, stand in constant 
tension with a parallel tendency toward morphostasis). The direction in which 

76. See in this regard Herms, Kirche, 111. 
77. The thesis that church law must correspond to the essence of the church enjoys 

wide acceptance today among theoreticians of church law (see in this regard Heckel, "Be-
grenzung," 943f.). 

78. So Kasper, "Sakrament des Geistes," 38. Concerning the relationship between love 
and law, cf. the persuasive argumentation of Michael Welker, Gottes Geist, 239ff. 

79. See Duquoc, Churches, 58f. 
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these formal rules of interaction are to develop is indicated in a binding fashion 
by the trinitarian communion. As Ernst Wolf has emphasized, the statement 
ecclesia reformata semper reformanda est applies to church law as well.80 

The concrete forms of reflection of the Trinity in the church are shaped 
not only by the binding model of the Trinity, but also by the various cultural 
contexts in which the church finds itself. From the very outset, the social 
organization of the church was a result of both the negation and adoption of 
existing forms of socialization. Because the church lives in differing cultural 
spheres, both diachronic and synchronic pluriformity of church orders is to be 
expected. Rather than being lamented as a deficit, that is, as a violation of unity, 
such pluriformity can be understood as the institutional dimension of the 
necessary process of ecclesial enculturation. 

2.2. Spirit, Institutions, and the Mediation of Salvation 

Trinitarian relations can serve as a model for the institutions of the church 
because the triune God is present in the church through the Holy Spirit, 
shaping the church in the image of the Trinity. Through this activity of the 
Spirit, salvific grace is mediated and the church is constituted. But what is the 
relation between the ecclesial institutions, shaped according to the trinitarian 
model, and this constitutive activity of the Spirit? This is the most disputed 
ecumenical question with regard to the institutionality of the church, one I 
will address by examining the relationship between the activity of the Spirit 
and its human bearers. 

1. According to Ratzinger, a purely functional understanding of ministry 
in the church would be incommensurate with the essence of the church. The 
"pneumatic character of the church" is necessarily expressed "in the pneumatic 
character of its ministries."81 Because the actions of the Holy Spirit in the church 
are conceivable only as the actions of a whole (the whole Christ, head and 
members, acts through the Spirit), the pneumatic character of ministries 
demands spiritual officeholders representing that whole. Because the Holy Spirit 
is bound to these officeholders, they are able to function with spiritual authority 
in the church and to interpret in a binding fashion the word of God.82 They 
guarantee that people in the church are dealing with God rather than merely 
with themselves. 

According to Zizioulas, the structures of the church are the structures of 
the reign of God as realized in every eucharistic gathering. The structure of the 

80. Wolf, Rechtsgedanke, 72. 
81. Ratzinger, Prinzipienlehre, 276. 
82. See 1.4.4 and 4.5 above. 
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church, however, includes not only officeholders, that is, bishops surrounded 
by presbyters and deacons, but also the laity. The Spirit acts through both, and 
does so through their (emphatically asymmetrical) mutual relationship; the 
congregation can do nothing without the bishop, and the bishop nothing 
without the "amen" of the congregation. Hence the local church as a whole, 
including its fixed structure, guarantees that God is acting within it; only what 
the bishop (in communion with other bishops) decides and what the local 
church (in communion with other local churches) receives derives from the 
spirit of truth. Commensurate with the pattern of trinitarian relations between 
the one and the many, the charisma veritatis, although given to the bishop, is 
at the same time contingent on the local church.83 

2. If the church is an anticipation of the eschatological communion of the 
entire people of God, and if it is constituted as such through the Spirit of 
Christ,84 then the ministries in the church must indeed be understood 
pneumatically; otherwise, they could not contribute to the life of the church as 
church, since they would be external to the church.85 Rudolph Sohm has seen 
this quite clearly, and has rightly insisted that only two possibilities exist for 
carrying out ministries in the church, namely, on the basis either of the spiritual 
charismata or of holy law.86 I have already advocated the charismatic character 
of church ministry. Here I will explore the relationship between charismata, 
ecclesial institutions, and church law. 

If the charismata were purely punctiliar events, they could have little to 
do with ecclesial institutions. At best, the institutions would resemble a house, 
to draw on a metaphor of Hans Dombois, into which one would have to move 
charismatically.87 The Spirit would then necessarily be external to the institu
tions themselves. Although the Spirit would indeed be active through the insti
tutions, the latter would not actually be a result of the Spirit's activity, but rather 
merely a human framework for a divine occurrence. An actualistic understand
ing of charismata, however, is faulty.88 Although certainly rendered possible by 
God, even a charisma as extraordinary as prophecy is according to Paul none
theless an enduringgiix. Reference to "prophets" (1 Cor. 12:28) presupposes this. 
Prophets engage in habitualized activities also acknowledged by the church as 
activities of a certain type. Prophecy is an institution in the sense defined 

83. See II.4.2 and 4.3 above. 
84. See III. 1.1.1 above. 
85. Here I will discuss only the theologically significant personal institutions of the 

church, but not those with a purely bureaucratic character. The latter are theologically 
significant "only insofar as they are able to make the theological meaning of the primary 
institutions transparent" (Kehl, "Kirche," 178, note 1). 

86. See Sohm, Wesen. 
87. Dombois, Recht, I, 903. 
88. See 1.2.4 above. 
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above.89 The same applies to all other charismata. They do not stand in op
position to institutions, nor do they merely occur within institutions; charis
mata are (more or less flexible) institutions (which does not mean, of course, 
that all ecclesial institutions are charismatic). 

Considering that no member of the church is without a charisma, this 
definition of the relationship between charisma and institution has one impor
tant consequence: The members of the church do not stand over against the 
church as an institution; rather, their own actions and relations are the institu
tion church. Although the institutional church is not their "product," but rather 
is a "product" of the Spirit, the church does not stand over against them as a 
kind of objectified, alien entity, but rather is the manner in which they relate 
and behave toward one another. These relations between members are, however, 
not arbitrary, but rather are played out in (more or less flexible) "roles." They 
do not have to create these roles ever anew, but rather grow into already existing 
roles (while simultaneously shaping those roles through their own uniqueness). 
If the actions and relations of persons are ecclesial institutions, it is important 
to note that these institutions themselves first make possible the specific par
ticipation of every member in the life of the church. Without institutions, the 
church cannot become an "event."90 This principle is correct, however, only if 
it is also reversible; unless the church becomes an event, it cannot be the kind 
of institution it is supposed to be. 

3. Protestant circles often perceive the tying of the Spirit to institutions, 
that is, to the ministers as the bearers of the Spirit, as problematic. But if 
charisma is enduring rather than punctiliar, then the Spirit is necessarily 
bound to the charismatics, albeit through a bond realized not by human beings 
but by the Spirit of God. The crucial question is whether this self-binding of 
the Spirit to institutions can be formalized in the form of church law. The 
answer must be: No! The reason is not that such law necessarily contradicts 
the salvific mediating activity of the Spirit of God. For it is indisputable that 
"the legal system already inheres within the structural elements of the economy 
of salvation."91 Still, one cannot derive from this a system of holy law, as Libero 
Gerosa has recently attempted. The crucial question is whether the legal system 
genuinely contained in the economy of salvation may be formulated and 
practiced as spiritually binding church law. This legal system derives from the 
activity of the Spirit, which, as Rudolph Sohm has rightly emphasized, cannot 

89. In his analysis of the relationship between prophecy and institution, Hans Walter 
Wolff understands prophecy in opposition to religious and political institutions. He does 
this because he is using a narrower definition of institution than I am. He himself, however, 
does speak of an "institution of prophecy," albeit one appearing in three types rather than 
as a unified phenomenon (Wolff, "Prophet," 89). 

90. Marsch, Institution, 123. 
91. Gerosa, Charisma, 120. 
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be formalized.92 Such formalization would first of all negate the sovereignty 
of the Spirit, since such law would have to presuppose the Spirit of God "as 
a calculable element."93 Second, one could not clearly differentiate between 
the action of the church and that of Christ; one could easily mistake the Spirit 
of God for the Spirit of the church.94 Third, any legal formalization of spiritual 
activity would result in a false liberation of people; formal certainty that in 
the actions of others one is actually encountering God would come at the price 
of one's own freedom of faith, since church law can provide religious certainty 
only by tethering religious life.95 

Because one can never know ahead of time how long the Spirit of God 
will bestow a particular charisma on a person, all charismata (as institutions!) 
presuppose a perpetual process of spiritual discernment. Every charismatic is 
acknowledged by the congregation as a charismatic (or perhaps also not so 
acknowledged), and his or her charisma is received ever anew in the practice 
of ministry. The ecclesial process of reception has a critical and a receptive 
dimension: "but test everything; hold fast to what is good" (1 Thess. 5:21; cf. 
1 Cor. 14:29; 1 John 4:1). To give primacy to the critical dimension would 
certainly be inappropriate, for critical testing does not occur for its own sake 
but aims at proper reception of the Spirit's activity. Still, discernment must 
accompany every charismatic activity in the congregation, since the charismata 
always depend on the concrete activity of the Spirit, which cannot simply be 
presupposed. 

The whole process of reception is not something added to the charismata, 
but rather is an essential part of the charismata themselves. According to the 
interactional model of the bestowal of charismata, the latter are not given to 
individuals in an isolated fashion and then exercised in the congregation. They 
are bestowed precisely as gifts of the Spirit in the mutual interplay between the 
charismatic individual and the receiving congregation. The charismata are al-

92. Rudolph Sohm's not quite accurate thesis that "church law stands in opposition 
to the essence of the church" {Kirchenrecht, 1.1) is based on the correct insight that formal 
law and the sovereign activity of the Spirit of God stand in opposition. Life with God cannot 
be legally regulated (see Sohm, Wesen, 14), which is why Sohm himself advocates a charis
matic form of church organization. My own conception differs from his essentially insofar 
as I begin with an ecclesial mediation of the charismata, mediation always occurring through 
the concrete local churches. By contrast, he seems to be thinking primarily of the in
dividual charismatics and the individual members of the universal church standing over 
against them, members who through voluntary obedience subordinate themselves to the 
activity of the Spirit through these charismatics (see Sohm, Kirchenrecht, I, 26ff.; idem, 
Wesen, xxiv). 

93. Pirson, "Communio," 41. 
94. See Harnack, Entstehung, 128. 
95. See Sohm, Wesen, 22. 
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ways partly determined by the concrete church.96 A church can therefore either 
implicitly or explicitly decide concerning the presence of charismata among its 
individual members, or at least concerning the presence of the charismata with 
which ministry can occur in this concrete church. 

Exercising charismata is essentially an open ecclesial process. It cannot be 
the purpose of legal regulations to restrict this process, but rather to protect it 
in its openness. Legal precautionary measures serve to create the space in which 
the complex mutual interdependence between individual charismatics and the 
congregation can be realized. Such an understanding of church law comes to 
expression in a paradigmatic fashion in the Pauline instructions concerning 
prophecy. "Let two or three prophets speak, and let the others weigh what is 
said. . . . for God is a God not of disorder but of peace" (1 Cor. 14:29, 33). 
Church law serves to overcome disorder and to establish peace rather than 
formal order, which precisely in its formality has a repressive effect.97 This law 
is structured in such a way that it protects the open ecclesial interaction in which 
all (TC&VTEC,), one by one (wxQ' gvoc), can speak and be heard, and in which 
others {akXoi) can test and thus all (rcccvxecj learn and be encouraged (1 Cor. 
14:31). Only church law conceived in this way would do justice to the church 
itself and be commensurate with the fact that the pluriform ecclesial ministries 
actually derive from the sovereign Holy Spirit present both in individuals and 
in the congregation as a whole98 as the firstfruits of the eschatological reign of 
peace. 

4. If it is true that the charismata are ecclesial institutions through which 
salvation is mediated, then ecclesial institutions cannot be a purely human 
product.99 And yet, although the Holy Spirit generates them, neither are they 
a purely divine product. Even though the Spirit acts through ecclesial interac
tion, we cannot specify in advance where and how the Spirit will act. Although 
one can indeed hear "the sound of it," one cannot know "where it comes from 
or where it goes" (John 3:8). Identification of a person as a charismatic is not 
an infallible judgment based on a specifiable rule but a spiritual process played 
out on the basis of past experience. We can say "this woman is a prophetess" 
because she has exercised such prophetic activity in the past. Yet as soon as we 
have identified a person as a charismatic, we are simultaneously anticipating 
the future. The statement "this man is a deacon" not only expresses the expe
rience of the past, but simultaneously our expectations (our hope!) for the 

96. The charismata are not given by the church — they are gifts of the Spirit, not of 
the church — but rather through the church. 

97. See in this regard Moltmann, Church, 291. 
98. Similarly also Pirson, "Communio," 44. 
99. So, e.g., Hasenhuttl, "Kirche," 8 (albeit with a significandy narrower understanding 

of institution). 
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future. Because the identification of charismatics always comes about through 
human experience and expectation, ecclesial institutions are not only a divine, 
but also a human product. Like the church itself, its institutions have both a 
divine and a human dimension. 

The human dimension of ecclesial institutions requires that the assign
ment of certain individuals to certain roles (charismata) must always be 
viewed as provisional. This is the case not because such assignment itself is 
provisional, but rather because our own knowledge of it always remains 
provisional. Cognitive anticipations of future experience with the sovereign 
Spirit of God are per definitionem provisional; we do not know whether a 
person will have a certain charisma in the future as well. Moreover, our 
determination on the basis of past experience that a person has a charisma 
is also provisional; strictly speaking, we do not know whether a certain action 
on the part of an individual really has come about on the basis of the charisma 
bestowed by the Spirit. We are only able to evaluate provisionally that this is 
so. Because the activity of the Spirit is unpredictable and because our human 
knowledge of the activity of the Spirit is limited, any (formal or informal) 
ecclesial acknowledgment that a certain person has a certain charisma must 
always remain subject to revision. 

5. Just as (from the human perspective) the bestowal of charismata is 
provisional, so also are the ecclesial activities rendered on the basis of these 
charismata provisional, activities such as interpretation of the word of God 
or the power of the keys.100 Though God's revelation is complete and trust
worthy, there is no such thing as an infallible interpretation of this revelation, 
no ecclesiastical truth of obligatory character for one's conscience,101 no eccle
siastical truth concerning what one is to believe and to do, and thus no 
ecclesiastical truth concerning who belongs to the church and who does not. 
"For we know only in part," and thus it will remain until "the complete comes" 
(1 Cor. 13:9-10). Every denial of such provisionality and every fascination with 
certitudo betray a dangerous proximity to blind fundamentalism. 

Nevertheless, the church cannot avoid specifying the content of faith and 
(at least implicitly) deciding concerning membership in the church. This 
derives in part from the fact that both the content of faith and the kind of life 
commensurate with faith are essentially part of faith itself.102 Yet here, too, 

100. Commensurate with my interest in this entire chapter in personal ecclesial insti
tutions, I am expressly not considering the sacramental activities accompanying baptism or 
the Eucharist. 

101. Even if one believes that all statements of faith, including the statement that "God 
has revealed himself in Christ," are provisional (see Pannenberg, Wissenschaftstheorie, 312ff.; 
cf. also Clayton, Explanation, 136ff.), one must at the same time distinguish between the 
provisional character of revelation itself and the church's formulations of this revelation. 

102. See IV. 1.2.2 above. 
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the church can do nothing but follow after the Spirit of truth, the firstfruits 
of the new creation, and make its decisions in a provisional fashion in antici
pation of later perfection and completion. These decisions, too, are in principle 
subject to revision. What is not subject to revision is the divine revelation itself 
(even though this revelation, too, and certainly our own knowledge of it, is 
open to eschatological completion). Insofar as the church proclaims this rev
elation in the power of the Spirit, its own proclamation also participates in 
the truth of the revelation. This is why the church can proclaim not only its 
opinion on the word of God, but the word of God itself. This is also why it 
is not built on itself, but rather on Jesus Christ as the Savior and Lord of the 
entire world. 

3. Ordination 

In the preceding discussion, I have simply presupposed "office" and "ordina
tion." In so doing, I am following the long Protestant and Free Church tradition 
which, apart from a few exceptions such as the Society of Friends or the Plym
outh Brethren, has not questioned the institution of office as such. John Smyth 
was in any case by no means hostile to ordained office. He wrote that "members 
. . . received into communion are of two sorts. 1. prophets 2. private persons."103 

Together with other English Separatists, he felt indebted to the Reformed tradi
tion, which held the institution of office in high esteem, even if he did try to 
tilt the delicate Puritan balance between the "aristocratic" and "democratic" 
elements in the relationship between officeholders and the congregation in favor 
of "democracy."104 

Smyth's grounding of ordained office was based exclusively on the in
terpretation of biblical passages. This is unobjectionable as long as one is aware 
that the New Testament does not contain any unified, theologically reflected 
view of church organization, but rather only the various witnesses concerning 
the manner in which the early churches regulated their own lives within 
various cultural spheres. Hence any biblical grounding must be placed within 
a theological framework if it is not to degenerate into mere biblicism. In what 
follows, I will try to ground the institution of office and ordination theologi
cally by first discussing the character and necessity of ordained office and of 
ordination, and then by examining how the election of officeholders should 
be carried out. 

103. Smyth, Works, 255. 
104. See in this regard Brachlow, Communion, 157-202. 
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3.1. Office and Ordination 

1. "Offices" are a particular type of charismata.105 Like any other ministry in 
the church, the ministry of (ordained) officeholders is based on the baptism 
common to all Christians and on the charismata bestowed especially on office
holders.106 Since all Christians are not only baptized but also have the various 
charismata specific to each of them, there can be no difference in principle 
between officeholders and other members of the church (though neither can 
office be understood as "merely a typological diaconal culmination of the uni
versal charisma of the Spirit at the level of those commissioned by the 
church,"107 since all Christians have [partially] different charismata). The dis
tinction between the general and the particular priesthood does not divide the 
church into two groups, one of which has merely the general, while the other 
has also the particular priesthood,108 but rather refers to two dimensions in the 
service of every member of the church. On the basis of common baptism, all have 
become priests, and all realize their priesthood in their own way on the basis 
of their respective charismata. Hence all members of the church, both office
holders and "laypersons," are fundamentally equal.109 

If one's premise is the equality of all ministries in the church, then the 
necessity of (ordained) office is not apparent. Since all ministries in the church 

105. So also Baumert, "Charisma," 36, note 38. 
106. See 1.1.2 above. 
107. Schillebeeckx, Menschen, 250. 
108. The formulation from Lumen gentium that is generally (and correctly) perceived 

in Protestant ecclesiology to be problematic and according to which "the general priesthood 
of believers" and "the priesthood of service" differ "in nature and not merely in degree" (no. 
10) would be correct if the two terms were not referring to two different groups in the church. 
What this formulation rejects does indeed need to be rejected, since the thesis of a gradual 
distinction between general and particular priesthood — one person is more of a priest than 
another — basically reaffirms and underscores hierarchical relations. What the formulation 
is asserting, namely, that an essential distinction does obtain between general and particular 
priesthood, is correct insofar as the distinctions between all charismata and ministries are 
indeed qualitative rather than quantitative. Wolfhart Pannenberg takes a similar view, though 
for him it suffices for the essential distinction asserted by Lumen gentium between general 
and particular priesthood "to remain encompassed by the life context of the community of 
believers" ("Okumenisches Amtsverstandnis," 272). By contrast, I am concerned with affirm
ing the qualitative differences between the charismata within the framework of a polycentric 
and egalitarian, i.e., an emphatically nonmonocentric-bipolar understanding of the church. 

109. According to Carl Heinz Ratschow, equality in the church undermines "office in 
its very foundations," since office stands or falls "with the so-called hierarchical auctoritas" 
(Ratschow, "Amt VII," 595, 50ff.). But office can be based on no other auctoritas than are all 
other charismata of all other Christians, namely, the authority of Christ, which is why this 
auctoritas, from the inner-ecclesiastical perspective, emphatically cannot be hierarchical. 
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are charismatic, office cannot simply be derived by way of charisma; it must be 
grounded by way of the particular features of those ministries performed by 
officeholders and of the charismata bestowed upon them for those ministries. 
The specific element attaching to the charismata of office is their reference to 
the entirety of the local church.no As Wolfhart Pannenberg has emphasized 
following the Confessio Augustana XTV, the particular task of officeholders con
sists in being "publicly responsible for the concerns common to all Chris
tians."111 This involves not only representing the congregation, but also serving 
the congregation as congregation; it involves not only acting in the name of the 
congregation before God, individual members of the congregation, or the world, 
but also acting in the name of Christ before the congregation as a whole. 

For both Ratzinger and Zizioulas, the totality of the congregation cannot 
be conceived without the unity of office; the one must always be a reference to 
the whole, for only in this way can the unity of the whole be guaranteed and 
thus the whole exist precisely as a whole. Both Ratzinger and Zizioulas derive 
their (in part different) understandings of the relationship between the one and 
the whole from a hierarchical doctrine of the Trinity in which the one is 
dominant.112 By contrast, I have advocated a symmetrical understanding of the 
relations between the trinitarian persons, which yields a basically collegial un
derstanding of ecclesiastical office of the sort actually attested by the New 
Testament writings (see, e.g., Phil. 1:1; 1 Tim. 3:1-4:8; 5:17; Titus l:5-7113; 1 Pet. 
5:1). Each of the various officeholders focuses in a specific way on the whole 
of the local church, for example, as a preacher or a deacon. In 1 Cor. 14:31, the 
emphatic threefold naxxzq ("all") is made possible by the >ca0' gva ("one by 
one"). Here, too, the "one" stands in correlation to "all." Different than Ratzinger 
and Zizioulas, Paul places the "one" into a linear series of multiple "ones," a 
situation corresponding to the polycentric structure of the congregation. 

In every officeholder, a certain dimension of the unity of the whole local 
church comes to expression, and all together are a sign of church unity.114 Such 
a conception of office also makes it fairly easy to agree on a threefold (not 
trilevel) understanding of office, as proposed by the BEM Document,115 insofar 
as all important functions involving the local church as a whole can easily be 

110. So, e.g., Althaus, Wahrheit, 508; Ratschow, "Amt," 614, 617ff. 
111. Pannenberg, "Okumenisches Amtsverstandnis," 278. 
112. See 1.6 and II. 1.1 above. 
113. For a collegial understanding of office in the Pastoral Epistles, see Fee, Timothy, 

21ff. 
114. A different view is taken by Wolhart Pannenberg, who (commensurate with his 

doctrine of the Trinity, see V.4.2 above, note 106) wants to place "the symbolic function of 
the officeholder as a sign of the unity of the church" in the "center of a theology of ecclesi
astical office" (Pannenberg, "Reich," 134). 

115. See Baptism, nn. 22ff. 
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subsumed under the titles inimconoi ("bishops"), rcpeap'OTepoi ("presbyters"), 
and oT&xovoi ("deacons"). 

2. Like all other charismata, so the charismata of office must be recognized 
by the congregation in order to be constituted as charismata at all and to 
function as such in a local church. This presupposes that one should conceive 
"the gifts" and "the power of using gifts," which John Smyth (together with 
other Separatists) actually strictly distinguished, as aspects of a single reality. 
According to Smyth, officeholders have received these gifts directly from God; 
"the power of using those gifts they have from the head Christ by the means 
of the body."116 If one operates with an interactional model of charismatic 
endowment,117 then both "the gifts" and "the power of using them" are given 
by God "by the means of the body." Thus recognition on the part of the 
congregation enters into the ontology of office, to use Zizioulas's terminology. 
Whether this recognition is explicit or implicit is of secondary significance; what 
is decisive is that it is present. Before examining ordination as the explicit form 
of the ecclesial recognition of the charismata of office, let me first discuss the 
consequences of this understanding of office for the relation between office and 
the ecclesiality of the church. 

I have argued that the church is constituted through the multiple mutual 
public confession of faith in Jesus Christ.118 In this sense, office really does not 
belong to the esse of the church. Even a congregation that has no official 
officeholders can be a church in the full sense. But no local church can endure 
over time and remain true to its own calling without at least implicitly recog
nized offices, that is, without charismata focused on the entire local church. 
Ministries performed by officeholders are indispensable for the church. To 
survive as a church at all, every church must act internally or externally, must 
secure its own foundations in its confession of faith in Jesus Christ, and celebrate 
the sacraments. For this, it also needs leaders, teachers, and deacons. Although 
the bearers of these roles can often change within a church, and must not 
necessarily be explicitly recognized, they must nonetheless be there. In this 
limited sense, (ordained and nonordained) offices are a necessary part of eccle
sial life. 

3. Three important conclusions for a theology of ordination can be drawn 
from this charismatic understanding of office.119 First, since the charismata are 
actually gifts of the Spirit, the charismata of office can be based neither on 

116. Smyth, Works, 424. 
117. See VI.1.2.4 above. 
118. See III.2.2.4 above. 
119. For the opposing view of the following three aspects of ordination in the Roman 

Catholic Church, see Lumen gentium 21; for similar views recently presented on the Protestant 
side as well, see Hahn, "Grundfragen," 343f. 
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delegation on the part of the congregation (as is often asserted in the Free 
Church tradition120) nor on a sacramental act of bishops (as understood in 
episcopal churches). If the charismata of office were generated through delega
tion, they would be reduced to a purely human commission and authorization. 
If, by contrast, they were to result from a sacramental act (either of the universal 
church or of the local church), the sovereignty of the Spirit would be endangered 
since one would have to know beforehand when, with regard to whom, and 
how the Spirit of God will act. Instead, ordination is to be understood as a 
public reception of a charisma given by God and focused on the local church as a 
whole.121 Only thus can one simultaneously maintain that the Spirit appoints 
officeholders (1 Cor. 12:28; cf. Acts 20:28) and does so "just as the Spirit 
chooses" (1 Cor. 12:11). It would, of course, be inadequate to view this reception 
as something simply external to the charisma of office, a mere acknowledgment 
of an already existing situation. As already explained, ecclesial reception is an 
important dimension of the bestowal of the charismata; this applies to the 
charismata of office as well. Ordination is a public and solemn conclusion to a 
much longer ecclesial process of reception, one that as a whole is part of the 
constitution of the charisma of office itself. It follows that ordination is essen
tially a divine-human act. 

Because the ministry of officeholders involves the entire local church, the 
charismata of office require reception by the entire congregation. Thus in the 
second place, ordination is an act of the entire local church led by the Spirit of God, 
and not simply of one stratum within the church perpetuating itself through the 
very institution of ordination (see Acts 6:1-6;122 13:1-3). This does justice to the 
concrete ecclesial mediation of the charismata of office. Although the local church 
can, and in most instances does, perform ordination through its representatives 
(officeholders acting in its name; see 1 Tim. 4:13-14), the local church itself must 
always be present at ordination, since precisely if is the human subject of ordina
tion. The divine calling and endowment of an officeholder are recognized by the 
ordaining activity of the entire congregation, so that one can say with John Smyth: 
"They are sent by God to preach whom the church sendeth."123 

Apart from the debate concerning the sacramental understanding of ordi
nation, John Smyth's principle is ecumenically unchallenged, the question being 

120. See, e.g., Flew and Davis, eds., The Catholicity of Protestantism, 106. Similarly also 
Luther (e.g., Werke 6.407.34ff.; see in this regard Althaus, Theologie, 279ff.). 

121. This does not exclude the possibility that a charisma can be given at ordination, 
as 1 Tim. 4:13-14 (cf. 2 Tim. 1:6-7) seems to attest. It is questionable, however, whether this 
particular New Testament passage is to be understood as New Testament confirmation of 
the sacramental understanding of ordination. 

122. For the arguments according to which Acts 6:1-6 is presenting the Seven as being 
"ordained" by the entire congregation, see Dunn, Jesus, 181. 

123. Smyth, Works, 256. 
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merely what one understands by "church." Ratzinger and Zizioulas understand 
this to be the entire catholic church, each in his own way commensurate with 
their respective understandings of catholicity.124 Thus both insist that ordina
tion always be performed by a bishop standing in diachronic and synchronic 
communion with all other bishops. Only this ensures that an officeholder is 
being commissioned by the entire church, which is one subject with Christ, and 
that he accordingly enjoys divine commission. But is this line of thought per
suasive? That at every ordination by the ordaining bishop or Pope it is always 
the entire church that is acting is a theological postulate that lacks plausibility. 
Zizioulas tries to concretize this participation of the entire church at ordination 
by requiring the "amen" of a concrete congregation to validate ordination in 
addition to the presence of the bishop in successione apostolica (and bishops of 
surrounding dioceses). These conditions for ordination, however, can have only 
symbolic value; they do not constitute a sure sign that at a given ordination the 
entire church and so also Christ as its head really are acting. Moreover, these 
conditions are meaningful only if by "church" one understands the entire ex
isting universal church, the communio sanctorum (which for Zizioulas is iden
tical with every local church). But this is not the case. As I have already tried 
to show, the universal church understood in this way is a theological abstraction. 
On this side of God's new creation, the church exists concretely only in the 
individual local churches anticipating the eschatological gathering of the whole 
people of God.125 Thus, too, only the local churches can be the human subjects 
of ordination,126 whereby the diachronic and synchronic communion of the 
officeholders performing the ordination in the name of the local churches can 
function as an important sign of the unity of local churches. 

Third, ordination is not necessarily to be understood as appointment to 
a lifelong task (although it certainly can be such and in many cases indeed is). 
Like every other charisma, the charisma of office is not irrevocable. The Spirit 
who has freely given the charisma of office can replace it with a different 
charisma. Were this not so, the sovereignty of the Spirit would again be called 
into question; one would, as Rudolph Sohm has correctly seen, be exercising 
spiritual office "on the basis of formal acquisition," and spiritual office would 
be "an enduring right."127 Furthermore, the charisma of office, like every other 
charisma, needs the acknowledgment of the congregation in order to function 

124. See 1.4.5 and II.4.4.1 above. 
125. See III.2.1.2 and III.3.1 above. 
126. Understanding the entire local church as the human subject of nonsacramentally 

understood ordination certainly does not risk viewing the church as the "producer" of office 
(so Ratzinger) any more than does understanding the bishop and in him the universal church 
as the human subject of sacramentally understood ordination. 

127. Sohm, Wesen, 65. 
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as the charisma of office in the first place. Hence although office can indeed be 
enduring, it cannot be acquired once and for all. Thus the charismata of office 
in their two crucial dimensions, namely, in divine bestowal and ecclesial recep
tion, are not necessarily lifelong. The New Testament passages involving the 
laying on of hands and "ordination" (see Acts 6:6; 13:3; 1 Tim. 4:14; 2 Tim. 1:6) 
confirm this understanding of ordination insofar as in them, ordination always 
remains bound to a concrete task.128 This is why ordination, in contrast to 
baptism, can be repeated, and is not necessarily a one-time event.129' 

Because the act of ordination is the public conclusion to a spiritual and 
ecclesial process of reception, it always remains bound to a certain local church, 
something the Free Church tradition correctly saw from the very outset.130 

Certainly a previous ordination in a local church will be of significance for a 
different local church into which the ordained person is transferred, and it will 
be the more so the more intimate is the communion between the local churches 
involved. In other words, the attachment of ordination to a local church does 
not exclude the possibility that at the (first) ordination a person simultaneously 
acquires "recognition" within a territorial church, denomination, or even (the 
yet yearned for) "universal church" quite independent of any possible transferal 
to a different congregation. Although such recognition, which would derive 
from spiritual qualities and professional competence, might be one presupposi
tion of ordination, it must be distinguished theologically from "ordained status" 
as such. Each local church must itself receive the particular charismata involving 
it as a whole. Through such (always provisional) reception and the resultant 
ordination, a particular charisma of office becomes a charisma of office for this 
particular local church. 

These three features of ordination demonstrate the impossibility of con
ceiving office as belonging to petrified institutions and the charismata as belong
ing to the sphere of pure spiritual freedom. Neither are offices institutionalized 
charismata that must exist for the sake of order in addition to noninstitution-
alized charismata. Offices, like all other charismata, are institutions, and they 
are distinguished from them according to the kind and degree of institutional
ization. Whereas ecclesial recognition is an essential dimension of all charismata, 
because offices are tied to a local church as a whole the ecclesial recognition 
they involve is as a rule explicit and public. This is why the charismata of office 
are (potentially) more stable institutions than the other charismata. 

128. See in this regard the persuasive contribution of Williams, "Rukopolaganja," 
63-67. 

129. The fundamental openness for temporally limited exercise of office corresponds 
to modern, mobile societies characterized by synchronic plurality and diachronic vocational 
change (see Volf, Work, 108f.; idem, "Arbeit," 425ff.). 

130. See Brachlow, Communion, 162, 170. 
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3.2. Ordination and Election 

Ordination obviously presupposes election; in order to be ordained, the office
holder must first be selected. In what follows, I will try to define more closely 
the actual mode of such election. This particular problem, however, simul
taneously and paradigmatically evokes the general problem of participation in 
the decision-making within the church.131 

1. Commensurate with his construal of the relationship between the one 
and the many, which builds on his particular understanding of the Trinity, 
Zizioulas believes that the bishop constitutes the church and yet is simul
taneously conditioned by the church. Despite this contingent nature of the 
bishop with regard to the church, expressed at ordination in the liturgical 
acclamation "ac^ioc/' ("worthy"), an election by the people is, according to 
Zizioulas, not a condition of episcopal consecration. On the contrary, such 
election would, argues Zizioulas, make the bestowal of the charisma of office 
dependent on a decision made outside the eschatological context of the Eu
charist. What is his alternative? To be consistent, it would seem that he would 
have to advocate something like the election of bishops through the casting of 
lots (see Acts 1:26) within a eucharistic gathering. In fact, however, he has the 
synod making this choice through what is manifestly an extra-eucharistic pro
cedure.132 Although he is doubtless trying here to preserve symbolically the 
connection or even the identity between the local church and the universal 
church, does not, contrary to his own intentions, the universal church now gain 
the upper hand? 

By contrast, Ratzinger does not shy away from election within an extra-
eucharistic context, since he expressly affirms the priority of the universal 
church over the local church. On the one hand, the assembled congregation is 
indeed a church in the full sense, and as such it is the subject of the worship 
event; this is why it should also participate in the election of its office holders. 
"Appointment to office is . .. never to come about only from above."133 On the 
other hand, however, every local church is "church" only if it stands in sacramen
tal communion with the whole Catholic Church, and it is a subject only if 
encompassed by the larger subject, which is "the whole Christ" — the head and 
the body. Full authority always comes from the whole. From this it follows that 
appointment to office is never to come about only from the individual congre
gation, but rather must "always also include the larger church."134 The schema 
"never only from above" and "always also from above" seems to point to a 

131. See in this regard Volf, "Demokratie." 
132. See II.4.4.3 above. 
133. Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 41. 
134. Ibid. 
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symmetry between the local and universal church. Considering, however, that 
the local church is a church only insofar as the universal church is realized and 
acts within it, according to this schema the local church is clearly in danger of 
sinking into insignificance. 

John Smyth's premise was that the true visible church is the Kingdom of 
Christ. Its members are the children of the Kingdom and rule within the 
church.135 With regard to the election of officeholders, the principle then 
emerged that "election is by most voyces of the members of the Church in ful 
communion."136 Precisely because Christ is the sole king, church constitution 
is, as August Hopkins Strong formulates it, "an absolute democracy," though it 
is such only "so far as regards the interpretation and execution of his will by 
the body."137 The basic principle of church organization is that Christ rules 
wherever the whole church rules. His polemical point is that Christ cannot rule 
where a single stratum in the church (the bishops) rules. This basic principle 
of Free Church organization is a mirror image of the basic principle of episcopal 
church organization, namely, that Christ rules wherever the bishop rules who 
stands in communion with all other bishops in time and space. The polemical 
point of the latter principle is that Christ cannot rule where ultimate authority 
rests in the hands of an entire local church. 

Both models rightly emphasize that it is not human beings who are 
sovereign in the church, neither bishops nor laity, but rather the triune God. 
Each model, however, denies that the other model is preserving the sovereignty 
of God in the church. Thus each is exclusive and each denies the ecclesiality of 
the other.138 From the preceding considerations of ecclesiality, it follows that 
the question of the electoral mode of officeholders involves not the being of 
the church as church, but rather the correct way to live as church today. I am 
assuming that Christ can rule in the church both through bishops and through 
the whole people, which is why I am trying here only to demonstrate the 
plausibility of the understanding of the electoral mode of officeholders implied 
in the preceding ecclesiological outlines, and not to prove that this particular 
understanding is the only permissible one. The thesis that a participative church 
structure is the only correct one for all times and places is just as false as the 
thesis that the hierarchical church structure is God's unalterable decree. This 
applies even if the strictly theological arguments with which the hierarchical 
understanding of church organization is justified are in every context false 
(which, with regard to a participative understanding of church organization, is 
not the case). Edward Schillebeeckx has correctly pointed out that the only real 

135. See III. 1.2.2 above. 
136. lohn Smyth, Works, 256. See in this regard Strong, Theology, 920. 
137. Strong, Theology, 903. 
138. See III.1.2.3 above. 
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argument for the hierarchical form of the church is "in reality a mere reference 
to twenty centuries of nondemocratic cultures."139 The only good reasons that 
can be adduced in support of a hierarchical understanding of church organi
zation are cultural. And these reasons should not be taken lightly, since it is only 
successful enculturation that makes possible the successful mission of the 
church.140 At the same time, however, cultural reasons in favor of a certain 
understanding of church organization are of limited value; since they are cul
turally specific, they cannot be universalized. 

2. I have already taken issue with the primary theological arguments 
supporting a hierarchical understanding of church organization, arguing that 
the Trinity is not to be understood hierarchically,141 and that the church is not 
a subject such that divine authority must always come by way of the whole (the 
whole Christ) and accordingly by way of the one.142 My argumentation for the 
election of officeholders by the entire church143 picks up on the previously 
developed understanding of the charismata. To this one can object with 
Ratzinger that charisma 

is a pneumatic rather than democratic principle, that is, an expression for 
authorization from above that is inaccessible to arbitrary control; it is not an 
expression of authority commonly accessible from below. Hence it is only 
appropriate that the concept of charisma should disappear from any debate 
concerning democratization, where it has no place.144 

Ratzinger's argumentation, however, presupposes either that the charismata 
are given by God without any human mediation, or that the divine "from 

139. Schillebeeckx, Menschen, 275. 
140. See in this regard Kottje and Risse, Wahlrecht, 44. 
141. See V.4 above. 
142. See III.2.1.3 above. 

143.1 am consciously avoiding speaking about "democracy" in the church. Political 
democracy of the sort that has developed with its various institutions (periodic elections, 
distinction between the state and the pluralistic civil society) in the past centuries in the 
Western world is merely a culturally determined form of political participation presupposing 
specific socioeconomic circumstances. Elevating modern democracy to the status of an 
imperative applicable to all churches means being imprisoned by a specific culture. Moreover, 
one can object persuasively that the premodern societies were in principle more open to 
genuine participation in decision making by all members of society than are modern 
democracies. One must also consider that the church will differ from society if it remains 
true to its calling, so that one must ask (a) which elements of modern democracies are 
transferable to the church and (b) at which points churches should affirm and strengthen 
and at which they are to criticize and alter modern democratic practice (see Welker, Kirche 
im Pluralismus, 11-36; Hauerwas, Against the Nations, 122-31). 

144. Ratzinger, "Demokratisierung," 26f. 
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above" necessarily implies the human "from above." But both presuppositions 
are mistaken. According to the interactional model of the bestowal of charis
mata,145 although the latter are indeed given by God, they are always given 
through a concrete local church; reception of the charismata is an integral 
part of their constitution. The charismata of office are no exception. Ordina
tion is the (provisional) conclusion to the explicit and formal ecclesial reception 
of the charismata of office whose beginning is represented by the election of 
officeholders, a reception that is meaningful, however, only as the continuation 
of the perpetual, ongoing process of informal reception. The conscious election 
of officeholders should be understood as one moment in this complex process 
of reception. Charismatic grounding of office thus does not contradict par
ticipation of the whole congregation in the election of officeholders, nor is it 
merely neutral with regard to participation,146 but rather calls for such par
ticipation.147 

That officeholders can and should be elected is grounded in the character 
of the charismata of office, that is, in their essential attachment to a concrete 
local church. That the members of a local church can and should elect office
holders is grounded in their calling and in their baptism. All those who are 
baptized share responsibility for the church and thus must be able to participate 
in church decisions, including the election of officeholders.148 In this context, 
however, baptism should not be viewed in an isolated fashion;149 it is a one-time 
event and says little about one's willingness at any given time to take the path 
of discipleship. Similarly, baptism is valid for all churches and says nothing 
about one's inclusion in a concrete local church. Reception of the charismata, 
however, presupposes both the capacity for spiritual discernment and partici
pation in the life of the local church in question, including in the Eucharist. 
Hence baptism gives the right to participate in the election of officeholders only 
to those who through baptism have in fact been initiated into the Christian 
faith and incorporated into a concrete church. Baptism bestows the right of 
election only as that which it is in the full sense, namely, as the portal into the 
life of a concrete local church.150 From this perspective it is understandable why 

145. See 1.2.4 above. 
146. So Schillebeeckx, Menschen, 262: charismatic grounding of office says "nothing 

about how officeholders must be appointed" (my emphasis). 
147. Concerning charismatic grounding of the election of officeholders by the whole 

congregation in the Roman Catholic tradition, see Miihlen, Entsakralisierung, 435f. 
148. So also Schillebeeckx, Menschen, 264. 
149. So also does Lumen gentium 14 define church membership not only through 

baptism, but simultaneously through "possessing the Spirit of Christ" i.e., not in a purely 
institutional fashion apart "from the inner status of the person affected" (Ratzinger, Das neue 
Volk, 242ff.; see also Muller, "Communio," 496). 

150. See IV.2.2.2 above. 
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Smyth presents the following principle for the election of officeholders: "Elec
tion is by most voyces of the members of the Church in ful communion."151 

3. With regard to the electoral process, understanding election as reception 
means abandoning the schema according to which people choose between 
various candidates by means of simple acts of the will. This schema is much 
too simple, neglecting as it does the relation between potential officeholders 
and congregation obtaining before the election. Election is the beginning of the 
formal and explicit ecclesial reception of a charisma of office, but it is also the 
end of the informal and implicit reception. The latter, however, is an essential 
part of the bestowal of the charismata of office. Before an election ever comes 
about, the persons up for election have been shaped by the congregation choos
ing them. Yet just as reception has an aftereffect on the persons whose charisma 
is being received, so also do these persons affect the recipient congregation. 
They do not simply present themselves to the congregation as an "electoral 
possibility." In a certain sense they "impose" themselves in response to the call 
and gifting of God's Spirit upon the congregation through ministry, a ministry 
whose faithfulness is subject to the community's discernment. This is the power 
factor in every charismata of office, one that becomes repressive only if that 
power does not halt before the critical reception on the part of the congregation. 
The electoral process of officeholders can be described correctly only as this 
complex interaction of mutual giving and accepting (or also rejecting) between 
officeholders and the congregation. 

Understanding election as reception means starting theologically with the 
priority of divine action. The sociological process of officeholders imposing 
themselves upon the congregation, however, is not to be interpreted as a sign 
of the priority of divine action. No correlation obtains between the two. The 
Spirit of God acts neither solely through (future) officeholders insofar as they 
insert themselves into the life of the community, nor solely through the recipient 
congregation, but rather through both in their interaction. Regarding the priority 
of divine action, it bears emphasizing that this interaction should not be un
derstood primarily as a human event. Through this interactional electoral 
process, the members of a church single out those whom God has already called 
(see Acts 13:2). Nor can this be otherwise if ordination is not to be reduced to 
the delegation of power by the congregation. If God does not stand at the 
beginning of the explicit process of reception, neither can God be found at its 
end; appointment by God (see Acts 20:28) presupposes calling by God (see Acts 
13:2); otherwise, the divine action in this process of appointment becomes 
merely a subsequent religious confirmation and justification of human electoral 
action. Thus all traditions have always viewed the election of officeholders "as 
concurrence in the will of God or as the emanation of the activity of the Holy 

151. Smyth, Works, 256. See also lenkins, Congregationalism, 46. 
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Spirit."152 Like ordination itself, election is a spiritual event, something of which 
Smyth was aware; "election," "approbation," and "ordination," he believed, "must 
be performed with fasting and prayer"l5i 

4. This makes it clear that the polycentric participative model of the church 
cannot simply be realized through structural changes. It is not enough simply 
to establish participative ecclesial institutions. The sociophilosophical debate 
on democracy has made it increasingly clear that democratic institutions cannot 
function without corresponding internalized values and practices. This applies 
to the church as well. 

A participative model of the church requires more than just values and 
practices that correspond to participative institutions. The church is not first 
of all a realm of moral purposes; it is the anticipation, constituted by the 
presence of the Spirit of God, of the eschatological gathering of the entire people 
of God in the communion of the triune God. Hence the church needs the 
vivifying presence of the Spirit, and without this presence, even a church with 
a decentralized participative structure and culture will become sterile, and per
haps more sterile even than a hierarchical church.154 For it will either have to 
get along without the participation of most of its members, or it will have to 
operate with more subtle and open forms of coercion. Successful participative 
church life must be sustained by deep spirituality. Only the person who lives 
from the Spirit of communion (2 Cor. 13:13) can participate authentically in 
the life of the ecclesial community. 

152. Kottje and Risse, Wahlrecht, 14. 
153. Smyth, Works, 256 (my emphasis). 
154. So also Gee, Gifts, 15. 
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Chapter VII 

The Catholicity of the Church 

All churches want to be catholic, though each in its own way. This is the paradox 
of catholicity on this side of God's new creation. Though it stands for totality 
(8A.OC,), it is always based on a certain particularity. No church is catholic purely 
and simply; each is catholic in a certain way. Thus also arises the dispute 
concerning catholicity. 

In entering this dispute in the following discussion, I will summarize the 
preceding explications concerning ecclesiality, the mediation of faith, the rela
tionship between the Trinity and the church, and the structures of the church 
(chapters III—VI) by inquiring of their implications for the catholicity of the 
church. In addition, I will direct my attention briefly to the relationship between 
churches, the multiple cultures in which they live, and the catholicity of their 
individual members, in whom we will find reflected a catholic church that is 
open to all cultures and all churches. 

1. The Question of Catholicity 

1. It is in the dispute concerning catholicity that the episcopal churches and 
Free Churches have stood at opposite extremes. Since their inception, Free 
Churches have represented for both the Catholic and the Orthodox Church the 
quintessence of what is uncatholic. Because catholicity qualifies all other essen
tial attributes of the church, all the ecclesiological capital sins of Free Churches 
can be understood as transgressions against catholicity. The Free Church un
derstanding of unity, of holiness, and of apostolicity is problematic precisely 
because it is uncatholic. The unity of Free Churches is uncatholic because it 
lacks the concrete forms of communion with all other churches, that is, with 
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the whole church. Their holiness is uncatholic because it is exclusive; according 
to the Free Church idea, all who do not consciously believe and live commensu-
rately are to be excluded from the church. The apostolicity of Free Churches is 
uncatholic because it lacks the connection to the whole church in its history, 
which is assured by the successio apostolica. Moreover, the specific ecclesiological 
characteristic of Free Churches resides precisely in their understanding of unity, 
holiness, and apostolicity. Were they to become catholic, they would, according 
to the argumentation of the episcopal churches, have to surrender their very 
identity. A catholic Free Church is a contradiction in terms; it understands itself 
as free precisely with regard to those relationships that would tie it to the whole 
and thus make it catholic in the first place. 

This picture changes significantly from the Free Church perspective. To
gether with other churches deriving from the Reformation, Free Churches have 
from the very outset subscribed to catholicity and have simultaneously denied 
this attribute to the Catholic Church.1 The unity of the Catholic Church is 
uncatholic because the Pope (or bishop), to use Luther's words, "declares that 
his own court alone is the Christian church."2 Its holiness is uncatholic because 
it maintains a distance from its sinful members (casta meretrix) and is never 
willing to pray for the forgiveness of its own sins (eccksia sancta et immaculata).3 

The apostolicity of the Catholic Church is uncatholic because it insists too much 
on the form of preserving apostolicity (successio apostolica), binds church doc
trine to certain formulations from the past, and in this way renders them 
uniform. According to Free Church argumentation, the Catholic (and implicitly 
also the Orthodox) Church refuses to accept its own particularity, and thus 
denies (full?) catholicity to other churches.4 This sort of exclusive claim to 

1. For the Lutheran tradition, see Luther, Werke, 5.597.28; 8.96.12; 50.625.15; also 
Elert, "Katholizitat," 241; for the Reformed tradition, see Calvin, Institutes, IV.1.2; also Berk-
hof, Katholizitat, 16ff.; for the Free Church tradition, see Smyth, Works, 745 (albeit without 
this specific term); also Flew and Davis, eds., The Catholicity of Protestantism. It seems at first 
that the well-known congregationalist Savoy Declaration (1658) contests the catholicity of 
the church: "Besides these particular churches, there is not instituted by Christ any Church 
more extensive or Catholique." It is imperative, however, that one read the continuation: 
".. . entrusted with power for the administration of his Ordinances, or the execution of any 
authority in his name" ("Die Plattform der Savoy-Declaration" VI, in Miiller, Bekennt-
nisschriften, 653). Accordingly, the Savoy Declaration is not contesting the catholicity of the 
church, but rather a certain understanding of the catholicity of the church. 

2. Luther, Werke, 50.283. See the Confessio helvetica posterior (1562) XVII (in Miiller, 
Bekenntnisschriften, 196, 5f); Consensus Bremensis (1595) 1.2 (in ibid., 740, llff.). 

3. So also Unitatis redintegratio 3. A different accent does, however, seem intended in 
Lumen gentium 8. 

4. The Second Vatican Council designated all other Christian communities besides the 
Catholic Church as non-catholic, including the Orthodox and Anglican churches (see Unitatis 
redintegratio 13, 17; Dulles, Catholicity, 132). 
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catholicity is from the Free Church perspective narrow, intolerant, and thus 
profoundly uncatholic. To be catholic, the Catholic and Orthodox Churches 
would have to understand themselves as churches among other churches. But 
by doing so would they not surrender their own identities? 

Thus congregationalist and episcopal churches seem to have diametrically 
opposed understandings of catholicity, which are rooted deeply in their respec
tive ecclesial identities. 

2. Obviously, one can fill the concept of "catholicity" with radically different 
content. Yet if both the Catholic Church and the Free Churches call themselves 
"catholic," and at the same time mutually deny each other that very catholicity, 
does not catholicity itself become an empty cipher used in an emotional fashion 
as a concept with a positive theological charge (anchored as it is in old church 
confessions) for the sake of strengthening one's own ecclesial identity? Is not the 
entire dispute concerning catholicity then sterile? 

To be sure, the content of the concept of catholicity is not entirely arbi
trary. Although catholicity is not a universally accessible nota ecclesiae about 
which one can meaningfully argue outside a given understanding of the church, 
it is a proprietas of the church, its essential characteristic, which (together with 
other essential characteristics) "expresses the essence of the church with which 
it is identical."5 According to the well-known dictum of Karl Barth, the church 
is "catholic, or it is not the church."6 From this it follows that the content of 
the concept of catholicity always depends on the respective understanding of 
the church. The dispute concerning catholicity can thus be fruitful because it 
is always a struggle to come to a correct understanding of the church.7 Insofar 
as a certain understanding of catholicity qualifies all other essential attributes 
of the church and makes them problematical for one's ecumenical dialogue 
partner, the question of the catholicity of the church becomes one of the main 
questions, if not the main question, of dialogue between congregationalist and 
episcopal churches.8 

3. Regardless of the theological content with which one fills the concept 
of catholicity, the discussion of catholicity always involves the fundamental 
question of the relationship between unity and multiplicity. This is already 
apparent from the term "catholic" itself; to be catholic means to be compre
hensive and complete. "A whole," Aristotle writes in his Metaphysics, "means 
(1) that from which is absent none of the parts of which it is said to be by 

5. Congar, "Wesenseigenschaften," 364. 
6. Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/1.702. 
7. See Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/1.701ff.; Lochman, "Notae ecclesiae," 33. 
8. Nikos A. Nissiotis believes that the problem of catholicity is "the primary question 

of ecclesiology" and "the core of the primary problem in the dialogue between Christians 
estranged from one another" (Nissiotis, "Katholizitat," 259). 
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nature a whole, (2) that which contains the objects contained in such a way 
that they are one."9 Discounting for a moment the notion of a homogeneous 
totality, which cannot be applied to a social structure such as the church, one 
can define totality as differentiated unity.10 Accordingly, any church claiming 
catholicity must include multiplicity in its unity and must be the one church 
in that multiplicity; the catholica is necessarily, as Pacian of Barcelona said with 
reference to Psalm 44:10, a queen in colorful clothing.11 

These terminological considerations also explain why ecumenical consen
sus holds that both unity and multiplicity are constitutive for the catholicity of 
the church.12 If one negates multiplicity, catholicity dissolves into a completely 
uniform and thus false totality; if one surrenders unity, the catholica dissolves 
into unintegrated and thus false particularities. An appropriate understanding 
of catholicity can dispense with neither unity nor multiplicity. With regard to 
the problem of unity and multiplicity, the various understandings of catholicity 
differ in the degree of unification and differentiation they either require or 
permit. The normative determination of this degree depends on the respective 
basic ecclesiological decision providing the concept of catholicity with its theo
logical content. Thus one can meaningfully criticize particular understandings 
of catholicity as totalitarian or individualistic only in a perspectival way; this 
criticism should not be understood as an objective description of a given state 
of affairs from a neutral standpoint, but rather should be formulated con
sciously from the perspective of a certain understanding of the church. 

4. The relationship between unity and multiplicity is first of all an internal 
problem of every church, even though attitudes toward multiplicity in one's 
own ranks cannot be separated from attitudes toward others outside those 
ranks. The external side of the problem of unity and multiplicity is the problem 
of the relationship between exclusivity and inclusivity. Thus the discussion of 
catholicity involves not only the inner life of the church, but also the existence 
of churches in the world. In fact, one can even call the question of catholicity 
the primary problem of churches in their external relations. 

As is the case with other social structures, for churches, too, it is the inner 
dynamic of social life itself that repeatedly evokes the problems of unity and 
multiplicity, of exclusivity and inclusivity. Moreover, the involvement of 
churches in contemporary social and cultural life increases the urgency of this 

9. Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1023b. 
10. For the distinction between a homogeneous totality consisting (as does a glass of 

water) of similar parts, and a heterogeneous totality consisting (as does the human body) of 
dissimilar parts, see Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, 1.11.2.2. 

11. See in this regard Beinert, Um das dritte Kirchenattribut, 53ff. 
12. For Orthodox ecclesiology, see Lossky, "Third Mark," 179; for Catholic ecclesiology, 

see Dulles, Catholicity, 31; for Protestant ecclesiology, see Pannenberg, "Apostolizitat," 105f. 
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problem within the sphere of the church. Two mutually determinative devel
opmental tendencies can be observed today. On the one hand, there is increasing 
universalization and uniformization, accompanied on the other hand by in
creasing pluralization and differentiation. According to Odo Marquard, the 
processes of technological uniformization (primarily through the natural sci
ences and the global economy) are countered by the "traditional, historical, and 
aesthetic processes of pluralization"; processes of social uniformization (equal
ity of human beings) are countered by "processes of individualistic pluralization 
fostering a separation of powers."13 The world itself is becoming increasingly 
uniform and in the process is revealing itself in all its multiplicity. Churches are 
faced with the question to what extent they can identify with the emerging unity 
of the world as well as with the multiplicity becoming evident within it, and to 
what extent their catholicity can be inclusive or must be exclusive with regard 
to the existing tendencies of universalization and pluralization. The theology 
of catholicity is thus faced with the question of whether ecclesiology is to begin 
in the tradition of universalization with the priority of the one, or in the 
tradition of pluralization with the priority of the many. Or is it perhaps possible 
to escape this alternative altogether?14 

Contemporary Christian discussion concerning the relations between re
ligions also moves within the traditions of universalization and pluralization. 
Until recently, Christianity has taken as its premise the thesis deriving from the 
tradition of unity: extra ecclesiam nulla salus. The more inclusive thesis extra 
Christum nulla salus (which was the goal the first thesis tried to make concrete) 
also gives priority to the one over the many. It is only a "pluralistic theology of 
religions" that first crosses this "theological Rubicon," "moving away from in
sistence on the superiority or finality of Christ and Christianity toward a rec
ognition of the independent validity of other ways."15 This raises the question 

13. Marquard, "Einheit," 4.1 do not intend to enter the discussion concerning whether 
the relation of compensation and balance between the two tendencies as asserted by Mar
quard actually obtains. 

14. See V. 1.1.1 above. 
15. Knitter, "Preface"; also Hick, God. In his Gifford Lectures 1986-87, Hick thinks 

this radical premise of pluralistic theology of religion through to its conclusion: "The Real 
an sich . . . cannot be said to be one or many, person or thing, substance or process, good 
or evil, purposive or non-purposive" (Hick, Interpretation, 246). Hick's position, however, is 
not a stable one, and threatens to tip over either into relativism or into inclusivism or even 
exclusivism. Epistemologically it must presuppose a universal rationality (see Apczynski, 
"John Hick's Theocentrism"), a presupposition incommensurate with pluralistic thinking; 
ethically he begins with the universality of the commandment of love, which he is able to 
anchor only in "the Real as variously experienced-and-thought by different communities," 
but not in "the Real an sich'' Love can serve as a criterion of religions only because the 
commandment of love happens to be central to the great religions. Are we thus not setting 
out down the path toward an exclusivism of the world religions? 
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whether one should conceive catholicity within the context of a plurality and 
thus also relativity of salvific experiences in the various religions, or whether 
properly understood catholicity requires universality and thus also the abso
luteness, however articulated, of Christ. 

This brief outline of the great sociological, philosophical, and theological 
questions raised by the discussion of catholicity serves merely to illustrate that 
catholicity "includes an entire confession of faith within itself," as Alexis Khomi-
akov, the well-known, nineteenth-century Russian lay theologian maintained at 
the end of his life with regard to the concept of sobornost, a concept closely 
related to catholicity.16 In the following attempt to present an alternative un
derstanding of the catholicity of the local church, I cannot address all these 
questions. I refer to them here merely in order to indicate the comprehensive 
framework within which any reflections on catholicity must move. 

Just as an adequate consideration of the catholicity of the local church is 
impossible without an examination of this comprehensive framework, so also 
is it impossible without exploration of each individual component of the picture 
itself without an analysis of the catholicity of its individual members. Just how 
one conceives the church as a whole obviously depends on how one conceives 
its members as "parts," and vice versa. At the end of my discussion of the 
catholicity of the church, I will therefore examine the relationship between 
person and community by considering the catholicity of the person and its 
relation to the catholicity of the church. The local church stands in the middle 
between its individual members and the comprehensive whole with regard to 
which it can be called catholic in the first place. Hence one must examine this 
comprehensive whole in its relationship to the local church before one can speak 
of the catholicity of the local church. But before I can discuss these interrelated 
topics, I must address the disputed question whether catholicity represents a 
quantitative or qualitative entity. 

2. Catholicity and New Creation 

The theological content with which one fills catholicity obviously depends on 
the intended referent of the 6Xoc, ("whole") contained in the term "catholicity." 
As the referents change, the partially overlapping meanings of catholicity vary, 
including the geographical (found everywhere), the anthropological (encom
passing all human beings), the revelational (containing all salvific truths), cre-
ational (healing all creation), soteriological (containing all salvific goods), or 
christological (bearing the whole Christ). I will not deal specifically with each 

16. L'Eglise Latine et le Protestantisme au point de vue de V&glise d'Orient, 399, cited 
after Plank, Katholizitiit, 72. 
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of these different meanings. Beginning with the established classification into 
a quantitative (extensive) and qualitative (intensive) understanding of catho
licity, in this section I will first criticize the quantitative understanding and then 
present a case for a particular qualitative understanding. 

1. Whatever may have been the case with the disputed initial ecclesiological 
use of the adjective KaQoXwoq by Ignatius of Antioch,17 the term catholicity 
acquired very early a geographic meaning (unity in spatial and cultural univer
sality) which was then quickly associated with the notion of correct faith. The 
Catholic Church is the true church, and its universal expansion serves as the 
emblem of its correct faith.18 Now, universality is obviously of little help if one 
is dealing with a false church, and the truth of the church cannot be demon
strated through its universal expansion. The catholicity of the church conceived 
as geographic universality can at most console its members that they "at least 
share their error with a great many others," as Ratzinger has fittingly formulated 
the matter.19 Universal expansion is not an inherent attribute, but rather a task 
of the church; hence, it cannot be a defining feature of the true church. Cath
olicity initially had nothing to do with the actual universal expansion of the 
church. The church was already catholic, as Henri de Lubac correctly noted, "on 
the morning of Pentecost, when a small room was still big enough for all its 
members."20 

According to a historically influential formula of Vincent of Lerins, 
catholic is quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum est ("what has 
been believed everywhere, always, by all").21 Here the "idea of universality... 
is coupled with that of continuity . . . catholicity refers to identity maintained 
through the ages."22 Yet the words ubique, semper, and omnes would have to 
be conceived with strict universality if they were to specify adequately that 
which is to be believed. Otherwise the question remains open regarding just 
who, for example, belongs to "all" and thus also just what the nature of faith 
is that embodies the identity of the church through the ages. This is why 
Martin Chemnitz augmented the formula of Vincent of Lerins by adding ex 

17. Ignatius, Smyrn. 8:2. The history of how catholicity has been understood is reflected 
in the history of the interpretations of this first use of the adjective xaQoXixdc, by Ignatius. 
I am inclined to follow Andre de Halleux, who believes that the expression f| xa9oXixf| 
'ExxA.T|0-ia in Smyrn. 8:2 serves to designate the church in its totality. The following conclu
sion can then be drawn for understanding the catholicity of the church: "the first patristic 
attestation of the expression i\ xaGoXixf) 'ExxXnma has without a doubt nothing to do with 
the theology of catholicity" (de Halleux, "L'figlise," 24). 

18. See Kelly, "Katholisch," lift". 
19. Ratzinger, Volk, 29. 
20. De Lubac, Katholizismus, 44. 
21. Cited after Beinert, Um das dritte Kirchenattribut, 64. 
22. Steinacker, "Katholizitat," 75. 
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Scriptura: quod semper, quod ubique et ab omnibus fidelibus ex Scriptura con-
stanter receptum fuit ("what has always, everywhere, and by all the faithful 
been constantly received from Scripture").23 If this reference to Scriptura is 
taken seriously, however, then the reference to "always, everywhere, and by all" 
threatens to become superfluous. Scripture attests which faith is to be believed 
always, everywhere, and by all. Catholicity defined with ubique, semper, and 
omnes can in this case have merely an (admittedly important) auxiliary her-
meneutical function. 

The quantitative understanding of catholicity as the universal expansion 
of the church or as that which is universally believed is not convincing, and 
hence a qualitative understanding has been proposed in which the 8A,o<; implied 
in catholicity is seen primarily as fullness and only secondarily as universality. 
There seems to be a widespread ecumenical consensus today that the church is 
catholic because the fullness of salvation is realized within it.24 What remains 
disputed is how the presence of this fullness of salvation in churches (or in the 
church) is to be conceived. 

2. This qualitative understanding of catholicity as the fullness of salvation 
picks up directly on soteriological and ecclesiological statements found in the 
New Testament. "And he [God] has put all things under his [Christ's] feet and 
has made him the head over all things for the church, which is his body, the 
fullness of him who fills all in all" (Eph. 1:22-23). "For in him [Christ] the 
whole fullness of deity dwells bodily, and you have come to fullness in him, 
who is the head of every ruler and authority" (Col. 2:9-10; cf. John 1:14-16). 
My premise is that these and all other fundamental soteriological and ecclesio
logical statements in the New Testament can be understood properly only within 
a comprehensive eschatological framework. Like the analysis of ecclesiality, so 
the exploration of catholicity begins with a reflection on the eschatological new 
creation of God.25 

As we have already seen, the new creation is the mutual indwelling of 
the triune God and his glorified people in a new heaven and a new earth (cf. 
Revelation 21-22). The entire history of human beings and of the world, freed 
by judgment from negativity, will also be integrated into this comprehensive 
reality of the new creation. The new creation will thus be a recapitulation of 
the entirety of creation from the beginning on, a totality in which God, his 

23. Cited after Elert, "Katholizitat" 252. 
24. For Catholic theology, see esp. Beinert, Urn das dritte Kirchenattribut, and Dulles, 

Catholicity; for Orthodox theology, see Zizioulas, Communion, 143ff.; for Protestant theology, 
see Berkhof, Katholizitat. 

25. See III. 1.1.1 above. Similarly also Pannenberg, "Apostolizitat," 92ff.; Moltmann, 
Church, 347ff.; Staniloae, Dogmatikll, 222; Flew and Davis, eds., Catholicity of Protestantism, 
23. 
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entire people, and the entire cosmos will constitute a differentiated unity, a 
communion, such that the triune God will be "all in all" (see Eph. 1:10; 1 Cor. 
15:28).26 The eschatological catholicity of the people of God can be under
stood properly only within the framework of this eschatological totality of 
God's new creation. The catholicity of the entire people of God is the ecclesial 
dimension of the eschatological fullness of salvation for the entirety of created 
reality. 

From the eschatological definition of catholicity it follows that the inten
sive (qualitative) and extensive (quantitative) understandings of catholicity are 
inseparable. Precisely in taking as one's starting point the intensive understand
ing of catholicity, one unavoidably encounters the extensive dimension. For 
there can be no fullness of salvation for some without the fullness of salvation 
for all; nor can there be the fullness of salvation for human beings without the 
fullness of salvation for the entirety of created reality. Because of its own 
dynamic, intensive catholicity pushes toward extensive catholicity. It would be 
a mistake, however, to confuse the intensive-extensive eschatological catholicity 
of the people of God for the totality of the reign of God.27 According to the 
Apocalypse, the new Jerusalem, that is, the people of God in whom the triune 
God indwells, descends from heaven down to the new earth, and is not simply 
identical with glorified reality (see Rev. 21:1-4). Despite their relationship with 
one another, the glorified children of God and the glorified world of God (see 
Rom. 8:21) are to be distinguished, which is why the catholicity of the people 
of God remains not only constitutively related to something greater, namely, to 
the triune God, but simultaneously integrated into something greater, namely, 
into the new world of God. The eschatological catholicity of the people of God 
is to be conceived as a particularity that has been opened up both to God and 
to the entirety of creation. 

3. If the catholicity of the church is to be defined eschatologically, then 
the nature of the relationship between the sojourning church and the new 
creation possesses crucial significance for understanding the historical catho
licity of the church. The relationship between the church and the new creation 
is, if one follows the New Testament witnesses, best understood with the aid of 
the concept of anticipation. As we have already seen, the anticipatory character 
of the church is grounded in the presence of the Spirit of Christ, which consti
tutes it into a church;28 for the Holy Spirit, through whom Christians are 
baptized into one body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:12), is according to Paul given to 
them as the firstfruits and first installment of the new creation (see Rom. 8:23; 

26. See in this regard Moltmann, Weg, 284ff.; von Balthasar, "Absolutheit," 132ff. On 
judgment in relation to history, see Volf, Work, 119-21. 

27. As Balthasar, "Absolutheit," 135, apparently does. 
28. See III.l.l.l and 2.1.2 above. 
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2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 1:14). If the ecclesiality of the church has anticipatory char
acter, then so does its catholicity. The church is catholic because the Spirit of 
the new creation present within it anticipates in it the eschatological gathering 
of the whole people of God. 

Very early in the history of theology, the miracle at Pentecost (see Acts 2) 
was rightiy understood as a primal catholic event.29 The Spirit of God comes 
over the first Christians and allows them to experience salvation concretely by 
removing the communication breach caused by the language confusion of the 
Tower of Babel (see Gen. 11:1-9). They speak and are understood, and thus 
does the ecclesial community emerge from the Babylonian dispersal. It would, 
however, be reductionist to understand with Avery Dulles the events at Pentecost 
simply as "Babel in reverse."30 At Pentecost, the first Christians did not all speak 
one language; such a miracle would represent an ill-fated return to the uniform
ity of Babel (which can be viewed as a precondition of the megalomaniacal 
construction of the tower). In the event of Pentecost, communication comes 
about through the speaking of different languages.31 The eschatological catho
licity of the people of God is thereby reflected in a broken fashion in history. 
It is a catholicity in which the unity of all is coupled with the affirmation of 
the uniqueness of each person. 

4. Just as the anticipatory character of the catholicity of the church 
grounds the correspondence between eschatological and historical catholicity, 
so does it simultaneously relativize historical catholicity. If the Spirit of God is 
present in the church only as the firstfruits of the still outstanding new creation, 
then each church can be only partially catholic. Wolfhart Pannenberg has rightly 
emphasized that "only in the glory of the eschatological consummation . . . will 
the church of Christ be realized fully and completely as catholic."32 Within 
history, each church is catholic insofar as it always reflects its full eschatological 
catholicity historically only in a broken fashion. This is why no church can claim 
full catholicity for itself. 

The soteriological and ecclesiological pleroma ("fullness") statements 
(Eph. 1:23; Col. 2:10) on which this understanding of catholicity is based seem 
to contradict the incomplete or broken character of catholicity. They describe 
the church simply as "the fullness of him who fills all in all." These statements, 
however, are describing a heavenly, eschatological church,33 and with regard to 

29. See in this regard Volf, Exclusion and Embrace, 226-31; de Lubac, Katholizismus, 
50f. 

30. Dulles, Catholicity, 173. 
31. See Welker, Gottes Geist, 215ff.; Volf, "Justice," 471ff.; Dempster, "Moral Witness"; 

Macchia, "Sighs Too Deep for Words." 
32. Pannenberg, "Apostolizitat," 105. 
33. SeeIIl.2.1.1 above. 
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earthly churches they are to be interpreted theologically in an anticipatory sense. 
This is also suggested by a closer reading of the letters to the Ephesians and 
Colossians themselves, which seem to distinguish between "fullness" and the 
"whole fullness"; the church is already "the fullness of him who fills all in all" 
(Eph. 1:23) because it participates in the "whole fullness" that dwells in Christ 
(Col. 1:19; 2:10). At the same time, however, Christians — who do not represent 
an entity different from the church, but who rather themselves are the church34 

— are to become so "filled" that they attain the "whole fullness of God" (Eph. 
3:19; see also Eph. 5:18; 4:11-13).35 That which can still be filled up is obviously 
not yet completely full. The pleroma statements are thus describing an eschato
logical reality reflected historically in churches by the Spirit, one which precisely 
thereby sets free within them an inner dynamic pushing toward this very reality. 
This dynamic itself, however, demonstrates not only that catholicity is present 
in actuality, but that it is at the same time also partial. 

5. This eschatological perspective enables us to make the ecumenically 
significant distinction between that which one can call the (eschatological) 
maximum and the (historical) minimum of catholicity. There is a widespread 
consensus regarding the maximum of catholicity (notwithstanding the differ
ences in understanding the character of catholicity). This is already significant 
in and of itself, since it attests the presence of agreement concerning the goal 
toward which churches are to be moving. By contrast, questions concerning the 
optimal form of historical catholicity and its minimum remain disputed. Thus 
the problem of the minimum of catholicity is of crucial importance in ecu
menical relations. As in the preceding reflections on ecclesiality, so in the fol
lowing reflections on catholicity I will address primarily the question of which 
conditions a church must fulfill in order to be called catholic at all. 

Before I discuss the problem of the catholicity of local churches, let me 
point out that, as far as the qualitative definition of catholicity is concerned, 
the conditions of catholicity largely coincide with those of ecclesiality. If one 
defines catholicity as the fullness of salvation, then one must with Wolfgang 
Beinert view catholicity as the " most pronounced expression of the essence" of the 
church.36 This means that there is no church that is not catholic, and that 
recognition of the ecclesiality of a community simultaneously implies recogni
tion of its catholicity. 

34. SeeIII.2.1.1 above. 
35. See in this regard Schnackenburg, Epheser, 81. 
36. Beinert, Urn das dritte Kirchenattribut, 530 (emphasis in the original). 
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3. The Catholicity of the Local Church 

The Reformed tradition, from which the Free Churches derive, ascribed cath
olicity above all to the ecclesia invisibilis. According to the Westminster Confession 
(1647), the one catholic church is invisible and consists of all the elected "that 
have been, are, or shall be gathered into one."37 The nascent Free Churches 
exhibit a similar understanding of catholicity, lohn Smyth writes that "the 
Catholique church is the company of the elect," and then expressly adds that it 
is invisible.38 It is, of course, an ecclesiological platitude to say that the invisible 
church is catholic, for if it were not catholic, how then could the visible church 
be such? The theologically decisive question involves the catholicity of concrete, 
visible churches. 

Leaving in abeyance the catholicity of the ecclesia invisibilis, one can in 
Free Church ecclesiology speak only about the catholicity of local churches. The 
reason is apparent enough, since in the strictly theological sense this ecclesiology 
allows for no other church than the local church.39 On the other hand, precisely 
this exclusive concentration on the local church seems to leave no room for any 
theology of catholicity. Since every church is to be autonomous, and every 
Christian is permitted to seek (and even change!) a church freely, it seems 
unavoidable that Free Churches fall prey to local particularism and special 
interests, and for that reason must again and again prove to be uncatholic. This 
is the Free Church dilemma of catholicity. Although only the local church can 
be catholic, in fact it is precisely the local church that seems unable to be catholic. 
Can one escape this dilemma? How are the famous "two or three" providing 
the orientation for the Free Church definition of the church to be catholic?40 I 
will attempt to respond to this question by examining how the catholicity of 
the local church arises from the "manifold grace of God" (1 Pet. 4:10) and from 
its encounter with the richness of creation. 

3.1. Catholicity and Grace 

1. The definition of the church in article 11 of the influential first Baptist 
confession of faith, A Declaration of Faith of the English People (1611), brings 
clearly to expression the qualitative understanding of catholicity (albeit without 
using the specialized theological term "catholic" itself): 

37. In Miiller, Bekenntnisschriften, 597; see also Calvin, Institutes, IV.1.2. On the cath
olicity of the invisible church in the Lutheran tradition, see Elert, "Katholizitat," 242. 

38. Smyth, Works, 251. See Baptist Confessions, 285, 318. 
39. SeeIII.2.1.1 above. 
40. SeeIII.1.1.3 above. 
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[We believe] that though in respect off CHRIST, the Church bee one, Ephes. 
4.4. yet it consisteth off divers particuler congregacions, even so rnanie as 
there shall bee in the World, every off which congregacion, though they be 
but two or three, have CHRIST given them, with all the meanes off their 
salvacion. Mat. 18.20. Roman. 8.32.1 Corin. 3.22. Are the Bodie off CHRIST. 
1. Cor. 12.27. and a whole Church. 1. Cor. 14.23.41 

Aside from the possible terminological inconsistency (given the original mean
ing of "particular,"42 the expression "particular congregation" presupposes an 
ecclesiology whose premise is the primacy of the universal church and that 
accordingly has no place in Free Church ecclesiology), this citation attests a 
specifically Free Church understanding of catholicity. Every church ("congre
gation") has the whole Christ along with all means of salvation and is for that 
reason not part of the church, but rather is a whole church and is in this sense 
catholic. Here catholicity means the wholeness of a congregation or church based 
on the presence of the whole Christ. "Every true visible Church," Smyth writes, 
"hath title to [the] whole Christ and all the holy things of God."43 Hence it is 
catholic. 

Assuming the qualitative understanding of catholicity, there is no disagree
ment that the catholicity of the local church is constituted by the presence of 
Christ through the Spirit. What remains open is which relationship between the 
local church and the universal church (in the most comprehensive sense of ecclesia 
triumphans and ecclesia militans) the catholicity of the local church presupposes. 
The documents of Vatican II state that in every local church "the one, holy, catholic 
and apostolic Church of Christ is truly present and active."44 A local church is 
catholic because in it the universal church is realized. Ratzinger conceives this 
realizational relation with the aid of the notion of church as a subject45; the one 
church is one subject with Christ and as such is present in every local church. Thus 
the local church is constituted into a catholic church only insofar as "it receives its 
being from a totality, and it gives itself back to this totality in return."46 In 
Orthodox ecclesiology, Zizioulas has contested the priority of the universal church 
over the local church.47 The whole Christ, who incorporates all Christians into 
himself, is present in every eucharistic communion. From this it then follows that 
the local church is identical with the universal church; local churches are each the 

41. In McBeth, Sourcebook, 40. 
42. "Belonging to, or affecting, a part, not the whole" (The Oxford English Dictionary 

[1989]). 
43. Smyth, Works, 267. 
44. Christus dominus 11; see also Lumen gentium 26. 
45. See in this regard Chapter I above. 
46. Ratzinger, Feast, 66. 
47. See in this regard Chapter II above. 
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one whole church, though with differing locales of concrete realization. Here 
catholicity is the identity of the local church with the universal church. Hence 
according to both traditions, the catholicity of the local church is constituted 
through the presence of Christ, though by way of its relation to the existing 
universal church, either by way of the relation of identity between the two or by 
way of the relation of the presence of the universal church in the local church. 

Without a doubt, a local church can be catholic only by way of a connec
tion with an ecclesiological whole transcending it. The question is whether it is 
accurate to define this whole as the existing (in heaven and on earth) universal 
church. According to the model I proposed above,48 this whole is the eschato-
logical indwelling of the triune God in God's whole people. If this is the case, 
then one cannot conceive the relation of the whole to the local church with the 
categories "realization" or "concretization," since this whole, the eschatological 
people of God, with regard to which the church can be called "catholic," does 
not represent an already existing reality, but rather an object of hope. Thus, too, 
the catholicity of a local church cannot be the realization or concretization of 
the already existing universal church, but rather an anticipation of the still 
outstanding gathering of the whole people of God, albeit an anticipation in 
which communal eschatological salvation is experienced concretely.4? The cath
olicity of the local church is a historical anticipation of the eschatological 
catholicity of the people of God in the totality of God's new creation. 

That the constituting of the catholicity of every local church does not 
proceed by way of the existing universal church does not, of course, mean that 
every local church calling itself catholic can live in isolation from other concrete 
local churches past and present. What I am questioning here is only that the 
catholicity of the concrete local church is to be conceived as a realization of the 
existing universal church. This leaves open the question regarding the nature 
of concrete relations with other local churches in which the catholicity of each 
local church must manifest itself.50 

2. If a local church is to have the fullness of salvation in an anticipatory 
fashion, then it must also contain all the ministries necessary for the mediation 
of this fullness. The catholicity of the local church thus has not only a soterio-
logical dimension, but also a ministerial dimension. The catholicity of salvific 
grace presupposes the catholicity of charismata. In article 11 of the Declaration 
of Faith of the English People cited earlier, one reads further that 

diverse particuler congregacions... have . . . all the meanes off their salvacion 
. . . [and are] a whole Church... . And therefore may, and ought, when they 

48. See III. 1.1.1 above. 
49. See III.2.1.2 above. 
50. See 3.1.3 below; see in this regard also III.3 above. 
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are come together, to Pray, Prophecie, breake bread, and administer in all the 
holy ordinances, although as yet they have no Officers, or that their Officers 
should bee in Prison, sick, or by anie other meanes hindered from the Church. 
l:Pet.4.10&2.5.51 

All the members of a church have the right to act with regard to spiritual matters 
in the church or to elect the "officers," for, as John Smyth wrote, "the brethren 
joyntly have all powre both of the Kingdom & priesthood immediately from 
Christ."52 From the Free Church perspective, the catholicity of charismata thus 
means that each congregation contains all ministries within itself necessary to 
mediate salvation, and that the totality of its members is the bearer of these 
ministries. Here catholicity means the fullness of spiritual gifts allotted to the local 
church. 

Free Churches share with episcopal churches the conviction that the sote-
riological dimension of catholicity presupposes the ministerial one. They differ, 
however, with regard to how the local church's ministerial catholicity is to be 
conceived. According to the episcopal tradition, the local church has all the 
ministries necessary for its life, though in the Catholic tradition these ministries 
come to the local churches essentially from the outside. According to Ratzinger, 
a person is a bishop only insofar as he stands in synchronic and diachronic 
"communion with other bishops."53 Ministries in the local church live funda
mentally from the whole of the church. A local church is thus also catholic with 
regard to its offices precisely insofar as it is a particular church, that is, insofar 
as its ministries come from the universal church and live in a fashion directed 
toward the universal church. It must be so if the church is one subject with 
Christ and if its authority derives only from the ecclesial whole.54 

In the Orthodox tradition according to the reconstruction of Zizioulas, 
the indispensable context of episcopal ordination is the eucharistic gathering, 
since "the Spirit is exclusively possessed by the Church."55 In addition, ordina
tion requires the presence and actions of other (neighboring) bishops in the 
apostolic succession. Both these conditions of episcopal ordination clearly dem
onstrate that a local church is catholic also with regard to its ministries insofar 
as it is identical with the universal church, that is, insofar as its bishop is 
constituted by other bishops, representing its necessary bond with all other 
churches, in the eucharistic gathering, a gathering in which the local church is 
identical with the eschatological reign of God.56 

51. In McBeth, Sourcebook, 40. 
52. Smyth, Works, 315 (my emphasis). 
53. Ratzinger, Das neue Volk, 116. 
54. See 1.4 above. 
55. Zizioulas, Communion, 165. 
56. See II.4.2 above. 
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Just as according to the Free Church model the catholicity of salvation, 
or the presence of the whole Christ in the Spirit, is not constituted through any 
reference to the existing universal church, so also according to this model the 
catholicity of ministries does not require connection with the universal church. 
The Spirit, present in the church as the firstfruits of the new creation and making 
it thus into a catholic church, bestows upon it in the same act various gifts 
necessary for its life. The grace of the new creation is "manifold." When people 
receive grace, they receive not only the gift of salvation, but simultaneously also 
the various gifts of the Spirit with which they are to serve one another; as 
recipients of the grace of salvation they simultaneously become its "stewards" 
(see 1 Pet. 4:10). The local church is catholic in the full sense because its 
members are able to transmit further, in the power of the Spirit and through 
mutual service and common action in the world, the entirety of grace they have 
received.57 The local church's catholicity of ministry means that it is in the power 
of the Spirit and through the totality of its members that the church itself is 
constituted as a church and is able to live as a church. 

3. Of course, every Christian group can maintain that it is a catholic 
church. Mere subscription to catholicity, however, does not immediately make 
it into a catholic church. What are the external marks of catholicity? The qual
itative understanding of catholicity cannot avoid this question, since it focuses 
above all on the interior side of the church (on the fullness of salvific grace). 
The church is, to be sure, as Lumen gentium correctly emphasizes, a "complex 
reality which comes together from a human and divine element."58 Although 
one can indeed distinguish the internal from the external side of the church, 
one cannot separate the two. This makes the search for the external marks of 
catholicity meaningful; that is, even if the presence of these marks cannot prove 
catholicity, their absence can falsify or at least damage the credibility of a 
community's claim to catholicity. Here I will examine only the two identifying 
marks of catholicity and will later address yet a third mark involving the cre-
ational dimension of catholicity.59 

One mark of the catholicity of the local church involves its relations to 
other churches. Differently than in the Catholic tradition, however, the sacra-
mentally mediated origin "from the universal church" and movement "toward 
the universal church" (Ratzinger) does not represent a necessary condition of 
catholicity according to the Free Church model. Nor is communion with other 
local churches in space and time on the basis of apostolic succession and on 
the basis of bishops standing in sacramental communion with one another 
(Zizioulas) an indispensable factor in determining the catholicity of the local 

57. See IV.1.1.3 and VI. 1 above. 
58. Lumen gentium 8. 
59. See 3.2.2 below. 
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church. Such relations between churches can certainly be desirable from the 
Free Church perspective, but they are not a necessary condition of catholicity. 
The minimal requirement for catholicity with regard to relations between 
churches is the openness of each church to all other churches. A church that 
closes itself off from other churches of God past or present, or a church that 
has no desire to turn to these churches in some fashion, is denying its own 
catholicity. A church cannot reflect the eschatological catholicity of the entire 
people of God and at the same time isolate itself from other churches. The 
catholicity of the local church presupposes that the channels for synchronic and 
diachronic communication between all churches remain open. 

Openness to all other churches of God is, however, only the minimum for 
the catholicity of a church. It cannot be absent if one wishes to call a particular 
church catholic. It would be a mistake, however, to confuse the minimum of 
catholicity with its optimum. Although a church that were only open to all other 
churches would indeed be a catholic church, it would clearly be a poor catholic 
church. Every catholic church is charged with maintaining and deepening its 
ties to other churches past and present. The church that refuses to do this would 
not be a catholic church and thus would be no church at all. Openness to other 
churches should lead to a free networking with those churches, and as the image 
of the net also suggests, these mutual relations should be expressed in corre
sponding ecclesial institutions.60 

Openness to all other churches is a formal identifying feature of catho
licity. As such, this feature itself is still insufficient, since it is unable to identify 
those Christian groups to whom a church must be open if it is to be catholic. 
Hence to this feature we must also add loyalty to the apostolic tradition. All 
churches view loyalty to the apostolic tradition as the basic identifying feature 
of catholicity, even if they interpret this loyalty differently and seek to secure it 
through different means. For only from the perspective of the apostolic tradition 
can that which the catholicity of the church is be determined in the first place, 
just as it is only by way of the church's (explicit or implicit) confession of faith 
that it can be distinguished from other social units. According to the Free 
Church model, catholicity is not constituted through recourse to the universal 
church, but rather directly by way of the presence of the Spirit of the new 
creation; so also does the connection with the apostolic tradition, a connection 
demonstrating and guaranteeing catholicity, need no recourse to the existing 
universal church with the one at its head,61 but rather comes about through 
direct access to the historically mediated apostolic scriptures. Even in such 
dealings with the apostolic scriptures, however, the catholic demand for open
ness to all churches remains in effect. An adequate interpretation of the apostolic 

60. See in this regard III.3. above. 
61. See 1.3 above. 
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scriptures, and thus also the identification of the apostolic tradition, can take 
place only through synchronic and diachronic ecclesial communication.62 

3.2. Catholicity and Creation 

1. Yves Congar has rightly drawn attention to two sources of catholicity for the 
church.63 One is God's grace; the triune God transmits to creation the totality 
of salvation by taking up dwelling in the communion of those who believe in 
Christ. The other source of catholicity is creation itself. Creation is certainly 
not a source of catholicity independent of the grace of the triune God. God the 
Savior comes into creation as a reality that God as Creator has made and in 
which God as Sustainer is present. Nonetheless, if the distinction between 
creation and salvation is meaningful, then it is also possible to view creation as 
a second source of the catholicity of the church. 

Yet how can one understand creation as a source of the church's catholicity 
if one defines catholicity eschatologically, as I have done? Does not this eschato-
logical perspective lead to disdain for the world of the sort that has so often 
characterized the Free Church attitude toward culture? The answer obviously 
depends on how one conceives the relationship between creation and new 
creation (just as this theological decision is often shaped by the social position 
of church communities). My premise is that God's eschatological action does 
not stand in opposition to God's protological action. The new creation does 
not arise only after the destruction of the old creation as a new creatio ex nihilo, 
but rather through the latter's renewal or rebirth.64 Just as the nations will bring 
their "glory" and wealth into the new Jerusalem (Rev. 21:24, 26 — the people, 
not the city!), so also must churches remain open for the entire natural and 
cultural wealth of human beings. Churches can reflect historically the eschato
logical catholicity of the people of God only by becoming places where the 
salvation of concrete human beings is experienced insofar as their natural and 
cultural uniqueness is accepted, sanctified, and reconciled. This admittedly 
presupposes the kind of prophetic criticism that first makes it possible to 
identify within the various cultures that which corresponds to God's eschato
logical new creation.65 

2. The Free Church model seems to be in tension with the creational 

62. In this limited sense, and only in this sense — namely, of a reading of scripture 
within comprehensive ecclesial communication — one can genuinely also say that the church 
gives scripture its meaning (so Hauerwas, Unleashing, 27). 

63. Congar, "Wesenseigenschaften," 487ff. 
64. See in this regard Volf, Work, 98ff. 
65. See in this regard, Volf, "Church." 
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dimension of catholicity. This tension derives less from the tendency toward 
dualism already mentioned, dualism not inherent in the model itself, than from 
the constitutive role this model ascribes ecclesiologically to covenant and to free 
choice. Each person can freely choose the church to which he or she wishes to 
belong. Since, as Aristotle already noted, "like tends toward like," the catholicity of 
Free Churches is genuinely at risk. They can too easily degenerate into religious 
clubs in which those of the same race, social class, and political views mutually 
confirm their one-sidedness within a religious framework. "Homogenous units," 
to use the phrase popularized by the Church Growth movement, cannot be 
catholic. Arguably, this criticism presupposes too simple an understanding of the 
will to belong to a church, since it does not take into account the mutual influence 
between this will and ecclesial being as such;66 still, although taking this into 
account does indeed ease the problem, it does not solve it. 

To escape this difficulty, Zizioulas insists on the territorial principle accord
ing to which only one church is permitted in a specific locality (city) to which all 
Christians from the locality must then belong.67 The church can be catholic in the 
creational sense only if it embodies "the totality of its milieu."68 Is this solution 
persuasive today?69 It is difficult to imagine how this territorial precondition of 
catholicity advocated by Zizioulas can be realized in big cities, not to speak of the 
modern megalopolis. A purely territorial understanding of locality no longer 
seems meaningful today. For what we have today is both geographic pluralization 
of the spheres of life (especially the separation of place of residence and place of 
work) and cultural pluralization within any given sphere of life; people live 
multilocally, and locales are multicultural. Hence any attempt at securing the 
ecclesial imaging of the eschatological catholicity of the people of God territorially 
seems off the mark.70 Is one to forbid a mobile and multicultural population from 
attending regularly a church outside its residential area? If one wishes to reject this 
implicit or explicit prohibition but still affirm the principle of territoriality, one 
will have to define a local church through officeholders and geographic location 
without recourse to actual church members, unless one eliminates entirely any 
notion of liturgical and communal life from the definition of the church. The 
transcending of all boundaries between people, a process deriving from the 
experience of salvation itself, must today be lived in the freedom of personal 
decision. It was no different in New Testament times. The fact that Jews and 

66. See IV.2.2.2 above. 
67. See II.3.2.1 above. 
68. Zizioulas, "Groupes," 268. Similarly also Ratzinger, Gemeinschaft, 73. 
69. For Orthodox criticism, see Erickson, "Local Churches," 9ff. 
70. The American sociologist Robert Wuthnow writes: "Geographic mobility, urbani

zation, and occupational specialization have all eroded the relationship between religion and 
communities of residence" (Restructuring, 309). 
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Greeks, slaves and free, men and women belong together in the Christian church 
is, in any case, based on their faith and their baptism (see Gal. 3:26-28; 1 Cor. 
12:12-13; Col. 3:10-11). So it is not surprising to find several house churches in a 
single city during New Testament times.71 

Each of several churches in a given geographic locale can be catholic; the 
concrete appropriation of the totality of a geographically circumscribed milieu 
into the church is not a necessary condition of catholicity. Just as the ecclesial 
dimension of catholicity becomes manifest through the openness of a particular 
church to all other churches of God, so also is the creational dimension of 
catholicity made manifest through its universal openness for all human beings 
who confess faith in Christ without distinction. Any church that excludes certain 
people on the basis of race or social class, or that is willing to tolerate such 
exclusion with indifference, is denying its own catholicity. There can be no 
catholicity without a willingness to accept other Christians and other churches 
precisely in their otherness (see Rom. 14:1—15:13)!72 Being open to all human 
beings, however, represents only the minimum of catholicity. Beyond this uni
versal openness, churches should strive to reflect historically the eschatological 
shalom of the whole people of God through positive integration (not assimi
lation!) of the entire breadth of cultural wealth within God's rich creation.73 

. 4. The Catholicity of Person 

1. The catholicity of the church is inconceivable without the catholicity of its 
members, for its members are not the individual pieces of a larger or smaller 
ecclesial puzzle who must fit into the whole without themselves having to be 
complete or whole. Because the "parts" of the church's totality are persons and 
thus subjects of action, churches will be catholic only if each member is catholic 
as well. All church traditions have thus reflected on the catholicity of persons, 
though the Catholic and Orthodox traditions have done so much more inten
sively than has the Protestant.74 

71. See III.2.1.1 above. This suggests that one insists with such vehemence on the 
principle of territoriality less in order to secure the catholicity of the local church than to 
maintain the unidimensional structures of authority and subordination that can be con
sistently implemented only under the assumption of the principle of territoriality (see in this 
regard Kaufmann, "Organisation" [English edition: Concilium, v.91.73]). 

72. See Welker, Kirche ohne Kurs, 55ff. 
73. Concerning the catholicity of the local church, see the fine argumentation of Lesslie 

Newbigin, "What is," 19ff. 
74. For the Catholic tradition, see Congar, "Wesenseigenschaften," 396; for the Or

thodox tradition, see Zizioulas, "Human Capacity," 408; Lossky, "Third Mark," 175; for the 
Free Church tradition, see Flew and Davis, eds., Catholicity of Protestantism, 21. 
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A consensus obtains between these traditions concerning the ultimate 
grounding of the catholicity of person. Just as every church is a catholic church 
because the whole Christ is present in it through the Holy Spirit, so also is every 
believer a catholic person because the whole Christ indwells every one through 
the Holy Spirit. This understanding of the catholicity of person not only follows 
from the qualitative understanding of catholicity, but also draws clear support 
from biblical statements. Through faith and baptism, every Christian partici
pates in the fullness of the deity dwelling in Jesus Christ (Col. 2:9-12; cf. John 
1:14-16). The differences between church traditions with regard to the catho
licity of person emerge immediately as soon as one inquires of the role the 
church plays in the constitution of the catholicity of person. 

2. The Catholic and Orthodox traditions conceive the catholicity of person 
in analogy to that of the local church. Just as a local church becomes catholic 
insofar as the universal church — ecclesia triumphans and ecclesia militans to
gether— is realized within it, so a person becomes catholic insofar as the 
universal church is realized in that person. The individual is catholic because 
the whole is present in that individual. Moreover, the universal church is con
ceived here as subject. Ratzinger and Zizioulas agree that the "I" of the church 
is that of Christ.75 The church, together with Christ, constitutes a single mystical 
person, the "whole Christ." Thus the individual is catholic because Christ to
gether with the whole church is present within him or her. The catholicity of 
persons is grounded in their incorporation into the collective person "church," 
whereby the collective person becomes the internal structure of every individual 
person. 

This particular understanding of the catholicity of person takes its orien
tation from a widely accepted, traditional understanding of the relationship 
between soul and body. "If the hand could think," writes Hans Urs von 
Balthasar, "it would understand that it is an organic expression of a totality 
transcending its members."76 Now, the members of the church are not think
ing organs, but rather interdependent and still autonomous persons. Persons 
are constituted by God in the medium of their social relationships. Sociality 
is essential for personhood.77 The social surroundings through which a person 
is constituted, however, are not the social totality active in every person, but 
rather the concrete — fixed and fleeting, deep and superficial — relations in 
which a person lives. Accordingly, an ecclesial person is not constituted by the 
Spirit of God through that person's relation to a whole, however articulated, 
present and active within him or her,78 but rather through that persons 

75. For Ratzinger, see 1.1.1.1 above; for Zizioulas, see II.3.1.2 above. 
76. Von Balthasar, Katholisch, 8. 
77. SeeIV.3.1.1 above. 
78. So also de Lubac, Katholizismus, 293. 
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multiple relations to other, concrete Christians, especially through the relations 
to the concrete congregation in which the person has come to faith and been 
baptized.79 

But how are we to conceive the catholicity of persons who are constituted 
into Christians through their concrete relations to other persons? Taking as our 
premise the eschatological understanding of catholicity, we may conceive the 
catholicity of ecclesial persons as the anticipation of the eschatological gathering 
of the whole people of God in the new creation. The Spirit who is the firstfruits 
of the new creation is given not only to the whole community, but also to every 
person in that community; the Spirit dwells "in the hearts" of individuals (see 
2 Cor. 1:22). This is why Paul can express the anticipation of the new creation 
in very personal terms: "So if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation" (2 Cor. 
5:17). Every person who is in Christ through the Spirit anticipates in a broken 
fashion the eschatological indwelling of the triune God in God's whole people. 

No Christian, however, can be a catholic person alone, separated from 
other Christians. Because the catholicity of person anticipates the eschatological 
catholicity of God's people, it cannot come about through a process taking place 
merely between the Spirit of God and the hearts of individual persons. Com
munion of the whole people of God can be anticipated only if one lives in such 
communion. The issue here is not that the individual must be a member of the 
overall organism so that the latter can express itself in that member, but rather 
that if a person is to be catholic, her inner constitution must be determined by 
an ecclesial community. I am a catholic being only if my relations to other 
Christians, to a congregation, are part of my ecclesial personhood itself; the 
essential relationality of the person reflects the comprehensive sociality of the 
people of God in the new creation. Precisely because the catholicity of the 
individual Christian is unthinkable without this relationality,80 it presupposes 
the catholicity of the church. 

From this it follows that the relationship "Christian — other Christians" 
does not correspond to the relationship "church — other churches." A church 
can reflect in and of itself the eschatological catholicity of the people of God 
(albeit in a broken fashion) because it is itself a communion. By contrast, a 
Christian alone would be an isolated individual, unable to reflect the catholicity 
of the people of God. Accordingly, openness to all other churches can suffice 
as a condition of catholicity with regard to a church, whereas standing in an 
ecclesial community is an indispensable condition for the catholicity of person. 
Thus the catholicity of person is the personal side of the essential sociality of 
salvation.81 

79. See IV. 1.1.3 and VI. 1.1.2 above. 
80. See V.3.2.2 above. 
81. See IV.2.1.2 above. 
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3. It is not enough, however, to understand the catholicity of the ecclesial 
person as relationality, since this objective catholicity of person, "being from 
others," can also be lived individualistically. Ecclesiological individualism — as 
any other individualism — does not consist so much in the absence of relations 
that define the being of the person as in the conscious or unconscious denial 
of being conditioned by these relations and in the refusal both to enrich others 
and to allow oneself to be enriched by them. In actuality, every human being 
is shaped by others. The individualist lacks what I call the subjective dimension 
of the catholicity of person, namely, one's self-understanding as a relational 
being and the conscious attempt to live one's own relationality within a com
munity of mutual giving and receiving. 

Ratzinger defines the subjective catholicity of person as its process of 
becoming anima ecclesiastical the individual Christian should become a micro-
cosmic image of the universal church. Since this can take place only through a 
process of internalization, the liturgy of the universal church as well as forms 
of spirituality one receives from the universal church (rather than invents 
oneself) are of decisive significance for the emergence of the anima ecclesias
tical2 The Orthodox tradition speaks similarly of the "openness" of the in
dividual "to the whole and to being filled by the whole."83 This understanding 
of subjective catholicity is accompanied by the notion of an indissoluble relation 
between Christ and the universal church, the "whole Christ." Becoming a cath
olic person is identical with deepening one's experience of salvation because it 
occurs through internalization of the "whole Christ." 

According to the eschatological understanding of catholicity, the catho
licity of person will come to fulfillment only in the person's comprehensive 
relations to the whole people of God in which the triune God dwells. From this 
the following rule emerges: The more comprehensively a Christian's personal 
makeup is determined by other Christians past and present, the more catholic 
that person will be. In this sense, every Christian should become an anima 
ecclesiastica, though the catholicity of person involves less that person's relation 
to a whole that is thought of as a subject than that person's relation to Christ 
through relations to concrete Christians. (These Christians can, however, occupy 
different positions of importance in the life of a person, as, for example, the 
apostle Paul, my own mother, Thomas Aquinas, or an elder in my church.) So 
the subjective catholicity of person cannot consist only in the internalization 
of what is common to all; it must also consist in the adoption of what is specific 
to each. According to the New Testament witness, the Spirit of the new creation 
is not only the Spirit of salvation common to all, but simultaneously the Spirit 
of gifts unique to each. The same Spirit baptizes all into one body of Christ and 

82. See 1.5.4 above. 
83. Staniloae, Dogmatik II, 221; see Lossky, "Third Mark," 186. 
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simultaneously "allots to each one individually just as the Spirit chooses" (1 Cor. 
12:11-13). This twofold activity of the Spirit in unifying and differentiating 
prevents false catholicity of either church or persons from emerging in which 
the particular is swallowed up by the universal. The Spirit of communion opens 
up every person to others, so that every person can reflect something of the 
eschatological communion of the entire people of God with the triune God in 
a unique way through the relations in which that person lives.84 

84. See in this regard Volf, Exclusion and Embrace, 50ff. 
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